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PREFACE.

The present volume concludes the series which I

have called ' Short Studies on Great Subjects.' The

topics discussed are not, indeed, all great, and some

are insignificant ; biit I selected the title on account

of the unity of purpose which is present through-

out. The Essays have been written at intervals, as

occasion or my own general work suggested, during

the last thirty years, and they contain my thoughts,

cast in various forms, on the problems with which

the present generation has been perplexed. We

have lived through a period of change— change

spiritual, change moral, social, and political. The

fouridations of our most serious convictions have

been broken up; and the disintegration of opinion

is so rapid that wise men and foolish are equally

ignorant where the close of thjs waning century will
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find us. We are embarked iu a current which bears

us forward independent of our own wills, and indif-

ferent whether we submit or resist ; but each of us

is sailing in a boat of his own, which, as he is hurried

on, he can guide or leave to drift. The observations

and experiences of a single voyager who is drawing

near the end of his own journey may have an interest

for others who are floating down the same river, and

are alike unable to conjecture whither they are

V^und.

J. A. F.

Onslow Gaiidens :

November 6, 1S8S).
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LIFE AND TIMES OF THOMAS BECKET.^
[NINETEENTH CENTURY. 1877.]

I.

1"lHE mind, or spiritual part of man, ought to

direct his body. Nothing is more natural,

therefore, than the parallel assumption that the

Church, or the spiritual part of society, ought to

direct the State. A theory so simple, so complete,

has in all ages recommended itself to theologians.

It would be accepted universally but for one diffi-

culty—that while society can be divided into separate

orders, wisdom and virtue cannot be divided, and

priests are sometimes worldly and wicked, and

laymen sometimes also are brave and wise and good.

Priesthoods, therefore, to make out their case,

have been driven to assume that they possess

' Materials for the History of

Thomas Beclcct, Archiishop of

Canteriury. Edited by James

Craigie Robertson, Canon of

; ^ VOL. IV. 1

Canterbury. Pnblislicd under

the direction of the Master oi

the Rolls. 1876.
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peculiar privileges ; that they have special means

of cnmmunicating with God and of knowing his

will; that they can work miracles, visible or invisible;

that they, in fact, are God's representatives directly

appointed by himself. The two swords of St. Peter

are the two authorities, secular and spiritual ; but

to Peter they were both committed, and the civil

power in Christian countries exists only as the

delegate of Peter's successors.

If it be true that the clergy are possessed of super-

natural powers ; if ' the keys,' as they are called,

have in any such sense been committed to them
;

if through them, actually and palpably, the will

of God is made known to men, and in no other way,

the assumption, bold though it be, is fairly justified,

and kings and cabinets ought to be superseded by

commissions of bislaops. If, on the other hand, the

clergy are but like other orders of priesthoods in

other ages and countries—mere human beings set

apart for peculia.r functions, and tempted by the

nature of those functions into fantastic notions of

their own consequence — the recurring conflicts

between Church and State resolve themselves into

phenomena of social evolution, the common sense

of mankind exerting itself to control a groundless

assumption. To the student of luiman nature the
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story of such conflicts is always interesting—comedy

and tragedy winding one into the other. They have

furnished occasion for remarkable exhibitions of

human character; and I take advantage of the

publication of new materials and the republication

of old materials in an accessible form to draw a

sketch of the once famous St. Thomas of Canterbury,

who, after three centuries of neglect, is again being

lifted up as an object of admiration, and in whose

actions and whose fate an incredulous world, though

unconvinced that he was a saint, may still find

instruction. I must commence with an attempt to

reproduce the mental condition of the times in which

St. Thomas lived. Human nature is said to be

always the same. It is no less true that human

nature is continuously changing. Motives which in

one age are languid and even unintelligible have

been in another alive and all-powerful. To com-

prehend these differences, to take them up into his

imagination, to keep them present before him as

the key to what he reads, is the chief difficulty and

the chief duty of the student of history.

Characteristic incidents, particular things M'hich

men representative of their age indisputably did,

convey a clearer idea than any general description.

Let the reader attend to a few transactions which
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occurred either in Becket's lifetime or immediately

subsequent to it, in which the principal actors were

p^Tsons known to himself.

"We select as the first a scene at Martel in the

year 1183. Henry Plantagenet, eldest son of Henry

II., called 'the young king,' for he was crowned in

his father's lifetime, at that spot and in that year

brought his disordered existence to an end. His

career had been wild and criminal. He had rebelled

against his father again and again ; again and again

he had been forgiven. In a fit of remorse he had

taken the cross, and intended to go to Jerusalem.

He forgot Jerusalem in the next temptation. He

joined himself to Lewis of France, broke once more

into his last and worst revolt, and carried fire and

sword into Normandy. He had hoped to bring the

nobles to his side; he succeeded only in burning

towns and churches, stripping shrines, and bringing

genera] hatred on himself Finding, we are told,

that he could not injure his father as much as he had

hoped to do, he chafed himself into a fever, and the

fever killed him. Feeling death to be near, he sent

a message to his father begging to see him. The old

Henry, after past experience, dared not venture.

The prince (I translate literally from a contemporary

chronicler)

—
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then called his bishops and religious men to his side. He
confessed his sins iirst in private, then openly to all who were

present. He was absolved. He gave his cross to a friend to

carry to the Holy Sepulchre. Then, throwing off his soft

clothing, he put on a shirt of hair, tied a rope about his neck,

and said to the bishops

—

' By this rope I deliver over myself, a guilty and unworthy

sinner, to you the ministers of God. Through your inter-

cession and of his own ineifable mercy, I beseech our Lord

Jesus Christ, who forgave the thief upon the cross, to have

pity on my unhappy soul.'

A bed of ashes had been prepared on the floor.

' Drag me,' he went on, ' by this rope out of this bed, and

lay me on the ashes.'

The bishops did so. They placed at his head and at his

feet two large square stones, and so he died.

There is one aspect of the twelfth century—-the

darkest crimes and the most real superstition side

by side co-existing in the same character.

To the bishops of Normandy Henry Plantagenet

handed the rope to drag him to his death-bed of

ashes. The privilege and authority of bishops and

clergy was Becket's plea for convulsing Europe.

What were the bishops and clergy like themselves ?

We will look at the bishops assembled at the Council

of Westminster in the year 1 176, Cardinal Hugezun

had come as legate from Eome. The council was

attended by the two archbishops, each accompanied

by his suffragans, the abbots, priors, and clergy of
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his province. Before business began, there arose

dira lis et contentio, a dreadful strife and contention

between these high personages as to whicli arch-

bishop should sit on the cardinal's right hand.

Richard of Canterbury said the right was with him.

Roger of York said the right was with him. Words

turned to blows. The monks of Canterbury, zealous

for their master, rushed upon the Archbishop of

York, flung him down, kicked him, and danced upon

him till he was almost dead. The cardinal wrung

his hands, and charged the Archbishop of Canterbury

with having set them on. The Archbishop of York

made his way, bruised and bleeding, to the king.

Both parties in the first heat appealed to the pope.

Canterbury ori second thoughts repented, went

privately to the cardinal, and bribed him into silence.

The appeal was withdrawn, the affair dropped, and

the council went on with its work.

So much for the bishops. We may add that

Becket's friend, John of Salisbury, accuses the Arch-

bishop of York, on common notoriety, of having com-

mitted the most infamous of crimes, and of bavins

murdered the partners of his guilt to conceal it.^

As to the inferior clergy, it might be enough to

' John of Salisbury to the Archbishop of Sens, 1171. Tho
A-rchbishop of York is spoken of under the name of Cawphas.
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quote the language used about them at the confer-

ence at Montmirail in 1 169, where their general

character was said to be atrocious, a great number of

them being church-robbers, adulterers, highwaymen,

thieves, ravishers of virgins, incendiaries, and mur-

derers.^ For special illustration Ave take a visitation

of St. Augustine's Abbey at Canterbury in the year

1173, undertaken by the pope's order. The visitors

reported not only that the abbot was corrupt, extra-

vagant, and tyrannical, but that he had more

children than the patriarchs, in one village as many

as ten or twelve bastards. 'Vehd eqims hinnit in

fceminas.' they said, ' adeo impudens ut libidinem

nisi quam publicaverit voluptuosam esse non reputet.

Matres et earundem filias incestat pariter. Fornica-

tionis abusum comparat necessitate' This precious

abbot was the host and entertainer of the four

knights when they came to Canterbury. Abbot

Clarembald was probably an exceptionally bad speci-

men ; but, unless Giraldus does them injustice, there

were many others who fell but a little short of him,

1 ' Quum tamen clerici immuii-

(lissimi et atrocissimi sunt, utpote

qui ex magna parte aacrilegi,

adiilteri, pi-ffidones, fares, rap-

tores virginura, incendiarii et

honiicidai sujit.'—John of Salis-

bury to the Bishop of Exeter.

Letters, 1169. Tliis unfavourable

desoription is not given by John

of Salisbury as his own, but as

alleged by the king during the

Becket controversy.
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and there were no means of effectually punishing

such men. Becket struggled hard to obtain powers

from Rome to deal with Clarembald, but always

without effect.

From separate pictures we pass to a sketch of the

condition of the Church of England written by a

monk of Christ Church, Canterbury, a contemporary

of Becket, when the impression of the martyrdom

was fresh, and miracles were worked by his relics

every day under the writer's eyes. The monk's

name was Nigellus. He was precentor of the

cathedral. His opinion of the wonders of which he

was the witness may be inferred from the shrug of

the shoulders with which, after describing the dis-

orders of the times, he says that they were but

natural, for the age of miracles was past. In reading

him we feel that we are looking on the old England

through an extremely keen pair of eyes. We discern

too, perhaps, that he was a clever fellow, consti-

tutionally a satirist, and disappointed of promotion,

and we make the necessary allowances. Two of his

works survive, one in verse, the other in serious prose.

The poem, which is called ' Speculum Stultorum

'

('The Looking-Glass of Fools'), contains the adven-

tures of a monk who leaves his cloister to better his

fortunes. The monk is introduced under the svm-
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bolic disguise of an ass. His ambition is to grow

a longer tail, and he wanders unsuccessfully over

Europe, meeting as many misfortunes as Don
Quixote, in pursuit of his object. Finally he arrives

at Paris, where he resolves to remain and study, that

at all events he may write after his name inagister

artium. The seven years' course being finished, he

speculates on his future career. He decides on the

whole that he will be a bishop, and pictures to him-

self the delight of his mother when she sees him in

his pontificals. Sadly, however, he soon remembers

that bishops were not made of such stuff as learned

members of the universities. Bishops were born in

barons' castles, and were named as children to the

sees which they were to occupy. ' Little Bobby ' and

' little Willy ' were carried to Rome in their nurses'

arms before they could speak or walk, to have the

keys of heaven committed to them. So young were

they sometimes that a wit said once that it could not

be told whether the bishop elect was a boy or a girl ^

' ' Ante puer patrem primum matremque vocare

Quam soiat, aut possit stare Tel ire pedes,

Suscipit ecelesiae claves animasque regendas.

In cunis positus dummodo vagit adhuc.

Cum nutrice sufl, Romam Robekinus adibit,

Quem nova sive vetus sportula tecta feret

;

Missus et in peram veniet VTilekiuus in urbem,

Curia Romana tota videbit eum.
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An Abbey might suit better, he thought, and he ran

over the various attractions of the different orders.

All of them were more or less loose rogues, some

worse, some better.^ On the whole the monk-ass

concluded that he would found a new order, the rules

of which should be compounded of the indulgences

allowed to each of the rest. The pope would consent

if approached with the proper temptations ; and he

was picturing to himself the delightful life which he

was thenceforth to lead, when his master found him,

and cudgelled him back to the stable.

More instructive, if less amusing, is the prose

treatise 'Contra Curiales et Officiales clericos'

(' Against Clerical Courtiers and Officials '), dedicated

to De Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, Coeur de Lion's

chancellor, who was left in charge of the realm when

Richard went to Palestine. De Longchamp's rule

was brief and stormy. It lasted long enough, how-

Impubeves piieros pastorea eccleslarum

Vidimus effeotos pontiflcesq^ue sacros.

Sic dixit quidam de quodam poiitifioaudo,

Gum priiioeps regni solioitaret eum :

" Est puer, et nondum disceniere possumus utnim
Foemina vel mas est, et modo prtesul erit."

'

Satirical Poems of the Twelfth Century, vol. i. p. io6

'Oranes sunt fares, quocunque clianictere sacro

Siguati veniant magnifieentque Deum.'
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ever, to induce Nigellus to appeal to him for a

reform of the Church, and to draw a picture of it

which admirers of the ages of faith may profitably

study.

At whatever period we gel a clear view of the

Church of England, it was always in terrible need of

reform. In the twelfth century it has been held to

have been at its best. Let us look then at the actual

condition of it.

Infants in cradles (says Nigellus) are made archdeacons,

that out of the mouths of babes and sucklings praise may be

perfected. The child is still at the breast and he is a priest

of the Church. He can bind and loose before he can speak,

and has the keys of heaven before he has the use of his

understanding. At an age when an apple is move to him

than three or four churches, he is set to dispense the sacra-

ments, and the only anxiet); about him is a fear that he may

die. He is sent to no school. He is idle and is never

whipped. He goes to Paris to be polished, where he leams

' the essentials of a gentleman's education,' dice and dominoes

et catera qua sequimtur. He returns to England to hawk and

hunt, and would that this were the worst ! but he has the

forehead of a harlot, and knows not to te ashamed. To such

persons as these a bishop without scruple commits the charge

of souls—to men who are given over to the flesh, who rise in

the morning to eat, and sit down at evening to drink, who

spend on loose women the offerings of the faithful, who do

things which make their people blush to speak of them, while

Ihev themselves look for the Jordan to flow into their mouths,
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and expect each day to hear a voice say to them, ' Priend, go

up higher.' ^

Those who had no money to buy their way with,

and no friends to help them, were obliged to study

something. Having done with Paris they would go

on to Bologna, and come back knowing medicine and

law and speaking pure French and Italian. Clever

fellows, so furnished, contrived to rise by pushing

themselves into the service of bishop or baron, to

whom ' they were as eyes to the blind and as feet to

the lame.' They managed the great man's business

;

they took care of his health. They went to Rome

with his appeals, undertook negotiations for him in

foreign courts, and were repaid in time by prebends

and rectories. Some, in spite of laws of celibacy,

married their patrons' daughters, and got benefices

' Satirical Poems of the

Twelfth Ceihtury, vol. i. p. i6o,

&c., abridged. The Archdea-

conry of Bangor was hereditary.

Pope Alexander, writing to the

Bangor clergy in 1166, says;

' Prseterea, quoniara in arehidia-

conatu memoratce ecclesise vestrre

filium patri quasi hereditario jure

successisse audivimus, nos quod
taliter exinde factum est irritum

esse decernimus. '

—

Materials for

the Sistory of Thomas Becket,

vol. V. p. 226.

The Bishops ordained men in-

discriminately without titles, fill-

ing the country with men calling

theniiclves clergy and clainning

privilege while mere vagabonds :

' Episcopi clericos indiscrete or-

diuant, qui nullis ecclesiis titu-

lantur, ex quo fit ut ordinatorum

multitude paupertate et otio ad
turpia facta prolabatur.'

—

Nicolas

de Monte Eothomagensi ad
Tliom. Cant. Archiepiscopum.

Materials, vol. v. p. 145.
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along with them. It was illegal, but the bishops

winked at it. Others made interest at Rome with

the cardinals, and by them were recommended home.

Others contrived to be of use to the king. Once on

the road to preferment the ascent was easy. The

lucky ones, not content with a church or two, would

have a benefice in every diocese in England, and

would lie, cheat, 'forget God, and not remember

man.' Their first gains were spent in bribes to pur-

chase more, and nothing could satisfy them. Fifteen

or twenty rectories were not enough without a stall

in each cathedral. Next must come a deanery, and

then an archdeaconry, and then ' peradventure God

will yet add unto me something more.'

The ' something more ' was of course a bishopric,

and Nigellus proceeds to describe the methods by

which such of these high offices were reached as had

not been already assigned to favourites. The prelates

expectant hung about the court, making presents,

giving dinners, or offering their services for difficult

foreign embassies. Their friends meanwhile were on

the watch for sees likely to be vacant, and inquiring

into their values. The age and health of the present

occupants were diligently watched ; the state of their

teeth, their eyes, their stomachs, and reported dis-

orders. If the accounts were conflicting, the aspiritut
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would go himself to the spot under pretence of a

pilgrimage. If the wretched bishop was found incon-

veniently vigorous, rumours were spread that he was

shamming youth, that he was as old as Nestor, and

was in his dotage ; if he was infirm, it was said that

men ought not to remain in positions of which they

could not discharge the duties ; they should go into a

cloister. The king and the primate should see to it.

If intrigue failed, another road was tried. The

man of the world became a saint. He retired to one

or other of his churches. He was weary of the earth

and its vanities, and desired to spend his remaining

days in meditating upon heaven. The court dress

was laid aside. The wolf clothed himself in a sheep-

skin, and the talk was only of prayers and charities.

Beggars were fed in the streets, the naked were

covered, the sick were visited, the dead were buried.

The rosy face grew pale, the plump cheeks became

thin, and the admiring public exclaimed, ' Who was

like unto this man to keep the law of the Most

High ?
' Finally some religious order was entered,

and entered with ostentation. The aspirant would

take vows upon him of special austerities ; he would

bewail the desolations of the Church, speak in a low

sad voice, sigh, walk slowly, and droop his eyelids;

kings were charged with tyranny, and priests with
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incontinency, and all this that it might be spoken of

in high places, that, when a see was vacant at last, it

might be said to him, ' Friend, go up higher ;
" he

that humbleth himself shall be exalted."
'

' Such,' said Nigellus, ' are the steps in our days

by which men go up into the house of the Lord.' By

one or other of these courses success would be at last

attained ; the recommendation of the Crown would

be secured, and the nomination sent to the chapter.

But the congi d'ilire was not yet peremptory. The

forms of liberty still retained some shadow of life

in them, and fresh efforts were required to obtain the

consent of the electors. The religious orders were

the persons used on these occasions to produce the

required effect ; and flights of Templars, Cistercians,

Carthusians, hurried to the cathedral city to persuade

the canons that the pastor whom they had never

seen or never heard of, except by rumour, had more

virtues than existed together in any other human

being. Nigellus humorously describes the language

in which these spiritual jackals portrayed their

patron's merits.

He is a Jolin the Baptist for sanctity, a Cato for wisdom,

a Tully for eloquence, a Moses for meekness, a Phinces for

zeal, an Abraham for faith. Elect him only, and he is all

that you can desire. You ask what he has done to recom-

mend liiin. Granted that he has done nothing, God can
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raise sons to Abraham out of the stones. He is a boy, you

say, ond too young for such an office—Daniel was a boy when

he saved Susannah from the elders. He is of low birth—you

are choosing a successor to a fisherman, not an heir to Caesar.

He is a dwarf—Jeremiah was not large. He is illiterate

—

Peter and Andrew were not philosophers when they were

called to be apostles. He can speak no English.—Augustine

could speak no English, yet Augustine converted Britain.

He is married and has a wife—the apostles ordered such to

be promoted. He has divorced his wife—Christ separated

St. John from his bride. He is immoral—so was St. Boni-

face. He is a fool—God has chosen the foolisli things of

this world to confound the wise. He is a coward—St.

Joseph was a coward. He is a glutton and a wine-bibber

—

so Christ was said to be. He is a sluggard—St. Peter could

not remain for one hour awake. He is a striker—Peter

struck Malchus. He is quarrelsome—Paul quaiTelled with

Barnabas. He is disobedient to his superiors—Paul with-

stood Peter. He is a man of blood—Moses killed the

Egyptian. He is blind—so was Paul before he was eon-

verted. He is dumb—Zacharias was dumb. He is all faults,

and possesses not a single virtue—God will make his grace

so much more to abound in him.^

Such eloquence and such advocates were gener-

ally irresistible. If, as sometimes happened, the

Crown had named a person exceptionally infamous,

or if the chapter was exceptionally obdurate, other

measures lay behind. Government officers would

' Satirical Foeins of the Tivelfth CeiUtirij, vol. i. p. igi, &c.,
abridged.
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come down and talk of enemies to the common-
wealth. A bishop of an adjoining see would hint at

excommunication. The canons were worked on

separately, bribed, coaxed, or threatened. The

younger of them were promised the places of the

seniors. The seniors were promised fresh offices for

themselves, and promotion for their relations. If

there were two candidates and two parties, both

sides bribed, and the longest purse gained the day.

Finally the field was won. Decent members of the

chapter sighed over the disgrace, but reflected that

miracles could not be looked for.i The see could not

remain vacant till a saint could be found to fill it.

They gave their voices as desired. The choice was

declared, the bells rang, the organ pealed, and the

choir chanted ' Te Deum.'

The one touch necessary to complete the farce

was then added :

—

The bishop elect, all in tears for joy, exclaims, ' Depart

from me, for I am a sinful man. Depart from me, for I am

unworthy. I cannot bear the burden which you lay upon

me. Alas for my calamity ! Let me alone, my beloved

brethren—let me alone in my humble state. You know not

what you do.' ... He falls back and affects to swoon. He

is borne to the archbishop to be consecrated. Other bishops

arc summoned to assist, and all is finished.^

' ' Non sunt haec rairaculorum |
^ Now and then it happened

tempora.'
I

that bisliops refused to attend on
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The scene is now changed. The object is gained,

the mask is dropped, and the bishop, having reached

the goal of his ambition, can afford to show himself

in his true colours.

He has bound himself (goes on Nigellus) to be a teacher

of his flock. How can he teach those whom he sees but once

a year, and not a hundredth part of whom he even sees at

all ? If any one in the diocese wants the bishop, he is told

the bishop is at court on affairs of state. He hears a hasty

mass once a day, non sine tcedio (not without being bored).

The rest of his time he gives to business or pleasure, and is

not bored. The rich get justice from him ; the poor get no

justice. If his metropolitan interferes with him, he appeals

to Eome, and Eome protects him if he is wOling to pay for

it. At Eome the abbot buys his freedom from the control of

the bishop ; the bishop buys his freedom from the control of

the archbishop. The bishop dresses as the knights dress.

When his cap is on you cannot distinguish him at council

from a peer. The layman swears, the bishop swears, and the

bishop swears the hardest. The layman hunts, the bishop

hunts. The layman hawks, the bishop hawks. Bishop and

layman sit side by side at council and Treasury boards.

Bishop and layman ride side by side into battle. ^ What wiU

these occasions, when the person

to be consecrated was notoriously

infamous. Nigellus says that one

bishop at least declined to assist

at the consecration of Roger,

Archbishop of York.
' Even in the discharge of their

special functions the spiritual

character was scarcely more ap-

parent. "When they went on
visitation, and children were

brought to them to be confirmed,

they gave a general blessing and

did not so much as alight from

their horses. Becket was the

only prelate who observed com-

mon decency on these occasions.

' Non enim erat ei ut plerisque,
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not bishops do ? Was ever crime more atrocious than that

which was lately committed in the church at Coventry?!
When did pagan ever deal with Christian as the bishop did

with the monks P I, Nigellus, saw with my own eyes, after

the monks were ejected, harlots openly introduced into the

cloister and chapter-house to lie all night there, as in a

brothel, with their paramours.^ Such are the works of

bishops in these days of ours. This is what they do, or per-

mit to be done ; and so cheap has grown the dignity of the

ecclesiastical order that you will easier find a cowherd well

educated than a presbyter, and an industrious duck than a

literate parson.^

So far Nigellus. We are not to suppose that the

state of the Church had changed unfavourably in the

twenty years which followed Becket's martyrdom, or

we should have to conclude that the spiritual en-

thusiasm which the martyrdom undoubtedly excited

had injured, and not improved, public morality.

The prelates and clergy with whom Henry the

immo ut fere omnibus episcopis

moris est, ministerium confirma-

tionis equo insidendo peragere, sed

ob sacramenti venerationem equo

desilire et stando pueris manum
imponere. '

—

Materials for the

History of Thomas Becket, vol.

ii p. 164.

' In the year 1191, Hugh,

Bishop of Coventry, violently

expelled the monks from the

cathedral there, and instituted

canons in their places.

^ ' Testis mihi Dens est quod

dolens et tristis admodum refero

quod in ecclesiS Coveutrensi

oculis propriis aspexi. In claustro

et capitulo vidi ego et alii non-

nulli ejectis monachis meretrices

publico introductas et totS, nocte

cum lenonibus decubare siout in

lupanari.

'

3 Abridged from many pages

of Nigellus. Sat, Foems, vol. i.

p. 203, &c.
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Second contended, if different at all from those of the

next generation, must have been rather worse than

better, and we cease to be surprised at the language

in which the king spoke of them at Montmirail.

Speaking generally, at the time when Becket

declared war against the State, the Church, from the

Vatican to the smallest archdeaconry, was saturated

with venality. The bishops were mere men of the

world. The Church benefices were publicly bought

and sold, given away as a provision to children, or

held in indefinite numbers by ambitious men who

cared only for wealth and power. Very many of the

common clergy were ignorant, dissolute, and lawless,

unable to be legally married, and living with concu-

bines in contempt or evasion of their own rules. In

character and conduct the laity were superior to the

clergy. They had wives, and were therefore lesa

profligate. They made no pretensions to mysterious;

power and responsibilities, and therefore they were

not hypocrites. They were violent, they were vicious,

yet they had the kind of belief in the truth of

religion which bound the rope about young Henry's

neck and dragged him from his bed to die upon the

ashes, which sent them in tens of thousands to perish

on the Syrian sands to recover the sepulchre ot

Christ from the infidel. The life beyond the grave
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was as assured to them as thu life upon earth. In

the sacraments and in the priest's absolution lay the

one hope of escaping eternal destruction ; and while

they could feel no respect for the clergy as men, they

feared their powers and reverenced their office. Both

of laity and clergy the religion was a superstition,

but in the laity the superstition was combined with

reverence, and implied a real belief in the divine

authority which it symbolised. The clergy, the

supposed depositaries of the supernatural qualities

assigned to them, found it probably more difficult to

believe in themselves, and the unreality revenged

itself upon their natures.

Bearing in mind these qualities in the two orders,

we proceed to the history of Beckct.

II.

Thomas Becket was born in London in the year

Iii8.^ His father, Gilbert Becket, was a citizen in

moderate circumstances, ^ not engaged in trade but

living on property of his own.* Of his mother little

' Or 1 1 19. The ux.ict date is

uncertain.

2 • Keo oninino inflmi' are

Beolict's words as to the ranlc of

his parents.

' Until recently the geneml
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authentic is known, except that she was a religious

woman who brought up her children in the fear of

God. She lived till her son was twenty-one. The

father had been impoverished by fires in the city,

and was unable to give the child as expensive an

education as he had desired.i Nor was he perhaps

wise in his own management, if an anecdote told by

Fitzstephen, the most sober of the archbishop's bio-

graphers, is really true. He had sent the young

Thomas to school at Merton Abbey. He went once

to see him there, and when the boy was brought in,

he fell on his knees before him and adored him.

' What do you, foolish old man ?
' the prior, who was

present, said. ' Fall at your son's feet ! He should

rather fall at yours.' 'Sir,' said Gilbert Becket

opinion had been that the Beckets

were of Saxon extraction. An
anonymous biographer, however,

asserts that Gilbert Becket came

from Rouen and his wife from

Caen, and there is now a disposi-

tion to accept tliis positive state-

ment as conclusive. It does not

appear, however, who this auony-

nioiis writer was, and his author-

ity is weakened by the name
which he gives to Becket's

mother. All the other bio-

graphers who were personally

intimate with the archbishop

call her Matilda. The anonym-

ous writer calls her Rose. Very

little is probably known about

the matter. A tradition arose,

and was at one time generally

believed, that she was a Saracen.

This is doubtless a legend ; but

the Norman origin is unproved

also. See Materials, vol. iv.

p. 8i.

' ' Pater quippe jam senuerat

nee ad filii suraptus sufficero

poterat substantia quae remansit.'

—Materials, vol. ii. p. 359.
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privately to him, 'I know what I am doing: this

child will be great before the Lord.' ^

Gilbert Becket survived his wife for several years,

but appears to have left the care of his son to others,

as he is mentioned no longer in connection with him.

Thomas grew up tall and handsome, and was taken

notice of by one of his father's friends, Richer de

I'Aigle, a man of good birth and fortune. School

days over, he spent some time with De I'Aigle,

hawking and hunting, and amusing himself. After-

wards he studied at Paris ; it is uncertain when or

for how long. He then returned to London, where

he was placed in a house of business in the City.

His habits during this critical period were

uniformly innocent, and no moral faults are recorded

as the ' sins of his youth.' It is likely, too, that,

quick and energetic as he was, he had not been

inattentive to the events which had been going on

axound him. In his nursery he must have heard

of the sinking of the White Ship in the Channel

with Henry I.'s three children. Prince William, hig

brother Richard, and their sister. When he was

seven years old, he may have listened to the jests

of the citizens at his father's table over the misad-

' Fitzstephen, Materiala, vol, iii. p. 14.
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venture in London of the cardinal legate, John of

Crema. The legate had come to England to preside

at a council and pass laws to part the clergy from

their wives. While the council was going forward,

his Eminence was himself detected in re merctricid

to general astonishment and scandal. In the same

year the Emperor Henry died. His widow, the

English Matilda, came home, and was married again

soon after to Geoffrey of Anjou. In 1134 the English

barons swore fealty to her and her young son, after-

wards King Henry II. The year following her father

died. Her cousin, Stephen of Blois, broke his oath

and seized the crown, and general distraction and

civil war followed, while from beyond the seas the

Levant ships, as they came up the river, brought

news of bloody battles in Syria and slaughter of

Christians and infidels. To live in stirring times is

the best education of a youth of intellect. Becket

must early have shown remarkable qualities. After

spending three years at the desk, he was introduced

by two friends of his father to Theobald, Archbishop

of Canterbury. The archbishop saw his talents, sent

him to Bologna to study law, and employed him

afterwards in the most confidential negotiations.

The question of the day was the succession to the

crown. Was Stephen's son, Eustace, the heir ? Or
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was Matilda's son, Heuiy of Anjou ? Theobald was

for Henry, so far as he dared to show himself.

Becket was trusted to carry messages to Rome,

more than once, on this and other important busi-

ness. Tiie struggle ended with a compromise.

Eustace died. Stephen was to reign for his life.

Henry was peaceably to follow him. The arrange-

ment might have been cut again by the sword. But

Stephen himself followed his son at a short interval,

and Henry II. became king of England. With all

these intricate negotiations the future martyr was

intimately connected, and by his remarkable talents

especially recommended himself to the new king.

No one called afterwards to an important position

had better opportunities of acquainting himself

with the spirit of the age, or the characters of the

principal actors in it.^

If his services were valuable, his reward was mag-

nificent. He was not a priest, but, again precisely

as Nigellus describes, he was loaded with lucrative

1 Very strange things wero

continually happening. In 1154

the Archbishop of York was

poisoned in the Euohariat by

some of his clergy. 'Eodem

anno Wilhelmus Eboracensis

archicpiscopus, proditione cleri-

coruiTi suoiiim post perceptionam

EnoharistiiE infra ablutiones

liquore lethali infectus, extinctus

est' (Hoveden, vol. i. p. 213.)

Becket could not fail to have

heard of this piece of villany and

to have made his own reflections

upon it.
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Church benefices. He was Provost of Beverley, he

was Archdeacon of Canterbury, he was rector of an

unknown number of parishes, and had stalls m
several cathedrals. It is noticeable that afterwards,

in the heat of the battle in which he earned his

saintship, he was so far from looking back with regret

on his accumulation of preferments that he paraded

them as an evidence of his early consequence.^ h.

greater rise lay immediately before him. Henry IL

was twenty-two years old at his accession. At this

time he was the most powerful prince in Western

Europe. He was Duke of Normandy and Count of

Anjou. His wife Eleanor, the divorced queen of

Lewis of France, had brought with her Aquitaine

and Poitou. The reigning pope, Adrian IV., was

an Englishman, and, to the grief and perplexity of

later generations of Irishmen, gave the new king

permission to add the Island of the Saints to his

already vast dominions. Few English princes have

commenced their career with fairer prospects than

the second Henry.

" Foliot, Bishoj) of London,

told him that he owed his rise

in life to the king. Becket

replied :
' Ad tempus quo me rex

ministerio sno praestitit, archidi-

aconatus Cantuariensis, proeposi-

tura Beverlaci, plurimse ecclesis,

prffibendffi nonnullae, alia etiam

non pauca quae nominis mei ei-ant

possessio tunc temporis, adeo

tenueui ut dicis, quantum ad ea

quae mundi sunt, contradicunt

me fuisse.

'
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The state of England itself demanded his first

attention. The usurpation of Stephen had left

behind it a legacy of disorder. The authority of the

Crown had been shaken. The barons, secure behind

the walls of their castles, limited their obedience by

their inclinations. The Church, an imperium in

impeno, however corrupt in practice, was aggressive

as an institution, and was encroaching on the State

with organized system. The principles asserted by

Gregory VII. had been establishing themselves

gradually for the past century, and in theory were

no longer questioned. The power of the Crown, it

was freely admitted, was derived from God. As

Titfe was it to be doubted that the clergy were the

ministers of God in a nearer and higher sense than a

layman could pretend to be, holding as they did the

-^ower of the keys, and able to punish disobedience

by final exclusion from heaven. The principle was

simple. The application only was intricate. The

clergy, though divine as an order, were as frail in

their individual aspect as common mortals, as ambi-

tious, as worldly, as licentious, as unprincipled, as

A iolent, as wicked, as much needing the restraint of

law and the policeman as their secular brethren,

perhaps needing it more. How was the law to be

brought to bear on a class of persons who claimed to
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be superior to law ? King Henry's piety was above

suspicion, but he was at all points a sovereign,

especially impatient of anarchy. The conduct of

too many ecclesiastics, regular and secular alike,

was entirely intolerable, and a natural impatience

was spreading through the country, with which the

king perhaps showed early symptoms of sympa-

thising. Archbishop Theobald, at any rate, was

uneasy at the part which he might take, and thought

that he needed some one at his side to guide him

in salutary courses. At Theobald's instance, in the

second year of Henry's reign, Becket became

Chancellor of England, being then thirty-seven

years old.^

In his new dignity he seemed at first likely to

disappoint the archbishop's expectations of him.

Some of his biographers, indeed, claim as his per-

* Foliot, however, in a letter

addressed to the Archbishop him-

self, states as a fact notorious to

all the world, that Becket had
bought his way into the Chan-

cellorship, and at a very high

price. ' Ad ipsa siquidem recur-

ramus initia, quis toto orbe

nostro, quis iguoi'at, quis tam
resupinus ut nesciat vos cortS,

licitatione proposita cancellariam

illam dignitatem multis mar-

carum millibus obtinuisse, et

aurae nujus impulsu in portuni

ecolesiffi Cantuariensis illapsum,

ad ejus tandem regimen sic ac-

cessisse ?
' (Foliot to Becket.

Materials, vol. v. p. 523-4.) It

is not conceivable that the Bishop

of London would have thrown

such a charge directly in Becket's

teeth unless there had been some

foundation for it.
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petual merit that he opposed the hestias curice, or

court wild beasts, as churchmen called the anticlerical

party. John of Salisbury, on the other hand, describes

him as a magnificent trifler, a scorner of law and the

clergy, and given to scurrilous jesting at laymen's

parties.^ At any rate, except in the arbitrariness of

his character, he showed no features of the Becket

of Catholic tradition.

Omnipotent as Wolsey after him, he was no

less magnificent in his outward bearing. His dress

was gorgeous, his retinue of knights as splendid as

the king's. His hospitalities were boundless. His

expenditure was enormous. How the means for

it were supplied is uncertain. The king was often

on the continent, and at such times the chancellor

governed everything. He retained his Church

benefices—the archdeaconry of Canterbury certainly,

and probably the rest. Vast sums fell irregularly

into Chancery from wardships and vacant sees and

abbeys.^ All these Becket received, and never

' ' Dum magnificus erat nnga-

tor in curia, dum legis videbatur

contemptor et eleri, dum scurriles

cum potentioribus sectabatur iu-

eptias, magnus habebatur, elarus

erat et acceptus omnibus. '—John

of Salisbury to the Bishop of

Exeter. Letters, 1166.

^ At one time he was said to

hold the revenues of three vacant

bishoprics. John of Salisbury

writes to him :
' Fama est apud

nos quod trium vacantium epis-

copatuum reditus ad liberationein

tuam dominus Rex concesserit.

'

His patron Theobald seems to
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accounted for the whole of them. Whatever might

be the explanation, the wealthiest peer in England

did not maintain a more costly household, or appear

in public with a more princely surrounding.

Of his administration his adoring and admiring

biographer, the monk Grim, who was preF.ent at his

martyrdom, draws a more than unfavourable picture,

and even charges him with cruelty and ferocity.

' The persons that he slew,' says Grim, ' the persons

that he deprived of their property, no one can enu-

merate. Attended by a large company of knights,

he assailed whole communities, destroyed cities and

towns, villages and farms, and, without remorse or

pity, gave them to devouring flames.' ^

These words have been supposed to refer to the

complain of exactions which the

Chancellor had pressed upon

him. He writes :
' Tu si nostras

praesens vidisses angustias gra-

tum haberes quicquid fieri vi-

deres pro nostri salute, et nos-

tram mallesanimam liberari quam
de peccatis et damnatione nostrS,

pecuniam et divitias infinitas

acquirere. hide est quod te ad

prEesens in exactione hujus auxilii

audire nou possumus sine Isesione

voti et salutis nostrEB periculo.

Sed si Deus nobis vitam dederit

et sanitatem speramus quod ad

hoc ita tibi per manum nostram

Dominus providebit, quod tali-

bus non egebis auxiliis.' Mok-

terials, vol. v. p. lo.

' ' Quantis autem necem,

quantis rerum omnium proscrip-

tionem intulerit, quis enumeret ?

Valida namque stipatus militum

raanu civitates aggressus est.

Delevit urbes et oppida ; villas

et prsedia absque miserationis

intuitu voraci consumpsit in-

cendio.'

—

Materials for tlie His-
tory of Tlwmas Becket, vol. ii

pp. 364-S.
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strong action which was taken by Henry II. in

expelling the Flemish free-lances who had estab-

lished them in various fortresses about the realm,

and in which Becket is alleged to have assisted him.

But the work of suppressing the Flemings is dis-

tinctly said to have been completed by Henry

within three months of his coronation, and before

Becket became chancellor, and it was of his conduct

in this position that Grim was speaking. The

allusion far more likely is to the war of Toulouse,

or to a suppression of a revolt which followed in

Aquitaine. The Toulouse expedition was Becket's

special work. He had obtained money for it by

squeezing the clergy with a severity which was

never forgiven by them. He served in person in

the field; unhorsed a knight with his own lance,

and distinguished himself both as a soldier and an

administrator. There may easily enough have been

many actions in these French campaigns which

suited ill with his later sanctity.

In foreign politics he was constantly engaged.

The anomalous relations of the king with Lewis VII.,

whose vassal Henry was for his continental dominions,

while he was his superior in power, were breaking

continually into quarrels. The anxiety of Henry,

however, was always to keep the peace, if possible.
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In 1157 Becket was sent to Paris to negotiate an

alliance between the Princess Margaret, Lewis s

daughter, and Henry's eldest son. The prince was

then seven years old, the little lady was three.

Three years later they were actually married, two

cardinals, Henry of Pisa and William of Pavia,

coming as legates from the pope to be present on the

august occasion. France and England had been at

that time drawn together by a special danger which

threatened Christendom. In 1159 Pope Adrian

died. Alexander III. was chosen to succeed him

with the usual formalities, but the election was

challenged by Frederic Barbarossa, who set up an

antipope. The Catholic Church was split in two.

Frederic invaded Italy, Alexander was driven out of

Rome and took shelter in France at Sens. Henry,

and Lewis gave him their united support, and forgot

their own quarrels in the common cause. Henry, it

was universally admitted, was heartily in earnest for

Pope Alexander The pope, on his part, professed a

willingness and an anxiety to be of corresponding

service to Hemy. The king considered the moment
a favourable one for taking in hand the reform of the

clergy, not as against the Holy See, but with the

Holy See in active co-operation with him. On this

side he anticipated no difficulty if lio could find a
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proper instrument at home, and that instrument he

considered himself to possess in his chancellor. Where

the problem was to reconcile the rights of the clergy

with the law of the land, it would be convenient,

even essential, that the chancellorship and the

primacy should be combined in the same person.

It is unlikely that on a subject of such vast

importance the king should have never taken the

trouble to ascertain Becket's views. The condition

of the clergy was a pressing and practical perplexity.

Becket was his confidential minister, the one person

whose advice he most sought in any difficulty, and

on whose judgment he most relied. If Becket had

ever in this capacity expressed views unfavourable to

the king's intentions, he would not have failed to

remind the king of it in their subsequent controversy.

That he was unable to appeal for such a purpose to

the king's recollection must be taken as a proof that

he never did express unfavourable views. As to

whether he had himself desired the archbishopric

;

as to whether he informed the king beforehand of

the course which he meant as primate to pursue,

there is a curious conflict of evidence. His bio-

graphers say that he was reluctant to accept, fore-

seeing a conflict with the king. The Bishop of

London tells him to his face that when he bought

VOL. IV. 3
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the chancellorship he had his eye on the see of

Canterbury. Herbert of Bosham introduces a speech

which Becket is supposed to have addressed to

Henry, intimating that the king would find him a

most determined antagonist.^ John of Salisbury

says that the king appointed him because he had

assured himself that he would find in Becket a

staunch supporter of his intended policy.^ The

second version suits best with general probability.

It is incredible that the king would have persevered

in the appointment if he had been made distinctly

to understand what Becket meant to do. We learn

further from John of Salisbury that Becket's un-

willingness was overcome by the entreaties of the

cardinal legate, Henry of Pisa, who, on Theobald's

death and the vacancy of the see, represented to him

that his acceptance was for the interest of Holy

Church. We do not know what the cardinal said

;

' Materials, vol. iii. p. i8i.

Herbert considers hia master's

frankness on this occasion a

miracle of magnanimity.
* ' Fungens autem cancellarii

officio in palatio regis, tantam in

oculis ipsius invenit gi'atiam ut

eum post decessum prasfati Can-

tuariensis Archiepiscopi primae

Britanniarum Sedi prffifici pro-

curaret quo toiam facilius ecde-

siam regeret Anglicanam. In

multis enim expertus magnani-

mitatem ipsius et fidem, tanto

qnoque fastigio bene sufficientem

credidit, et ad suas utilitates facile

inclinandum et ad nntum ipsius

in negotiis ecclesiasticis et secu-

laribus imiversa gesturura.'

—

Materials, vol. ii. p. 305.
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we do not know the precise point of Beoket's objec-

tions. "We do know that the cardinal urged Becket

to consent, and that Becket at last acquiesced, the

deliberate intention of both of them being to thwart

the king in the particular purpose which the promo-

tion of Becket had been intended to further. It

may be hard to call such conduct treacherous, but

hard language is sometimes true.^ They probably

both felt that, if Becket declined, the king would

find some other prelate who would be more pliant

in his hands. The Empress Matilda warned her son

against Backet's dangerous character, but the warning

was in vain. The king pressed the archbishopric on

Becket, and Becket accepted it. The Grand Justi-

ciary, Richard de Luci, went over with three bishops

to Canterbury in the spring of 1162 to gain the

consent of the chapter ; the chapter yielded, not

without reluctance. The clergy of the province gave

their acquiescence at a council held afterwards at

1 ' Aliquandiu regi et aliis eum

promovere volentibus reluctatus

est : sed electio divina tantum

praivaluit, ut suadente et in-

duoente et instanter urgente

venerabili viro Henrico Pisano

presbytero Cardinali et apostol-

iciB sedis legato desiderio regis

acquiescent et consiliis ainico-

rum. Maluit enim periclitari

apud regem quam desolationem

ecclesiffi, quiB multis subjacebat

periculis, ulterius prorogari

;

firmiter in animo suo statuens

aut earn de tantae servitutis

miseriS liberare' aut ad invita-

tionem Cliristi animam ponere

pro ovibus suis.'—John of Salis-

bury. Materials, vol. ii. p. 306.
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Westminster, but with astonishment, misgiving, and

secret complaints. Becket at this time was not even

a priest, and was known only to the world as an

unscrupulous and worldly minister. The consent

was given, however. The thing was done. On

June 2 (1162) Becket received his priest's orders

from the Bidiop of Rochester. On the 3rd he was

consecrated in his own cathedral.

III.

Becket was now forty- four years old. The king was

thirty. The ascendency which Becket had hitherto

exercised over his sovereign through the advantage

of age was necessarily diminishing as the king came

to maturity, and the two great antagonists, as they

were henceforth to be, were more fairly matched

than Becket perhaps expected to find them. The

archbishop was past the time of life at which the

character can be seriously changed. After forty men

may alter their opinions, their policy, and their

conduct ; but they rarely alter their dispositions

;

and Becket remained as violent, as overbearinsr, as

ambitious, as unscrupulous, as he had shown himself
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when chancellor, though the objects at which he was

lienceforth to aim were entirely different. It would

be well for his memory were it possible to credit him

with a desire to reform the Church of which he was

the head, to purge away the corruption of it, to

punish himself the moral disorders of the clergy,

while he denied the right to punish them to the

State. We seek in vain, however, for the slightest

symptom of any such desire. He had been himself

amongst the grossest of pluralists ; so far from being

ashamed of it, he still aimed at retaining the most

lucrative of his benefices. The idea with which his

mind was filled was not the purity of the Church,

but the privilege and supremacy of the Church. As

chancellor he had been at the head of State under

the king. As archbishop, in the name of the Church,

he intended to be head both of State and king ; to

place the pope, and himself as the pope's legate, in

the position of God's vicegerents. When he found it

written that ' by me kings reign and princes decree

judgment,' he appropriated the language to himself,

and his single aim was to convert the words thus

construed into reality.

The first public intimation which Becket gave of

his intentions was his resignation of the chancellor-

ship. He had been made archbishop that the offices
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might be combined ; he was no sooner consecrated

than he informed the king that the duties of his

sacred calhng left him no leisure for secular business.

He did not even wait for Henry's return from

Normandy. He placed the great seal in the hands

of the Justiciary De Luci, the young prince, and the

barons of the Exchequer, demanding and receiving

from them a hurried discharge of his responsibiUties.

The accounts, for all that appears, were never

examined.

The king had not recovered from his surprise at

such unwelcome news when he learned that his

splendid minister had laid aside his magnificence,

and had assumed the habit of a monk, that he was

always in tears—tears which flowed from him with

such miraculous abundance as to evidence the work-

ing in him of some special grace,-"- or else of some

special purpose. His general conduct at Canterbury

was equally startling. One act of charity, indeed, he

had overlooked which neither in conscience nor

prudence should have been forgotten. The mother

of Pope Adrian IV. was living somewhere in his

province in extreme poverty, starving, it was said, of

' ' XJt putaretur possessor ir-

rigui superioris et inferioris.'

The ' superior ' fountain of tears

was the love of God ; the

ferior ' was the fear of hell.
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cold and hunger. The see of Canterbury, as well as

England, owed much to Pope Adrian, and Becket's

neglect of a person who was at least entitled to

honourable maintenance was not unobserved at Rome.

Otherwise his generosity was profuse. Archbishop

Theobald had doubled the charities of his predecessor,

Becket doubled Theobald's. Mendicants swarmed

about the gates of the palace ; thirteen of them were

taken in daily to have their dinners, to have their

feet washed by the archiepiscopal hands, and to be

dismissed each with a silver penny in his pocket.

The tears and the benevolent humiliations were

familiar in aspirants after high church offices; but

Becket had nothing more to gain. What could be

the meaning of so sudden and so startling a trans-

formation ? Was it penitence for his worldly life as

chancellor ? The tears looked like penitence ; but

there were other symptoms of a more aggressive

kind. He was no sooner in his seat than he

demanded the restoration of estates that his prede-

cessors had alienated. He gave judgment in his own

court in his own favour, and enforced his own decrees.

Knights holding their lands from the Church on

military tenure had hitherto done homage for them

to the Crown. The new archbishop demanded the

homage for himself, and denied that the estates of
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the Church were held under the Crown at all.^ He

required the Earl of Clare to swear fealty to him for

Tunbridge Castle. The Earl of Clare refused and

appealed to the king, and the archbishop dared not

at ouce strike so large a quarry. But he showed his

teeth with a smaller offender. Sir William Eynes-

ford, one of the king's knights, was patron of a

benefice in Kent. The archbishop presented a priest

to it. The knight ejected the archbishop's nominee,

and the archbishop excommunicated the knight.

Such peremptory sentences, pronounced without

notice, had a special inconvenience when directed

against persons immediately about the king. Ex-

communication was like the plague ; whoever came

near the infected body himself caught the contagion,

and the king might be poisoned without his know-

ledge. It had been usual in these cases to pay the

' This was the point of the

question between the archbishop

and the crown. The bishops

were temporal peers as well as

spiritual : as temporal peers they

were crown vassals themselves,

and responsible and subject to

the king. Beoket demanded
complete emancipation. He de-

nied that he held his estates by-

feudal tenure, or was in any
way answerable for his actions to

the king's courts. The Earl of

Leicester said to him :
' Homo

regis es et villas atque castella

possessionesque iu&nitas de eo in

foedo et baronia tenes ; et idcirco

judicium in curiS, ejus audire et

sustinere te oportet.' 'Absit,

inquit arohiepiscopus : nihilpror-

sus in foedo et haronid de eo teneo;

sed quicquid habet ecclesia ip

perpetuEl libertate possidet, non

foedo vel baroniS. vel in aliqu^

terrenae dominationis subjecti-

one.'

—

Materials, vol. iv. p. 56.
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king the courtesy of consulting him. Becket, least

of all men, could have pleaded ignorance of such a

custom. It seemed that he did not choose to observe

it.i While courting the populace, and gaining a

reputation as a saint among the clergy, the arch-

bishop was asserting his secular authority, and using

the spiritual sword to enforce it. Again, what did it

mean, this interference with the rights of the laity,

this ambition for a personal following of armed

knights? Becket was not a dreamer who had

emerged into high place from the cloister or the

library. He was a man of the world intimately

acquainted with the practical problems of the day,

the most unlikely of all persons to have adopted a

course so marked without some ulterior purpose.

Henry discovered too late that his mother's eyes had

been keener than his own. He returned to England

in the beginning of 1163. Becket met him at his

landing, but was coldly received.

In the summer of the same year. Pope Alexander

• ' Quod, quia rege minime
certiorato archiepiscopus fecisset,

maximam ejus indignationem in-

currit. Asserit enim rex juxta

dignitatem regni sui, quod nullus

qui de rege teneat in capita vel

minister ejus citra ipsiua con-

scientiam sit excommunicandua I

ab aliquo, ne si hoc regem lateat

lapsus ignorantia communicet ex-

communicato ; comitem vel baro-

nem ad se venientem in osculo

vel consilio admittat. '—Matthew

Paris, Ohronim Majora, vol. ii.

p. 222.
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held a council at Tours. The EngUsh prelates

attended. The question of precedence was not this

time raised. The Archbishop of Canterbury and his

suffragans sat on the pope's right hand, the Arch-

bishop of York and his suffragans sat on the pope's

left. Whether anything of consequence passed on

this occasion between the pope and Beckeft is not

known : probably not ; it is certain, however, that

they met. On the archbishop's return to England

the disputes between the secular and spiritual

authorities broke into open conflict.

The Church principles of Gregory VII. were

making their way through Europe, but were making

their way with extreme slowness. Though the

celibacy of the clergy had been decreed by law,

clerical concubinage was still the rule in England.

Kfocaria and a family were still to be found in most

country parsonages. In theory the priesthood was

a caste. In practice priests and their flocks were

united by common interests, common pursuits,

common virtues, and common crimes. The common

law of England during the reigns of the Conqudror's

sons had refused to distinguish between them. Clerks

guUty of robbery and murder had been tried like

other felons in the ordinary courts, and if found

guilty had suffered the same punishments. The
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new pretension was that they were a peculiar order,

set apart for God's service, not amenable to secular

jurisdiction, and liable to trial only in the spiritual

courts. Under the loose administration of Stephen,

the judges had begun to recognize their immunity,

and the conduct of the lower class of clergy was in

consequence growing daily more intolerable. Clergy,

indeed, a great many of them had no title to be

called. They had received only some minor form

of orders, of which no sign was visible in their

appearance or conduct. They were clerks only so

far as they held benefices and claimed special

privileges ; for the rest, they hunted, fought, drank,

and gambled like other idle gentlemen.

In the autumn of 1163 a specially gross case of

clerical offence brought the question to a crisis.

Philip de Broi, a young gentleman ^ who held a

canonry at Bedford, was charged with having killed

some one in a quarrel. He was brought before the

court of the Bishop of Lincoln, where he made his

purgation ecclesiastico jure ; that is to say, he paid

the usual fees and perhaps a small fine. The relations

of the dead man declared themselves satisfied, and

Philip de Broi was acquitted. The Church and the

'Nobilisgenere.'

—

Materials, vol. i. p. 12.
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relations might be satisfied
;
public justice was not

satisfied. The Sheriff of Bedfordshire declined to

recognize the decision, and summoned the canon

a second time. The canon insulted the sheriff in

open court, and refused to plead before him. The

sheriff referred the matter to the king. Philip de

Broi put himself under Becket's protection, and the

king examined him in Becket's presence. Becket's

opinion, for the present and all similar cases, was

that a clerk in orders accused of felony must be tried

in the first instance in an ecclesiastical court, and

punished according to ecclesiastical law. If the

crime was found to be of peculiarly dark kind, the

accused might be deprived of his orders, and, if he

again offended, should lose his privilege. But for

the offence for which he was deprived he was not to

be again tried or again punished ; the deprivation

itself was to suffice.^

' The gi'ounds of Becket's ob-

jection to the submission of the

clergy to the judgments of the

kiTig's courts are some of them

curious. The clergy, he said,

had no king but Christ. They

were not subject to earthly kings,

but were superior to earthly

kings, and could be punished

only under their own law. The

penalties of the secular courts

were mutilation and cautery. If

a clerk so suffered, in Jiomine Dei

imago deformatur. It would be

a foul indecency if hands conse-

crated to God, which just before

liad fashioned the image of their

crucified King at the altar, now
bound behind their backs should

exhibit the image of a felon, and
an aiiointtd head should be hung
on a gallows with a ropt- about
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The king, always moderate, was unwilling to

press the question to extremity. He condemned the

judgment of the Bishop of Lincoln's court. He insisted

that the murderer should have a real trial. But he

appointed a mixed commission of bishops and laymen

to try him, the bishops having the preponderating

voice.

Philip de Broi pleaded that he had made his

purgation in the regular manner, that he had made

his peace with the family of the man that had been

killed, and that the matter was thus ended. He

apologized for having insulted the sheriff, and pro-

fessed himself willing to make reasonable reparation.

The sentence of the commission was that his benefices

should be sequestered for two years, and that, if the

sheriff insisted upon it, he should be flogged.

So weak a judgment showed Henry the real

value of Becket's theory. The criminal clerk was

to be amenable to the law as soon as he had been

degraded, not before ; and it was perfectly plain that

clerks never would be degraded. They might

commit murder upon murder, robbery upon robbery,

and the law would be unable to touch them. They

the neck, before whom the sove- ,

Herbert. Materials, vol. iii. p.

reign himself might have bent
j

268-9

seeking grace and pardon.—
j
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cared nothing for the bishops' prisons, for they knew

that the bishops would not undertake the expense of

keeping them in custody.^ The king insisted that a

sacred profession should not be used as a screen for

the protection of felony. He summoned the whole

body of the bishops to meet him in a council at

Westminster in October.

The council met. The archbishop was resolute.

He replied for himself and the other bishops with an

absolute refusal to make any concession. The judges

and the laity generally were growing excited. Had

the clergy been saints, the claims advanced for them

would have been scarcely tolerable. Being what

they were, such pretensions were ridiculous. Becket

might speak in their name. He did not speak their

real opinions. Arnulf, Bishop of Lisieux, came over

to use his influence with Becket, but he found him

inexorable. To risk the peace of the Church in

so indefensible a quarrel seemed obstinate folly.

The Bishop of Lisieux and several of the English

prelates wrote privately to the pope to entreat him

to interfere.

Alexander had no liking for Becket. He had

' 'Non timet episoopi carcerem

qui mavult impunitum transire

conversum quam pascendi vel

custodiendi sollicitudinem adhi-

bere,'

—

Materials, vol. v. p. \^o.
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known him long, and had no helief in the lately-

assumed airs of sanctity. Threatened as he was by

the emperor and the antipope, he had no disposition

to quarrel with Henry, nor in the particular question

at issue does he seem to have thought the arch-

bishop in the right. On the spot he despatched a

legate, a monk named Philip of Aumone, to tell

Becket that he must obey the laws of the realm, and

submit to the king's pleasure.^

The king was at Oxford. The archbishop, thus

commanded, could not refuse to obey. He repaired

to the court. He gave his promise. He undertook,

in general terms, to submit to the laws of the land,

whatever they might be found to be. But a vague

engagement of this kind was unsatisfactory, and

might afterwards be evaded. The question of the

immunities of the clergy had been publicly raised.

The attention of the nation had been called to it.

Once for all the position in which the clergy were

to stand to the law of the land must be clearly and

finally laid down.^ The judges had been directed

1 Materials, vol. ii. p. 378.

' In the discussions before the

meeting at Oxford, a very curious

mode of evading the difficulty is

said by Herbert to have occurred

to the bishops when they were in

conference with the king:—

' Eex seiscitatur an consuetud-

ines suas regias forent observa-

turi. Ad quod arohiprassul, prse

habito tamen cum fratribus suis

consilio, illas respondit se et

fratres suos observaturos salvo

ordine suo ; et idipsum etiam ex
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to inquire into the customs which had been of use in

England under the king's grandfather, Henry I. A
second council was called to meet at Clarendon, near

Winchester, in the following January, when these

customs, reduced to writing, would be placed in the

archbishops' and bishops' hands, and they would be

required to consent to them in detail.

The spiritual power had encroached on many

sides. Every question, either of person, conduct,

or property, in which an ecclesiastic was a party,

the Church courts had endeavoured to reserve for

themselves. Being judges in their own causes,

the decisions of the clergy were more satisfactory

to themselves than to the laity. The practice of

appealing to Rome in every case in which a church-

man was in any way concerned had disorganized the

ordine responderunt singillatim

singuli per se a rege interrogati

pontifices, nisi quod i'' musicS,

hie un3, vocum dumtaxat dissona-

bat ; episcoporum videlicet unus

qui audiens obhancunam omnium
vocem regem magis exacerbatum,

archiprsesule et eoepisropis iiicon-

sultis WAitavil verbum et profecto

pro bono, ut regis videlicet seda-

ret animum, dicenn se obsevvatu-

ros regias coiisuetndiues bond

fide. Sed rex nihil mitigatus ob
id ipsum qiiibusdam affectum

contumeliis sprevit ; et ad archi-

prsesulem et coepiscopos se con-

vertens, omnium sic una et eSdem
voce audita dicebat aciem iirma-

tam contra se at captiosum esse

et venenum verbo illi inesse

scilicet salro ordiTie. In recessu

episcopus ille quem supra dixi-

mus ab archiprsesule acriter est

objurgatus quod pt se et coepisco-

pis inconsultis commune omnium
verbum mutare prsesumpsisset.'

—Herbert, Materials, vol. iii. p.

273-
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whole course of justice. The Constitutions (as they

were called) of Clarendon toadied in detail on a

variety of points on which the laity considered them-

selves injured. The general provisions embodied

in these famous resolutions would now be scarcely

challenged in the most Catholic country in the

world. They were then styled wmtce leges, the

ancient laws of the realm.

I. If a question arise on presentation to benefices,

between laymen, or between clerks and laymen, or between

clerks, it shall be treated and determined in the king's

court.

3. A clerk accused of theft or violence, or any such crime,

shall appear first before the king's court. The king's justice

shall send an officer with him to the ecclesiastical court to

observe how the matter is dealt with, and if the clerk be

convicted or shall confess, the Church shall protect him no

farther.

3. Archbishops, bishops, and other great persons may not

leave the realm without the king's license. And if they go

with the king's consent they shall give security that neither

in going, tarrying, or returning, they will seek to hurt either

the king or the realm.

4. Laymen are not to be charged, save by lawful prosecu-

tion and witnesses in the bishop's presence. And if the

accused persons be of such rank that no one wiU dare

to prosecute them, the sheriff shall swear twelve lawful

men before the bishop to declare the truth according to their

conscience.^

I Tliis article was 'tolerated ' by the pope,

VOL. IV. *
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5. No tenant in eliief of the king or officer of his house-

hold shall be excommunicated, or his lands be placed undei

an interdict, unless the king, if in the country, be first con-

sulted, or, in the king's absence, the lord justice.

6. Appeal shall be from the archdeacon to the bishop,

from the bishop to the archbishop. If the archbishop shall

fail to do justice, the case shall be brought before the king in

such manner that the question shall be decided, by the king's

order, in the archbishop's court, and shall be carried no

further without the king's consent.

7. On the vacancy of any archbishopric, bishopric, abbey,

or priory in the king's dominion, the estates shall be in the

king's hand, and when provision has to be made to fill the

vacancy the king shall summon the chief persons of the

Church, and the election shall be in the king's chapel, with

the assent of the king and by the advice of those whom he

shall have called together for the purpose ; and the elect shall

do homage to the king as to his liege lord, for life and limb

and for his temporal honours, saving his order, before he shall

be consecrated. ^

The sixth article the king afterwards explained

away. It was one of the most essential, but he was

unable to maintain it ; and he was rash, or he was

ill-advised, in raising a second question, on which

the pope would naturally be sensitive, before he

had disposed of the first. On the original subject

' The Constitutions were seven-

teen in all. The articles in the

text are an epitome of those

which the Church found most

objectionable, and all of which,

with the exception of the fourth,

were condemned by the pope.
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of dispute, whether benefit of clergy was to mean

impunity to crime, the pope had clearly felt on weak

ground, and could have been brought without diffi-

culty to give a satisfactory judgment upon it. Some

limit also might have been assigned to the powers

of excommunication which could be so easily abused,

and which, if abused, might lose their terrors. But

appeals to Rome were the most lucrative source of

the pope's revenue. To restrict appeals was to touch

at once his pride and his exchequer.

Becket's biographers tell us, that, opposed as the

archbishop was to the Constitutions, he repeated his

consent to them at Clarendon, at the entreaty of

the Bishops of Salisbury and Norwich; that the

archbishop believed that a verbal agreement was

all which would be demanded of him, but that when

the Constitutions were put into writing and offered

to him for signature, he saw that he was to be

entrapped, and recoiled. ' Never, never,' he then

,

said ; ' I will never do it, so long as breath is in my

body.'^ Foliot, Bishop of London, in a letter to

Becket, gives a far different account of the scene :

—

' ' Sanctus archiepiscopus tunc

primum dolum quern fuerat sus-

picatus advertens, interposit^

fide quam Deo debuit: "Non

hoc fiet," respondit, "quam diu

in hoc vasculo spirat hsec anima."

Nam domestici regis securum

fecerant archiepiscopum quod

nunquam scriterentur leges, nun-

quam illarum fieret recordatio, si
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When (lie says) the consent of the bishops was demanded

of yourself and your suffragans, certain of the Constitutions

appeared to us to infringe the liberties of God's Church, and

we refused to recognize any save those which could be observed

• salvo honore Dei et ordine nostro.' The king required an

absolute promise; but nothing could be obtained from us

contrary to our liberties and cm- obedience to our lord the

pope. . . . Hereupon assemblies were held and councils

convoked. Let us call to mind what was done at Clarendon.

For three days this one question was agitated, of the demand

upon us for a promise to observe the customs. We stood at

your side, believing you to stand firm in the spirit of the

Lord. We stood unmoved, unawed ; we risked loss of for-

tune, torture, exile, if God permitted, the sword. What father

ever had sons more entirely of one mind with him ? We were

shut up in conclave together : on the third day the princes

and nobles burst out in fury, came into the conclave when we

were sitting, and flinging aside their cloaks and raising their

arias, thus addressed us :
' Attend, you who contemn the

statutes of the realm and reject the orders of your king !

These hands which you see are not our hands, these arms,

these bodies, are not ours, they are our lord the king's, and

are at his service to avenge wrong done to him, and to exe-

cute his will. Consider yourselves, submit while you have

time, or it will be the worse for you.' AVhat next ? Who
yielded ? Who turned his back ? God judge between vou

and us. Let the truth be told. Let the fact be seen under

the sun-light, as it was amono- our o\vn selves. . . . The

regem verbo tantuni in audenti^

procerum honorasset Fiota se

coujuvatime soiluctum videns,

ad animam usque tristabatur. '

—

Materials for the Sistory of
Thomas Beclct, vol. ii. p. 382.
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captain of the host shrank, the general fled from the field.

. . My Lord of Canterburj- withdrew for a space, took

counsel with himself, and then returning to us, broke out in

these words :
' It is my lord's will that I perjure myself; for

the present I will venture perjury that I may do penance for

it hereafter.' ^ We were stupefied and gazed on each other,

groaning over such a fall from constancy. When the head

languishes the members languish also. The archbishop

promised in verbo veritatis that he would observe the ancient

customs of the realm which were committed to writing, and

he enjoined us, in virtue of our canonical obedience, to

promise also.*

This account has the character of truth about it,

and is confirmed by the contemporary correspondence.

The pope had publicly directed the bishops to resist,^

but he had privately advised Becket to avoid a

quarrel with the king and to temporize.* Copies of

the Constitutions had been sent to Alexander himself

for approval. Henry had requested him, in case

Becket made a difficulty, to give a commission as

legate to Becket's greatest enemy, the Archbishop

of York. Alexander had declined to sanction the

Constitutions, but he did not condemn them. He

had granted the commission; but had requested the

• ' E.st Domini mei voluntas ut

pejerem, et ad prffisens, subeo et

incurro perjuriam ut potero pceni-

tentiam acturus in posterum.'

' Foliot to Beokfct, Materials,

vol. V. p. 527-8.

3 Ibid. p. 84. 1 Ibid. p. 86.
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king to hold it for the present suspended. When

the Holy Father himself gave so uncertain a sound,

the archbishop might well doubt whether he would

be sustained in resistance by the only power on

which he could rely. The threat of supersession by

his rival of York touched Becket to the quick ; and

it is evident, by a letter from him to the Eang of

France, that by the promise which he had giver

he intended at the time to stand, and that he

regarded his submission as the end of the dispute.

He wrote in the highest terms of Henry. Though

differences had arisen, he said, peace was now com-

pletely restored. If anything had been reported to

the contrary, he begged Lewis to give no credence

to it ; as not a trace of discord remained between the

king and his clergy.^ It is a pity that this letter

cannot be dated to the day on which it was written.

Apparently it expresses nothing but satisfaction, and

yet, as Foliot said, the archbishop had avowed that

he was perjuring himself, and the penance which he

intended was commenced instantly on his leaving

Clarendon. Herbert, who attended him, informs us

that on his way home the archbishop was silent and

depressed. He told Herbert that he was miserable
;

' Becket to Lewis, King nf France. Materials, vol. v. p. 80
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that the Church of Christ was about to be enslaved
;

that he had betrayed his own trust; and that the

sins of his past life had made him unworthy to suffer

in the Church's cause. Herbert, if he related accur-

ately what he replied, reminded the archbishop, in

true conventional monastic style, of Peter's fall and

Peter's repentance ; of David, who committed adultery

and yet recovered grace ; of Mary Magdalen, a sinner

and yet a saint ; of Paul, who persecuted the Church

and became the apostle of the Gentiles. At any

rate, in penitence for his guilty compliance the

archbishop retired to his see to afflict his flesh with

public austerities. He suspended himself ah altaris

officio (from the service of the altar) till the pope

should absolve him from his sin. He commissioned

a private friend of his own, John of Salisbury, who

. was on the continent, to prepare for his reception,

on the flight which he already meditated from

England, and by all methods, fair and foul, to

prevent the pope and cardinals from giving the

king any further encouragement. The Bishop of

Lisieux, on the other hand, whose previous inter-

cession had decided the pope in the king's favour,

went to Sens in person to persuade Alexander to

confirm the powers which he had given to the

Archbishop of York to override Becket's obstinacy
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and to enable him to give final consent to tiie

Constitutions in Becket's place.

John of Salisbury's account of his proceedings

contains a curious picture of the cause of God, as

Becket called it, on its earthly and grosser side.

The Count of Flanders (he wrote to the archbishop) is

most anxious to help you. If extremity comes, send the

count word, and he will provide ships.i Everything which

passed in London and at Winchester (Clarendon) is better

known here than in England itself; and many things are

reported worse than the truth. ... I have seen the King of

France, ^ho undertakes to write to the pope in your behalf.

The feeling towards our king among the French people is of

fear and hatred. The pope himself I have avoided so far. 1

have written to the two cardinals of Pisa and Pavia to explain

the injury which will ensue to the Coui't of Eome if the Con-

stitutions are upheld. I am not sanguine, however. ' Many

things make against us, few in our favour. Great men will

come over here with money to spend, quam nunquam Roma

contempsit (which Kome never despised). The pope himself

has always been against us in this cause, and throws in our

teeth that after all which Pope Adrian did for the see of

Canterbiny you are allowing his mother to starve in cold and

hunger.' ^ You write that if I cannot succeed otherwise 1 may

promise two hundred marks. The other side will give down

three or four hundred sooner than be defeated,' and I will

' 'Naves enim prociirabit si

hoc nece.ssitas vestra exegerit, et

ipse ante, lit oportet, pvaiiiio-

neatiu'.'

—

JoannU Sarishiricnsis

Epistolce, vol. i. p. 188.

'
' Cujus mater apud vos algore

torquetur et inedia.'

^ ' Sed sci'ibitis, si alia via non

patuerit, promittamus ducenta.s

mavcas. At certe pars adveisa
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answer for the Romans, that they will prefer the larger sum

in hivnd from the king, to the smaller in promise from you.

It is true we are contending for the liberties of the Church

;

but your motive, it will be said, is not the Church's welfare,

and the danger has aiisen from your own rashness. They

will propose (I have already heai-d a whisper of it) that the

pope shall cross to England in person to crown the young

king and take your place at Canterbury for a while. If the

Bishop of Lisieux sees the pope, he will do mischief. I know

the nature of him.^

Though the archbishop was convulsing the reahn

for the sacred rights of the clergy, it is plain from

this letter that he was aware of the motives by which

the papaJ decisions were governed, and that he was

perfectly ready to address himself to them. Unfor-

tunately his resources were limited, and John of

Salisbury's misgivings were confirmed. The extra-

ordinary legatine powers were eventually conceded,

not to the Archbishop of York—it was held inex-

pedient to set York above Canterbury—but to the

king himself. To Becket the pope wrote with some

irony on hearing that he had suspended himself.

He trusted the archbishop was not creating needless

scandal. The promise to the king had been given

with orood intentions, and could not therefore be a

antequam fmstretur treceut'is

dabit aut quadringeiitAS.

'

' .Tohn of Salistary to Becket

(abridged). Lcilcrs, vol. i. p.

1S7. Maieriah, vol. v. p. 05.
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serious sin. If there was anything further on his

conscience (did the pope suspect that the promise had

been dishonest ?), he might confess it to any discreet

priest. He (the pope) meanwhile absolved him, and

advised and enjoined him to return to his duties.

The first campaign was thus over, and the king

was so far victorious. The consent of the bishops

having been given, the Constitutions were immedi-

ately acted upon. The number of criminals among

the clergy happened to be unusually large.^ They

were degraded, sent to trial, and suffered in the

usual way by death or mutilation. ' Then,' says

Becket's despairing biographers, ' was seen the

mournful spectacle of priests and deacons who had

committed murder, manslaughter, theft, robbery, and

other crimes, carried in carts before the king's com-

missioners and punished as if they had been ordinary

men.' The archbishop clamoured, threatened, and,

as far as his power went, interfered. The king was

firm. He had sworn at his coronation, he said, to do

justice in the realm, and there were no greater

villains in it than many of the clergy.^ That

' 'Sed et ordinatorum inor-

dinati mores inter regem et ar-

chiepiscopum auxere malitiam,

qui solito abuudantius per idem
tempus apparebant, publiois irre-

titi criminibus.'

—

Matei-iaU, vol.

ii. p. 385-

• ' In omni scelere et flagitio

ne(juiores

'
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bishops should take public offenders out of custody,

absolve them, and let them go, was not to be bome.^

It was against law, against usage, against reason.

It could not be. The laity were generally of the

king's opinion. Of the bishops some four or five (if

Foliot was right, nearly all of them) agreed privately

with Becket, but dared not avow their opinions.

The archbishop perceived that the game was lost

unless he could himself see the pope and speak to

him. In direct violation of his oath not to leave the

realm withoiit the king's consent, he attempted to

steal over from Sandwich, but the boatmen recog-

nized him midway across the Channel and brought

him back.

^ The objection of Becket to

the submission of the clergy to

the secular courts was not en-

tirely disinterested. John of Ox-

ford explained it to the Empress

Matilda :
' Asserens universa

qusecunque facilis mentis ela-

tione studioque dominationis

inchoata : ecclesiasticam etiam

libertatem non ad animarum lu-

crum, sed ad augmentum pecunl-

arum episeopos vestros intorquere

tam ipse quam alii nuntii regis

affirmant : in Anglic namque

delinquentiiim culpte apud epis-

eopos accusatorum, non mulctan-

tur injunctione pojnitentiae, sed

datioue pecuniae.'—Nicolas of

Rouen to Becket. Materials,

vol. V. p. 146.
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IV.

The pope had sent legatine powers to the king, but

had requested the king to abstain for the present

from using them, and something was still wanting

for general satisfaction. He had been required to

confirm rhc Constitutions by a bull. He had hesi-

tated and postponed his answer. At length he sent

the Archbishop of Rouen to England to endeavour to

compromise matters. The formal authority of the

Church was still wanting, and in the absence of it

persons who agreed with the king in principle were

uneasy at the possible consec^uences. The clergy

might be wicked, but they were magicians notwith-

standing, and only the chief magician could make it

safe to deal with them. In the autumn of 1 164 the

king once more summoned a great council to meet

him at Northampton Castle. The attendance was

vast. Every peer and prelate not disabled was pre-

sent, all feeling the greatness of the occasion.

Castle, town, and monasteries were thronged to over-

flowing. Becket only had hesitated to appear. His

attempt to escape to the continent was constructive

treason. Tt was more than treason. It was a
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breach of a distinct promise. The storm which he

had raised had unloosed the tongues of tliose who

had to complain of ill-usage in his archbishop's

court. The chancery accounts had been looked into,

and vast sums were found to have been received by

him of which no explanation had been given. Who
was this man that he should throw ^he country

into confusion, in the teeth of the bishops, in the

teeth (as it seemed) of the pope, in the teeth of his

own oath given solemnly to the king. The object of

the Northampton council was to inquire into his

conduct, and he had good reason to be alarmed at

the probable consequences. He dared not, however,

disobey a peremptory summons. He came, attended

by a retinue of armed knights, and was entertained

at St. Andrew's monastery. To anticipate inquiry

into his attempted flight, he applied for permission

on the day of his arrival to go to France to visit the

pope. The king told him that he could not leave

the realm until he had answered for a decree which

had been given in his court. The case was referred

to the assembled peers, and he was condemned and

fined. It was a bad augury for him. Other charges

lay thick, ready to be produced. He was informed

officially that he would be required to explain the

chancery accounts, and answer for money which
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he had appHed to his own purposes. His proud

temper was chafed to the quick, and he turned sick

with anger.i His admirers see only in these

demands the sinister action of a dishonest tyranny.

ObUque accusations, it is said, were raised against

him, either to make him bend or to destroy his

character. The question is rather whether his con-

duct admitted of explanation. If he had been

unjust as a judge, if he had been unscrupulous as a

high officer of state, such faults had no unimportant

bearing on his present attitude. He would have

done wisely to clear himself if he could ; and it is

probable that he could not. He refused to answer,

and he sheltered himself behind the release which

he had received at his election. His refusal was

not allowed ; a second summons the next day found

him in his bed, which he said that he was too ill to

leave. This was on a Saturday. A respite was

allowed him till the following Monday. On Monday

the answer was the same. Messenger after mes-

senger brought back word that the archbishop was

unable to move. The excuse might be true

—

perhaps partially it was true. The king sent two

great peers to ascertain, and in his choice of persons

' ' Propter iram et indignationem quam in animo conceperat

decidit in gravem segritudinem. '—Hoveden, vol. i. p. 225.
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he gave a conclusive answer to the accusation of

desiring to deal unfairly with Becket : one was

Reginald, Earl of Cornwall, the king's uncle, who as

long as Becket lived was the best friend that he had

at the court ; the other was the remarkable Robert.,

Earl of Leicester, named Bossu (the Hunchback).

This Robert was a monk of Leicester Abbey, though

he had a dispensation to remain at the court, and so

bitter a Papist was he that when the schismatic

AjTchbishop of Cologne came afterwards to London

he publicly insulted him and tore down the altar

at which he said mass. Such envoys would not

have been selected with a sinister purpose. They

found that the archbishop could attend if he

wished, and they warned him of the danger of

trying the king too far. He pleaded for one more

day. On the Tuesday morning he undertook to be

present.

His knights had withdrawn from the monastery,

not daring or not choosing to stand by a prelate who

appeared to be defying his sovereign. Their place

had been taken by a swarm of mendicants, such as

the archbishop bad gathered about him at Canter-

bury. He prepared for the scene in which he was

to play a part with the art of which he was so

accomplished a master. He professed to expect to
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be killed. He rose early. Some of the bishops

came to see and remonstrate with him : they could

not move his resolution, and they retired. Left to

himself, he said the mass of St. Stephen in which

were the words :
' The kings of the earth stood up,

and the rulers took counsel together against the

Lord and against his anointed.' He then put on a

black stole and cap, mounted his palfrey, and,

followed by a few monks and surrounded by his

guard of beggars, rode at a foot's pace to the castle,

preceded by his cross-bearer.

The royal castle of Northampton was a feudal

palace of the usual form. A massive gateway led

into a quadrangle ; across the quadrangle was the

entrance of the great hall, at the upper end of which

doors opened into spacious chambers beyond. The

archbishop alighted at the gate, himself took his

cross in his right hand, and, followed by a small

train, passed through the quadrangle, and stalked up

the hall, ' looking like the lion-man of the prophet's

vision.' ^ The king and the barons were in one

chamber, the bishops in another. The archbishop

was going in this attitude into the king's presence,

that the court might see the person on whom they

' 'Assumeiis faciem liominis, faciem leouis, propheticis illis

auiinalibus a prophetii descriptis simillimus .'—Herbert of Boshaiii.
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dared to sit in judgment ; but certain ' Templars

'

warned him to beware. He entered among his

brethren, and moved through them to a chair at the

upper end of the room.

He still held his cross. The action was unusual

:

the cross was the spiritual sword, and to bear it

thus conspicuously in a deliberative assembly was as

if a baron had entered the council in arms. The

mass of St. Stephen had been heard of, and in the

peculiar temper of men's minds was regarded as a

magical incantation.^ The Bishop of Hereford

advanced and offered to carry the cross for him.

Foliot of London {filius hujus sceculi, ' a son of this

world ') said that if he came thus armed into the

court the king would draw a sharper sword, and he

would see then what his arms would avail him.

Seeing him still obstinate, Foliot tried to force the

cross out of his hands. The Archbishop of York

added his persuasions ; but the Archbishop of York

peculiarly irritated Becket, and was silenced by a

violent answer. 'Fool thou hast ever been,' said

the Bishop of London to Becket, ' and from thy folly

I see plainly thou wilt not depart.' Cries burst out

' it was said to have been done

per artem magwwm et in con-

temptu regis. (Hoveden.) He

VOL. TV.

had the eucliarist concealed under

his dress.
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on ail sides, ' Fly !
' some one whispered to him

;

' fly, or you are a dead man.' The Bishop of Exeter

came in at the moment, and exclaimed that unless

the archbishop gave way they would all be murdered.

Becket never showed to more advantage than in

moments of personal danger. He collected himself.

He saw that he was alone. He stood up, he appealed

to the pope, charged the bishops on peril of their

souls to excommunicate any one who dared to lay

hands on him, and he moved as if he intended to

withdraw. The Bishop of Winchester bade him

' resign the archbishopric. With an elaborate oath

(cwm, interminahili juratione) he swore that he

would not resign. The Bishop of Chichester then

said :
' As our primate we were bound to obey you,

but you are our primate no longer
;
you have broken

your oath. You swore allegiance to the king, and

you subvert the common law of the realm. We too

appeal to the pope. To his presence we summon

you.' ' I hear what you say,' was all the answer

which Becket deigned to return.

The doors from the adjoining chamber were now

flung open. The old Earl of Cornwall, the hunch-

back Leicester, and a number of barons entered.

' llj lord,' said the Earl of Leicester to the arch-

bishop, 'the king requires you to come to his
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presence and answer to certain things which will

then be alleged against you, as you promised yester-

day to do.' 'My lord earl/ said Becket, 'thou

knowest how long and loyally I served the king in

his worldly affairs. For that cause it pleased him

to promote me to the office which now I hold. I

did not desire this office; I knew my infirmities.

When I consented it was for the sake of the king

alone. When I was elected I was formally acquitted

of my responsibilities for all that I had done as

chancellor. Therefore I am not" bound to answer,

and I will not answer.'

The reply was carried back. The peers by a swift

vote declared that the archbishop must be arrested

and placed under guard. The earls re-entered, and

Leicester approached him and began slowly and

reluctantly to announce the sentence. ' Nay,' said

Becket, lifting his tall meagre figure to its haughtiest

height, ' do thou first listen to me. The child may

not judge his father. The king may not judge me,

nor may you judge me. I will be judged under God

by the pope alone, to whom in your presence I

appeal. I forbid you under anathema to pronounce

your sentence. And you, my brethren,' he said,

turning to the bishops, ' since you will obey man

rather than God, I call you too before the same
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judgment-seat. Under the protection of the Apostolic

See, I depart hence.'

No hand was raised to stop him. He swept

through the chamber and flung open the door of the

hall. He stumbled on the threshold, and had almost

fallen, but recovered himself. The October afternoon

was growing into twilight. The hall was thronged

with the retinues of the king and the barons.

Dinner was over. The floor was littered with rushes

and fragments of rolls and broken meat. Drausfhts

of ale had not befen wanting, and young knights,

pages, and retainers were either lounging on the

benches or talking in eager and excited groups. As

Becket appeared among them, fierce voices were

heard crying ' Traitor ! traitor ! Stop the traitor !

'

Among the loudest were Count Hamelin, the king's

illegitimate brother, and Sir Ranulf de Broc, one of

the Canterbury knights. Like a bold animal at bav,

Becket turned sharply on these two. He called

Count Hamelin a bastard boy. He reminded ])e

Broc of some near kinsman of his who had been

hanged. The cries rose into a roar ; sticks and knots

of straw were flung at him. Another rash word, and

he might have been torn in pieces. Some high

official hearing the noise came in and conducted him

safely to the door.
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In the quadrangle hs found his servants waiting

with his palfrey ; the great gate was locked, but the

key was hanging on the wall ; one of them took it

and opened the gate, the porters looking on, but not

interfering. Once outside he was received with a

cheer of delight from the crowd, and with a mob

of people about him he made his way back to the

monastery. The king had not intended to arrest

him, but he could not know this, and he was un-

doubtedly in danger from one or other of the angry

men with whom the town was crowded. He pre-

pared for immediate flight. A bed was made for

him in the chapel behind the altar. After a hasty

supper with a party of beggars whom he had intro-

duced into the house, he lay down for a few hours of

rest. At two in the morning, in a storm of wind

and rain, he stole away disguised with two of the

brethren. He reached Lincoln soon after daybreak,

and from Lincoln, going by cross-paths, and slipping

from hiding-place to hiding-place, he made his way

in a fortnight to a farm of his own at Eastry, near

Sandwich. He was not pursued. It was no sooner

known that he was gone from Northampton than a

proclamation was sent through the country forbidding

every man under pain of death to meddle with him

or to touch his property. The king had determined
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to allow the appeal, and once more to place the

whole question in the pope's hand. The Earl of

Arundel with a dozen peers and bishops was

despatched at once to Sens to explain what had

happened, and to request Alexander to send legates

to England to investigate the quarrel and to end it.

The archbishop, could he have consented to be quiet,

might have remained unmolested at Canterbury till

the result could be ascertained. But he knew too

well the forces which would be at work in the papal

court to wait for its verdict. His confidence was

only in himself Could he see the pope in person,

he thought that he could influence him. He was

sure of the friendship of Lewis of France, who was

meditating a fresh quarrel with Hcury, and would

welcome his support. His own spiritual weapons

would be as effective across the Channel as if used in

England, while he would himself be in personal

security. One dark night he went down with his

two companions into Sandwich, and in an open boat

he crossed safely to Gravelines. At St. Omer he fell

in with his old friend the Justiciary de Luci, who

was returning from a mission to the court of France.

De Luci urged him to go back to England and wait

for the pope's decision, warning him of the conse-

quences of persisting in a course which was really
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treasonable, and undertaking that the king would

forgive him if he would return at once. Entreaties

and warnings were alike thrown away. He remained

and despatched a letter to the pope, saying briefly

that he had followed the example of his Holiness in

resisting the encroachments of princes, and had fled

from his country. He had been called to answer

before the king as if he had been a mere layman.

The bishops, who ought to have stood by him, had

behaved like cowards. If he was not sustained by

his Holiness, the Church would be ruined, and he

would himself be doubly confounded.

The king and the EngKsh bishops looked with

reasonable confidence to the result of their appeal.

Becket had broken his promise to submit to the

Constitutions, and had so broken it as to show that

the promise had been given in conscious bad faith.

He was a defaulting public oflicer. He had defied

the Crown and the estates of the realm. He had

refused to answer for his conduct, and had denied his

responsibilities. He had deserted his post, and had

fled from the realm, although the king's proclamation
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had left him without the excuse that he was in fear

of personal violence. He was an archbishop, and

possessed, in virtue of his office, of mysterious powers

which the laity had not yet learned to despise. But

the pope was superior to him in his own sphere, and

on the pope the king naturally felt that he had a

right to rely. The Earl of Arundel, with other peers,

the Archbishop of York, and the Bishops of London,

Chichester, and Exeter, who had been selected as

envoys, went off immediately on the dissolution of

the Northampton meeting. They crossed the Channel

on the same night that Becket crossed, and after a

hasty and unsatisfactory interview with Lewis at

Compiegne they made their way to Sens. Becket

ought to have met them there. But Becket pre-

ferred to feel his ground and make friends in France

before presenting himself. He was disappointed in

the Count of Flanders, who declined to countenance

him. He escaped in disguise over the French

frontier, and addressed himself to Lewis at Soissons.

Lewis, who meant no good to Henry, received him

warmly, and wrote in his favour to the pope. At the

French court he remained till he saw how matters

would go at Sens, sending forward his confidential

friend, Herbert of Bosham, to watch the proceedings,

and to speak for him to the pope and cardinals.
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He might have easily been present himself, since

Herbert reached Sens only a day after the arrival of

Henry's embassy. The English bishops stated their

case. They laid the blame of the quarrel on the

archbishop's violence. They explained the modera-

tion of the king's demands. They requested the

pope's interposition. The Earl of Arundel followed

in the name of the English barons. He dwelt on the

fidelity with which the king had adhered to the Holy

See in its troubles, and the regret with which, if

justice was denied them, the English nation might

be compelled to look elsewhere. He requested, and

the bishops requested, that Becket should be ordered

to return to Canterbury, and that a legate or legates

should be sent with plenary powers to hear the cause

and decide upon it.

Seeing that the question immediately before the

pope did not turn on the Constitutions, but on the

liability of the archbishop to answer for his civil

administration, the king was making a large con-

cession. Many cardinals had their own good reasons

for being on the king's side, and, if left to himself,

the pope would have been glad to oblige a valuable

friend. But to favour Henry was to offend Lewis,

under whose shelter he had taken refuge. The

French bishops were many of them as violent as
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Becket himself. The French people were on the

same side from natural enmity to England, and Pope

A-lexander was in the same difficulty in which Pope

Clement found himself three centuries later between

Henry the Eighth and Charles the Fifth. He said

that he could form no resolution till he had heard

what Becket had to say. He suggested that the

English envoys should wait for Becket's arrival ; but

it was uncertain when Becket might arrive ; his

French friends were gathering in their rear, and

might intercept their return. A protracted stay was

impossible, and they again pressed for a legate.

Alexander agreed to send some one, but without the

ample powers which the envoys desired. He reserved

the final decision for himself.

The influences by which the papal court was

determined were already too grossly notorious. A
decision given in France would be the decision which

would please the King of France. The envoys

went home, taking with them a complimentary

nuncio from the pope, and they had some diffi-

culty in escaping an attempt to waylay and capture

theaa.

They had no sooner gone than Becket appeared

at Sens. He was received with no great warmth by

the pope, and still more coldly by the cardinals,
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' whose nostrils the scent of lucre had infected.' 1

French pressure, however, soon produced its effect.

Me had come magnificently attended from Soissons.

Mis cause was openly espoused by the French nation.

At his second interview, on his knees at Alexander's

feet, he represented that he was the victim of his

devotion to the Holy See and the Catholic faith.

He had only to yield on the Constitutions to be

restored at once to favour and power. The Consti-

tutions were read over, and he asked how it was

possible for him to acknowledge laws which reduced

the clergy into common mortals, and restricted

appeals to the last depositary of justice on earth.

Herbert of Bosham states that the pope and

cardinals had never yet seen the Constitutions, but

had only heard of them. This is simply incredible,

and, like many other stories of this interesting but

interested writer, is confuted by the facts of the case.

John of Salisbury had said that the proceedings at

Clarendon were better known on the continent than

in England. They had been watched in France for

almost a year with the closest attention. Bishops

and abbots had gone to and fro between the pope

and the English court with no other object than to

find some terms of compromise. It is not conceivable

' 'Quorum nares odor luori infecerat.'
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that after sending an order to Becket to submit,

after Becket had first consented, had then suspended

himself for the sin of acquiescence, and had been

absolved by Alexander himself, the Holy Father

should never have acquainted himself with the

particulars of the controversy. It is no less incredible,

therefore, that, after hearing the Constitutions read,

the pope should have severely blamed Becket, as

Herbert also says that he did, for having ever

consented at all. Be this as it may, the Constitu-

tions found no favour. Parts of them were found

tolerable, but parts intolerable, especially the re-

striction of the appeals. Again the pope took time

for reflection. English money had secured a power-

ful faction among his advisers, and they were not

ungrateful.^ Henry, they said, would no doubt

modify the objectionable* articles ; and it was unsafe

to alienate him during the German schism. In

' The pope himself was anxious

about his English Peter's pence,

being afraid, if he quarrelled

with Henry, that he might lose

•I. valuable part of his revenue.

After Becket retired to Pontigny,

Alexander wrote to Foliot on the

subject, suggesting that if the

Peter's pence were not collected,

the bishop should either advance

the sum expected from his own
piirse, or else borrow it ; in any

way that he should let the pope

have the pence as soon as pos-

sible. Poliot referred to the

king, and after some correspond-

ence the collection continued to

be made in the usual way. See

Materials, vol. v. p. 177, 202,

208-11.
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private they sharply blamed Becket for having raised

so inopportune a storm ; and but for his own adroit-

ness the archbishop would have been defeated after

all. Once more he sought the pope's presence. He
confessed his sins, and he tempted Alexander with

the hope of rescuing the nomination to the see of

Canterbury from secular interference. He had been

intruded into Christ's sheepfold, he said, by the

secular power ;^ and from this source all his subse-

quent troubles had arisen. The bishops at North-

ampton had required him to resign. He could not

resign at their bidding, but he threw himself and his

office on his Holiness's mercy. He had accepted the

archbishopric uncanonically. He now relinquished

it, to be restored or not restored as the pope might

please.

It was a bold stroke, and it nearly failed. Many

cardinals saw in the offer a road out of the difficulty.

Terms could now be arranged with Henry, and

Becket could be provided for elsewhere. For some

hours or days his friends thought his cause was lost.

1 ' Ascendi in ovile Christi, sed

non per ipsum ostium : velut

quern non eanonica vocavit

electio, sed terror publioaa potes-

tatis intrusit.'

—

Materials, vol.

ii. p. 243. But all these accounts

of conversations must be received

with caution. The accounts vary

irreconcilably; aud the enthusi-

asm of the biographers for their

ma.ster and his cause infects every

line of their narratives.
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But the balance wavered at last so far in his favour

that the sacrifice was not permitted. He was not, as

he had expected, to be sent back to England, sup-

ported by threats of interdict and excommunication,

to triumph over his enemies. But he was reinstated

as archbishop. He was assigned a residence at the

Cistercian monastery of Pontigny, thirty miles from

Sens ; and there he was directed to remain quiet and

avoid for the present irritating the king further.^

The king was sufficiently irritated already. The

support which Lewis had given to Becket meant

too probably that war with France was not far off.

Becket himself was virtually in rebellion, and his

character made it easy to foresee the measures which

he would adopt if not prevented. The posts were

watched ; strangers were searched for letters. English

subjects were forbidden to introduce brief, bull, or

censure either from the pope or from the archbishop.

The archbishop's estates were sequestrated. If he

was allowed to retain his large income and to spend

it abroad, he would use it to buy friends among the

cardinals. The see was put under administrators

;

the rents, so Henry afterwards swore, were chiefly

^ The answer supposed to have

heeu given by the pope, pevmit-

tiug him to use the censures, be-

longs to the following year. It

refers to the sequestration of the

Canterbury estates, and this did

not take place till after Becket

had been settled at Pontigny.
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laid out in management; and the surplus was dis-

tributed in charitj'-. The incumbents of the arch-

bishop's benefices being his special creatures were

expelled, and loyal priests were put in their places.

Another harder measure was adopted. All his

relations, all his connections and dependants, except

a few who gave securities for good conduct, were

banished from England, four hundred of them, men,

women, and children. Either it was feared the

archbishop would employ them to disturb the country,

or it was mere vengeance, or it was to make Becket

an expensive guest to Lewis.^

All this Becket was obliged to bear with. Armed

as he was with lightnings, he was forbidden to make

use of them. Nay, worse, the pope himself could

not even yet be depended on. The king wrote to

propose that Alexander should visit him in England,

or, if this were impossible, that the pope, Lewis, and

Cmel as tMs meaaure was,

tiere was precedent for it.

Foliot reminds Becket that lie

had himself been treated with

equal severity for opposing his

elevation to the Primacy :
' Quod

loquimur experti novimus ; atten-

dentea enim ecclesiam Dei sufFo-

cari gi-aviter, ob quod in ejus

libertatem quodammodo procla-

mavimus, verbum illico proscrip-

tionis audivimus et exsilio cru-

deliter addicti sumus ; nee solum

persona nostra, sed et domus

patris mei, et conjuncta nobis

affinitas et cognatio tota. Hoc

quidem calice et aliis propinatum

est.'—Foliot to Becket. Ma-

terials, vol. V. p. 524.
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Henry should meet in Normandy and take measures

together for the common welfare of Christendom.

Henry had no wish to join Barbarossa if he could

help it ; and neither the pope nor Lewis could wish

to force him. If such a meeting came off, it was

easy to foresee the issue. John of Salisbury, who

was Backet's agent at the French court, when he

heard what was intended, wrote that it must be

prevented at all hazards. In terms not very compli-

mentary to the holy father's understanding, the

archbishop implored Alexander to consent to no

meeting with the king of England, except one at

which he should himself be present. 'The king,'

he said, ' is so subtle with his words that he would

confound the apostolic religion itself He will find

the weak points of the pope's character, and will trip

him up to his destruction.' ^

The King of France (John of Salisbury wrote to Becket)

admits that he fears to urge the pope to use the censures in

your behalf. If this be so now, how will it be when our king

is here in person, arguing, promising, threatening, and sway-

ing the minds of men after his fashion ? He has secured

Count Eobert—the countess, like a prudent matron, is think-

ing of marriages for her children and has sent him three

' ' Sed et citiiis poterit apostol-

ica ciroumveniri religio ex vai-ie-

tate verborum regis . . . et si re.x

infirmiora domini papse praeno-

Terit exitus viarum suarum ob-

struet offendiculis.'

—

Materials,

vol. ii. p. 346.
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hundred ells of linen to make shirts. The Archbishop of

Kheims is the count's dear friend. . . I advise you, there-

fore, to trust in God and give yourself to prayer. Put away

thoughts of this world : pray and meditate. The Psalms will

be better reading for you than philosophy ; and to confer with

spiritual men, whose example may influence your devotion,

wiU profit you more than indulging in litigious speculations.

I say this from my heart : take it as you please.^

These words show Becket to us as through an

inverted telescope, the magnifjring mist blown away,

in his true outlines and true proportions. The

genuine Becket, as the pope knew him, was not the

person pecuharly fitted to be the Church's champion

in a cause which was really sacred. John of Salis-

bury thought evidently at this time that there was

no longer any hope that the archbishop would really

succeed. He wished, he said in a letter to the

Bishop of Exeter, to make his peace with the king.

He could not desert the archbishop, but he was

loyal to his sovereign. He called God to witness

how often he had rebuked the archbishop for his

foolish violence.^ He could not promise that he

1 Materials, vol. v. p. 162,

abridged.

2 'Novit enim cordium in-

spector q^uod ssepius et asperius

quam aliquis mortalium corripu-

erim dominum ai-chiepiscopum de

VOL. IV.

Ws in quibus ab initio dominum

regem et suos zelo quodam incon-

sultius visus est ad amaritudinem

provocasse,' &c.

—

Letters, vol. i

p. 203, ed. Giles.
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would quit his old master's service, but in all

else he would be guided by the Bishop of Exeter's

advice.

VI.

Meanwhile the quarrel between Becket and the

King of England became the topic of the hour

throughout Europe. Which was right and which

was wrong, what the pope would do or ought to do,

and whether England would join Germany in the

schism—these questions were the theme of perpetual

discussions in council and conclave, were debated

in universities, and were fought over at convent

and castle dinner-tables. Opinions were so divided

that, in a cause which concerned Heaven so nearly,

people were looking for Heaven to give some sign.

As facts were wanting, legend took the place of

them, and stories began to spread, either at the

time or immediately after, of direct and picturesque

manifestations of grace which had been vouchsafed

in Becket's favour. It was said that when dining

with Pope Alexander he had twice unconsciously

turned water into wine. At Pontigny he had been

graciously visited by Our Lady herself. He had left
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England ill provided witli clothes. His wardrobe

was in disorder ; his drawers especially, besides being

dirty, were ra holes. He was specially delicate in

such matters, and was too modest to confess his

difficulties. He stayed at home one day alone to

do the repairs himself. He was pricking his fingers

and succeeding indifferently, when Our Lady—who,

as one of the biographers tells us, had been taught

to sew when she was at Nazareth—came in, sat

down, took the drawers out of the archbishop's hand,

mended them excellently, and went as she had come.

The archbishop had not recognized his visitor. Soon

after a singular case of Church discipUne was referred

to his decision. A young Frenchman, specially

devoted to the Virgin Mary, had built a chapel in

her honour not far from Pontigny, had placed her

image over the altar, and had obtained ordination

Mmself that he might make his daily offerings there

;

but he neither would nor could repeat any mass but

the mass of the Virgin. The authorities reprimanded

him, but to no purpose. Our Lady filled his soul,

and left no room for any other object. The irregu-

larity was flagrant—the devotion was commendable.

Becket was consulted as to what should be done,

and Becket sent for the offender and gently put

before him that he was making a scandal which
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must positively cease. The youth rushed away in

despair, and flung himself before Our Lady's image,

declaring that his love was for her and for her

alone ; she must save him from interference, or he

would pull the chapel down and do other wild and

desperate things. The eyes of the image began to

smile, the neck bent, the lips opened. ' Have no fear,

carissime,' it said, ' go to the archbishop. Entreat

again to be allowed to continue your devotions to

me. If he refuses, ask him if he remembers who

mended his drawers.' We mav guess how the story

ended.

With tales of this kind floating in the air, the

first year of Becket's exile wore out, the pope giving

uncertain answers to the passionate appeals which

continued to be made to him, according to the

fortune of the Emperor Frederick in Italy. Frederick

being at last driven out of Lombardy, the pope

recovered heart, and held out brighter prospects.

He sent Becket permission to excommunicate the

persons iu occupation of his estates and benefices,

and he promised to ratify his sentence if opportunely

issued. He did not permit him to excommunicate

the king, but he held out a hope that the prohibition

might not last for ever, while Lewis, with Becket's

knowledge, and in the opinion ol' the cardinals who
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oame afterwards to inquire into his conduct, at

Becket's direct instigation, prepared to invade

Normandy. Henry, well informed of what was

coming, began now to turn to Germany in earnest.

By the advice of his barons, as he said, he wrote

to Reginald, Frederick's archbishop chancellor, to

tell him that he was about to send an embassy to

the pope to demand that he should be relieved of

Becket, and that the Constitutions should be ratified.

If justice was refused him, he and his people were

prepared to renounce their allegiance to Alexander

and to unite with Germany.^ The chancellor was

himself invited to England. A decided step of this

kind, it was thought, might bring the pope to

his senses.

Separation from Rome, indeed, was the true

alternative ; and had the country been prepai-ed to

follow Henry, and had Henry himself been prepared

at the bottom of his mind to defy the pope and the

worst that he could do, the great schism between the

Teutonic and Latin races might have been ante-

dated, and the course of history been changed. But

Henry was threatening with but half a heart, and

the country was less prepared than he. In Germany

* Oiles, vol. i. p. 316. Mnlerinls. "ol. v. p. 42S.
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itself, the pope in the end proved too strong for the

emperor. In England, even Wickliffe was prema-

ture. With all its enormous faults, the Eoman

Catholic organization in both countries was pro-

ducing better fruits on the whole than any other

which could have been substituted for it; and

almost three centuries had yet to pass, bringing

with them accumulating masses of msincerities

and injustices, before Europe could become ripe

for a change. A succession of Beckets would

have precipitated a rupture, whatever might be

the cost or consequences; but the succpeding pre-

lates were men of the world as well as statesmen,

and were too wise to press theories to their logical

consequences.

The Archbishop of Cologne came to London with

the taint of his schism upon him. The court enter-

tained him graciously. But Henry received a start-

ling intimation that he must not try the barons too

far. They had supported him in what they held to

be reasonable demands, to which the pope might be

expected to consent. They were not ready to

support him in a revolt fi-om Rome, even though

disguised behind the name of antipope. The hunch-

backed Earl of Leicester refused Barbarossa's chan-

cellor the kiss of peace in open court at Westminster,
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and on his departure the altars at which the

schismatic prelate had said mass were destroyed.^

Alexander meanwhile had written to Foliot,

directing him and the Bishop of Hereford to remon-

strate with the king, to entreat him to act in

conformity with his past reputation, and to put an

end to the scandal which he had caused, hinting that

if Henry persisted in refusing he might he unable to

restrain the archbishop from excommunicating him.

The two bishops discharged their commission. ' The

king,' Foliot replied to the pope, ' took what we said

in excellent part. He assured us that his affection

towards your Holiness remained as it had been, but

he said that he had stood by you in your misfortunes,

and that he had met with a bad return. He had

hindered no one from going to you on your invitation,

and he meant to hinder no one. As to appeals, he

merely claimed that each case should be first

thoroughly heard in his own courts. If justice could

not be had there, appeals to Rome might remain

without objection from himself. If the emperor was

excommunicated, he promised to break off correspond-

ence with him. As to the Archbishop of Canterbury,

he had not been expelled from England ; he had left

1 Matthew Paris, Chronica Majora, 1165.
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it of his own accord, and might return when he

pleased. To the Church, now as always, he wished

to suhmit his differences with the archbishop.'

If this was not all which the pope might expect,

FoUot advised him to be contented with it. ' The

king,' he continued, ' having consented to defer to

the Church, considers that right is on his side. Let

your Holiness therefore beware of measures which

may drive him and his subjects iato revolt. A

wounded limb may be healed ; a limb cut off is lost

for ever. Some of us may bear persecution on your

account, but there will not be wanting those who

will bow their knee to Baal. Men can be found to

fill the Enghsh sees who will obey the antipope.

Many, indeed, already wish for the change.'

'

The pope, who did not understand the English

character, was as much disturbed as Hem-y could

have desired to see him. He found that he had

encouraged Becket too far. He wrote to press upon

him that the days were evil ; that he must endeavour

to conciliate the king ; that he must on no account

excommunicate him, or lay England under interdict,

or venture any violent courses, at any rate before the

ensuing Easter.- He wrote affectionately to Henry

' Foliot to the Pope, 1165. Hoveden (ed. Giles), vol. i. p. 231.

- Giles, vol. i. p. 324.
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himself. He thanked the two bishops with the

utmost warmth, and expressed himself delighted with

the accounts which he received of the king's frame

of mind.^ The Axchbishop of Kouen and the

Empress Matilda had written to him to the same

purpose, and had given him equal pleasure. If

Foliot could bring about a reconciliation, he would

love him for ever. Meanwhile he would follow

FoHot's advice and keep Becket quiet.

A very slight concession from Becket would now

have made an arrangement possible, for Henry was

tired of the quarrel. He invited the Norman pre-

lates to meet him at a conference at Chinon. The

archbishop was expected to attend, and peace was

then to have been arranged. In this spirit the

Bishop of Hereford addressed the archbishop himself,

entreating him to agree to moderate conditions.

But far away was Becket from ' conditions.' He

knew better than the pope the state of English

feeling. He was in correspondence (it is likely

enough) with the Earl of Leicester. At all events

he must have heard of Leicester's treatment of

Reginald of Cologne. He knew that in fearing

that England would go into schism the pope was

•Gaudemus et exultamus super ea devotioiie ejusdem regis.'
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frightened by a shadow. He had not defied king,

peers, and bishops at Northampton that the fight

should end in a compromise. Sharply he rebuked

the Bishop of Hereford for his timid counsels. ' For

you/ he said, ' I am made anathema, and when you

should stand by me you advise me to yield. You

should rather have bidden me draw the sword of

Peter and avenge the blood of the saints. I mourn

over you as over my firstborn. TJp, my son. Cry

aloud and cease not. Lift up your voice, lest God's

anger fall on you and all the nation perish. I grieve

for the king. Tribulation impends over him. They

have devoured Jacob and laid waste his dweUing-

place.' ^

To John of Salisbury Becket announced that his

patience was exhausted, that when Easter was past

he would be free, and that in his own opinion he

ought to forbear no longer. He desired to know

how far his friend agreed with him. John of Salis-

bury was more prudent than the archbishop. ' Pre-

cipitate action,' he said, ' may expose you to ridicule

and ruia. You ask my advice. I recommend you

not to rely on the Holy See. Write to the empress

mother; write to the Archbishop of Rouen and

Becket to the Bishop of Hereford. Hoveden. I am obliged

j^reatly to compress the diffuse rhetoric of the archbishop.
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the other prelates. Tell them you are ready to obey

the law and to go back to England if you are treated

with justice. The adversary will not agree to con-

ditions really fair, but you will have set yourself

right with the world. Should the king be more

moderate than I think he will be, do not stand upon

securities. Content yourself with a promise under

the king's hand, and the assurance of the empress

mother. Do not try the censures. You know my

opinion about this, and you once agreed with me.

The king is not afraid of excommunication. The

bishops and most of the clergy have stood by him

;

some may be with us in heart, biit they are not to

be depended on.' ^

Becket, like most persons of his temperament,

asked advice without meaning to follow it. He

addressed the king in a letter which Herbert de-

scribes as being of extreme sweetness. It was to

entreat him to let loose the bride of Christ whom he

held in captivity, and to warn him that if he per-

severed in his wicked ways, ' Christ would gird his

sword upon his thigh,' and would descend from

heaven to punish him. Inflated language of this

kind was not general at that time. It was peculiar

to Becket, and we need not be surprised that it

1 John of Salisbury to Becket, April 1166 (abridged).
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produced no effect on Henry. He went to Normandy

to the Chinon conference immediately after Easter

1166, hoping there to meet Becket and to speak

with him and with the other prelates as with reason-

able men. He did not find Becket there, but he

found a second letter from him, which, if coming

from a saint would have tried the temper of a more

patient sovereign than Henry, and from a man whom

he had known so lately as a defaulting chancellor

and unscrupulous politician was insolent and absurd.

After reproaching the king for allowing him to live

on the charity of Lewis of France, the archbishop

proceeded :

—

Tou are my king, my lord, and my spiritual son. As

you are my king, I owe you reverence and admonition ; as

you are my lord, I owe you such, obedience as consists with

the honour of God ; as you are my son, I owe you the chas-

tisement which is due from the father to the child. Tou

hold your authority from the Ohurch, which consists of clergy

and laymen. The clergy have sole charge of things spiritual

:

kings, earls, and counts have powers delegated to them from

the Church, to preserve peace and the Church's unity. Dele-

gated from the Church, I say. Therefore it rests not with

you to tell bishops whom they may excommunicate, or to

force clergy to their answers in secular courts, or to interfere

with tithes, or do any of those things to which you pretend

in the name of custom. Kemember your coronation oath.

Eestore my property ; allow me to return to Canterbuiy ; and

I will obey you as far as the honour of God and the Holv
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See and oi;i- sacred older permits me. Eefuse, and be

assured you will not fail to experience the severe displeasure

of Almighty God.^

This letter appears to have been placed in Henry's

hands immediately before he met the Norman

bishops. On entering the conference he was ill with

agitation. Persons present said that he was in tears.

He told the bishops that Becket was aiming at his

destruction, soul and body. He said they were no

better than traitors for not protecting him more

effectually from the violence of a single man.^ The

Archbishop of Rouen exclaimed against the word

' traitors
'

; but it was no time for niceties of expres-

sion. War with France was on the point of breaking

out, and Becket, it was now plain, meant to give it

the character of a sacred war by excommunicating

Henry. Easter was past : he was free to act, and

clearly enough he meant to act. The Bishop of

Lisieux advised an instant appeal to the pope, which

would keep Becket's hands tied for the moment.

He and another bishop rushed off to Pontigny to

serve the notice on him. They arrived too late.

• Becket to the King, May

1 166 (abridged).

2 ' Tandem dixit quod oranes

proditores erant, qui eum ad-

hibitS. opera et diligentiS, ab

unius bominis infestatione nole-

bant impedire.'
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Before launching his thunderbolts Becket had gone

to Soissons, there to prepare for the operation.

At Soissons were to be found in special presence

the Blessed Virgin and St. Gregory, whose assistance

the archbishop considered would be peculiarly valu-

able to him ; and not they only, but another saint,

Beatus Drausius, the patron of pugiUsts and duellists,

who promised victory to intending combatants on

their passing a night at his shrine.^

Becket gave St. Drausius three nights—or per-

haps one to each saint—and thus fortified he betook

himself to Vezelay, where at Whitsuntide vast

numbers of people assembled from all parts of

France. There from the pulpit after sermon on

Whitsunday, with the appropriate ceremonies of

bells and lighted candles quenched, he took venge-

ance at last upon his enemies. He suspended the

Bishop of Salisbury. He cursed John of Oxford and

the Archdeacon of Ilchester, two leading church-

• ' Arohiepiscopus noster in

procinctu ferendse sententise con-

etitutus iter arripuevat ad uvbem

Suessionum orationis causS, ut

Beatse Virgini, cujus ibi memoria

Celebris est, et Beato Drausio,

ad quern confugiunt pugnaturi,

et Beato Gregorio Auglicanse

Ecclesise fundatori, qui in eftdem

urbe requiescit, agonem suum
preoibus commendaret. Est

autem Beatus Drausius gloriosis-

simus confessor qui, sicut Franci

et Lotharingi credunt, pugiles

qui ad memoriam ejus pernoctant

reddit invictos.'—John of Salis-

bm-y to the Bishop of Exeter.

hrttera, vol. i.p. 227.
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men of the king's party. He cursed Justiciary de

Luci, who had directed the sequestration of his see,

and was the author and adviser of the Constitutions

of Clarendon. He cursed Ranulf de Broc and every

person employed in administering his estates. Finally

he cursed every one who maintained the Constitutions,

and he released the bishops from their promise to

observe them. A remnant of prudence or a report

of the king's illness led him partially to withhold his

hand. He did not actually curse Henry, but he

threatened that he shortly would curse him unless

he repented.

In high delight with himself the archbishop

issued a pastoral to the bishops of England telling

them what he had done, talking in his usual high

style of the rights of priests over kings and princes,

and ordering them at their soul's peril to see that

the sentence was obeyed. He wrote at the same

time to the pope, enclosing the terms of the excom-

munication, his condemnation of the Constitutions,

and the threats which he had addressed to the king.

These threats he declared his intention of carrying

into effect unless the king showed speedy signs of

submission, and he required Alexander, in a tone of

imperious consequence, to confirm what he had

done.
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On the arrival of the censures in England the

bishops met in London and determined on a further

appeal to the pope. They addressed a unanimous

and remarkable remonstrance to him, going into the

origin of the quarrel, insisting on the abominable

conduct of many of the clergy, the necessity of

reform, and the moderation which the king had

shown.^ The Constitutions which he had adopted

they declared to have been taken from the established

customs of the realm. If they appeared objection-

able, his Holiness need but point to the articles of

which he disapproved, and they should be immedi-

ately altered. The archbishop's uncalled-for violence

had been the sole obstacle to an arrangement.

With this letter and others from the king an

embassy was despatched to Rome, John of Oxford,

whom Becket had personally excommunicated, being

significantly one of its members.

Pending the result of the appeal, the English

bishops addressed a protest to Becket himself. They

reminded him of his personal obligations to the king,

and of the dangers which he was provoking. The

' ' Qui cum paoem regni sui

enormi insolentium quorundam
cleiicorum excessu non mediocri-

tcr turbari cognosceret, clero

debitam exhibens reverentiairi

eorundem excessus ad eeclesiie

judices retulit episcopos, ut

gladius gladio subveuiat.'

—

Ad
AlexandrU7n Pontificem,. Hove-

den, vol. i. p. 266.
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king, they said, had Ustened coldly hitherto to the

advances of Germany. But these good dispositions

might not last for ever. For the archbishop to

scatter curses without allowing the persons denounced

an opportunity of answering for themselves was

against reason and precedent ; and they had placed

themselves under the protection of his Holiness.

Becket was not to be frightened by threats of

German alliance. He knew better. He lectured

the bishops for their want of understanding. He

rebuked them for their cowardice and want of faith.

The Bishop of London had recalled to him unpleasant

passages in his own past history. The tone of

Foliot, as well as his person, drove Becket wild. He

spoke of the Bishop of London as an Ahitophcl and

a Doeg.

Tour letter (he replied to him) is like a scorpion with a

sting in its tail. You profess obedience to me, and to avoid

obedience you appeal to the pope. Little will you gain by

it. You have no feeling for me, or for the Church, or for the

kino-, whose soul is perishing. You blame me for threatening

him. What father will see his son go astray and hesitate to

restrain that son ? Who wOl not use the rod that he may

spare the sword ? The ship is in the storm : T am at the

helm, and you bid me sleep. To him who speaks thus to

me I reply, ' Get thee behind me, Satan !
' The king, you

say, desires to do what is right. My clergy are banished, ray

possessions are taken from me, the sword hangs over my

VOL. IV.
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neck. Do you call this right ? Tell the king that the Lord

of men and niigels has established two powers, princes and

piiests—the first earthly, the second spiritual ; the first to

obey, the second to command. He who breaks this order

breaks the ordinance of God. Tell him it is no dishonour to

him to submit to those to whom God himself defers, calling

them gods hi the sacred writings. For thus he speaks :
' I

have said ye are gods ;
' and again, ' I will make thee a god

luito Pharaoh ;
' ' Thou shall take notliing fi-om the gods

'

[i. e. the priests). i . . The king may not judge his judges
;

the lips of the priest shall keep wisdom. It is written, ' Thou

slialt require the law at his mouth, for he is the angel of

God.'

The Catholic Church would have had but a brief

career in this world if the rulers of it had been so

wild of mind as this astonishing martyr of Canterbury.

The air-bubble when blown the fullest and shining

the brightest is nearest to collapsing into a drop of

dirty water. John of Salisbury, sympathizing with

him and admiring him as he generally did, saw

clearly that the pope could never sanction so pre-

posterous an attitude. ' I have little trust in the

Church of Rome,' he said. ' I know the ways of it

and the needs of it too well. So greedy, so dishonest

' ' Non indiguetur itaque do-

minus uoster deferre illis quibus

omnium Summus deferre non

dedignatur, deos appellaus eos

siEpius in sacris Uteris. Sic enim
dicit, "Ego dixi, Dii estis," &c,

;

et iterum, " Constitui te deum
Pharaonis," "Et diis non de-

tralies," i.e. sacerdotibus, &c.'

—

Becket to Foliot. Hovedeii, vol.

i. p. 261.
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are tlie Eomans, that they use too often the license

of power, and take dispensations to grant what they

say is useful to the commonwealth, however fatal it

may be to religion.' ^

The first practical effect of the excommunication

was the recoil of the blow upon the archbishop's

entertainers. In the shelter of a Cistercian abbey in

France, an English subject was committing treason

and levying war against his sovereign and his

country. A chapter of the Cistercian Order was

held in September. King Henry sent a message

to the general, that, if his abbot continued to protect

Becket, the Cistercians in England would be sup-

pressed, and their property confiscated. The startled

general did not dare to resist ; a message was sent

to Pontigny ; in the fluttered dovecote it was resolved

that Becket must go, and it was a cruel moment to

him. A fresh asylum was provided for him at Sens.

But he had grown accustomed to Pontigny, and had

led a pleasant life there. On his first arrival he had

attempted asceticisms, but his health had suffered,

1 'Keo de ecelesiS, Komanft.,

cujus mores et necessitates nobis

innotuerunt, multum oonfido

.

Tot et tantee sunt necessitates,

tanta aviditas et improbitas

Eomanonim, ut interdum utatur

licentiS, potestatis, procuretqne

ex dispensatione quod reipublicss

dicitur expedire, etsi non expediat

religion!.'—To Becket, Letters,

1 1 66.
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and his severities had been relaxed. He was out of

spirits at his departure. His tears were flowing.

The abbot cheered him up, laughed at his dejection,

and told him there was nothing in his fate so par-

ticularly terrible. Becket said that he had dreamt

the night before that he was to be martyred.

' Martyrdom !
' laughed the abbot ;

' what has a man

who eats and drinks like you to do with martyrdom 1

The cup of wine which you drink has small affinity

with the cup of martyrdom.' ' I confess/ said Becket,

' that I indulge in jDleasures of the flesh. Yet the

good God has deigned to reveal my fate to me.' ^

Sad at heart, the archbishop removed to Sens ;

yet if the pope stood firm, all might yet be well.

VII.

The archbishop's letters show conclusively that the

Constitutions were not the real causes of the dispute

with the kinji. The king was willing to leave the

' ' " Ergo martyrio interibis ?

Quid esculento et temulento et

martyvi ?

Nou bene convenimit, nee in

una sede morantur,

calix vini quod potas et oalix

martyrii." "Fateor," inquit,
'

' corporeis voluptatibus indulgeo.

Bonus tamen Dominus, qui jus-

tifioat irapium, indigno dignatus

est revelare mysterium.'"

—

Ma-

terials, vol. i. p. 51.
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Constitutions to be modified by the pope. The
archbishop's contest, lying concealed in his favourite

phrases,
' saving my order,' ' saving the honour of God,'

was for the supremacy of the Church over the

Crown ; for the degradation of the civil power into

the position of delegate of the pope and bishops.

All authority was derived from God. The clergy

were the direct ministers of God. Therefore all

authority was derived from God through them.

However well the assumption might appear in

theory, it would not work in practice, and John

of Salisbury was right in concluding that the pope

would never support an assumption which, broadly

stated and really acted on, would shake the fabric

of the Church throughout Europe. Alexander was

dreaming of peace when the news reached him of

the excommunications at Vezelay. The news that

Richard de Luci had hanged 500 felonious clerks

in England would have caused him less annoyance.

Henry's envoys brought with them the bishops'

appeal, and renewed the demand for cardinal legates

to be sent to end the quarrel. This time the pope

decided that the legates should go, carrying with

them powers to take off Backet's censures. He

prohibited Becket himself from pursuing his threats

further till the cardinals' arrival. To Henry he
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sent a private letter—which, however, he permitted

him to show if circumstances made it necessary-

declaring beforehand that any sentences which the

archbishop might issue against himself or his subjects

should be void.^

The humiliation was terrible; Becket's victims

were free, and even rewarded. John of Oxford came

back from Rome with the deanery of Salisbury.

Worst of all, the cardinals were coming, and those

the most dreaded of the whole body. Cardinal Otho

and Cardinal "William of Pavia. One of t^'^m, said

John of Salisbury, was light and uncertain, the other

crafty and false, and both made up of avarice.

These were the ministers of the Holy See, for whose

pretensions Becket was fighting. This was his esti-

mate of them when they were to try his own cause.

His letters at this moment were filled with despair.

' Ridicule has fallen on me,' he said, ' and shame

on the pope. I am to be obeyed no longer. I am

betrayed and given to destruction. My deposition

is a settled thing. Of this, at least, let the pope

assure himself : never will I accept the Cardinal of

Pavia for my judge. When they are rid of me, I

hear he is to be my successor at Canterbury.'

"

' The Pope to Henry, December 20, ii66.

^ Becket's Letters, Giles, vol. ii. p. 60.



Becket, however, was not the man to leave the

field while life was in him. There was still hope,

for war had broken out at last, and Henry and Lewis

were killing and burning each other's territories.

If not the instigator, Becket was the occasion, and

Lewis, for his own interests, would still be forced

to stand by him. The archbishop had what is called

a real belief ' in his cause; he was convinced that

it was God's cause. Hitherto God had allowed him

to fail on account of his own deficiencies, and the

deficiencies required to be amended. Like certain

persons who cut themselves with knives and lancets, he

determined now to mortify his flesh m earnest. When

settled in his new life at Sens, he rose at daybreak,

prayed in his oratory, said mass, and prayed and wept

again. Five times each day and night his chaplain

flogged him. His food was bread and watet, his bed

the floor. A hair shirt was not enough without hair

drawers which reached his knees, and both were worn

till they swarmed with vermin.i The cardinals

' Myths gathered about the

state of these garments. One

day, we are told, he was dining

with the Queen of France. She

observed that his sleeves were

fastened unusually tightly at the

wrist, and that something moved

inside them. He tried to evade

her curiosity, for the moving

things were maggots. But she

pressed her questions till he was

obliged to loosen the strings.

Pearls of choicest size and colour

rolled upon the table. The queen

wished to keep one, but it could

not be. The pearls were restored
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approached, and the prospect grew hourly blacker.

The pope rebuked Lewis for the war. The oppor-

tunity of the cardinals' presence was to be used

for restoration of peace. Poor as Becket was, he

could not approach these holy beings on their

accessible side. ' The Cardinal of Pavia,' said John

of Salisbury, ' thinks only of the king's money, and

has no fear of God in him. Cardinal Otho is better

:

Bomanus tamen et cardinalis (but he is a Roman

and a cardinal). If we submit our cause to them,

we lose it to a certainty. If we refuse we offend

the king of France.' The Cardinal of Pavia wrote

CO announce to Becket his arrival in France and

the purpose of his mission. Becket replied with

a violent letter, of which he sent a copy to John

of Salisbury, but despatched it before his friend

could stop him. John of Salisbury thought the

archbishop had lost his senses. ' Compare the

cardinal's letter and your answer to it,' he said.

'What had the cardinal done that you should tell

him he was giving you poison ? You have no right

to insult a cardinal and the pope's legate on his

first communication with you. Were he to send

your letter to Rome, you might be charged with

to the sleeve, and became maggots as before. Materials, vol. ii.

p. 296.
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contumacy. He tells you he is come to close the

dispute to the honour of God and the Church.

What harm is there in this? He is not to blame

because he cautions you not to provoke the king

further. Your best friends have often given you

the same advice.'

With great difficulty Becket was brought to

consent to see the cardinals. They came to him

at Sens, but stayed for a short time only, and went

on to the king in Normandy. The archbishop

gathered no comfort . from his speech with them.

He took to his bell and candles again, and cursed

the Bishop of London. He still intended to curse

the king and declare an interdict. He wrote to a

friend, Cardinal Hyacinth, at Rome, to say that he

would never submit to the arbitration of the cardinal

legates, and bidding him urge the pope to confirm

the sentences which he was about to pronounce.^

He implored the pope himself to recall the cardinals

and unsheath the sword of Peter. To his entire

confusion, he learned that the king had a letter

from the pope declaring that his curses would be

so much wasted breath.

The pope tried to soothe him. Soft words cost

Alexander nothing, and, while protecting Henry

1 Giles, vol. ii. p. 86.
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from spiritual thunders, he assured the archbishop

himself that his power should not be taken from

him. Nor, indeed, had the violence of Becket's

agitation any real occasion. Alexander wished to

frighten him into submission, but had no intention

of compromising himself bj' an authoritative decision.

Many months passed away, and Becket still refused

to plead before the cardinals. At length they let

out that their p)owers extended no further than

advice, and Becket, thus satisfied, consented to an

official conference. The meeting was held near

Gisors, on the frontiers of France and Normandy,

on the the i8th of November, 1 167. The archbishop

came attended by his exiled English friends. With

the cardinals were a large body of Norman bishops

and abbots. The cardinals, earnest for peace if they

could bring their refractory patient to consent to it,

laid before him the general unfitness of the quarrel.

They accused hin^ of ingratitude, of want of loyalty

to his sovereign, and, among other things, of having

instigated the war.'

The last charge the archbishop sharply denied,

and Lewis afterwards acquitted him also. For the

rest he said that the king had begun by attacking

' ' Imponens ei inter Cffitem quod fxcitaverat guerram regis

Francorum.'

—

Materials, vol. i. p. 66.
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the Church. He was willing to consent to any

reasonable terms of arrangement, with security for

God's honour, proper respect for himself, and the

restoration of his estates. They asked if he would

recognize the Constitutions ; he said that no such

engagement had been required of his predecessors,

and ought not to be required of him. ' The book of

abominations,' as he called the Constitutions, was

produced and read, and he challenged the cardinals

to afi&rm that Christian men should obey such laws.

Henry was prepared to accept the smallest con-

cession ; nothing need be said about the Con-

stitutions if Becket would go back to Canterbury,

resume his duties, and give a general promise to be

quiet. The archbishop answered that there was a

proverb in England that silence gave consent. The

question had been raised, and could not now be

passed over. The cardinals asked if he would accept

their judgment on the whole cause. He said that he

would go into court before them or before any one

whom the pope might appoint, as soon as his pro-

perty was restored to him. In his present poverty

he could not encounter the expense of a lawsuit.

Curious satire on Becket's whole contention, none

the less so that he was himself unconscious of the

absurdity 1 He withdrew from the conference.
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believing that he had gained a victory, and he again

began to meditate drawing his spiritual sword.

Messengers on all sides once more tiew off to Rome,

from the king and English bishops, from the

cardinals, from Becket himself. The king and

bishops placed themselves under the pope's pro-

tection should the archbishop begin his curses. The

Constitutions were once more placed at the pope's

discretion to modify at his pleasure. The cardinals

wrote charging Becket with being the sole cause of

the continuance of the quarrel, and in spite of his

denials persisting in accusing him of having caused

the war. Becket prayed again for the cardinals'

recall, and for the pope's sanction of more vigorous

action.

He had not yet done with the cardinals; they

knew him, and they knew his restless humour.

Pending fresh resolutions from Rome, they sus-

pended him, and left him incapable either of excom-

municating or exercising any other function of

spiritual authority. Once more he was plunged into

despair.

'Through those legates,' he cried in his anguish

to the pope, ' we are made a derision to those about

us. My lord, have pity on me. You are my refuge.

r can scarcely breathe for sorrow. My harp is
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turned to mourning, and my joy to sadness. The

last error is worse than the first.'

The pope seemed deaf to his lamentations. The

suspension was not removed. Plans were formed for

his translation from Canterbury to some other pre-

ferment. He said that he would rather be killed.

The pope wrote so graciously to Henry that the

king said he for the first time felt that he was

sovereign in his own realm. John of Salisbury's

mournful conviction was that the game was at last

played out. ' We know those Romans,' he sighed,

' qui munere pot&ntior est, j^otcntior est jure. The anti-

pope could not have done more for the king than they

have done. It will be written in the annals of the

Holy See that the herald of truth, the champion of

liberty, the preacher of the law of the Lord, has

been deprived and treated as a criminal at the

threats of an English prince.'

It is hard to say what influence again turned the

scale. Perhaps Alexander was encouraged by the

failures of Barbarossa in Italy. Henry had been too

triumphant ; he had irritated the pope and cardinals

by producing their letters, and speaking too frankly

of the influences by which the holy men had been

bound to his side.i In accepting Henry's money

> John of Salisbury, Letters, vol. ii. p. 144.
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they had not bargained for exposure. They were

ashamed and sore, and Becket grew again into

favour. The pope at the end of 1168 gave him

back his powers, permitting him to excommunicate

even Henry himself unless he repented before the

ensuing Easter. The legates were recalled as Becket

desired. Cardinal Otho recommended the king to

make liis peace on the best terms which he could

get. John of Salisbury, less confident, but with

amused contempt of the chameleonhke Alexander,

advised Henry, through the Bishop of Poitiers, to

treat with the archbishop immediately, wee mediante

Roviano cpiscopo, nee rege Francics nee operd cardin-

alium, without help either of pope, of French king,

or cardinals. Since Becket could not be frightened,

Alexander was perhaps trying what could be done

with Henry ; but he was eager as any one for an end

of some kind to a business which was now adding

disgrace and scandal to its other mischiefs. Peace

was arranged at last between Lewis and Henry.

The English king yielded a point of dignity for which

he had long contended. The day after Epiphany,

January 7, 1169, the two princes met at Montmirail,

between Chartres and Le Mans, attended by their

peers and prelates.

In the general pacification the central disturber
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was, if possible, to be included. The pope had sent

commissioners, to advise and, if possible, to guide

Becket into wiser courses. The political ceremonies

were accomplished, Lewis and Henry were recon-

ciled amidst general satisfaction and enthusiasm.

Becket was then introduced, led in by the Arch-

bishop of Sens, the son of the aged Theobald, Count

of Blois. Henry and he had not met since the

Northampton council. He threw himself in apparent

humility at the king's feet. ' My lord,' he said, ' I

ask you to forgive me. I place myself in God'is.'

hands and in yours.' ^ At a preliminary meeting the

pope's envoys and the French clergy had urged him

to submit without conditions. He had insisted on

his usual reservation, but they had objected to saving

clauses. The archbishop seemed now inclined really

to yield, so Herbert de Bosham says, and Herbert

whispered to him to stand firm.

'My lord king,' said Henry, after Becket had

made his general submission, ' and you my lords and

prelates, what I require of the archbishop is no more

than that he will observe the laws which have been

observed by his predecessors. I ask him now to give

me that promise.' Becket no longer answered with

1 'Miserere mei, domine, quia pono me in Deo et vobis ad honorem

Dei et vestrdm.'
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a reservation of his order : he changed the phrase.

He promised obedience, saving the honour of God.

' Yoti wish,' replied Henry, powerfully disappointed

and displeased, ' to be king in my place. This man,'

he continued, turning to Lewis, ' deserted his Church

of his own will, and he tells you and all men that his

cause is the cause of the Church. He has governed

his Church with as much freedom as those who have

gone before him, but now he stands on God's honour

to oppose me wherever he pleases, as if I cared for

God's honour less than he. I make this proposal.

Many kings have ruled in England before me, some

less, some greater than I am ; many holy men have

been Archbishops of Canterbury before him. Let

him behave to me as the most sainted of his prede-

cessors behaved to the least worthy of mine, and I

am content.'

The king's demand seemed just and moderate to

all present.^ The archbishop hesitated. Lewis

asked him if he aspired to be greater than acknow-

ledged saints. His predecessors, he said, had extir-

pated some abusesj but not all. There was work

which remained to be done. He was stopped by a

general outcry that the king had yielded enough

;

' 'Rem justam et inoilestain visus est omnibus postulare.'
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the saving clause must be dropped. At once, at the

tone of command, Becket's spirit rose. Priests and

bishops, he answered defiantly, were not to submit to

men of this world save with reservations ; he for one

would not do it.

The meeting broke up without result. A French

noble said that the archbishop was abusing their

hospitality, and did not deserve further protection.

Henry mounted his horse and rode sadly away. The

pope's agents followed him, wringing their hands and

begging for some slight additional concession. The

king told them that they must address themselves

to the archbishop. Let the archbishop bind himself

to obey the laws. If the laws were amiss, they

should be modified by the pope's wishes. In no

country in the world, he said, had the clergy so much

liberty as in England, and in no country were there

greater villains among them. For the sake of peace

he did not insist on terms precisely defined. The

archbishop was required to do nothing beyond what

had been done by Anselm.

Becket, however, was again immovable as stonb.

Lewis, after a brief coldness, took him back into

favour. His power of cursing had been restored to

him. The doubt was only whether the pope had

recalled the safeguards which he had given to the

VOL. IV. S
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king. The pope's agents, on the failure of the

conference, gave Henry a second letter in which

Alexander told him that, unless peace was made, he

could not restrain the archbishop longer. Again

representatives of the various parties hurried off to

Rome, Becket insisting that if the pope would only

be firm the king would yield, Henry embarrassing

the pope more completely than threats of schism

could have done by placing the Constitutions unre-

servedly in his hands, and binding himself to adopt

any change which the pope might suggest. Becket,

feverish and impatient, would not wait for the pope's

decision, and preferred to force his hand by action.

He summoned the Bishops of London and Salisbury

to appear before him. They appealed to Rome, but

theu' appeal was disregarded. Appeals, as Becket

characteristically said, were not allowed in order to

shield the guilty, but to protect the ^nnocent. On

Palm Sunday, at Clairvaux, he took once more to

his bell and candles. He excommunicated the two

bishops and every one who had been concerned with

his property—the Earl of Norfolk, Sir Ranulf do

Broc, whom he peculiarly hated, Robert de Broc, and

various other persons. The chief justiciary he

threatened. Tlie king he still left unmentioned for

fear of provoking the pope too far.
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Harassed on both sides, knowing perfectly well

on wliicli side good sense and justice lay, yet not

daring to declare Becket wrong, and accept what,

after all that had passed, would be construed into a

defeat of the Church, the unfortunate Alexander

drifted on as he best could, writing letters in one

sense one day, and contradicting them the next. On

the surface he seemed hopelessly false ; but the

falsehood was no more than weakness, a specious

anxiety to please the king without offending the

archbishop, and a hope that time and weariness

would bring about an end. There is no occasion to

follow the details of his duplicities. Two legates

were again sent—not cardinals this time, but ecclesi-

astical lawyers, Gratian and Vivian—bound by oath

to cause no scandal by accepting bribes. As usual,

the choice was impartial ; Gratian was for Becket,

Vivian for the king. So long as his excommunica-

tions were allowed to stand, Becket cared little who

might come. He added the chief justiciary to the

list of the accursed as he had threatened to do. He

wrote to the Bishop of Ostia that the king's disposi-

tion could only be amended by punishment. The

serpent head of the iniquity must now be braised,

and he bade the bishop impress the necessity of it

upon the pope. Gratian was taken into Becket's
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confidence. Vivian he treated coldly and contempt-

uously. According to Herbert and Becket's friends,

Gratian reported that the king was shifty and false,

and that his object was to betray the Church and

the archbishop. Henry himself declared that he

assented to all that they proposed to him, and Diceto

says that the legates were on the point of giving

judgment in Henry's favour when the Archbishop

of Sens interposed and forbade them. In the con-

fusion of statement the actions of either party alone

can be usefully attended to, and behind the acts of

all, or at least of the pope, there was the usual

ambiguity. Alexander threatened the king ; he

again empowered Becket to use whatever power he

possessed to bring the king to submission, and he

promised to confirm his sentences.'^ But as certainly

he had secret conferences at Rome with Henry's

envoys, and promised, on the other hand, that the

archbishop should not be allowed to hurt him.

Becket, furious and uncontrollable, called the Bishop

of London a parricide, an infidel, a Goliath, a son of

Belial ; he charged the Bishop of Hereford to see

that the sentence against Foliot and his brother of

Salisbury should be observed in England. Henry,

' ' Quod ea quae statuerit uon mutabuntur.'
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in reply, assured Foliot of protection, and sent him

to Rome with letters from himself to pursue his

appeal and receive absolution from the pope himself.

The Count of Flanders interposed, the Count of

Mayence interposed, but without effect. At length,

on the 1 8th of November, the anniversary of the

conference with the cardinals at Gisors, Henry and

Lewis met again at Montmartre outside Paris, Beeket

and his friends being in attendance in an adjoining

chapel. Gratian had returned to Rome. Vivian was

present, and pressed Lewis to bring the archbishop to

reason. Lewis really exert^ed himself, and not entirely

unsuccessfully. Henry was even more moderate

than before. The Constitutions, by the confession of

Becket's biographer, Herbert, who was with him on

the spot, were practically abandoned.^ Henry's only

condition was that the archbishop should not usurp

the functions of the civil power; he, on his part,

undertaking not to strain the prerogative. Beeket

dropped his saving clause, and consented to make

the promise required of him, if the king would

restore his estates, and give him compensation for

1 • Consuetudines omnes malae,

non expressim tamen, sed ita in

genere videlicet quibus ancillare-

tur ecclesia a rege sunt abdicafce,

et libertates ad ecclesije honnrem

et cleri decor a rege benigne (ut

videbatur) susceptse.'—Herbert.

Materials, vol. iii. p. 447.
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the axrear rents, which he estimated at ;^2O,000.

Lewis said that money ought not to be an obstacle to

peace. It was unworthy of the archbishop to raise

so poor a difficulty. But here, too, Henry gave way.

He promised that an impartial estimate should be

made, and Becket was to be repaid.

But now, no more than before, had the arch-

bishop any real intention of submitting. His only

fear was of offending Lewis. The Archbishop of

Sens had gone to Rome to persuade the pope to give

him legatine powers over Henry's French dominions.

The censures of the Church might be resisted in

England ; but if Normandy, Anjou, and Aquitaine

were laid under interdict, the two spiritual conspir-

ators had concluded that the king would be forced

to surrender at discretion. Becket was daily expect-

ing a favourable answer, and meanwhile was protract-

ing the time. He demanded guarantees. He did

not suspect the king, he said, but he suspected his

courtiers. John of Salisbury had cautioned him,

and the pope had cautioned him, against so indecent

a requisition. Lewis said it was unreasonable.

Becket said then that he must have the kiss of

peace as a sign that the liing was really reconciled

to him. He probably knew that the kiss would and

must be withheld trom him until he had given
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proofs that he meant in earnest to carry out his

engagements. The king said coldly that he did not

mean, and had never meant, to injure the Church.

He was willing to leave the whole question between

himself and the archbishop either to the peers and

prelates of France or to the French universities.

More he could not do. The conference at Mont-

martre ended, as Becket meant that it should end,

in nothing.

He sent off despatches to the Archbishop of Sens

and to his Roman agents, entirely well satisfied with

himself, and bidding them tell the pope that Nor-

mandy had only to be laid under interdict, and that

the field was Won. Once more he had painfully to

discover that he had been building on a quicksand.

Instead of the interdict, the pope sent orders to the

Ajchbishop of Rouen and the Bishop of Nevers to

absolve a second time the victims whom he had

excommunicated at Clairvaux. Instead of encourage-

ment to go on and smite the king with the spiritual

sword, he received a distinct command to abstain for

another interval. Last of all, and worst of all, the

pope informed him that at the king's request, for

certain important purposes, he had granted a com-

mission, as legate over all England, to his rival and

enemy the Aichbishop of York. The king's envoys
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had promised that the commission should not be

handed to the Archbishop of York till the pope had

been again consulted. But the deed was done. The

letter had been signed and delivered.^ The haii

shirt and the five daily floggings had been in vain

then ! Heaven was still inexorable, The archbishop

raved like a madman. ' Satan was set free for the

destruction of the Church.' ' At Rome it was always

the same. Barabbas was let go, and Christ was

crucified.' ' Come what might, he would never

submit, but he would trouble the Roman Church

VIII.

Becket had now been for more than five years in

exile. He had fought for victory with a tenacity

which would have done him credit had his cause

been less preposterous. At length it seemed that

hope was finally gone. At the supreme moment

another opportunity was thrust into his hands.

Henry's health was uncertain ; he had once been

dangerously ill. The succession to the English

' ilatthew Paris, Chronica Majora, pp. 249, 250.

' Btcket to Cardinal Albert. Giles, vol. ii. p. 251.
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Crown had not yet settled into fixed routine. Of

the Conqueror's sons William had been preferred to

Robert. Stephen supplanted Matilda; but Matilda's

son succeeded Stephen. To prevent disputes it had

been long decided that Prince Henry must be

crowned and receive the homage of the baroi-s while

his father was still living.

The pope had been invited to perform the

ceremony in person. The pope had found it im-

possible to go, and among the other inconveniences

resulting from Becket's absence the indefinite post-

ponement of this coronation had not been the ligtitest.

The king had been reluctant to invade the acknow-

ledged privilege of the Archbishop of Canterbury,

and had put it off from year to year. But the

country was growing impatient. The archbishop's

exile might now be indefinitely protracted. The

delay was dangerous, and the object of the commis-

sion for which the king had asked, and which the

pope had granted to the Archbishop of York, was

to enable the Archbishop of York to act in the

coronation ceremony. The commission in its terms

was all that Henry could desire ; the pope not only

permitted the Archbishop of York to officiate, but

enjoined him to do it. Promises were said to have

bc^n o-iven that it was not to be used without the
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pope's consent ; but in such a labyrinth of lies little

reliance can be placed on statements unconfirmed

by writing. The pope did not pretend that he had

exacted from the English envoys any written engage-

ment. He had himself signed a paper giving the

Archbishop of York the necessary powers, and this

paper was in the king's ha,nds.^ The coronation was

the symbol of the struggle in which Becket was now

engaged. The sovereign, according to his theory,

was the delegate of the Church. In receiving the

crown from the hands of the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, the sovereign formally admitted his dependent

position ; and so long as it could be maintained that

the coronation would not hold unless it was performed

either by the Archbishop of Canterbury or by the

pope himself, the sovereign's subject state was a

practical reality.

Becket saw the favourable moment, and instantly

snatched at it. He had many powerful friends in

England among the peers and knights. The lay

peers, he says in his letters, had always been truer

to him than the clergy, they on their part having

their own differences with the Crown. He had

1 Giles, vol. ii. pp. 257-S. The

commission quoted by Giles is

ovideutly the same as that to

wliich (he jiope referred iu his

letter to Becket.
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ascertained that the coronation could not be post-

poned ; and if he could make the validity of it to

depend on his own presence, he might redeem his

past mortifications, and bring Henry to his feet after

all. He knew Alexander's nature, and set his agents

to work upon him. He told them to say that if the

coronation was accomplished without his own presence

the power of the Roman see in England was gone

;

and thus, when all seemed lost, he gained the feeble

and uncertain pope to his side once more. In

keeping with his conduct throughout the whole

Becket difficulty Alexander did not revoke his

previous letter. He left it standing as something to

appeal to, as an evidence of his goodwill to Henry.

But he issued another injunction to the Archbishop

of York, forbidding him to officiate ; and he enclosed

the injunction to Becket to be used by him in what-

ever manner he might think fit. The Archbishop of

York never received this letter. It was given to the

Bishop of Worcester, who was in Normandy, and

was on the point of returning to England. The

Bishop of Worcester was detained, and it did not

reach its destination. So runs the story; but the

parts will not fit one another, and there is a mystery

left unexplained.! This only is certain, that the

' It would appear from a letter of John of Salisbury that the
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inhibition was not served on the Archbishop of York.

Rumour may have reached England that such a

thing had been issued; but the commission which

had been formally granted remained legally un-

revoked, and on June i8 Prince Henry was crowned

at Westminster in his father's presence by the Arch-

bishop of York and the Bishops of London, Durham,

Rochester, and Salisbury.

It was easy now for Becket to represent to

Alexander that the English bishops had rewarded

his kindness to them by defying his positive injunc-

tions. To the superstitious English barons the

existence of the inhibition threw a doubt on the

legality of the coronation, and as men's minds then

were, and with the wild lawless disposition of such

lion cubs as the Plantagenet princes, a tainted title

would too surely mean civil war. By ill-fortune

prohibitory letter had been pur-

posely withheld by Becket, who
was allowing himself to be guided

by some idle vaticinia or pro-

phecies. John of Salisbury writes

to him {Letters, vol. ii. p. 236)

:

' Memineritis quantum periculum

et infortunium ad se traxevit

mora porrigendi . . . prohibit-

orias Eboraoensi archiepiscopo

et episcopis transmarinis. . . .

Sublilitatcm vestram vaticiuia

quas non erant a Spiritu deluser-

unt. . . . Taticiniis ergo rennn-

ciemus in posterum, quia nos in

hS,c parte gravius infortunia per-

culerunt. ' Herbert, however,

says that some of the bishops

who were engaged in the corona-

tion had received the inhibition
;

others, having had warning, re-

fused to touch or open the pope's

lettei-3.
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offence was given at the same time to Lewis, who

considered that his daughter should have heen

crowned with her husband, and he resented what he

chose to regard as a wilful slight. The pope was

told that the coronation oath had been altered, that

the liberties of the Church had been omitted, and

that the young king had been sworn to maintain the

Constitutions of Clarendon. Becket made the most

of his opportunity ; mistakes, exaggerations, wilful

lies, and culpable credulity, did their work effectively;

Lewis went to war again, and invaded Normandy

;

the pope, believing that he had been tricked and

insulted, commanded Henry to make peace with the

archbishop under threat of instant personal excom-

munication of himself and an interdict over his

whole dominions. Henry flew back from England

to Normandy. In a month he dispelled the illusions

of Lewis, and restored peace. It was less easy to

calm Alexander, who regarded himself, if not openly

defied, yet as betrayed by the breach of the promise

that the commission to the Archbishop of York

should not be used without a fresh permission from

himself. Henry knew that a sentence of excommuni-

cation against himself, and an interdict over his

French dominions, was seriously possible. The risk

was too great to be incurred without another effort
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to compose the weary quarrel. The archbishop, too,

on his side had been taught by often repeated experi-

ence that the pope was a broken reed. Many times

the battle seemed to have been won, and the pope's

weakness or ill-will had snatched the victory from

him. He had left England because he thought the

continent a more promising field of battle for him.

He beaan to think that final success, if he was ever

to obtain it, would only be possible to him in his

own see, among his own people, surrounded by his

powerful friends. He, too, on his side, was ready for

a form of agreement which would allow him to return

and repossess himself of the large revenues of which

he had felt the want so terribly. More than once he

and Henry met and separated without a conclusion.

At length at Freteval in Vendome, on St. Mary

Magdalen's day, July 22, an interview took place in

the presence of Lewis and a vast assemblage of

prelates and knights and nobles ; where, on the

terms which had been arranged at Montmartre, the

king and the archbishop consented to be reconciled

The kiss which before had been the difficuliy '.^as

not offered by Henry and was not demanded by

Becket ; but according to the account given by

Herbert, who describes what he himself witnessed,

and relates what Becket told him, after the main
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points were settled, the king and the archbishop rode

apart out of hearing of every one but themselves.

There the archbishop asked the king whether he

might censure the bishops who had officiated at the

coronation. The king, so the archbishop informed

his friends, gave his full and free consent. The

archbishop sprang from his horse in gratitude to

the king's feet. The king alighted as hastily, and

held the archbishop's stirrup as he remounted.

These gestures the spectators saw and wondered

at, unable, as Herbert says, to conjecture what

was passing till it was afterwards explained to

them.

That the king should have consented as abso-

lutely and unconditionally as Becket said that he

did, or even that he should have consented at all

in Becket's sense of the word, to the excommuni-

cation of persons who had acted by his own orders

and under a supposed authority from the pope, is so

unlikely in itself, and so inconsistent with Henry's

conduct afterwards, that we may feel assured that

Henry's account of what took place would, if we

knew it, have been singularly different. But we are

met with a further difficulty. Herbert says posi-

tively that the conversation between Becket and the

king was private between themselves, that no one
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heard it or knew the subject of it except from

Becket's report. Count Theobald of Blois asserted,

in a letter 4o the pope, that in his presence (me

frcesmtc) the archbishop complained of the conduct

of the English prelates, and that the king empowered

him to pass sentence on them. Yet more remark-

ably, the archbishop afterwards at Canterbury insisted

to Reginald Fitzurse that the king's permission had

been given in the audience of two hundred gentle-

men, and that Sir Reginald himself was among the

audience. Fitzurse denied that he heard the king

give any such permission. Some general words were

perhaps used which Becket construed in his own

way, and did not press too clearly lest they should

be withdrawn or qualified ; but Becket's subsequent

action is inconsistent with the belief that he had the

king's sanction for what he intended to do. Had
he supposed that the king would approve, he would

have acted openly and at once. Instead of consulting

the king, he had no sooner left the Freteval con-

ference than he privately obtained from the pope

letters of suspension against the Archbishop of York
and the Bishop of Durham, and letters of excom-

munication against the Bishops of London, Salisbury,

and Rochester; and while he permitted Henry to

believe that he was going home to govern hi&
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diocese in peace,^ he had instruments in his portfolio

which were to explode in lightning the moment that

he set foot in England, and convulse the country

once more.

IX.

By the terms of the peace of Freteval, the archhishop

was to be restored to his estates and dignity. He on

his part had given assurances of his intentions with

which Henry had professed himself satisfied. Private

communications had passed between him and the

king, the nature of which is known onlv to us through

the archbishop's representations to his friends. That

the reconciliation, however, was left incomplete, is

evident both from Becket's conduct and from Henry's.

The king had made the return of his favour con-

ditional on Becket's behaviour. Either he did not

trust Becket's promises, or the promises were less

ample than he desired.

Immediately after the interview the king became

dangerously ill, and for a month he believed that

he was dying. Becket returned to Sens, and sent

^ Heniy's wordb were :
' Archiepiscopus pacem mecum fecit ad

voluntatem meam.'

VOL. IV. 9
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messengers to England to young Henry announcing

his approaching return, and requesting that his

estates should be given in charge at once to his

own people. The messengers were instructed

privately to communicate with his English friends,

and to ascertain the state of pubhc feeling. The

young king named a day on which the trust should

be made over to the archbishop's officials, and

advised that the archbishop should remain for a

while on the continent, and endeavour to recover

his father's confidence. The messengers reported

that the archbishop had many staunch supporters,

the Earl of Cornwall among them ; but they were

unanimously of opinion that it would be unwise for

him to reappear at Canterbury so long as the old

king's distrust continued. The peace of Freteval,

therefore, was obviously understood to have been

inconclusive by all parties. The inconclusiveness

was made still more apparent immediately after.

At the beginning of September, Henry had

partially recovered. The archbishop sent John of

Salisbury and Herbert of Bosham to him to com-

plain of the delay with the estates. He had been

watched, perhaps, more closely than he was aware.

The king knew nothing as yet of the intended

excommunication of the bishops. But he knew
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Becket's character. He felt it more than probable

that mischief was meditated. He said that he

must wait to see how the archbishop conduc ed

himself.

Passionate as usual, the archbishop complained

to the pope ; he intimated that only his Hohness's

orders prevented him from revenging his ill-treat-

ment. Prudence, however, told him that if he was

to make an effective use of the excommunications

which the pope had trusted to him, he must for the

present restrain himself. Twice again he saw the

king at Tours, and afterwards at Amboise. Henry-

was reserved, but not unkind. The archbishop had

professed a wish for peace. If his behaviour after

his return to England proved that he was in earnest

in these professions—if he remained quietly in his

province, and made no further disturbances—the

king said that he was prepared to show him every

possible kindness.

Henry needed no more complete justification of

his suspicions than an expression which Becket used

in relating this conversation to his friend Herbert.

' As the king was speaking,' he said, ' I thought of

the words :
" All these things wiU I give thee if

thou wilt fall down and worship me.'" It is thus

evident on the face of the narrative that the king
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never gave the conscious sanction to violent measures

against the bishops, which Becket pretended after-

wards that he had received. In answer to his

complaints at Amboise, Henry may have told him

that the rights of the see of Canterbury should be

assured, and that, if those rights had been impaired,

satisfaction should be made to him. To this last

conference, and to some such words as these, the

Count of Blois may have referred in his letter to

the pope. But Becket and his friends put a con-

struction upon the promises which none knew better

than they that Henry did not intend. It is as

certain that Becket's own professions were no loss

equivocal—that when he spoke of peace he was

thinking only of a peace of which he was to dictate

the terms, and that he had already resolved to

reopen the war on a new stage on the instant of

his return to his cathedral.

But the return was now determined on, be the

consequences what they might. The English bishops

had their friends among the cardinals. In the

course of the autumn it became known in England

that the archbishop had applied for censures against

the bishops, and that the pope had granted them.

They advised the king to insist that Becket should

bind himself by some more explicit engagements,
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before he should be allowed to land, that he should

be examined especially as to whether he had received

any letters of excommunication from Rome, and that

if he were in possession of such letters he should

surrender them. Henry preferred to trust to the

archbishop's honour, or to the watchfulness of the

wardens of the ports. He was weary of the struggle.

Doubtless he had his misgivings, as the bishops

had; but he had made up his mind that the

experiment should be tried, with, on his part at

least, a faithful discharge of his own engagements.

The archbishop had gone to Rouen in November

to settle accounts with creditors who had advanced

him money. He had meant to see Henry once

more, but Henry wrote to say that the delay of

his return had led to disquieting rumours which

ought not to continue. He desired the archbishop

to go back to Canterbury at once ; and, that he

m.ight be subjected to no inconvenience on landing,

he sent John of Oxford, whose person was well

known, to accompany and protect him. John of

Oxford's instructions were, after seeing Becket safe

at Canterbury, to go on to the young king and

give orders for the immediate restoration of the

property of the see.

The die was cast. The archbishop resolved to
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go. There was abundant disaffection in England.

In the spring of this very year, the king had been

obliged to suspend the sheriffs in several counties,

and ultimately to remove them, for extortion and

oppression. The clergy were lukewarm in his

interests ; but there were better reasons for relying

upon the nobles. The king had thrust a bridle in

their mouths, restraining what they called their

liberties, and many of these great persons, as was

afterwards proved, were ready to make common

cause with the Church against the Crown. The

archbishop was perfectly right in expecting to find

among the laity a party who would stand by him.

He went once more to Sens to take leave of his

entertainers. After an affectionate parting with

Lewis and the Queen of France, retaining still his

old taste for magnificence, he rode down to the

coast with an escort of a hundred cavaliers, and

there once more, separated from him but by a few

hours' sail, lay the white cliffs of England.

It was thought likely, if it was not known for

certain, that Becket would bring with him letters

from the pope, and the introduction of such letters,

if to the hurt of any English subject, was against

the law without a written license from the king.

The duty of the wardens of the ports was to search
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the persons and the baggage of any one whom there

was ground for suspecting, and on reaching the

coast Becket learned that the three prelates who
were to be excommunicated, the Sheriff of Kent,

Sir Ranulf de Broc, and Sir Reginald de Warenne,

one of the council of the young king, were waiting

for him at Dover to ascertain whether he was the

bearer of any such explosive missile. The future

martyr was not select in his language. ' Archdevils/

' priests of Baal,' ' standard-bearers of the Balaamites,'

children of perdition,' were the common phrases

^\^.th which he described the unfortunate bishops

who were thus trying to escape their sentences. To

outwit their vigilance, a day or two before he meant

to sail, he sent over a boy in a small vessel whose

insignificant appearance would attract no attention.

The boy or nun (for there is reason to suppose that

the bearer was a woman disguised) presented him-

self suddenly before the Archbishop of York in St.

Peter's Oratory at Dover, placed the letter of sus-

pension in his hands, and disappeared before he had

time to learn its contents. In the same hour, and

by the same instrument, the still more terrible

letters of excommunication were served on the

Bishops of London and Salisbury. Their precautions

had been baffled. The shots had been fired which
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opened the new campaign, and the mark had been

successfully hit. Sir Ranulf de Broc searched the

town with a drawn sword for the audacious messenger,

but the messenger had vanished.

It would have gone ill with Becket had he landed

in the midst of the storm which the delivery of the

letters instantly kindled. The ground of the censures

was the coronation of the young king. To excom-

municate the bishops who had officiated was to deny

the young Henry's title to the crown. The arch-

bishop had come back then, it seemed, to defy the

government and light a civil war. The next

morning, when he and his friends were examining

the vessel in which they were about to embaxk,

an English boat ran into the harbour. Some one

leaped on shore, and, coming straight to Herbert,

told him that if the archbishop went to Dover he

was a dead man ; the excommunications had set

the country on fire. A rapid council was held.

Several of the priests were frightened. The certain

displeasure of the king was admitted with a frank-

ness which showed how little Becket really supposed

that Henry would approve what he had done. Becket

asked Herbert for advice. Herbert, always the

worst adviser that he could have consulted, said

that they must advance or be disgraced. Let the
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archbishop go boldly forward, and he would tread

the dragon under his feet. The worst that could

befall him was a glorious martyrdom.

Much of this fine language may have been an

after-thought. The archbishop, when a choice of

conduct lay before him, was constitutionally likely

to choose the most rash. He decided, however, to

avoid Dover, and on the morning of the 1st of

December he sailed up the river to Sandwich, with

his cross raised conspicuously above the figure-head

of his ship. Sandwich was his own town. The

inhabitants were lieges of the see, and a vast and

delighted crowd was gathered on the quay to receive

him. The change of destination was known at

Dover Castle. Sir Reginald de Warenne, the

Sheriff of Kent, and Ranulf de Broc, had ridden

across, and had arrived at Sandwich before the

archbishop landed. John of Oxford hurried to

them with the king's orders that the archbishop

was to be received in peace. They advanced in

consequence without their arms, and inquired the

meaning of the excommunication of the bishops.

To their extreme surprise, they were told that the

letters had been issued with the king's knowledge

and permission. To so bold an assertion no imme-

diate answer was possible. They pointed to his
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train, among whom was a French priest. Strangers

coming into England without a passport were

required to swear allegiance for the time of their

stay. The sheriff said that the priest must take

the usual oath. Becket scornfully answered that

no clerk in his company should take any oath

at all. He declined further conversation, and bade

them come to him after two days to the palace

of Canterbury if they had more to say.

Becket passed the remainder of the day at

Sandwich. The next morning he set out for his

cathedral. Six years he had been absent, and for all

those years his name had been a household word in

castle and parsonage, grange and cabin. In England

people sympathize instinctively with every one who

opposes the Crown, and between Sandwich and

Canterbury Becket was among his own tenants, to

whom he had been a gentler master than Hanulf de

Broc. The brief winter day's ride was one long

triumphal procession. Old men, women, and children

lined the roads on their knees to beg his blessing.

Clergy came at the head of their parishioners with

garlands and banners. Boys chanted hymns. Slowly

at a foot's pace the archbishop made his way among
the delighted multitudes. It was evening before he

reached Canterbury. He went direct to the cathedral-
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His face shone as he entered, ' like the face of Moses

when he descended from the -flToxint.' He seated

himself on his throne, and the monks came one by

one and kissed him. Tears were in all eyes. ' My
lord,' Herbert whispered to him, ' it matters not now

when you depart hence. Christ has conquered.

Christ is now king.' ' He looked at me,' says Herbert,

' but he did not speak.'

Strangely in that distant century, where the

general history is but outline, and the colours are

dim, and the lights and shadows fall where modern

imagination chooses to throw them, and the great

men and women who figured on the world's stage

are, for the most part, only names, the story of

Becket, in these last days of it especially, stands out

as in some indelible photograph, every minutest

feature of it as distinct as if it were present to our

eyes. We have the terrible drama before us in all

its details. We see the actors, we hear their very

words, we catch the tones of their voices, we perceive

their motives ; we observe them from day to day,

and hour to hour; we comprehend and sympathize

with the passions through the fierce collision of

which the action was worked out to its catastrophe.

The importance of the questions which were at issue,

the characters of the chief performers, and the intense
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interest with which they were watched by the spec-

tators, raise the biographies and letters in which the

story is preserved to a level of literary excellence far

beyond what is to be found in all contemporary

writings.

The archbishop slept in his desolate palace. No

preparations had been made for him, The stores

had not been laid in. The bams and byres were

empty. Ranulf de Broc had swept up the last

harvest, and had left the lands bare. In the morning

(December 3) De Waxenne and the sheriff reappeared

with the chaplains of the three bishops. They had

been led to hope, they said, that the archbishop

would come home in peace. Instead of peace he had

brought a sword. By scattering excommunications

Vfithout notice, he was introducing confusion into

every department of the realm. The very crown was

made dependent on the archbishop's will. The law

of England was reduced to the archbishop's edicts.

Such an assumption could not and would not be

allowed. The excommunication of the bishops was

a direct blow at the authority of the young king.

For the archbishop's own sake they advised him, and

in the king's name they commanded him, to take

the censures off, or a time might come when he

would regret his violence too late to repair it.
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Until the issue of the sentences against the three

bishops, Alexander had not committed himself to

an}' positive act in Becket's favour, and it had been

to compromise the papacy distinctly in the quarrel

that the pope's letters had been thus immediately

discharged. Becket answered that the excommuni-

cations had been issued by the supreme pontiff, and

that he could not undo the work of his superior.

He admitted, with exasperating satire, that he was

not displeased to see his Holiness defend the Church

with his own hands. To punish men who had broken

the law was not to show contempt of the king. He

had himself complained to the king of the bishcps'

conduct, and the king had promised that he should

have satisfaction. For the rest he acknowledged no

right in the king or any man to challenge his actions.

He bore the spiritual sword, and did not mean to

shrink from drawing it against sinners, whatever

might be the inconvenience. If the bishops would

take an oath to submit to any sentence which the

pope might pass upon them, he would strain a point

and absolve them ; without such an oath never.

The answer was carried to Dover. Foliot and

the Bishop of Sahsbury were willing, it is said, to

have sworn as Becket prescribed. The Archbishop

of York declared that he would spend the last
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figjtliing tliat he possessed rather than yield to such

insolence. The young king was at Winchester.^

De Warenne hastened to him to report Becket's

behaviour, and probahly to ask instructions as to

what the bishops should do. They crossed eventually

to the old king's court in Normandy, but not till

after a delay of more than a fortnight at Dover.

Obviously the conduct which they were to pursue

was carefully canvassed and deliberately resolved

upon. Becket himself, too, found it prudent to offer

explanations, and sent the Prior of Dover after De

Warenne to Winchester to report the archbishop's

arrival, and to ask permission for him to present

himself. From the rapidity with which events now

passed, the prior must have ridden night and day.

Young Henry being still under age, the archbishop's

messenger was received by his guardians, whom he

found in towering indignation. The excommunica-

tion was regarded as an invitation to rebellion, and

had Henry 11. himself died in the preceding August,

there undoubtedly would have been rebellion. ' Does

the archbishop mean to make pagans of us, with his

suspensions and curses ?
' they said ;

' does he intend

to upset the throne ?
' The prior asked to be allowed

' Not "Woodstock, as is generally said. William of Canterbury,

with special reference to localities, says Wintonia.
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to see the young king himself. He assured them
that the archbishop had meant no injury to him.
No one in the realm besides his father loved the
prince more dearly. The displeasure was only that

other hands than those of the primate had placed the

erown upon his head. He repeated the story that

the old king knew what was to be done to the

bishops. He trusted that the young king would not

refuse to receive a person who only desired to do him
loyal service.

The court was evidently perplexed by the con-

fident assertions with respect to Henry. The Earl

of Cornwall advised that Becket should be allowed

to come ; they could hear from himself an explana-

tion of the mystery. Geoffrey Ridel, the Archdeacon

of Salisbury, happened, however, to be present.

Ridel was one of Henry II.'s most confidential

advisers, whom Becket had cursed at Vezelay, and

habitually spoke of as an archdevil. He had been

intimately acquainted with the whole details of the

quarrel from its commencement, and was able to

affirm positively that things were not as Becket

represented. He recommended the guardians to

consult the king before the archbishop was admitted

;

and the Prior of Dover was, in consequence, dismissed

without an answer.
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The archbishop had committed himself so deeply

that he could not afford to wait. His hope was to

carry the country with him before the king could

interfere, or at least to have formed a party too

strong to be roughly dealt with. The Prior of Dover

not having brought back a positive prohibition, he

left Canterbury professedly to go himself to Win-

chester : but he chose to take London in his way.

It was easy to say that he had been long absent;

that his flock required his presence ; that there were

children to be confirmed, candidates for the priest-

hood to be ordained—holy rites of all kinds, too long

neglected, to be attended to. There was no difficulty

in finding an excuse for a circuit through the

province ; and the archiepiscopal visitation assumed

the form of a military parade. Few as the days had

been since he had set his foot on the English shore,

he had contrived to gather about him a knot of

laymen of high birth and station. Quidam, ilhistres,

certain persons of distinction, attended him with

their armed retainers, and, surrounded by a steel-clad

retinue with glancing morions and bristling lances,

the archbishop set out for London a week after his

return from the continent. Rochester lay in his

way. Rochester Castle was one of the strongholds

which he had challenged for his own. The gates of
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the castle remained closed against him, but the

townsmen received him as their liege lord. As he

approached Southwark the citizens poured out to

greet the illustrious Churchman who had dared to

defy his sovereign. A vast procession of three

thousand clergy and scholars formed on the road,

and went before him chanting a Te Deum ; and this

passionate display had a deliberate and dangerous

meaning which every one who took part in it under-

stood. To the anxious eyes of the court it was a

first step in treason, and in the midst of the shouts

of the crowd a voice was distinguished, saying,

' Archbishop, 'ware the knife !

'

It was on December 13 that Becket reached

London Bridge. He slept that night close by, at the

palace of the old Bishop of Winchester. His move-

ments had been watched. The next morning Sir

Jocelyn of Louvain and another knight waited on

him with an order from the court at Winchester to

return instantly to Canterbury, and to move no more

about the realm with armed men. The archbishop

had not ventured so far to be frightened at the first

hard word. He received Sir Jocelyn as a king might

receive a rebel feudatory. With lofty fierceness he

said he would go back at no man's bidding if Christ-

mas had not been so near, when he desired to be in

VOL. IV. 10
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his cathedral.1 'May I not visit my diocese?' he

demanded. 'Will the king drive off the shepherd

that the wolf may tear the flock ? Let God see to

it
!

' Sir Jocelyn said that he had come to deliver

the king's commands, not to dispute about them.

' Carry back, then, my commands to your king,' said

the archbishop.2 'Your commands!' the knight

retorted ;
' address your commands to those of your

own order.' Turning sternly to the young lords in

the archbishop's suite, he bade them remember their

duties, and rode off with his companion.

To obey waste lose the game. Instead of obeying

the archbishop went ou to Harrow, a benefice of his

own, into which an incumbent had been intruded by

the Crown. From Han-ow he sent for the old Abbot

of St. Albans, and despatched him to Winchestel-

with a list of complaints. At the same time, and to

learn the strength of the party at Court which he

supposed to be ready to stand by him, he sent a

monk—apparently William of Canterbury, who tells

the story—on a secret and dangerous mission to the

Earl of Cornwall. The monk went disguised as a

1 Spiritu fervens respondit se

nuUatenus propter inliibltionem

liauc regressurum, nisi quia tunc

jam festus tam solemnis urgebat

dies quo ecclesiee suae abesse

noluit.

'

^ ' Si et mandata mea regi

vestro reniinclaturi tstis.'^

William of Canterbury.
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physician, Becket bidding him write word how things

were going. The terms in which the monk's com-

mission was expressed are extremely remarkable.

The excommunications had been construed as a blow

at the young king. Becket denied this, but so the

censures were taken. This pretended physician was

to go vdvjt alter Cushy, and Cushy was the messenger

who brought word to David that the Lord had

avenged him of his enemies, and that the young

king Absalom was dead.^

The Earl of Cornwall was well disposed to

Becket, but was true to his king and his country.

When the rebellion actually broke out three years

after, the Earl of Cornwall's loyalty saved Henry's

crown. He was willing to befriend the archbishop

within the limits of law, but not to the extent upon

which Becket counted. He received the disguised

monk into his household ; he examined him closely

as to the archbishop's intentions. He would, per-

haps, have allowed him to remain, but a servant of

the young king recognized the man through his

assumed character as one of Becket's immediate

followers two days after his arrival. The earl bade

him begone on the instant, and tell his master to

look to himself; his life was in peril.

' » Samuel xviii. 31.
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The Abbot of St. Albans had travelled more

slowly. The discovery was a bad preparation for his

reception. Sir Jocelyn had brought back Becket's

insolent answer, and the open disobedience of the

order to return to Canterbury could be construed

only as defiance. To the alarmed guardians it

seemed as if an insurrection might break out at any

moment. The abbot found the Court at Breamore,

near Fordingbridge, in Hampshire. He was ad-

mitted, and he presented his schedule of wrongs,

which, after all, were trifling. The archbishop's

clergy were forbidden to leave the realm. He had

been promised restitution of his property, but it had

been given back to him in ruins. His game had

been destroyed ; his woods had been cut down ; his

Denefices were detained from him. As a last

outrage, since his return Sir Ranulf de Broc had

seized a cargo of wine which he had brought over

with the old king's permis.sion. The vessel in which

it had arrived had been scuttled, and the crew had

been incarcerated. God was injured when his clergy

were injured, the abbot said, and in Becket's name

he demanded redress.

The abbot had spoken firmly, but in language

and manner he had at least recognized that he was a

subject addressing his sovereign. A priest in his
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train, with Becket's own temper in him, thundered

out as the abhot had ended :
' Thus saith the Lord

Primate, " Let man so think of us as ministers of

Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God. If

justice be not done as right demands, ye need not

doubt that we will do our part and use the powers

which God has committed to us." ' The fierce

menace was delivered amidst frowning groups of

knights and nobles. Hot youths clenched their fists

and clutched their dagger-hilts. A courtier told the

bold priest that but for the honour of the king's

presence he should suffer for his insolence. Sir

Reginald de Warenne, who was present, said, ' The

bows are bent on both sides.' The Earl of Cornwall,

fresh from his conference with Becket's secret

messenger, muttered, ' Ere Lent there will be wild

work in England.'

X.

The story now turns to Henry's court in Normandy.

Between Southampton and the Norman coast com-

munications were easy and rapid ; and the account

of the arrival of the censured bishops, with the

indio-nant words which burst from the king at
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the unwelcome news which he heard from them

for the first time, is an imperfect legend in which

the transactions of many days must have been

epitomized.

The bishops did not leave England till the 20th

or 2 1st of December,! and before their appearance

the king must have heard already not only of the

excommunications and of the daring misuse of his

own name, but of the armed progress to London, of

the remarkable demonstration there, of the arch-

bishop's defiance of the government, of the mission

of the Abbot of St. Albans, of the threats of the

priest, and of the imminent danger of a general

rebellion. During the first three weeks of this

December many an anxious council must have been

held in the Norman court, and many a scheme

talked over and rejected for dealing with this

impracticable firebrand. What could be done with

him ? No remedy was now available but a violent

one. The law could not restrain a man who claimed

to be superior to law, and whose claims the nation

was not prepared directly to deny. Three centuries

later the solution would have been a formal trial,

with the block and axe as the sequel of a judicial

' Herbert says that they arrived at Bayeux paucis diebui arUt

'lUitalem Domini.
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sentence. Ecclesiastical pretensions were still formid-

able under the Tndors, but the State had acquired

strength to control them. In our own day the

phantom has been exorcised altogether, and an arch-

bishop who used Becket's language would be consigned

to an asylum. In Becket's own time neither of these

methods was possible. Becket himself could neither

be borne with, consistently with the existence of the

civil government, nor resisted save at a risk of

censures which even the king scarcely dared to

encounter. A bishop might have committed the

seven deadly sins, but his word was still a spell

which could close the gates of heaven. The allegi-

ance of the people could not be depended upon for a

day if Becket chose to declare the king excommu-

nicated, unless the pope should interfere ;
and the

pope was an inadequate resource in a struggle for

the supremacy of the Church over the State. It

was not until secular governments could look popes

and bishops in the face, and bid them curse till they

were tired, that the relations of Church and State

admitted of legal definition. Till that time should

arrive the ecclesiastical theory was only made toler-

able by submitting to the checks of tacit compromise

and practical good sense.

Necessities for compromises of this kind exist at
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all times. In the most finished constitutions powers

are assigned to the different branches of the State

which it would be inconvenient or impossible to

remove, yet which would cause an immediate catas-

trophe if the theory were made the measure of

practice. The Grown retains prerogatives at present

which would be fatal to it if strained. Parliament

would make itself intolerable if it asserted the entire

privileges which it legally possesses. The clergy in

the twelfth century were allowed and believed to be

ministers of God in a sense in which neither Crown

nor baron dared appropriate the name to themselves.

None the less the clergy could not be allowed to

reduce Crown and barons into entire submission to

their own pleasure. If either churchman or king

broke the tacit bargain of mutual moderation which

enabled them to work together harmoniously, the

relations between the two orders might not admit of

more satisfactory theoretic adjustment ; but there

remained the resource to put out of the way the

disturber of the peace.

Fuel ready to kindle was lying dry throughout

Henry's dominions. If Becket was to be allowed to

fling about excommunications at his own pleasure,

to travel through the country attended by knights in

arms, and surrounded by adoring fools who regarded
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him as a supernatural being, it was easy to foresee

the immediate future of England and of half France.

To persons, too, who knew the archbishop as well as

Henry's court knew him, the character of the man

himself who was causing so much anxiety must have

been peculiarly irritating. Had Becket been an

Anselm, he might have been credited with a desire

to promote the interests of the Church, not for

power's sake, but for the sake of those spiritual and

moral influences which the Catholic Church was still

able to exert, at least in some happy instances. But no

such high ambition was to be traced either in Backet's

agitation or in Backet's own disposition. Ha was

still the self-willed, violent chancellor, with the dress

of the saint upon him, but not the nature. His cause

was not the mission of the Church to purify and

elevate mankind, but the privilege of the Church to

control the civil government, and to dictate the law

in virtue of magical powers which we now know to

have been a dream and a delusion. His personal

religion was not the religion of a regenerated heart,

but the religion of self-torturing asceticism, a religion

of the scourge and the hair shirt, a religion in which

the evidences of grace were to be traced not in

humbleness and truth, but in the worms and maggots

which crawled about his body. He was the imper-
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sonation not of what was highest and hest in the

Catholic Church, but of what was falsest and worst.

The fear which he inspired was not the reverence

willingly offered to a superior nature, but a super-

stitious terror Uke that felt for witches and en-

chanters, which brave men at the call of a higher

duty could dare to defy.

No one knows what passed at Bayeux during the

first weeks of that December. King and council,

knights and nobles, squires and valets must have

talked of little else but Becket and his doings. The

pages at Winchester laid their hands on their dagger-

hilts when the priest delivered his haughty message.

The peers and gentlemen who surrounded Henry at

Bayeux are not likely to have felt more gently as

each day brought news from England of some fresh

audacity. At length, a few days before Christmas,

the three bishops arrived. Two were under the

curse, and could not be admitted into the king's

presence. The Archbishop of York, being only sus-

pended, carried less contamination with him. At s

council the archbishop was introduced, and produced

Alexander's letters. From these it appeared not only

that he and the other bishops were denounced by

name, but that every person who had taken any part

in the young king's coronation was by imphcation
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excommtiiiicatecl also. It is to be remembered that

the king had received a positive sanction for the

coronation from Alexander ; that neither he nor the

bishops had received the prohibition till the ceremony

was over ; while there is reason to believe that the

prohibitory letter, which the king might have

respected, had been kept back by Becket himself.

The Archbishop of York still advised forbearance,

and an appeal once more to Rome. Tlie pope would

see at last what Becket really was, and would relieve

the country of him. But an appeal to Rome would

take time, and England meanwhile might be in

flames. 'By God's eyes,' said the king, 'if aU are

excommunicated who were concerned ia the corona-

tion, I am excommunicated also.' Some one (the

name of the speaker is not mentioned) said that

there would be no peace while Becket lived. With

the fierce impatience of a man baffled by a problem

which he has done his best to solve, and has failed

through no fault of his own, Henry is reported to

have exclaimed :
' Is this varlet that I loaded with

kindness, that came first to court to me on a lame

mule, to insult me and my children, and take my

crown from me ? What cowards have I about me,

that no one wiU deliver me from this lowborn priest
!

'

It is very likely that Henry used such words. The
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greatest prince that ever sat on throne, if tried

as Henry had been, would have said the same;

and Henry had used ahnost the same language to

the bishops at Chinon in ii 66. But it is evident

that much is still untold. These passionate denunci-

ations can have been no more than the outcome ot

long and ineffectual deliberation. Projects must have

been talked over and rejected ; orders were certainly

conceived which were to be sent to the archbishop,

and measures were devised for dealing with him

short of his death. He was to be required to absolve

the censured bishops. If he refused, he might be

sent in custody to the young king, he might be brought

to Normandy, he might be exiled from the EngUsh

dominions, or he might be imprisoned in some Eng-

lish castle. Indications can be traced of all these

plans ; and something of the kind would probably

have been resolved upon, although it must have been

painfully clear also that, without the pope's help, none

of them would really meet the difficulty. But the

result was that the king's friends, seeing their master's

perplexity, determined to take the risk on themselves,

and deliver both him and their country. If the king

acted, the king might be excommunicated, and the

empire might be laid under interdict, with the conse-

quences which every one foresaw. For their own acts
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the penalty -would but fall upon themselves. They

did not know, perhaps, distinctly what they meant

to do, but something might have to be done which

the king must condemn if they proposed it to him.

But being done unknown,

He would have found it afterwards well done.

Impetuous loyalty to the sovereign was in the spirit

of the age.

Among the gentlemen about his person whom
Henry had intended to employ, could he have resolved

upon the instructions which were to be given to them,

were four knights of high birth and large estate—Sir

Reginald Fitzurse, of Somersetshire, a tenant in chief

of the Crown, whom Becket himself had originally

introduced into the court ; Sit 3ugh de ilorville,

custodian of Knaresborough Castle, and justiciary of

Northumberland; Sir William de Tracy, half a

Saxon, with royal blood ia him ; and Sir Richard le

Breton, who had been moved to volunteer in the

service by another instance of Becket's dangerous

meddling. Le Breton was a friend of the king's

brother William, whom the archbishop had separated

from the lady to whom he was about to be married

on some plea of consanguinity. Sir WiUiam de

Mandeville and others were to have been joined in

the commission. But these four chose to anticipate
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both their companions and their final orders, and

started alone.^ Their disappearance was observed.

An express was sent to recall them, and the king

supposed that they had returned. But they had gone

by separate routes to separate ports. The weather

was fair for the season of the year, with an east -vvind

perhaps ; and each had found a vessel without diffi-

culty to carry him across the Channel. The rendez-

vous was Sir Ranulf de Broc's castle of Saltwood, near

Hythe, thirteen miles from Canterbury.

The archbishop meanwhile had returned from his

adventurous expedition. The young king and his

advisers had determined to leave him no fair cause

of complaint, and had sent orders for the restoration

of his wine and the release of the captured seamen;

but the archbishop would not wait for the State to

do him justice. On Christmas Eve he was further

exasperated by the appearance at the gate of his

palace of one of his sumpter mules, which had been

brutally mutilated by Sir Ranulf de Broc's kinsman

' Maudeville came afterwards

to Canterbui-y, and being aakcd

what he had been prepared to do

if he had found the archbishop

alive, he said ' that he would

have taken the archbishop shai'ply

to task for his attacks upon his

sovereign : if the archbishop had

been reasonable, there would have

been peace ; if he had persisted

in his obstinacy and presumption,

beyond doubt he would have been

compelled to yield.' Mandevilk,

presumably, had dii-eot iustitic-

tions from the king. Materials,

ToL i. p. 126.
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Robert. ' The viper's brood,' as Herbert de Bosham

said, ' were lifting up their heads. The hornets were

out. Bulls of Bashan compassed the archbishop

round about.' The Earl of Cornwall's warning had

reached him, but ' fight, not flight,' was alone in his

thoughts. He, too, was probably weary of the strife,

and may have felt that he would serve his cause

more effectually by death than by life. On Christ-

mas day he preached in the cathedral on the text

'Peace to men of good will.' There was no peace,

he said, except to men of good will. He spoke

passionately of the trials of the Church. As he drew

towards an end he alluded to the possibility of his

own martyrdom. He could scarcely articulate for

tears. The congregation were sobbing round him.

Suddenly his face altered, his tone' changed. Glow-

ing with anger, with the fatal candles in front of

him, and in a voice of thunder, the solemn and the

absurd strangely blended in the overwhelming sense

of his own wrongs, he cursed the intruders into his

churches ; he cursed Sir Banulf de Broc ; he cursed

Robert de Broc for cutting off his mule's tail ; he

cursed by name several of the old king's most in-

timate Councillors who were at the court in Nor-

mandy. At each fierce imprecation he quenched a

hght, and dashed down a candle. 'As he spoke.,
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says the enthusiastic Herbert, repeating the figure

under which he had described his master's appear-

ance at Northampton, ' you saw the very beast of the

prophet's vision, with the face of a lion and the face

of a man.' He had drawn the spiritual sword, as he

had sworn that he would. So experienced a man of

the world could not have failed to foresee that he

was provoking passions which would no longer re-

spect his office, and that no rising in England would

now be in time to save him. He was in better

spirits, it was observed, after he had discharged his

anathema. The Christmas festival was held in the

hall. Asceticism was a virtue which was never easy

to him. He indulged his natural inclinations at all

permitted times, and on this occasion he ate and

drank more copiously than usual.

The next day Becket received another warning

that he was in personal danger. He needed no

friends to tell him that. The only attention

which he paid to these messages was to send his

secretary Herbert and his cross-bearer Alexander

Llewellyn to France, to report his situation to

Lewis and to the Archbishop of Sens.^ He told

' One of his complaints, pre-

sented by the Abhot of St.

Albans, had been that his clergy

were not allowed to leave the

realm. There seems to have been

no practical difficulty.
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Herbert at parting that he would see his face no

more.

So passed at Canterbury Saturday, Sunday, and

Monday, the 26th, 27th, and 28th of December.

On that same Monday afternoon the four knights

arrived at Saltwood. They were expected, for Sir

Kanulf with a party of men-at-arms had gone to

meet them. There on their arrival they learned the

fresh excommunications which had been pronounced

against their host and against their friends at the

court. The news could only have confirmed what-

ever resolutions they had formed.

On the morning of the 29th they rode with an

escort of horse along the old Roman road to Canter-

bury. They halted at St. Augustine's Monastery,

where they were entertained by the abbot elect,

Becket's old enemy, the scandalous Clarembald.

They perhaps dined there. At any rate they issued

a proclamation bidding the inhabitants remain quiet

in their houses in the king's name, and then, with

some of Clarembald's armed servants in addition to

their own party, they went on to the great gate of the

archbishop's palace. Leaving their men outside, the

four knights alighted and entered the court. They

unbuckled their swords, leaving them at the lodge,

and, throwing gowns over their armour, they strode

VOL. IV. n
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across to the door of the hall. Their appearance could

hardly have been unexpected. It was now three

o'clock in the afternoon. They had been some time

in the town, and their arrival could not fail to have

been reported. The archbishop's midday meal was

over. The servants were dining on the remains, and

the usual company of mendicants were waiting for

their turn. The archbishop had been again disturbed

at daybreak by intimation of danger. He had

advised any of his clergy who were afraid to escape

to Sandwich ; but none of them had left him.

He had heard mass as usual. He had received

his customary floggings. At dinner, he observed,

when some one remarked on his drinking, that

a man that had blood to lose needed wine to

support him. Afterwards he had retired into an

inner room with John of Salisbury, his chaplain

Fitzstephen, Edward Grim of Cambridge, who was

on a visit to him, and several others, and was now

sitting in conversation with them in the declining

light of the winter afternoon till the bell should

ring for vespers.

The knights were recognized, when they entered

the hall, as belonging to the old king's court. The

steward invited them to eat. They declined, and

desired him to inform the archbishop that they liad
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arrived with a message from the court. This was

the first communication which the archbishop had

received from Henry since he had used his name so

freely to cover acts which, could Henry have antici-

pated them, would have barred his return to Canter-

bury for ever. The insincere professions of peace

had covered an intention of provoking a rebellion.

The truth was now plain. There was no room any

more for excuse or palliation. What course had the

king determined on ?
^

The knights were introduced. They advanced.

The archbishop neither spoke nor looked at them,

but continued talking to a monk who was next him.

He himself was sitting on a bed. The rest of the

party present were on the floor. The knights seated

themselves in the same manner, and for a few

moments there was silence. Then Becket's black

restless eye glanced from one to the other. He

slightly noticed Tracy; and Fitzurse said a few

unrecorded sentences to him, which ended with ' God

help you!' To Becket's friends the words sounded

like insolence. They may have meant no more than

pity.

1 I liave compiled the descrip-

tion of this remarkable scene from

the different biographies. They

vary slightly, but not much.

Grim and Fitzstephen were both

present.
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Becket's face flushed. Fitzurse went on : 'We

bring you the commands of the king beyond the

sea ; will you hear us in public or in private ?

'

Becket said he cared not. ' In private, then,' said

Fitzurse. The monks thought afterwards that Fitzurse

had meant to kill the archbishop where he sat. If

the knights had entered the palace, thronged as it

was with men, with any such intention, they would

scarcely have left their swords behind them. The

room was cleared, and a short altercation followed, of

which nothing is known save that it ended speedily

in high words on both sides. Becket called in his

clergy again, his lay servants being excluded,^ and

bade Fitzurse go on. ' Be it so,' Sir Reginald said.

' Listen then to what the king says. When the peace

was made, he put aside all his complaints against

you. He allowed you to return, as you desired, free

to your see. You have now added contempt to your

other offences. You have broken the treaty. Your

pride has tempted you to defy your lord and master

to your own sorrow. You have censured the bishops

by whose ministration the prince was crowned. You

have pronounced an anathema against the king's

ministers, by whose advice he is guided in the

management of the Empire. You have made it plain

' ' Laicis omnibus exclusis.

'
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that if you could you would take the prince's crown

from him. Your plots and contrivances to attain

your ends are notorious to all men. Say, then, will

you attend us to the king's presence, and there

answer for yourself ? For this we are sent.'

The archbishop declared that he had never wished

any hurt to the prince. The king had no occasion

to be displeased if crowds came about him in the

towns and cities after they had been so long deprived

of his presence. If he had done any wrong he would

make satisfaction, but he protested against being sus-

pected of intentions which had never entered his mind.

Fitzurse did not enter into an altercation with

him, but continued :
' The king commands further

that you and your clerks repair without delay to the

young king's presence, and swear allegiance, and

promise to amend your faults.'

The archbishop's temper was rising. ' I will do

whatever may be reasonable,' he said ;
' but I tell

you plainly the king shall have no oaths from me,

nor from any one of my clergy. There has been too

much perjury already. I have absolved many, with

God's help, who had perjured themselves.^ I will

absolve the rest when He permits.'

' He was alluding to tlie bishops who had sworn to tho Constitu-

tions of Clarendon.
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' I understand you to say that you will not obey/

said Fitzurse ; and went on in the same tone :
' The

king commands you to absolve the bishops whom

you have excommunicated without his permission

(absqice Ucentid sua).

' The pope sentenced the bishops/ the archbishop

said. ' If you are not pleased, you must go to him.

The affair is none of mine.'

Fitzurse said it had been done at his instigation,

which he did not deny ; but he proceeded to reassert

that the king had given him permission. He had

complained at the time of the peace of the injury

which he had suffered in the coronation, and the king

had told him that he might obtain from the pope any

satisfaction for which he liked to ask.

If this was all the consent which the king had

given, the pretence of his authority was inexcusable.

' Ay, ay !

' said Fitzurse ;
' will you make the king

out to be a traitor, then ? The king gave yoii leave

to excommunicate the bishops when they were acting

by his own order ! It is more than we can bear to

listen to such monstrous accusations.'

John of Salisbury tried to check the archbishop's

imprudent tongue, and whispered to him to speak to

the knights in private ; btit when the passion was on

him, no mule was moi'o ungovernable than Becket.
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Drawing to a conclusion, Fitzurse said to him :
' Since

you refuse to do any one of those things which th^

king requires of you, his final commands are that you

and your clei-gy shall forthwith depart out of this

realm and out of his dominions, never more to return. ^

You have broken the peace, and the king cannot

trust you again.'

Becket answered wildly that he would not go

—

never again would he leave England. Nothing but

death should now part him from his church. Stung

by the reproach of ill-faith, he poured out the

catalogue of his own injuries. He had been promised

restoration, and instead of restoration he had been

robbed and insulted. Ranulf de Broc had laid an

embargo on his wine. Robert de Broc had cut off his

mule's tail, and now the knights had come to menace

him.

De Moi-ville said that if he had suffered any wrong

he had only to appeal to the council, and justice would

be done.

Becket did not wish for the council's justice. ' I

have complained enough,' he said ;
' so many wrongs

' ' Hoc est prfficeptum regis, ut

de regno et terr^ quae ipsius sub-

jacet imperio cum tuis omnibus

egrodiaris ; neque enim pax erit

tibi vel tuorum cuiquam ab hac

die, quia pacemyiolslsti.* These

words are given by Grim, who

heard them spoken. Materials,

vol. ii. p. 432.
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are daily heaped upon me that I could not find

messengers to carry the tale of them. I am refused

access to the court. Neither one king nor the other

will do me right. I will endure it no more. I will

use my own powers as archbishop, and no child of

man shall prevent me.'

' You will lay the realm under interdict then, and

excommunicate the whole of us ?
' said Fitzurse.

' So God help me,' said one of the others, ' he

shall not do that. He has excommunicated over-

many already. We have borne too long with him.'

The knights sprang to their feet, tmsting their

gloves and swinging their arms. The archbishop

rose. In the general noise words could no longer be

accurately heard. At length the knights moved to

leave tlie room, and, addressing the archbishop's

attendants, said, ' In the king's name we commaud

you to see that this man does not escape.'

' Do you think I shall fly, then ?
' cried the arch-

bishop. ' Neither for the king nor for any living man

will I fly. You cannot be more ready to kill me

than I am to die. . . . Here you will find me,' he

shouted, following them to the door as they went

out, and calling after them. Some of his friends

tliought that he had asked De Morville to come

back and speak quietly with him, but it was
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not so. He returned to his seat still excited and

complaining.

' My lord,' said John of Salisbury to him, ' it is

strange that you will never be advised. What occa-

sion was there for you to go after these men and

exasperate them with your bitter speeches ? You

would have done better surely by being quiet and

giving them a milder answer. They mean no good,

and you only commit yourself.'

The archbishop sighed, and said, ' I have done

with advice. I know what I have before me.'

It must have been now past four o'clock ; and

unless there were lights the room was almost dark.

Beyond the archbishop's chamber was an ante-room,

beyond the ante-room the hall. The knights, passing

through the hall into the quadrangle, and thence to

the lodge, called their men to arms. The great gate

was closed. A mounted guard was stationed outside

with orders to allow no one to go out or in. The

knights threw off their cloaks and buckled on their

swords. This was the work of a few minutes. From

the cathedral tower the vesper bell was beginning to

sound. The archbishop had seated himself to recover

from the agitation of the preceding scene, when a

breathless monk rushed in to say that the knights

were arming. ' Who cares ? Let them arm,' was all
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that the archbishop said. His clergy were less indif-

ferent. If the archbishop was ready for death, they

were not. The door from the hall into the court was

closed and barred, and a short respite was thus

secured. The intention of the knights, it may be

presumed, was to seize the archbishop and carry him

off to Saltwood, or to De Morville's castle at Knares-

borough, or perhaps to Normandy. Coming back to

execute their purpose, they found themselves stopped

by the hall door. To burst it open would require

time ; the ante-room between the hall and the arch-

bishop's apartments opened by an oriel window and

an outside stair into a garden. Robert de Broc, who

knew the house well, led the way to it in the dusk.

The steps were broken, but a ladder was standing

against the window, by which the knights mounted,

and the crash of the falling casement told the fluttered

group about the archbishop that their enemies were

upon them. There was still a moment. The party

who entered by the window, instead of turning into

the archbishop's room, first went into the hall to open

the door and admit their comrades. From the arch-

bishop's room a second passage, little used, opened

into the north-west corner of the cloister, and from

the cloister there was a way into the north transept

of the cathedral. The cry was, ' To the church. To
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the church.' There at least there would be immediate

safety.

The archbishop had told the knights that, they

would find him where they left him. He did not

choose to show fear, or he was afraid, as some

thought, of losing his martyrdom. He would not

move. The bell had ceased. They reminded him

that vespers had begun, and that he ought to be in

the cathedral. Half yielding, half resisting, his

friends swept him down the passage into the cloister.

His cross had been forgotten in the haste. He
refused to stir till it was fetched and carried before

him as usual. Then only, himself incapable of fear,

and rebuking the terror of the rest, he advanced

deliberately up the cloister to the church door.i As

he entered the cathedral cries were heard from which

it became plain that the knights had broken into

the archbishop's room, had found the passage, and

were following him. Almost immediately Fitzurse,

Tracy, De Morville, and Le Breton were discerned,

' Those who desire a, more

particular account of the scene

about to be described should refer

to Dean Stanley's essay on the

murder of Becket, which is

printed in his AiUiquities of

Canterbury. Along with an exact

l^nowle4Ke of the localities and a

minute acquaintance with the

contemporary narratives. Dr.

Stanley combines the far more

rare power of historical . imagin-

ation, which enables him to

replace out of his materials

an exact picture of what took

place.
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in the twilight, coming tln-ough the cloister in their

armour, with drawn swords, and axes in their left

hands. A company of men-at-arms was behind

them. In front they were driving before them a

frightened flock of monks.

From the middle of the transept in which the

archbishop was standing a single pillar rose into the

roof. On the eastern side of it opened a chapel of

St. Benedict, in which were the tombs of several of

the old primates. On the west, running parallel to

the nave, was a lady chapel. Behind the pillar,

steps led up into the choir, where voices were already

singing vespers. A faint light may have been

reflected into the transept from the choir tapers, and

candles may perhaps have been burning before the

altars in the two chapels—of light from without

through the windows at that hour there could have

been scarcely any. Seeing the knights coming on,

the clergy who had entered with the archbishop

closed the door and barred it. ' What do you fear ?

'

he cried in a clear, loud voice. " Out of the way, you

cowards ! The Church of God must not be made

a fortress.' He stepped back and reopened the door

with his own hands, to let in the trembling wretches

who had been shut out. They rushed past him, and

scattered in the hiding-places of the vast sanctuary.
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in the crypt, in the galleries, or behind the tombs.

All, or almost all, even of his closest friends, William

of Canterbury, Benedict, John of Salisbury himself,

forsook him to shift for themselves, admitting frankly

that they were unworthy of martyrdom. The arch-

bishop was left alone with his chaplain Fitzstephen,

Robert of Morton his old master, and Edward Grim,

the stranger from Cambridge—or perhaps with Grim

only, who says that he was the only one who stayed,

and was the only one certainly who showed any

sign of courage. A cry had been raised in the choir

that armed men were breaking into the cathedral.

The vespers ceased; the few monks assembled left

their seats and rushed to the edge of the transept,

looking wildly into the darkness.

The .archbishop was on the fourth step beyond

the central pillar ascending into the choir when the

knights came in. The outline of his figure may

have been just visible to them, if light fell upon

it from candles in the lady chapel. Fitzurse passed

to the right of the pillar, De Morville, Tracy, and

Le Breton to the left. Robert de Broc and Hugh

Mauclerc, an apostate priest, remained at the dooi

by which they entered. A voice cried 'Where is

the traitor? Where is Thomas Becket?' There

was silence ; such a name could not be acknowledged.
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'Wlioro is the arclibislHip?' Fitzurei; Hlmuted. '1

.im lioro,' the .irdibisho]) voplird, ilcscuiuliiit; the

s(,ot)s, and iiu^'l.inar the. kninlits I'nll in the face.

What do you want wiili mo? i ain not afraid of

your swords. I will not do what is unjust.' The

knights rl(is(Ml round lilni. 'Absnlvo tho persons

whom you havo (ixc(iiiiniiiriii:a.l,(!il/ thi^y sa.i(l, 'and

tako off the sus])ciisii)iis.' 'Thi'y havo iiiadi: no

sa),i.si'a,ctiiiii,' h(i answcrcil ; 'I will not,.' 'Thiin you

shall did as you havu di'.sc>r-v(Ml,' tlu'y said.

They had not inc^aiit to kill him -ccrtairdy not

a,l, that timo and in that place. ( )nc iii' them t-iiiichi'il

him 1)11 tho shoulder with tlie ilat of his swnrd, and

hissed in liis c^ars, 'Fly, nr you a.rc^ a dead ni.'ui,'

There! was still time; with a rewste])8 ho would h.ave

been lest in the nldoni df the eatheib-al, and (•(luld

have concealed himself in any one of a hundred

hidiiii^r-pla.eos. But he was careless of life, .'md lie,

felt that his time! was com(\ ' \ a.m ready to die,'

he said. ' Ma,y tJie (Jhutch through my blood obtain

]ie,ace and liberty I T clia,rge you in tho name of

(<oil that you hurt no one liei-e but me.' The

jieople from tho town were now )ioiiiing into tho

cathodrid
; J)o Morvilh; was ki'.eping them b.ack with

difficulty at the he.ad of the Htej)S from tlio choir, and

l.here was danger of a rescue, Fitzur.se sei/.eil hold
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of the oi-chbishop, meaning to drag hira off as a

prisoner. He had been cahn so far ; his pride rose

at the indignity of an arrest. 'Touch me not,

Reginald
!

' he said, wrenching his cloak out of

Fitzurso's grasp. ' Off, thou pander, thou !
'
^ Le

Breton and Fitzurse grasped him again, and tried

to force him upon Tracy's back. He grappled Avith

Tracy and flung him to the ground, and then stood

Avith his back against the pillax, Edward Grim

supporting liini. He reproached Fitzurse for ingi-ati-

tude for past kindness ; Fitzurse whispered to hiin

again to fly. ' I will not fly,' he said, and then

Fitzui-se swept his sword over him and dashed off

his cap. Tracy, rising from the pavement, struck

direct at his head. Grim raised his ai'ra and caught

the blow. The arm fell broken, antl the one friend

found faithful sank back disabled against the wall.

The sword, with its remaining force, wounded the

ai'chbishop above the forehead, and the blood trickled

down his face. Standing firmly with his hands

clasped, he bent his neck for the death-stroke, saying

in a low voice, ' I am prepai'ed to die for Christ and

for His Church.' These were his last words. Tracy

asrain struck him. He fell forwai-d upon his knees

' Lenononi appellans.'—Grim.
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and hands. In that position Le Breton dealt him

a blow which severed the scalp from the head and

broke the sword against the stone, saying, 'Take

that for my Lord William.' De Broc or Mauclerc—

the needless ferocity was attributed to both of them

—strode forward from the cloister door, set his fool

on the neck of the dead lion, and spread the brains

upon the pavement with his sword's point. 'We

may go,' he said ;
' the traitor is dead, and will troubk

us no more.'

Such was the murder of Becket, the echoes o

which are still heard across seven centuries of time

and which, be the final judgment upon it what i

may, has its place among the most enduring incident

of English history. Was Becket a martyr, or wa

he justly executed as a traitor to his sovereign

Even in that supreme moment of terror and wondei

opinions were divided among his own monks. Tha

very night Grim heard one of them say, ' He is n

martyr, he is justly served.' Another said, scarce!

feeling, perhaps, the meaning of the words, 'B

wished to be king and more than king. Let hii

be king, let him be king.' Whether the cause f

which he died was to prevail, or whether the sacrifii

had been in vain, hung on the answer which wou

be given to this momentous question. In a few da
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or weeks an answer came in a form to which in that

age no rejoinder was possible, and the only uncer-

tainty which remained at Canterbury was whether

it was lawful to use the ordinary prayers for the

repose of the dead man's soul, or whether, in conse-

quence of the astounding miracles which were in-

stantly worked by his remains, the pope's judgment

ought not to be anticipated, and the archbishop be

at once adored as a saint in heaven.

XI.

Martyr for the Church of Christ, or turbulent

incendiary justly punished for his madness or pre-

sumption ? That was the alternative which lay

before the judgment of the Christian world. On the

response which would be given depended interests

which stretched far beyond the limits of Becket's

own island home. How vast were the issues, how

possible was an unfavourable conclusion, may be

seen in the passionate language in which Benedict

of Canterbury describes the general feeling, and

relates the influences by which alone the popular

verdict was decided in the archbishop's favour.

The crown of qui head was taken from us, the glory of

VOL. IT. 12
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angels and of Angles. We were oi-phans who had lost theii

father. The mother Church was mourning, and her chfldren

were not lamenting. She sought for some to comfort her,

yet found she none. She was weeping, and her children

were glad. The Lady of Nations sate in sorrow ; she was

the scorn of her friends. The brethren mingled their bread

with tears, but they kept silence. Had not light risen upon

us from on high, we had been lost for ever. Praised be He

who looked upon us in the day of our affliction ! All gener-

ations shall now call us blessed. When the martyr was slain

our young men saw visions, our old men dreamed dreams

;

and then came the miracles, and we knew that God had

exalted the horn of his anointed one.

The sheep were scattered : the hirelings had fled. There

had not been found a man who would stand beside the lord

of Canterbury against the workers of iniquity. The second

part of Christendom had gone astray after the idol Baal, the

apostate, the antipope. Who can say what the end might

not have been ? In the blood of the martyr of Canterbury

the Most High provided an expiation for the sins of the

world. The darkness passed away before the splendour of

the miracles. The seed of the word sprang up. Unnumbered

sinners are converted daily, and beat their breasts and turn

back into the fold. Our anointed Gideon had his lamp in a

pitcher ; the clay of the earthly body was broken, and light

shone out. Tliis is the light by which at the beginning of

the schism the Western Church rejected Octavian and chose

Alexander for her shepherd. If Alexander had not been our

true father, the martyr who adhered to him would have been

defiled by the pitch which he had touched. His miracles

prove that he had not been defiled. No man could do such

Wonders unless God was with liim.
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And as he died for the Universal Church, so especially he
died for the rights of the Church of Ccanterbuvy. Let his

successor not abandon the cause which our holy martyr

defended. Let him not despise the law of the Church, or

depart from obedience to Pope Alexander. Let his Holiness

be glad that in these last times, and in the ends of the earth,

he has found such a son. Let the children of Canterbury

rejoice that the consolation of such miracles has been vouch-

safed to them. Let the whole earth exult, and they that

dwell therein. On those who walked in darkness the light

has shined. The fearful shepherds have learned boldness;

the sick are healed ; the repenting sinner is forgiven.

Through the merits of our blessed martyr the blind see, the

lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are

raised up, the poor have the gospel preached to them. In

him all the miracles of the Gospel are repeated, and finti their

fuU completion. Four times the lamps about his tomb have

been kindled by invisible hands. An innocent man who was

mutilated by the executioner called on the martyr for help,

and is restored : new eyes and new members have been

granted to him. Never anywhere, so soon after death and in

so brief a time, has saint been made illustrious by so many

and so mighty tokens of God's favour.^

Miracles come when they are needed. They

come not of fraud, but they come of an impassioned

credulity which creates what it is determined to find.

Given an enthusiastic desire that God should miracul-

ously manifest Himself, the religious imagination is

never long at a loss for facts to prove that He has

• Materials, vol. ii. p. 21 (abridged).
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done so ; and in proportion to the magnitude of th(

interests at stake is the scale of the miraculous inter

position. In the eyes of Europe, the cause in whicl

Becket fell was the cause of sacerdotalism as agains^

the prosaic virtues of justice and common sense

Every superstitious mind in Christendom was at worli

immediately, generating supernatural evidence whicl

should be universal and overwhelming. When onct

the impression was started that Becket's relics were

working miracles it spread like an epidemic. Eithei

the laws of nature were suspended, or for the foui

years which followed his death the power and the

wish were gone to distinguish truth froai falsehood

The most ordinary events were transfigured. Thai

version of any story was held to be the truest whicl

gave most honour to the martyr. That was th(

falsest which seemed to detract from his glory. k\

Beclcet in his life had represented the ambition anr

arrogance of the Catholic Church, and not its genuine

I excellence, so it was his fate in death to represeni

beyond all others the false side of Catholic teaching

and to gather round himself the most amazinc

agglomerate of lies.

The stream which was so soon to roll in so mightj

a volume rose first in the humble breast of Benedic

the monk. After the murder the body was lifted b]
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the trembling brotherhood from the spot where it

had fallen, and was laid for the night in front of the

high altar. The monks then sought their pallets

with one thought in the minds of all of them. Was
the archbishop a saint, or was he a vain dreamer ?

God only could decide. Asleep or awake—he was

unable to say which—Benedict conceived that he saw

the archbishop going towards the altar in his robes,

as if to say mass. He approached him trembling.

' My lord,' he supposed himself to have said, ' are you

not dead ?
' The archbishop answered, ' I was dead,

but I have risen again.' ' If you are risen, and, as

we believe, a martyr,' Benedict said, ' will you not

manifest yourself to the world ?
' The archbishop

showed Benedict a lantern with a candle dimly

burning in it. 'I bear a light,' he said, ' but a cloud

at present conceals it.' He then seemed to ascend

the altar steps. The monks in the choir began the

introit. The archbishop took the word from them,

and in a rich full voice poured out, ' Arise, why sleep-

est thou, Lord ? Arise, and cast us not forth for

ever.'

Benedict was dreaming ; but the dream was con-

verted into reality. The word went round the

dormitory that the archbishop had risen from the

dead and had appeared to Benedict. The monks,
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scarcely knowing whether they too were awake o

entranced, flitted into the cathedral to gaze on thi

mysterious form before the altar. In the dim winte:

dawn they imagined they saw the dead man's arn

raised as if to bless them. The candles had bum

out. Some one placed new candles in the sockets anc

lighted them. Those who did not know whose banc

had done it concluded that it was an angel's. Con-

tradiction was unheard or unbelieved; at such i

moment incredulity was impious. Rumours fle'w

abroad that miracles had already begun, and when

the cathedral doors were opened the townspeople

flocked in to adore. They rushed to the scene of the

murder. They dipped their handkerchiefs in the

sacred stream which lay moist upon the stones, k

woman whose sight had been weak from some long

disease touched her eyes mth the blood, and cried

aloud that she could again see clearly. Along witL

the tale of the crime there spread into the country,

gathering volume as it rolled, the story of the wonders

which bad been wrought ; and every pious heart

which had beat for the archbishop when he was alive

was set bounding with delighted enthusiasm. .A

lady in Sussex heard of the miracle with the woman,

Her sight, too, was failing. Divinitus inspirata,

under a divine inspiration, which anticipated the
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judgment of the Church, she prayed to the blessed

martyr St. Thomas, and was instantly restored. Two

days later a man at Canterbury who was actually

blind recovered his sight. The brothers at the cathe-

dral whose faith had been weak were supernaturally

strengthened. The last doubter among them was

converted by a vision.

In the outside world there were those who said

that the miracles were delusion or enchantment ; but

with the scoffs came tales of the retribution which

instantly overtook the scoffers. A priest at Nantes

was heard to say that if strange things had happened

at Canterbury the cause could not be the merits of

the archbishop, for God would not work miracles foi

a traitor. As ' the man of Belial ' uttered his blas-

phemies his eyes dropped from their sockets, and he fell

to the ground foaming at the mouth. His companions

carried him into a church, replaced the eye-balls, and

sprinkled them with holy water, and prayed to St.

Thomas for pardon. St. Thomas was slowly appeased,

and the priest recovered,to be a sadder and awiser man.

Sir Thomas of Etton had known Becket in early

youth, and refused to believe that a profligate

scoundrel could be a saint.i Sir Thomas was seized

• ' Martyrem libidinosi et nebulonis elogio notans.'—William of

Canterbury. Materials, vol. i. p. 153.
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with a quinsy which almost killed him, and only saved

his life by instant repentance.

In vain the De Brocs and their friends attempted

to stem the torrent by threatening to drag the body

through the streets, to cut it in pieces, and fling it

into a cesspool. The mob of Kent would have risen

in arms, and burnt their castle over their heads, had

they dared to touch so precious a possession. The

archbishop was laid in a marble sarcophagus before

the altar of St. John the Baptist in the crypt. The

brain which De Broc's rude sword had spread out was

gathered up by reverent hands, the blood stains were

scraped off the stones, and the precious relics were

placed on the stone lid where they could be seen by

the faithful. When the body was stripped for burial,

on the back were seen the marks of the stripes which

he had received on the morning of his death. The

hair shirt and drawers were found swarming (scaturi-

entes) with vermin. These transcendent evidences of

sanctity were laid beside the other treasures, and a

wall was built round the tomb to protect it from pro-

fanation, with openings through which the sick and

maimed, who now came in daily crowds for tht

martyr's help, could gaze and be healed.

Next came the more awful question. The new

saint was jealous of his honour : was it safe to with-
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hold his title from him till the pope had spoken ?

He had shown himself alive—was it permitted to

pray for him as if he were dead ? Throughout Eng-

land the souls of the brethren were exercised by this

dangerous uncertainty. In some places the question

was settled in the saint's favour by an opportune

dream. At Canterbury itself more caution was

necessary, and John of Salisbury wrote to the Bishop

of Poitiers for advice :

The blind see (he said), the deaf hear, the dumb speak,

the lame walk, the devils are cast out. To pvay for the soul

of one whom God has distinguished by miracles so illustrious

is injurious to him, and bears a show of unbelief. We should

have sent to consult the pope, but the passages are stopped,

and no one can leave the harbours without a passport. For

ourselves, we have concluded that we ought to recognize

the will of God without waiting for the holy father's

sanction.*

The pope's ultimate resolution it was impossible to

doubt. The party of the antipope in England had

been put an end to by the miracles. Many people

had begun to waver in their allegiance, and now all

uncertainty was gone. It was universally admitted

that these wonders displayed in favour of a person

who had been on Alexander's side conclusively

1 John of Salisbury to the Bishop of Poitiers. Letters, vol. ii.

p|). 25'. 258 (abridged).
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decided the question, i Alexander would do well,

however, John of Salisbury thought, to pronounce

the canonization with as little delay as possible.

The epidemic was still in its infancy. The

miracles already mentioned had been worked in com-

parative privacy in the first few weeks which suc-

ceeded the martyrdom. Before the summer the

archbishop's admirers were contending with each

other in every part of Europe which could report the

most amazing miracles that had been worked by his

intervention or by the use of his name. Pilgrims

began to stream to Canterbury with their tales of

marvel and their rich thanksgiving offerings. A

committee of monks was appointed to examine each

story in detail. Their duty was to assure themselves

that the alleged miracle was ideality and not imagin-

ation. Yet thousands were allowed to pass as

adequately and clearly proved. Every day under

their own eyes the laws of nature were set aside.

The aperture in the wall round the tomb contracted

or enlarged according to the merit of the visitants.

A small and delicate woman could not pass so much

' ' Dubitatur a plurimis an
]

qui si fautor erat schismatis ne-

pans doiiiini jiapse in qua stamus quaquam tantis miraculis corus-

de justitia niteretur, sed earn a caret.'—To the Archbishop of

crimine gloriosus martyr absolvit, I Sens. Letters, vol. ii. p. 263.
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as her head through it to look at the relics. She

was found to be living in sin. A monster of a man

possessed by a devil, but honestly desirous of salva-

tioHj plunged through, body and all. The spectators

(Benedict among them, who tells the story) supposed

it would be necessary to pull the wall down to get

him free. He passed out with the same ease with

which he had entered. But when the monks told

him to repeat the experiment, stone and mortar had

resumed their properties.

The blood gathered on the handkerchiefs from

the pavement had shown powers so extraordinary

that there was a universal demand for it. The difti-

culty from the limitation of quantity was got over in

various ways. At first it exhibited a capacity for

self-multiplication. A single drop might be poured

into a bottle, and the bottle would be found full.

Afterwards a miraculous fountain broke out in the

crypt, with the water from which the blood was

mixed. The smallest globule of blood, fined down

by successive recombinations to a fraction of un-

imaginable minuteness, imparted to the water the

virtues of the perfect original. St. Thomas's water

became the favourite remedy for all diseases through-

out the Christian world, the sole condition of a cure

beino- that doctor's medicines should be abjured.
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The hehaviour of the liquid, as described by Benedict

who relates what he professes to have continually

seen, was eccentric and at first incomprehensible. A

monk at tlie fountain distributed it to the pilgrims,

who brought wooden boxes in which to carry it away.

When poured into these boxes it would sometimes

effervesce or boil. More often the box would split in

the pilgrim's hand. Some sin unconfessed was sup-

posed to be the cause, and the box itself, after such a

misfortune, was left as an offering at the tomb. The

splitting action after a time grew less violent, and

was confined to a light crack. One day a woman

brought a box which became thus slightly injured.

The monk to whom she gave it thought it was too

good to be wasted, and was meditating in his o\vu

mind that he would keep it for himself. At the

moment that the wicked thought formed itself the

box flew to pieces in his hands with a loud crash.

He dropped it, shrieking that it was possessed.

Benedict and others ran in, hearing him cry, to find

him in an agony of terror. The amusement with

which Benedict admits that they listened to his story

suggests a suspicion that in this instance at least the

incident was not wholly supernatural.^ linding

' ' Hoc niiraculum tam joco et risui niultis extitit quam ailraira

tioai.'

—

Materials, vol, iL
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boxes liable to these misfortunes, the pilgrims next

tried stone bottles, but with no better success—the

stone cracked like the wood. A youth at Canterbury

suggested tin; the bursting miracle ceased, and the

meaning of it was then perceived. The pilgrims

were intended to carry St. Thomas's water round the

world, hung about their necks in bottles which could

be at once secure and sufficiently dimimitive for

transport. A vessel that could be relied on being

thus obtained, the trade became enormous. Though

the holy thing might not be sold, the recipient of the

gift expressed his gratitude by corresponding presents

;

and no diamond mine ever brought more wealth to

its owners than St. Thomas's water brought to the

monks of Canterbury.

As time went on the miracles grew more and

more prodigious. At first weak eyes were made

strong; then sight was restored which was wholly

gone. At first sick men were made whole ; then

dead men were brought back to life. At first there

was the unconscious exaggeration of real phenomena
;

then there was incautious embellishment ; finally, in

some instances, of course with the best intentions,

there was perhaps deliberate lying. To which of

these classes the story should be assigned which has

now to be told the reader must decide for himself.
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No miracle in sacred history is apparently better

attested. The more complete the evidence, the more

the choice is narrowed to the alternative between a

real supernatural occurrence and an intentional fraud.

In the year which followed Becket's death there

lived near Bedford a small farmer named Ailward.

This Ailward, unable to recover otherwise a debt

from one of his neighbours, broke into his debtor's

house, and took possession of certain small articles of

furniture to hold as security. The debtor pursued

him, wounded him in a scuffle, and carried him

before the head constable of the district, who hap-

pened to be Ailward's personal enemy. A charge

of burglary was brought against him, with the

constable's support. Ailward was taken before the

sheriff. Sir Richard Fitzosbert, and committed to

Bedford Gaol to await his trial. A priest in the

interval took charge of his soul, gave him a whip

with which to flog himself five times a day, and

advised him to consign his cause to the Virgin, and

especially to the martyr Thomas. At the end of

a month he was brought before the justices at

Leighton Buzzard. The constable appeared to pro-

secute ; and his own story not being received as true,

he applied for wager of battle with his accuser, or

else for the ordeal of hot iron. Through underhand
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influence the judges refused either of these compara-

tively favourable alternatives, and sentenced the

prisoner to the ordeal of water, which meant death

by drowning or else dismemberment. The law of

the Conqueror was still in force; the peaalty of

felony was the loss of his eyes and further mutil-

ation ; and the water ordeal being over, which was

merely a form, Ailward, in the presence of a large

number of clergy and laity, was delivered to the

knife. He bled so much that he was supposed to

be dying, and he received the last sacrament. A
compassionate neighbour, however, took him into his

house, and attended to his wounds, which began

slowly to heal. On the tenth night St. Thomas

came to his bed-side, made a cross on his forehead,

and told him that if he presented himself the next

day with a candle at the altar of the Virgin in

Bedford Church, and did not doubt in his heart,

but believed that God was able and willing to cure

him, his eyes would be restored. In the morning

he related his vision. It was reported to the dean,

who himself accompanied him to the altar, the

townspeople coming in crowds to witness the promised

miracle. The blinded victim of injustice and false

evidence believed as he was directed, and prayed

as he was directed. The bandages were then re-
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moved from the empty eye-sockets, and in the hollows

two small glittering spots were seen, the size of the

eyes of a small bird, with which Ailward pronounced

he could again see. He set off at once to offer

his thanks to his preserver at Canterbury. The

rumour of the miracle had preceded him, and in

London he was detained by the bishop till the tmth

had been inquired into. The result was a deposition

signed by the Mayor and Corporation of Bedford,

declaring that they had ascertained the completenc.^s

of the mutilation beyond all possibility of doubt.

Very curiously, precisely the same miracle was

repeated under similar conditions three years later.

Some cavil had perhaps been raised on the suffici-

ency of the evidence. The burgesses of a country

town were not, it may have been thought, men of

sufficient knowledge and education to be relied upon

in so extraordinary a case. The very ability of a

saint to restore parts of the human body which had

been removed may have been privately called in

question, and to silence incredulity the feat was

performed a second time. There appeared in

Canterbury in 1 176 a youth named Rogers, bringing

with him a letter from Hugh, Bishop of Durham,

to the prior of the monastery. The letter stated

that in the preceding September the bearer had
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been convicted of theft, and had been mutilated in

the usual manner. He had subsequently begged

his living in the Durham streets, and was well

known to every one in the town to be perfectly blind.

In this condition he had prayed to St. Thomas,

St. Thomas had appeared to him in a red gown,

with a mitre on his head and three wax candles

in his hand, and had promised him restoration.

From that moment his sight began to return, and

in a short time he could discern the smallest objects.

Though, as at Bedford, the eyes were modiccB

quantitatis, exceedingly minute, the functions were

perfect. The bishop, to leave no room for mistake,

took the oaths of the executioner and the witnesses

of the mutilation. The cathedral bells were rung,

and thanksgiving services were offered to God and

St. Thomas.

So far the Bishop of Durham. But the story

received a further confirmation by a coincidence

scarcely less singular. When the subject of the

miracle came to Canterbury, the judge who had

tried him happened to be on a visit to the monastery.

The meeting was purely accidental. The judge

had been interested in the boy, and had closely

observed him. He was able to swear that the eyes

which he then saw were not the eyes which had

yoL. ly. 13
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been cut out by the executioner at Durham, being

different from them in form and colour.^

When the minds of bishops and judges were thus

affected, we cease to wonder at the thousand similar

stories which passed into popular belief. Many of

them are childish, many grossly ridiculous. The

language of the archbishop on his miraculous appear-

ances was not like his own, but was the evident

creation of the visionary who was the occasion of

his visit; and his actions were alternately the

actions of a benevolent angel or a malignant imp.

But all alike were received as authentic, and served

to swell the flood of illusion which overspread the

Christian world. For four years the entire super-

natural administration of the Church economy was

passed over to St. Thomas ; as if Heaven designed

to vindicate the cause of the martyr of Canterbury

by special and extraordinary favour. In vain during

those years were prayers addressed to the blessed

Virgin ; in vain the cripple brought his offerings to

shrines where a miracle had never been refused before.

The Virgin and the other dispensers of divine grace

had been suspended from activity, that the champion

of the Church might have the glory to himself.

' Materials, vol. i. p. 423.
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The elder saints had long gone to and fro on errands

of mercy. They were now allowed to repose, and

St. Thomas was all in all.^

Greater for the time than the Blessed Virgin,

greater than the saints !—nay, another superiority

was assigned to him still more astounding. The

sacrifice of St. Thomas was considered to be wider

and more gracious in its operation than the sacrifice

on Calvary. Foliot, Bishop of London, so long his

great antagonist, was taken ill a few years after the

murder, and was thought to be dying. He was

speechless. The Bishop of Salisbury sat by him,

endeavouring to hear his confession before giving

him the sacrament. The voice was choked, the

lips were closed; he could neither confess his sins

nor swallow his viaticum, and nothing lay before him

1 William of Canterbury men-

tions the case of a man in distress

who prayed without effect to the

Virgin. ' Hujusmocli precibus,

'

he says, ' ssepius et propensius

instabat ; similiter et aliorum

sanctorum suffragia postulabat,

sed ad invocationem sui nominis

non exaudierunt, qui retro tem-

pera sua glorificationis habuerunt,

ut et sua tempera propitiationis

martyr modernus haberet. Pri-

dem cucurrerant q^uantum potu-

erunt et quantum debuerunt

signis et prodigiis coruscantes
;

nunc tandem erat et novo martyri

currendum, ut in oatalogo sanc-

torum miriiious haberetur, Dom-
ino dispensante quas, a quibus,

et quibus temporibus fieri debe-

ant. Eo naTnque currents et

magna spatia transcurrente, illis

tanqitam veteranis et emeriiis

intcrifn debebatur otium.'—Ma-
terials, vol. i. p. 290.
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but inevitable hell, when, by a happy thought,

sacrament was added to sacrament—the wafer was

sprinkled with the water of St. Thomas, and again

held to the mouth of the dying prelate. Marvel

of marvels ! the tightened sinews relaxed. The

lips unclosed ; the tongue resumed its office
;

and when all ghostly consolation had been duly

offered and duly received, Foliot was allowed to

recover.

' martyr full of mercy !

' exclaims the recorder

of the miracle, ' blessedly forgetful art thou of thy

own injuries, who didst thus give to drink to thy

disobedient and rebellious brother of the fountain

of thy own blood. deed without example !

act incomparable ! Christ gave his flesh and blood

to be eaten and drunk by sinners. St. Thomas, who

imitated Christ in his passion, imitates Him also

in the sacrament. But there is this difference, that

Christ damns those who eat and drink Him unwor-

thily, or takes their lives from them, or afflicts them

with diseases. The blessed Thomas, doing according

to his Master's promise greater things than He,

and being more full of mercy than He, gives his

blood to his enemies as well as to his friends ; and

not only does not damn his enemies, but calls them

back into the ways of peace. All men, therefore,
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may come to him and drink without fear, and they

shall find salvation, body and soul.' ^

The details of the miracles contain many in-

teresting pictures of old English life. St. Thomas

was kind to persons drowned or drowning, kind to

prisoners, especially kind to children. He was

interested in naval matters—launching vessels from

the stocks when the shipwrights could not move

them, or saving mariners and fishermen in shipwrecks.

According to William of Canterbury, the archbishop

in his new condition had a weakness for the married

clergy, many miracles being worked by him for a

focaria. Dead lambs, geese, and pigs were restored

to life, to silence Sadducees who doubted the

resurrection. In remembrance of his old sporting

days, the archbishop would mend the broken wings

and legs of hawks which had suffered from the

herons. Boys and girls found him always ready to

listen to their small distresses. A Suffolk yeoman,

William of Ramsholt, had invited a party to a feast.

A neighbour had made him a present of a cheese,

and his little daughter Beatrice had been directed

to put it away in a safe place. Beatrice did as she

was told, but went to play with her brother Hugh,

Materials, vol. i. pp. 251, 252
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and forgot what she had done with it. The days

went on; the feast day was near. The children

hunted in every comer of the house, but no cheese

could be found. The nearest town was far off.

They had no money to buy another if they could

reach it, and a whipping became sadly probable.

An idea struck the little Hugh. ' Sister,' he said,

' I have heard that the blessed Thomas is good

and kind. Let us pray to Thomas to help us.'

They went to their beds, and, as Hugh foretold, the

saint came to them in their dreams. ' Don't you

remember,' he said, 'the old crock in the back

kitchen, where the butter used to be kept ?
' They

sprang up, and all was well.^

The original question between the king and the

archbishop still agitated men's minds, and was still

so far from practical settlement that visions were

necessary to convert the impenitent. A knight of

the court, who contended for the Constitutions of

Clarendon, and continued stubborn, was struck with

paralysis. Becket came and bade him observe that

the Judge of truth had decided against the king

by signs and wonders, and that it was a sin

to doubt any further. The knight acknowledged

' MatcriaU, vol. ii. p. 153.
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his error. Others were less penetrable. The

miracles, it was still said, might be deceptive ; and,

true or false, miracles could not alter matters of

plain right or wrong. Even women were found

who refused to believe ; and a characteristic story

is told, in which we catch a glimpse of one of the

murderers.

A party of gentlemen were dining at a house in

Sussex. Hugh de Morville was in the neighbour-

hood, and while they were sitting at dinner a note

was brought in from him asking one of the guests

who was an old acquaintance to call and see him.

The person to whom the note was addressed read

it with signs of horror. When the cause was ex-

plained, the lady of the house said, ' Is that all ?

What i3 there to be alarmed about? The priest

Thomas is dead : well, why need that trouble us ?

The clergy were putting their feet on the necks of

us all. The archbishop wanted to be the king's

master, and he has not succeeded. Eat your victuals

neighbour, like an honest man.' The poor lady

expressed what doubtless many were feeling. An

example was necessary, and one of her children

was at once taken dangerously ill. The county

neighbours said it was a judgment ; she was made

to confess her sins and carry her child to Canterbury
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to be cured, where, having been the subject of

divine interposition, he was ' dedicated to God '
and

was brought up a monk.

Through the offerings the monastery at Canter-

bury became enormously rich, and riches produced

their natural effect. Giraldus Cambrensis, when he

paid a visit there a few years later, found the monks

dining more luxuriously than the king. According

to NigcUus, the precentor of the cathedral, their own

belief in the wonders which they daily witnessed was

not jjrofound, since in the midst of them Nigellus

could write deliberately, as the excuse for the

prevalent profligacy of churchmen, 'that the age of

miracles was past.' It was observed, and perhaps

commented on, that unless the offerings were hand-

some the miracles were often withheld. So obvious

was this feature that William of Canterbury was

obliged to apologize for it !
' The question rises,' he

says, ' why the martyr takes such delight in these

donations, being now, as he is, in heaven, where

covetousness can have no place. Some say that the

martyr, when in the body, on the occasion of his

going into exile, borrowed much money, being in

need of it for his fellow- exiles, and to make presents

at court. Being unable to repay his creditors in life,

he may have been anxious after death that his debts
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should be discharged, lest his good name shouki

suffer. And therefore it may be that all these kings

and princes, knights, bishops, priests, monks, nuns,

all ages and conditions, are inspired by God to come

in §uch troops and take so many vows on them to

grant pensions and annuities.^

There is no occasion to pursue into further

details the history of this extraordinary alliance

between religion and lying, which forced on Europe

the most extravagant sacerdotalism by evidence as

extravagant as itself. By an appropriate affinity the

claims of the Church to spiritual supremacy were

made to rest on falsehood, whether unconscious or

deliberate, and when the falsehood ceased to be

creditable the system which was based upon it col-

lapsed. Thus all illusions work at last their own

retribution. Ecclesiastical miracles are not worked

in vindication of purity of life or piety of character.

They do not intrude themselves into a presence to

which they can lend no increase of beauty and

furnish no additional authority. They are the

spurious offspring of the passion of theologians for

their own most extravagant assumptions. They are

believed, they become the material of an idolatry, till

' Materials, vol. i. p. 327
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the awakened conscience of the better part of

mankind rises at last in revolt, and the fantastic

pretensions and the evidence alleged in support of

them depart together and cumber the world no

more. We return to authentic history.

XII.

When the news of the catastrophe at Canterbury

arrived in Normandy, the king was for a time

stunned. None knew better than he the temper

of his subjects on the present condition of the dispute

with the Church. The death of the great disturber

was natural, and may, perhaps, have been inevitable.

Nevertheless, if the result of it, as seemed too Ukely

to be the case, was his own excommunication and an

interdict on his dominions, a rebellion in Normandy

was certain, and a rebellion in England was only

too probable. Firm as might have been his own

grasp, his hold on his continental duchies was nol

strengthened by his English sovereignty. The

Norman nobles and prelates saw their countrj

sliding into a province of the island kingdom whicl

their fathers had subdued. If they were to lose theii

independence, their natural affinity was towards th(
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land with which they were geographically combined.

The revolutionary forces were already at work which

came to maturity in the next generation, and if

Normandy and Anjou were laid under interdict for

a crime committed in England and for an English

cause, an immediate insurrection might be antici-

pated with certainty. The state of England was

scarcely more satisfactory. The young princes, who

had been over-indulged in childhood, were showing

symptoms of mutiny. The private relations between

an English sovereign and his family were not yet

regarded as the property of his subjects ; the

chroniclers rarely indulged in details of royal

scandals, and the dates of Henry's infidelities are

vaguely given. Giraldus says that he remained tnie

to his queen till she tempted her sons into rebellion,

but Eleanor herself might have told the story

differently, and the fire which was about to burst

so furiously may have been long smouldering. As

to the people generally, it was evident that Becket

had a formidable faction among them. The hump-

backed Earl of Leicester was dead, but his son, the

new earl, was of the same temper as his father. The

barons resented the demolition of their castles, which

the king had already begun, and the curtailment of

their feudal authority. An exasperating inquiry was
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at that moment goino- forward into the conduct of

the sheriffs. They had levied tax and toll at their

pleasure, and the king's interference with them they

regarded as an invasion of their liberties. Materials

for complaint were lying about in abundance, and

anything might be feared if to the injuries of the

knights and barons were added the injuries of the

Church, and rebellion could be gilded with a show of

sanctity. The same spirit which sent them to die

under the walls of Acre might prompt them equally

to avenge the murder of the archbishop. Henry

himself was a representative of his age. He, too,

really believed that the clergy were semi-supernatural

beings whose curse it might be dangerous to undergo.

The murder itself had been accompanied with every

circumstance most calculated to make a profound

impression. The sacrilege was something, but the

sacrilege was not the worst. Many a bloody scene

had been witnessed in that age in church and

cathedral ; abbots had invaded one another at the

head of armed parties ; monks had fought and been

killed within consecrated walls, and sacred vessels

and sacred relics had been carried off among bleeding

bodies. High dignitaries were occasionally poisoned

in the sacramental wine, and such a crime, though

serious, was not regarded as exceptionally dreadful.
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But Becket had but just returned to England after

a formal reconciliation in the presence of all Europe.

The King of France, the Count of Flanders, and the

Count of Blois had pledged their words for his

safety. He had been killed in his own cathedral.

He had fallen with a dignity and even grandeur

which his bitterest enemies were obliged to admire.

The murderers were Henry's own immediate attend-

ants, and Henry could not deny that he had himself

used words which they might construe into a sanction

of what they had done.

Giraldus Cambrensisj who when young had seen

and spoken with him^ has left us a sketch of

Henry II.'s appearance and character more than

usually distinct. Henry was of middle height, with

a thick short neck, and a square chest. His body

was stout and fleshy, his arms sinewy and long. His

head was round and large, his hair and beard reddish-

brown, 1 is complexion florid, his eyes grey, with fire

glowing at the bottom of them. His habits were

excepticaally temperate; he ate little, drank little.

and was always extremely active. He was on horse-

back at dawn, either hunting or else on business.

When off his horse he was on his feet, and rarely sat

down till supper time. He was easy of approach,

gracious, pleasant, and in conversation remarkably
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agreeable. Notwithstanding his outdoor habits he

had read largely, and his memory was extremely

tenacious. It was said of him that he never forgot

a face which he had once seen, or a thing which he

had heard or read that was worth remembering. He

was pious too, Giraldus says, pietate spedabilis. The

piety unfortunately, in Giraldus's eyes, took the

wrong shape of an over-zeal for justice, which

brought him into his trouble with the Church, whUe

to his technical 'religious duties' he was less

attentive than he ought to have been. He allowed

but an hour a day for mass, and while mass was

being said he often thought of something else. To

the poor he was profusely charitable, ' filling the

hungry with good things, and sending the rich empty

away.' He was largus in publico, parvus in privaio;

he spent freely in the public service and little on

himself. As a statesman he was reserved, seldom

showing his own thoughts. He was a good judge of

character, rarely changing an opinion of a man which

he had once formed. He was patient of opposition,

and trusted much to time to find his way through

difficulties. In war he was dangerous from his

energy and his intellect. But he had no love for

war, he was essentially a friend of peace, and after

a battle could not control his emotion at the loss of
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his men. ' In short,' Giraldus concludes, ' if God had

but elected him to grace and converted him to a

right understanding of the privileges of his Church,

he would have been an incomparable prince.'^ Such

was Henry, the first of the English Plantagenet

kings, a man whose faults it is easy to blame, whose

many excellences it would have been less easy to

imitate—a man of whom it may be said what can be

affirmed but rarely of any mortal, that the more

clearly his history is known the more his errors will be

forgiven, the more we shall find to honour and admire.

He was at Argenteuil when the fatal account was

brought to him. He shut himself in his room, ate

nothing for three days, and for five weeks remained

in penitential seclusion. Time was precious, for his

enemies were not asleep. Lewis and the Archbishop

of Sens wrote passionately to the pope, charging the

king with the guilt of the murder, and insisting that

so enormous an outrage should be punished at once

and with the utmost severity. The Archbishop of

Sens, on his own authority as legate, laid Normandy

under interdict, and Alexander, startled into energy

at last, sent persons to the spot to confirm the arch

bishop's action, and to extend the censures over

' Giraldua, vol. v. p. 301, &c.
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England. Henry roused himself at last. He

despatched the archbishop of Rouen and two bishops

to explain what had happened, so far as explanation

was possible; and as the danger was pressing and

bishops travelled slowly, three other churchmen, the

Abbot of Valaise and the Archdeacons of Lisieux

and Salisbury, pushed on before them. On their

first arrival these envoys were refused an audience.

When they were admitted to Alexander's presence

at last, the atiempt at palliation was listened to with

horror. Two of Becket's clergy were at the papal

court, and had possession of pope and cardinals, and

it appeared only too likely that at the approaching

Easter Alexander himself would declare Henry ex-

communicated. By private negotiations with some

of the cardinals they were able to delay the sentence

till the coming of the bishops. The bishops brought

with them a promise on Henry's part to submit to

any penance which the pope might enjoin, and to

acquiesce in any order which the pope might prescribe

for the government of the clergy. An immediate

catastrophe was thus averted. Cardinals Alberl

and Theodoric were commissioned at leisure t(

repair to Normandy and do what might be founc

necessary. To the mortification of Lewis th(

censures were meanwhile suspended, and the inter
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diet pronounced by the Archbishop of Sens was

not confirmed.

Henry on his part prepared to deserve the pope's

forgiveness. Uncertain what Alexander might re-

solve upon, he returned to England as soon as he had

recovered his energy. He renewed the orders at the

ports against the admission of strangers and against

the introduction of briefs from Rome, which might

disturb the public peace. He then at once undertook

a duty which long before had been enjoined upon

him by Alexander's predecessor, and had been left

too long neglected.

Ireland had been converted to the Christian faith

by an apostle from the Holy See but in seven cen-

turies the Irish Church had degenerated from its

purity. Customs had crept in unknown in other

Latin communions, and savouring of schism. No

regfular communication had been maintained with

the authorities at Rome ; no confirmati m of abbots

and bishops had been applied for or paid for. At

a council held in 1151 a papal legate had been

present, and an arrangement had been made for the

presentation of the palls of the four Irish arch-

bishoprics. But the legate's general account of the

state of Irish affairs increased the Pope's anxiety for

more vigorous measures. Not only Peter's pence

vni,. iv. 11
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and first-fruits were not paid to himself—not only

tithes were not paid to the clergy—but the most

sacred rites were perverted or neglected. In parts

of the island children were not baptized at all.

Where baptism was observed, it more resembled a

magical ceremony than a sacrament of the Church.

Any person who happened to be present at a birth

dipped the child three times in water or milk, with-

out security for the use of the appointed words.

Marriage scarcely could be said to exist. An Irish

chief took as many mves as he pleased, and paid no

respect to degrees of consanguinity.^ Even incest

was not uncommon 2 among them. The clergy,

though not immoral in the technical sense, were hard

drinkers. The bishops lived in religious houses, and

preferred a quiet Hfe to interfering with lawlessness

and violence. The people of Ireland, according to

Giraldus, who was sent over to study their character,

were bloodthirsty savages, and strangers who settled

among them caught their habits by an irresistible

instinct. But Ireland, religious Ireland especially,

had something in its history which commanded

' ' Plerique enim illorum quot

Tolebant uxoros habebant, et

etiam cognataa suaa germanas

habere solebant sibi uxores.'

—

Benedict, vol. i. p. 28.

" ' Non incestus vitant'

—

Giraldus Cambreiisis, vol. v. p.

»38.
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respect and interest. A thousand saints had printed

their names and memories on Irish soU. St. Patrick

and St. Bride had worked more miracles than even

the water of St. Thomas. Apostles from Ireland had

carried the Christian faith into Scotland, into Iceland,

and into Scandinavia.

The popes felt the exclusion of so singular a

country from the Catholic commonwealth to he a

scandal which ought no longer to be acquiesced in.

In 1 155 Pope Adrian had laid before Henry II. the

duty imposed on Christian princes to extend the

truth among barbarous nations, to eradicate vice,

and to secure Peter's pence to the Holy See ; and a

bull had been issued, sanctioning and enjoining the

conquest of Ireland.^

* Irislx Catholic historians pre-

tend that the bull was a Norman
forgery. The bull was alleged to

have been gi'anted in 1 155 : in

1 1 70 it was acted upon. In

1171 -2 a council was held at

Cashel, in which the reforms de-

manded by Pope Adrian were

adopted, and the Irish Church

was re-modelled, and a report of

the proceedings was forwarded to

Alexander III. In 1174 a con-

firmation of the original bull was

published, pralessing to have

been signed by Alexander. In

1 177 Cardinal Vivian came as

legate from Rome, who, ina synod

at Dublin, declared formally in

the pope's name that the sove-

reignty of Ireland was vested in

the English king, and enjoined

the Irish to submit siib poeTiA

anafhematis. It requires some

hardihood to maintain in the

face of these undisputed facts

that the pope was kept in ignor-

ance that the island had been

invaded and conq^uered under a

sanction doubly forged, and that

Cardinal Vivian was either a

party to the fraud, or that when
in Ireland he never discovered it.
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Busy with mure pressing concerns, Heniy had

put off the expedition from year to year. Mean-

while, the Irish chiefs and kings were quarrelling

among themselves. MacMorrough of Leinster was

driven out, and had come to England for help. The

kinff hesitated in his answer; but volunteers had

been found for the service in Sir Robert Fitzstephen,

Sir Maurice Prendergast, Sir Maurice Fitzgerald,

Earl Richard Strigul, with other knights and gentle-

nen who were eager for adventure ; and a Norman

occupation had been made good along the eastern

coast of Munster and Leinster. The invasion had

been undertaken without the king's consent. He

had affected to regard it with disapproval ; and the

Irish of the west, rallying from their first panic, weie

collecting in force to drive the intruders into the sea.

The desirableness of doinrr somethintr to entitle him

to the pope's gratitude, the convenience of absence

from home at a time when dangerous notices might

be served upon him, and the certainty that Alexander

would hesitate to pronounce him excommunicated

when engaged in a conquest which, being undertaken

under a papal sanction^ resembled a crusade, deter-

mined Henry to use the opportunity, and at last

accomplish the mission which Adrian had imposed

upon him. After his return from Normandy, he
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passed rapidly through England. He collected a

fleet at Milford Haven, and landed at Waterford on

October 18, 1171. All Ireland, except the north, at

once submitted. The king spent the winter in

Dublin in a palace of wattles, the best lodging

which the country could afford. In the spring he

was able to report to Alexander that the obnoxious

customs were abolished, that Catholic discipline had

been introduced, and that the Irish tribute would

be thenceforward punctually remitted to the papal

treasury.

Could he have remained in Ireland for another

year, the conquest would have been completed ; but

in April he was recalled to meet the two cardinals

who had arrived in Normandy to receive his sub-

mission for Becket's death. The Irish annexation

was, of course, a service which was permitted to be

counted in his favour, but the circumstances of the

murder, and Henry's conduct in connection with it,

both before and after, still required an appearance of

scrutiny. Not the least remarkable feature in the

story is that the four knights had not been punished.

They had not even been arrested. They had gone

together, after leaving Canterbury, to De Morville's

Castle of Knaresborough, but they had received no

further molestation. It has been conjectiired that
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they owed their impunity to Becket's own claim for

the exclusive jurisdiction of the spiritual courts in

cases where spiritual persons were concerned ; but in

the protracted discussions on the Constitutions of

Clarendon so obvious an inference would certainly

have been brought to the surface on one side or the

other, if ecclesiastical privilege had been ever under-

stood to carry such extraordinary consequences.^ The

' Canon Robertson shows from

a letter of Archbishop Richard,

Becket's successor, that although

the crown had never recognized

the custom, laymen who laid their

hands on clerks had been practi-

cally subjected only to ecclesiasti-

cal punishments. ' I should be

content,' the archbishop wrote,

' with the sentence of excom-

munication if it had the effect of

striking terror into evil-doers

;

but through our sins it has be-

come ineffective and despised.

The slayers of a clerk or a bishop

are sent to Rome by way of

penance ; they enjoy themselves

by the way, and return with the

pope's full grace, and with in-

creased boldness for the commis-
sion of crime. The Hng claims

the right ofpunishingsuch offences,

and we deserve the consequences

of our ambition in usurping a

jurisdiction with which we have

no rightful concern. ... It is

in the public interest that those

should be restrained by the ma-

terial sword who neither fear God
nor dread the censure of the

canons.' {Life of Backet, p. 82.)

It is possible that as the law in

England waited usually to be put

in motion by the representatives

of the injured parties, the clergy

may have chosen generally to use

their own weapons rather than

appeal to the sectilar courts. But

no English lawyer, I believe,

considers that this reserved ac-

tion of benefit of clergy was ever

in fact practically admitted, or

that a layman accused of murder
escaped from justice by pleading

that the person whom he had

robbed or murdered was u, clerk.

The defence was not put forward

as an e-Mcuse for Henry's neglect

to punish the archbishop's mur-

derers, and the apathy of the
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explanation was that the king had acted honourably

by talcing the responsibility on himself, and had not

condescended to shield his own reputation by the

execution of men whose fault had been over-loyalty

to himself. Elizabeth might have remembered with

advantage the example of her ancestor when she

punished Davidson, under circumstances not wholly

dissimilar, for the execution of the Queen of Scots.

The king met the cardinals at Caen in the middle

of May. At the first interview the difficulty was

disposed of which was most immediately pressing,

ancl arrangements were made for a repetition of the

ceremony which had been the occasion of the ex-

communication of the bishops. Prince Henry and

authorities was clearly not inter-

preted at the time as due to a

cause which if real would of

course have been alleged.

'Ad hteo quid fecerunt justi-

tiarii prjBsidesvo provinciariim

vicecomites sen alii officiales regis

vel habitatores regni onmes in

pacem servandam jurati 1 Equi-

dem illos soeleratos, illos parici-

das, sacrileges et prajdones per

stratam publicam diebus itiner-

antes impune abire dimiserunt

ad propria et postea fere per

annum in Anglifl eommorati sunt

ludentes in avibus coeli et canibus

venaticis. '

—

Materials, vol. iv. p.

150.

This complaint would have

been meaningless if in the

Church's eyes the judges, sheriffs,

and king's officers had no right

to act in such cases. The curious

part of the matter is that the

bishops and clergy themselves

were so little moved.
' Sed et hie episcoporum et

oleri Anglise admiranda est negli-

gentia. Nullus mutire ausus est

;

nuUus fere ausus est parricidas

illos excommunicare.'

—

lb. vol.

iv. p. 151.
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the Princess Margaret were again crowned at

Winchester on the 27th of August by the Archbishop

of Rouen and the Bishops of Evreux and Worcester,

the same prelates who had gone on the mission to

Eome.

At Avranches on the 27th of September, at a

second and more solemn assembly, the king con-

fessed his guilt for the archbishop's death. He had not

desired it, he said, and it had caused him the deepest

sorrow; but he admitted that he had used words

which the knights had naturally misconstrued. He

attempted no palliation, and declared himself wilUng

to endure any penalty which the cardinals might be

pleased to impose.

The conditions with which the cardinals were

satisfied implied an admission that in the original

quarrel the right had lain with the king. All the

miracles at Canterbury had made no difference in

this essential point. The king promised to continue

his support to Alexander as long as Alexander con-

tinued to recognize him as a Catholic sovereign—as

long, that is, as he did not excommunicate him. He

promised not to interfere with appeals to Rome in

ecclesiastical causes, but with the reservation that if

he had ground for suspecting an invasion of the

rights of the Crown, he might take measures to
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protect himself. He promised to abandon any

customs complained of by the Church which han

been introduced in his own reign ; but such customs,

he said, would be found to be few or none. He
pardoned Becket's friends ; he restored the privileges

and the estates of the see of Canterbury. For him-

self, he took the cross, with a vow to serve for three

years in the Holy Land, unless the pope perceived

that his presence was needed elsewhere. Meanwhile

he promised to maintain two hundred Templars

there for a year.

On these terms Henry was absolved. Geoffrey

Ridel and John of Oxford, Becket's active opponents,

whom he had twice cursed, were promoted to

bishoprics. The four knights returned to the court,

and, like their master, took the vows as Crusaders.

The monastic chroniclers consign them to an early

and miserable death. The industry of Dean Stanley

has discovered them, two years after the murder, to

have been again in attendance on the sovereign.

Tracy became Justiciary of Normandy, and was at

Falaise in 1174, when William the Lion did homage

to Henry. De Morville, after a year's suspension,

became again Justiciary of Northumberland.

Fitzurse apparently chose Ireland as the scene of his

penance. A Fitzurse was in the second flight of
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Norman invaders, and was the founder of a famil;

known to later history as the Macmahons, the Iris]

equivalent of the Son of the Bear.

But Henry was not yet delivered from thi

consequences of his contest with Becket, and thi

conspiracy which had been formed against him unde

the shelter of Becket's name was not to be dissolve!

by the spell of a papal absolution. Lewis of Frano

had taken up Becket's cause, not that feloniou

clerks might go unhanged, but that an English kinj

might not divide his own land with him. The Eai

of Leicester had torn down Reginald of Cologne'

altars, not alone because he was an orthodox Catholic

but that, with the help of ambitious ecclesiasticisn

he might break the power of the Crown. Throug'

France, through England, through Normandy,

combination had been formed for Henry's humilia

tion, and although the pope no longer sanctioned i

the purpose was deeply laid, and could not lightly t

surrendered.

Unable to strike at his rival as a spiritual outlaw

Lewis found a point where he was no less vulnerable

in the jealousy of his queen and the ambition ar

pride of his sons. The aim of Lewis was to separal

England from its French dependencies. He, ar

perhaps Eleanor, instigated Prince Henry to deman
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after the second coronation that his father should

divide his dominions, and make over one part or the

other to him as an independent sovereign. The

king of course refused. Prince Henry and his wife

escaped to Lewis ' per consilium comitum et baronum

Anglise et Normannise qui patrem suum odio habe-

bant.' ^ The young princes, Richard and Geoffrey,

followed them; and a council was held at Paris,

where the Count of Flanders, the Coiint of Boulogne,

William the Lion, and the Earl of Huntingdon from

Scotland, and the English and Norman disaffected

nobles, combined with Lewis for a general attack

upon the English king. England was to rise.

Normandy was to rise. William was to invade

Northumberland. The Count of Flanders was to

assist the English insurgents in the eastern counties.

Lewis himself was to lead an army into Normandy,

where half the barons and bishops were ready to join

him. The three English princes, embittered, it may

be, by their mother's injuries, swore to make no

peace with their father without consent of their

allies.

For a time it seemed as if Henry must be over-

whelmed. Open enemies were on all sides of him.

_™-™^ I
— -" ''

j»

^ iJeuedict,
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Of his professed friends too many were disloyal at

heart. The Canterbury frenzy added fuel to the

conflagration, by bringing God into the field. The

Earl of Norfolk and Lord Ferrars rose in East Anglia,

Lewis and young Henry crossed the frontier into

Normandy. The Scots poured over the Tweed into

Northumberland. Ireland caught the contagion

uninvited ; the greater part of the force which had

remained there was recalled, and only a few garrisons

were left. Had Alexander allowed the Church tc

lend its help, the king must have fallen ; but

Alexander honourably adhered to his engagement at

Avranches.

The king himself remained on the continent

struggling as he best could against war and treason

Chief Justice de Luci and Humfrey de Bohun facer

the Scots beyond Newcastle, and drove them back t(

Berwick. In the midst of their success they learnec

that the Earl of Leicester had landed in Norfoll

with an army of Flemings. They left the north t(

its fate. They flew back. Lord Arundel joinec

them, and the old Earl of Cornwall, who befriende(

Becket while he could, but had no sympathy witl

rebellion. They fell on the Flemings near Bury St

Edmunds, and flung them into total wreck. Tei

thousand were killed. Leicester himself and thi
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rest were taken, and scarce a man escaped to carry

back the news to Gravelines.^

The victory in Norfolk was the first break in the

cloud. The rebellion in England had its back broken,

and waverers began to doubt, in spite of the miracles,

whether God was on its side. Bad news, however,

came from the north. The Scots flowed back, laying

waste Cumberland and Northumberland with wild

ferocity. At the opening of the summer of 11 74

another army of French, Flemings, and insurgent

English was collected at Gravelines to revenge the

defeat at Bury, and this time the Earl of Flanders

and Prince Henry were to come in person at the

head of it.

An invasion so led and countenanced could only

be resisted by the king in person. The barons Iiad

sworn allegiance to the prince, and the more loyal of

them might be uncertain in what direction their

duties lay. Sad and stem, prepared for the worst,

yet resolute to contend to the last against the

unnatural coalition, Henry crossed in July to South-

ampton ; but, before repairing to London to collect

his forces, he turned aside out of his road for a

singular and touching purpose.

October 16. ii"
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Although the conspiracy against which he was

fighting was condemned by the pope, it had grown

nevertheless too evidently out of the contest with

Becket, which had ended so terribly. The combina-

tion of his wife and sons with his other enemies was

something off the course of nature—strange, dark,

and horrible. He was abler than most of his con-

temporaries, but his piety was (as with most wise

men) a check upon his intellect. He, it is clear, did

not share iu the suspicion that the miracles at the

archbishop's tomb were the work either of fraud or

enchantment. He was not a person who for political

reasons would affect emotions which he despised. He

had been Becket's friend. Becket had been killed,

in part at least, through Henry's fault ; and, though

he might still believe himself to have been essentially

right in the quarrel, the miracles showed that the

archbishop had been really a saint. A more complete

expiation than the pope had enjoined might be

necessary before the avenging spirit, too manifestly

at work, could be pacified.

From Southampton he directed his way to

Canterbury, where the bishops had been ordered to

meet him. He presented offerings at the various

churches which he passed on his way. On reaching

Harbledown, outside the city, he alighted at the
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Chapel of St. Nicholas, and thence went^ on foot to

St. Dunstan's Oratory, adjoining the wall. At the

oratory he stripped off his usual dress. He put on a

hair penitential shirt, over which a coarse pilgrim's

cloak was thrown ; and in this costume, with bare

and toon bleeding feet, Henry, King of England,

Lord of Ireland, Duke of Normandy, and Count of

Anjou, walked through the streets to the cathedral.

Pausing at the spot where the archbishop had fallen,

and kissing the stone, he descended into the crypt to

the tomb, burst into tears, and flung himself on the

ground. There surrounded by a group of bishops,

knights, and monks, he remained long upon his

knees in silent prayer. The Bishop of London said

for him, what he had said himself at Avranches,

that he had not commanded the murder, but had

occasioned it by his hasty words. When the bishop

ended, Henry rose, and repeated his confession with

his own lips. He had caused the archbishop's death;

therefore he had come in person to acknowledge his

sin, and to entreat the brothers of the monastery to

pray for him.

At the tomb he offered rich silks and wedges of

gold. To the chapter he gave lands. For himself

' July 12.
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he vowed to erect and endow a religious house,

which should be dedicated to St. Thomas. Thus

amply, in the opinion of the monks, reconcilian

meruit, he deserved to be forgiven. But the satis-

faction was still incomplete. The martyr's injuries, he

said, must be avenged on his own person. He threw

off his cloak, knelt again, and laid his head upon the

tomb. Each bishop and abbot present struck him

five times with a whip. Each one of the eighty

monks struck him thrice. Strange scene ! None

can be found more characteristic of the age ; none

more characteristic of Henry Plantagenet.

The penance done, he rose and resumed his

cloak ; and there by the tomb through the re-

mainder of the July day, and through the night till

morning, he remained silently sitting, without food

or sleep. The cathedral doors were left open by his

orders. The people of the city came freely to gape

and stare at the singular spectacle. There was the

terrible King Henry, who had sent the knights tc

kill their archbishop, sitting now in dust and ashes,

The most ingenious cunning could not have devised

a better method of winning back the affection of his

subjects
;
yet with no act of king or statesman ha<]

ingenious cunning ever less to do. In the inornins

be heard mass, and presented offprings at the various
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altars. Then he became king once more, and rode

to London to prepare for the invader. If his

humiliation was an act of vain superstition, Provi-

dence encouraged him in his weakness. On the day

which followed it William the Lion was defeated

and made prisoner at Alnwick. A week later came

news that the army at Gravelines had dissolved, and

that the invasion was abandoned. Delivered from

peril at home, Henry flew back to France and iiung

Lewis back over his own frontier. St. Thomas was

now supposed to be fighting for King Henry. Im-

agination becomes reality when it gives to one party

certainty of victory, to the other the anticipation of

defeat. By the spring of 1175 the great combin-

ation was dissolved. The princes returned to their

duty; the English and Norman rebels to their al-

legiance ; and with Alexander's mediation Henry

and Lewis and the Count of Flanders were for a

time once more reconciled.

Though the formal canonization of Becket could

not be accomplished with the speed which his

impatient friends demanded, it was declared with the

least delay which the necessary forms required. A
commission which was sent from Rome to inquire

into the authenticity of the miracles having reported

satisfactorily, the promotion of the archbishop was

VOL. JV. 15
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immediately decreed, and the monks were able to

pray to him without fear of possible irregularity.

Due honour having been thus paid to the

Church's champion, it became possible to take up

again the ever-pressing problem of the Church's

reform.

Between the pope and the king there had never

really been much difference of opinion. They were

now able to work harmoniously together. A successor

for Becket at Canterbury was found in the Prior of

Dover, for whose good sense we have a sufficient

guarantee in the abhorrence with which he was

regarded by the ardent champions of Church

supremacy. The reformation was commenced in

Normandy. After the ceremony at Avranches the

cardinals who had come from Rome to receive

Henry's confession held a council there. The reso-

lutions arrived at show that the picture of the

condition of the clergy left to us by Nigellus is not

really overdrawn. It was decided that childrer

were to be no more admitted to the cure of souls—

s

sufficient proof that children had been so admitted

It was decided that the sons of priests should nol

succeed to their father's preferments—an evidencf

not only of the habits of the incumbents, but of thf

tendency of Church benefices to become hereditary
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Yet more significantly the guilty bargains were

forbidden by which benefices were let out to farm,

and lay patrons presented incumbents on condition

of sharing the offertory money; while pluralist

ecclesiastics, of whom Becket himself had been a

conspicuous instance, were ordered to give a third,

at least, of their tithes to the vicars. At the close

of the war, in 1175, a similar council was held at

Westminster under the new primate. Not only the

Avranches resolutions were adopted there, but

indications appeared that among the English clergy

simony and licence were at a yet grosser point than

on the Continent. Benefices had been publicly set

up to sale. The religious houses received money for

the admission of monks and nuns. Priests, and even

bishops, had demanded fees for administration of

the sacraments ; while as regarded manners and

morals, it was evident that the priestly character

sat lightly on the secular clergy. They can-ied

arms ; they wore their hair long like laymen ; they

frequented taverns and more questionable places

;

the more reputable among them were sheriffs and

magistrates. So far as decrees of a council could

alter the inveterate habits of the order, a better state

of things was attempted to be instituted. In the

October following. Cardinal Hugezun came from
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Rome to arrange the vexed question of the liability

of clerks to trial in the civil courts. The customs

for which Henry pleaded seem at that time to have

been partially recognized. Gross offenders were

degraded by their ordinaries and passed over to the

secular judges. For one particular class of offences

definite statutory powers were conceded to the State.

The clergy were notorious violators of the forest

laws. Deer-stealing implied a readiness to commit

other crimes, and Cardinal Hugezun formally con-

sented that orders should be no protection in such

cases. The betrayal of their interests on a matter

which touched so nearly the occupation of their lives

was received by the clergy with a scream of indig-

nation. Their language on the occasion is an

illustration of what may have been observed often,

before and since, that no order of men are less

respectful to spiritual authority when they disapprove

its decrees.

'The aforesaid cardinal,' wrote Benedict and

Walter of Coventry, ' conceded to the king the right

of impleading the clerks of his realm under the

forest laws, and of punishing them for taking deer.

Limb of Satan that he was ! mercenary satellite of

the devil himself! Of a shepherd he was made a

robber. Seeing the wolf coming, he fled away and
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left the sheep whom the supreme pontiff had com-

mitted to his charge.'

'

The angry advocates of ecclesiastical license might

have spared their passion. The laws of any country

cannot be maintained above the level of the average

intelligence of the people ; and in another generation

the clergy would be free to carry their cross-bows

without danger of worse consequences than a broken

crown from the staff of a gamekeeper. 'Archbishop

Richard,' says Giraldus, 'basely surrendered the

rights which the martyr Thomas had fought for and

won, but Archbishop Stephen recovered them.' The

blood of St. Thomas had not been shed, and the

martyr of Canterbury had not been allowed a

monopoly of wonder-working, that a priest should be

forbidden to help himself to a haunch of venison on

festival days. In the great Charter of English

freedom the liberties of the Church were compre-

hended in the form, or almost in the form, in which

Becket himself would have defined them. The

barons paid for the support of the clergy on that

memorable occasion by the concession of their most

extravagant demands. Benefit of clergy thence-

' ' Ecce membrum Satanse ! ecce

ipsius Satanse conductua satelles

!

qui tam subito factus de pastore

raptor videns lupum venientem

fugit et dimisit oves sibi a aumma
pontifice commissas.*
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for-ward was permitted to throw an enchanted shield

not round deer-stealers only, but round thieves and

murderers, and finally round every villain that could

read. The spiritual courts, under the name of

liberty, were allowed to develope a system of tyranny

and corruption imparalleled in the administrative

annals of any time or country. The English laity

were for three centuries condemned to wiithe under

the yoke which then- own credulous folly had imposed

on them, till the spirit of Hemy II. at length re-

vived, and the aged iniquity was brought tojudgment

at the Reformation,



THE OXFORD COUNTER-REFORMATION.
[GOOD WORDS. 1881]

LETTER I.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND FIFTY YEARS AGO.

MY DEAR -. You remind me of a promise

which I have left too long unfulfilled. We
had been looking over some of your old family

papers, and we had found among them a copy of the

once famous Tract 90, scored over with pencil marks

and interjections. The rocket which had flamed

across the sky was now a burnt-out case. It was

hard to believe that the whole mind of England

could have been so agitated by expressions and ideas

which had since become so familiar. We were made

to feel how times had changed in the last forty

years; we had been travelling on a spiritual railroad,

' These letters were originally

published before the appearance

nf Mr. Mozley's Memmiseences of

the Oxford Movement. I have not

found it necessary to make any

alterations.
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and the indifference with which we turned the leaves

of the once-terrible pamphlet was an evidence ho-w

far we had left behind our old traditionary landmarks.

Mysteries which had been dismissed as superstition?,

at the Reformation, and had never since been heard

of, were now preached again by half the clergy, and

had revolutionized the ritual in our churches. Every

county had its Anglican monasteries and convents.

Romanism had lifted up its head again. It had its

hierarchy and its cardinals ; it was a power in Parlia-

ment, and in the London salons. The fathers con-

fessors were busy in our families, dictating conditions

of marriages, dividing wives from husbands, and

children from parents.

By the side of the revival of Catholicism there

was a corresponding phenomenon of an opposite and

no less startling kind. Half a century ago any one

who openly questioned the truth of Christianity was

treated as a public offender and was excommunicated

by society. Now, while one set of men were bringing

back medioevaiism, science and criticism were assail-

ing with impunity the authority of the Bible;

miracles were declared impossible ; even Theism

itself was treated as an open question, and subjects

which in our fathers' time were approached only

with the deepest reverence and solemnity were dis-
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cussed among the present generation with as much

freedom as the common problems of natural philosophy

or politics.

Both these movements began within a short dis-

tance of one another, and were evidently connected.

You asked me to write down what I could recollect

about their origin, having had, as you supposed, some

special opportunities of knowing their history. I

hesitated, partly because it is not agreeable to go

back over our own past mistakes, partly because I have

ceased to feel particular interest in either of them.

For myself, I am convinced that they are roads both

of them which lead to the wrong place, and that it is

better for us to occupy ourselves with realities than

fret our minds about illusions. If the Church of

Rome recovers power enough to be dangerous, it will

be shattered upon the same rocks on which it was

dashed three centuries ago. The Church of England

may play at sacerdotalism and masquerade in mediaeval

garniture; the clergy may flatter one another with

notions that they can bind and loose the souls of

their fellow-Christians, and transform the substance

of the sacramental elements by spells and gestures
;

but they will not at this time of day persuade intelli-

gent men that the bishops in their ordination gave

them really supernatural powers. Their celebrations
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and processions may amuse for a time by theii

novelty, but their pretensions deserve essentially nc

more respect than those of spirit-rappers, and the

serious forces of the world go on upon their way nc

more affected by them than if they were shadows.

As little is it possible to hope much from the

school of negative and scientific criticism. For what

science can tell us of positive truth in special subjects

we are infinitely thankful. In matters of religion it

can say nothing, for it knows nothing. A surgeon

may dissect a living body to discover what life con-

sists in. The body is dead before he can reach the

secret, and he can report only that the materials

when he has taken them to pieces and examined

them are merely dead matter. Critical philosophy

is equally at a loss with Christianity. It may per-

haps discover the doctrines of the creed in previously

existing Eastern theologies. It may pretend to prove

that the sacred records were composed as human

narratives are composed ; that the origin of many of

them cannot be traced ; that they are defective in

authority ; that the evidence is insufficient to justify

a belief in the events which they relate. So far as

philosophy can see, there may be nothing in the

materials of Christianity which is necessarily and

certainly supernatural. And yet Christiaixity exists,
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and has existed, and has been the most powerful

spiritual force which has ever been felt among

mankind.

If I tell the story which you ask of me, therefore,

I must tell it without sympathy, either way, in these

great movements. I cannot, like ' the sow that was

washed,' return to wallow in repudiated superstition.

If I am to be edified, on the other hand, I must

know what is true in religion; and I do not care

about negations. In this respect I am unfit for the

task which you impose on me. It is, perhaps, how-

ever, occasionally well to take stock of our mental

experience. The last forty or fifty years will be

memorable hereafter in the history of English opinion.

The number of those who recollect the beginnings of

the Oxford revival is shrinking fast ; and such of us

as survive may usefullj'' note down their personal

recollections as a contribution, so far as it goes, to

the general narrative. It is pleasant too to recall the

figures of those who played the chief parts in the

drama. If they had not been men of ability they

;ould not have produced the revolution that was

brought about by them. Their personal characters

were singularly interesting. Two of them were

distinctly men of real genius. My own brother was

at starting the foremost of the party; the flame,
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therefore, naturally burnt hot in my own immediate

environment. The phrases and formulas of Anglo-

Catholicism had become household words in oui

family before I understood coherently what the sti]

and tumult was about.

"We fancy that we are free agents. We are

conscious of what we do ; we are not conscious of the

causes which make us do it ; and therefore we

imagine that the cause is in ourselves. The Oxford

leaders believed that they were fighting against the

spirit of the age. They were themselves most com-

pletely the creatures of their age. It was one oi

those periods when Conservative England had been

seized with a passion for Reform. Parliament was to

be reformed ; the municipal institutions were to be

reformed ; there was to be an end of monopolies and

privileges. The constitution was to be cut in pieces

and boiled in the Benthamite caldron, from which it

was to emerge in immortal youth. In a reformed

State there needed a reformed Church. My brother

and his friends abhorred Bentham and all his works.

The Establishment in its existing state was too weak

to do battle with the new enemy. Protestantism

was the chrysalis of Liberalism. The Church, there-

fore, was to be unprotestantized. The Reformation,

my brother said, was a bad setting of a broken limb
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The limb needed breaking a second time, and then it

would be equal to its business.

My brother exaggerated the danger, and under-

estimated the strength which existing institutions

and customs possess so long as they are left undis-

turbed. Before he and his friends undertook the

process of reconstruction, the Church was perhaps

in the healthiest condition which it had ever known.

Of aU the constituents ofhuman society, an established

religion is that which religious men themselves

should most desire to be let alone, and which people

in general when they are healthy-minded are most

sensitive about allowing to be touched. It is the

sanction of moral obligation. It gives authority to

the commandments, creates a fear of doing wrong,

and a sense of responsibility for doing it. To raise

a doubt about a creed established by general accept-

ance is a direct injury to the general welfare. Dis-

cussion about it is out of place, for only bad men

wish to question the rule of life which religion com-

mands; and a creed or ritual is not a series of

propositions or a set of outward observances of which

the truth or fitness may be properly argued; it

grows with the life of a race or nation ; it takes

shape as a living germ develops into an organic

body ; and as you do not ask of a tree, is it true, but
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is it alive, so with an established Church or system o

belief you look to the work which it is doing. If i

is teaching men to be brave and upright, and hones

and just, if it is making them noble-minded, carelesi

of their selfish interests, and loving only what ii

good, the truth of it is proved by evidence bette:

than argument, and idle persons may properly bf

prohibited from raising unprofitable questions abou'

it. Where there is life, truth is present not as ii

propositions, but as an active force, and that is al

which practical men need desire.

Thus in stern and serious ases, the religion o

every country has been under the charge of the law

and to deny it has been treated as a crime. Whei

the law has become relaxed, pubKc opinion takes iti

place, and, though offenders are no longer punished

society excommunicates them. If religion wen

matter of speculation, they would be let alone ; bu'

so long as it is a principle of conduct, the commoi

sense of mankind refuses to allow it to be trifle;

with.

Public opinion was in this sense the guardian o

Christianity in England sixty years ago. Orthodo;

dissent was permitted. Doubts about the essential

of the faith were not permitted. In the last centurj

in certain circles of society, scepticism had for a tim^
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been fashionable ; but the number of professed

unbelievers -svas never great, and infidelity was

always a reproach. The Church administration had

been slovenly ; but in the masses of the people the

convictions which they had inherited were still

present, and were blown into flame easily by the

Methodist revival. The Establishment followed the

example and grew energetic again. The French

Revolution had frightened all classes out of advanced

ways of thinking, and society in town and country

was Tory in politics, and determined to allow no

innovations upon the inherited faith. It was ortho-

dox without being theological. Doctrinal problems

were little thought of. Religion, as taught in the

Church of England, meant moral obedience to the

will of God. The speculative part of it was accepted

because it was assumed to be true. The creeds were

reverentially repeated ; but the essential thing was

practice. People went to church on Sunday to

learn to be good, to hear the commandments re-

peated to them for the thousandth time, and to see

them written in gilt letters over the communion-

table. About the powers of the keys, the real

presence, or the metaphysics of doctrine, no one was

anxious, for no one thought about them. It was not

worth while to waste time over questions which had
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no bearing on conduct, and could be satisfactorily

disposed of only by sensible indifference.

As the laity were, so were the clergy. Thej

were generally of superior culture, manners, and

character. The pastor in the ' Excursion ' is a

favourable but not an exceptional specimen of a

large class among them. Others were country

gentlemen of the best kind, continually in contact

with the people, but associating on equal terms

with the squires and the aristocracy. The curate

of the last century, who dined in the servants' hall

and married the ladies'-maid, had long disappeared

if he had ever existed outside popular novels.

Not a specimen of him could have been found in

the island. The average English incumbent of fifty

years ago was a man of private fortune, the younger

brother of the landlord perhaps, and holding the

family living ; or it might be the landlord himself

his adowson being part of the estate. His pro-

fessional duties were his services on Sunday, funerals

and weddings on week-days, and visits when needed

among the sick. In other respects he lived like hii

neighbours, distinguished from them only by a blacl

coat and white neckcloth, and greater watchfulnesi

over his words and actions. He farmed his own glebe

he kept horses ; he shot and hunted moderately
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and mixed in general society. He was generally a

magistrate; he attended public meetings, and his

education enabled him to take a leading part in

county business. His wife and daughters looked

after the poor, taught in the Sunday-school, and

managed the penny clubs and clothing clubs. He

himself was spoken of in the parish as ' the master
'

—the person who was responsible for keeping order

there, and who knew how to keep it. The labourers

and the farmers looked up to liitn. The ' family

'

in the great house could not look down upon him.

If he was poor it was still his pride to bring up his

sons as gentlemen ; and economies were cheerfully

submitted to at home to give them a start in life

—at the university, or in the army or navy.

Our own household was a fair representative of

the order. My father wa,R rector of the parish.

He was archdeacon, he was justice of the peace.

He had a moderate fortune of his own, consisting

chiefly in land, and he belonged, therefore, to the

' landed interest.' Most of the magistrates' work

of the neighbourhood passed through his hands. If

anything was amiss, it was his advice which was

most sought after, and I remember his being called

upon to lay a troublesome ghost. In his younger

days he had been a hard rider across country. His

VOIi. IV. 16
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children Knew him as a continually busy, usefi:

man of the -world, a learned and cultivated antiquan

and an accomplished artist. My brothers and

were excellently educated, and were sent to schoo

and college. Our spiritual lessons did not go beyon(

the Catechism. We were told that our busines

in life was to work and to make an honourabl

position for ourselves. About doctrine, Evangelica

or Catholic, I do not think that in my early boyhoo(

I ever heard a single word, in 'church or out of ii

The institution had drifted into the condition o

what I should call moral health. It did not instruc

us in mysteries, it did not teach us to make religioi

a special object of our thoughts; it taught us t(

use religion as a light by which to see our wai

along the road of duty. Without the sun our eyes

would be of no use to us ; but if we look at th(

sun we are simply dazzled, and can see neither i1

nor anything else. It is precisely the same witl

theological speculations. If the beacon lamp is

shining a man of healthy mind will not discuss the

composition of the flame. Enough if it shows hin

how to steer and keep clear of shoals and breaker

To this conception of the thing we had practicallj

amved. Doctrinal controversies were sleeping.

People went to church because they liked it, because
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they knew that they ought to go, and because it

was the custom. They had received the Creeds

from their fathers, and doubts about them had

never crossed their minds. Christianity had wrought

itself into the constitution of their natures. It was

a necessary part of the existing order of the universe,

as little to be debated about as the movements

of the planets or the changes of the seasons.

Such the Church of England was in the country

districts before the Tractarian movement. It was

not perfect, but it was doing its work satisfactorily.

It is easier to alter than to improve, and the

beginning of change, like the beginning of strife,

is like the letting out of water. Jupiter, in Lessing's

fable, was invited to mend a fault in human nature.

The fault was not denied, but Jupiter said that

man was a piece of complicated machinery, and if he

touched a part he might probably spoil the whole.

But a new era was upon us. The miraculous

nineteenth century was coming of age, and all the

world was to be remade. Widely as the improvers

of their species differed as to the methods to be

followed, they agreed in this, that improvement

there was to be. The Radicals wanted to make

an end of Toryism and antiquated ideas. Young

Oxford discovered that if the Radicals were to be
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fought with successfully the old weapons would no

answer, and something was wanted ' deeper and true

than satisfied the last century.' Our EngUsh

speaking forefathers in the last century it seem!

were poor creatures, yet they had contrived t(

achieve considerable success in most department

of human affairs. They founded empires; thai

invented steam engines ; they produced a Chatham

a Clive, a Warren Hastings, a Washington, i

Franklin, a Nelson—a longer list of illustrious name!

than there is need to mention. Their literature

might not equal the Elizabethan, but it was note-

worthy in its way. A period which had producec

Pope and Swift, Sterne and Fielding, Johnson anc

Goldsmith, Hume and Gibbon, Butler and Berkeley

was not so entirely shallow. Men had fixed beliefs

in those days. Over the pool of uncertainties it

which our own generation is floundering there wai

then a crust of undistm'bed conviction on whicli

they could plant their feet and step out like men

Their thoughts, if not deep, were clear and precise

;

their actions were bold and strong. A good manj

years, perhaps a good many hundreds of years,

will have to pass before as sound books wiU h€

written again, or deeds done with as much pith

and mettle in them. ' The something deeper and
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truer' would be more easily desired than found,

but the words well convey the inflation with which

the Catholic revivalists were going to their work.

Our age perhaps has a mistaken idea of its con-

sequence. All its geese are swans, and every

new enemy is a monster never before heard of The

'Edinburgh Review' and Brougham, and Mackintosh

and the Reform Ministry, and Low Church philo-

sophy and the London University, were not so very

terrible. But as the windmills were giants to the

knight of La Mancha, so the Whigs of those days

were to young Oxford apostles the forerunners of

Antichrist. Infidelity was rushing in upon us.

Achilles must rise from his tent, and put on his

celestial armour. The Church must re-assert her-

self in majesty to smite and drive back the proud

aggressive intellect.

The excitement was unnecessary. The sun was

not extinguished because a cloud was over its face.

Custom, tradition, conservative instinct, and natural

reverence for the truth handed down to it, would

have sufficed more than amply to meet such danger

as then existed. In a little while ' The Edinburgh '

became the most orthodox of journals, and Brougham

an innocent apostle of natural theology. Liberalism

let well alone would have subsided into its place.
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But it was not so to be. Achilles was roused h

his wrath ; and the foe whom he was to destro;

was roused in turn, and has not been destroyed

The two parties were the counterparts one of thi

other; each was possessed with the same concei

of superiority to their fathers and grandfathers ; eacl

in its way supposed that it had a mission to recon

struct society. The Radicals believed in the right!

of man, the progress of the species, and intellectua'

emancipation. To them our ancestors were children

and the last-born generation were the ancient

sages, for they had inherited the accumulated ex-

perience of all past time. Established institutions

represented only ignorance. The older they were,

the less fitted they WL-re, from the nature of the case,

for modern exigencies.

In talk of this kind there was one part sense

and nine parts nonsense. The Oxford school con-

fronted it with a position equally extravagant. In

their opinion truth was to be found only in the

earliest fathers of the Church ; the nearer that we

could reach back to them, the purer we should find

the stream. The bottom of the mischief was the

modern notion of liberty, the supposed right of men

to think for themselves and act for themselves.

Their business was to submit to authority, and the
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seat of authority was the Church. The false idea

had made its appearance in England first under the

Plantagenet kings, in the Constitutions of Clarendon,

the mortmain and premunire statutes. It had pro-

duced the Reformation, it liad produced Puritanism

and regicide. It now threatened the destruction of

all that good men ought to value. The last century

had been blind ; our own fathers had been blind

;

but the terrible reality could no longer be con-

cealed. The arch-enemy was at the door. The

Test Act was repealed. Civil disabilities were taken

off Dissenters. Brougham had announced that

henceforth no man was to suffer for his religious

opinions. Irish bishoprics were being suppressed.

Lord Grey had warned the bishops in England to

set their houses in order, and was said to have

declared in private that the Church was a mare's

nest. Catholic emancipation was equally monstrous.

Romanists, according to the theory as it then stood,

might be Churchmen abroad, but they were Dis-

senters in England and Ireland. War was to be

declared at once, war to the knife, against the

promoters of these enormities. History was recon-

structed for us. I had learnt, like other Protestant

children, that the pope was Antichrist, and that

Grecfory VII. had been a special revelation of that
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being. I was now taught that Gregory VII. was a

saint. I had been told to honour the Reformers.

The Eefonnation became the great schism, Cranmei

a traitor, and Latimer a vulgar ranter. Milton was

a name of horror, and Charles I. was canonized and

spoken of as the holy and blessed martyr St. Charles.

I asked once whether the Church of England was able

properly to create a saint. St. Charles was immedi-

ately pointed out to me. Similarly we were to admire

the nonjurors, to speak of James III. instead oi

the Pretender ; to look for Antichrist, not in the pope,

but in Whigs and revolutionists and all their works,

Henry of Exeter, so famous in those days, announced

once in my hearing that the Court of Rome had re-

gretted the Emancipation Act as a victory of latitudin-

arianism. I suppose he believed what he was saying

Under the sad conditions of the modem world

the Church of England was the rock of salvation

The Church, needing only to be purged of the

elements of Protestantism which had stolen intc

her, could then, with her apostolic succession, hei

bishops, her priests, and her sacraments, rise up

and claim and exercise her lawful authority ovei

all persons in all departments. She would have

but to show herself in her proper majesty, as in the

great days when she fought with kings and emperors,
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and now, as then, the powers of darkness would

spread their wings and fly away to their own place.

These were the views which we used to hear in

our home-circle when the Tracts were first besinninar.

We had been bred, all of us, Tories of the old school.

This was Toryism in ecclesiastical costume. My
brother was young, gifted, briUiant, and enthusiastic.

No man is ever good for much who has nob been

carried off his feet by enthusiasm between twenty

and thirty ; but it needs to be bridled and bitted,

and my brother did not live to be taught the

difference between fact and speculation. Taught it

he would have been, if time had been allowed him.

No one ever recognized facts more loyally than he

when once he saw them. This I am sure of, that

when the intricacies of the situation pressed upon

him, when it became clear to him that if his con-

ception of the Church, and of its rights and position,

was true at all, it was not true of the Church of

England in which he was born, and that he must

renounce his theory as visionary or join another

communion, he would not have ' minimised ' the

Roman doctrines that they might be more easy for

him to swallow, or have explained away plain

propositions till they meant anything or nothing.

Whether he would have swallowed them or not I
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cannot say ; I was not eighteen when he died, ai

I do not so much as form an opinion about it ; bi

his course, whatever it was, would have been -dire

and straightforward ; he was a man far more than

theologian ; and if he had gone, he would ha^

gone with his whole heart and conscience, unassist(

by subtleties and nice distinctions. It is, howevt

at least equally possible that he would not ha^

gone at all. He might have continued to behe^

that all authority was derived from God ; that Ci(

would have His will obeyed in this world, and th

the business of princes and ministers was to lea:

what that will was. But prophets have passed f

something as well as priests in making God's w

known ; and Established Church priesthoods ha

not been generally on particularly good terms wr

prophets. The only occasion on which the t\

orders are said to have been in harmony was wli(

the prophets prophesied lies, and the priests bo

rule in their name.

The terminus, however, towards which he a]

his friends were moving had not come in sight

my brother's life-time. He went forward, hesitatii

at nothing, taking the fences as they came, passii

lightly over them all, and sweeping his friends aloi

with him. He had the contempt of an intellects
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aristocrat for private judgment and the rights of a

man. In common things a person was a fool who

preferred his own judgment to that of an expert.

Why, he asked, should it be wiser to follow private

judgment in religion ? As to rights, the right of

wisdom was to rule, and the right of ignorance was

to be ruled. But he belonged himself to the class

whose business was to order rather than obey. If

his own bishop had interfered with him, his theory

of episcopal authority would have been found in-

applicable in that particular instance.

So the work went on. The Church was not to

be a witness only to religious truth ; it was first to

repent of its sins, disown its Protestantism, and

expel the Calvinistic poison ; then it was to control

politics and govern all opinion. Murmurs arose

from time to time among the disciples. If the

Reformation was to be called an act of schism, were

we not on the road back to Rome ? Shrewd

observers were heard to say that the laity would

never allow the Church of England to get on stilts.

The Church was grafted on upon the State, and the

State would remain master, let Oxford say what it

pleased. But the party of the movement were to

grow and fulfil their destiny. They were to produce

results of incalculable consequence, yet results exactly
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opposite to what they designed and anticipated.

They were to tear up the fibres of custom by which

the Establishment as they found it was maintaining

its quiet influence. They were to raise discussions

round its doctrines, which degraded accepted truths

into debatable opinions. They were to alienate the

conservative instincts of the country, fill the clergy

once more with the conceit of a priesthood, and

convert them into pilot fish for the Roman mission-

aries. Worst of all, by their attempts to identify

Christianity with the Catholic system, they provoked

doubts, in those whom they failed to persuade, about

Christianity itself But for the Oxford movement,

scepticism might have continued a harmless specu-

lation of a few philosophers. By their perverse

alternative, either the Church or nothing, they

forced honest men to say. Let it be nothing, then,

rather than what we know to be a lie. A vague

misgiving now saturates our popular literature; our

lecture rooms and pulpits echo with it ; and the

Established religion, protected no longer from irre-

verent questions, is driven to battle for its existence

among the common subjects of secular iyivestigation.

Truth will prevail in the end, and the trial, perhaps,

must have come at one time or other. But it

need not have come when it did. There might
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have been peace in our days, if Achilles had remained
in his tent.

You shall have the story of it all in the following

letters.

LETTER 11.

THE TEACTARIANS.

M.T DEAR . I have told you that the Tractarians'

object, so far as they understood themselves, was to

raise up the Church to resist the revolutionary tend-

ency which they conceived to have set in with the

Reform Bill; that the effect of their work was to

break the back of the resisting power which the

Church already possessed, and to feed the fire which

they hoped to extinguish. I go on to explain in

detail what I mean.

When I went into residence at Oxford my brother

was no longer alive. He had been abroad almost

entirely for three or four years before his death ; and

although the atmosphere at home was full of the

new opinions, and I heard startling things from time

to time on Transubstantiation and suchlike, he had

little to do with my direct education. I had read at

my own discretion in my father's library. My own
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small judgment had been satisfied by Newton that

the Pope was the Man of Sin ; and Da^ason, to whom

I was sent for a correction, had not removed the

impression. I knew the ' Fairy Queen ' pretty well,

and had understood who and what was meant by the

False Duessa. I read Sharon Turner carefully, and

also Gibbon, and had thus unconsciously been

swallowins antidotes to Catholic doctrine. Of evan-

gelical books properly so called I had seen nothing.

Dissent in all its forms was a crime in our house.

My father was too solid a man to be carried off his

feet by the Oxford enthusiasm, but he was a High

Churchman of the old school. The Church itself he

regarded as part of the constitution ; and the Prayer-

book as an Act of Parliament which only folly or

disloyalty could quarrel with. My brother's notion

of the evangelical clergy in the EstabKshment must

have been taken from some unfortunate specimens.

He used to speak of them as ' fellows who turned up

the whites of their eyes, and said Lawd'. We had

no copy of the 'Pilgrim's Progress' in the house.

I never read it till after I had grown up, and I am

sorry that I did not make earlier acquaintance ^vitt

it. Speculations about the Church and the sacra-

ments went into my head, but never much into my

heart ; and I fancy, perhaps idly, that I might have
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escaped some trials and some misfortunes if my
spiritual imagination had been allowed food which

would have agreed with it.

In my first term at the university, the contro-

versial fires were beginning to blaze, but not as yet

hotly. The authorities had not taken the alarm,

but there was much talk and excitement, and neither

the education nor the discipline of the place was

benefited by it. The attention of the heads and

tutors was called off from their proper business. The

serious undergraduates divided into parties, and the

measure with which they estimated one another's

abilities was not knowledge or industry, but the

opinions which they severally held. The neo-

Catholic youths thought themselves especially clever,

and regarded Low Churchmen and Liberals as fools.

It was unfortunate, for the state of Oxford was crying

out for reform of a diiiferent kind. The scheme of

teaching for the higher class of men was essentially

good, perhaps as good as it could be madej in-

comparably better than the universal knowledge

methods which have taken its place. But the idle

or dull man had no education at all. His three or

four years were spent in forgetting what he had

learnt at school. The degree examination was got

over by a ')nemoria technica, and three* months' cram
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with a private tutor. We did pretty much what we

liked. There was much dissipation, and the whole

manner of life was needlessly extravagant. We were

turned loose at eighteen, pleasures tempting us on

all sides, the expense of indulgence being the only

obstacle ; and the expense for the first year or two

was kept out of sight by the eagerness of the trades-

men to give us credit. No dean or tutor ever

volunteered to help our inexperience. The prices

which we paid for everything were preposterous.

The cost of living might have been reduced to half

what it was if the college authorities would have

supplied the students on the co-operative system.

But they would take no trouble, and their own

charges were on the same extravagant scale. The

wretched novice was an object of general plunder

till he had leai-nt how to take care of himself. I

remember calculating that I could have lived at a

boarding-house on contract, with every luxury which

I had in college, at a reduction of fifty per cent.

In aU this there was room and to spare for reforming

energy, and it may be said that the administration

of the university was the immediate business of the

leading members—a business, indeed a duty, much

more immediate than the unprotestantizing of the

Church of England. But there was no leisure, there
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was not even a visible desire to meddle with concerns

so vulgar. Famous as the Tractarian leaders were

to become, their names are not connected with a

single effort to improve the teaching at Oxford or

to mend its manners. Behind the larger conflict

which they raised, that duty was left untouched for

many years; it was taken up iiltimately by the

despised Liberals, who have not done it well, but

have at least accomplished something, and have won

the credit which was left imprudently within their

reach.

The state of things which I found on coming up

was, thus, not favourable to the proper work of the

place. In general there was far too little intercourse

between the elder and the younger men. The

difference of age was not really very great, but they

seldom met, except in lecture-rooms. If an under-

graduate now and then breakfasted with his tutor,

the undergraduate was shy, and the tutor was obliged

to maintain by distance and dignity of manner the

superiority which he might have forfeited if he

allowed himself to be easy and natural. I myself,

for my brother's sake, was in some degree an excep-

tion. I saw something from the first of the men of

whom the world was talking. I might have seen

more, but I did not make the most of my oppor-

VOL. IV. 17
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tunities. I wished to be a disciple. I thought I

was a disciple. But somehow I could never feel in

my heart that what they were about was of the

importance which it seemed to be, and I was little

more than a curious and interested spectator.

Nor, with two exceptions, were the chiefs of

the movement personally impressive to me. Isaac

Williams I had known as a boy. He was an early

friend of my brother's, and spent a vacation or two

at my father's house before I went to school. His

black brilliant eyes, his genial laugh, the skill and

heartiness with which he threw himself into our

childish amusements, the inexhaustible stock of

stories with which he held us spell-bound for hours,

had endeared him to every one of us ; and at Oxford

to dine now and then with four or five others in

WiUiams's rooms was still one of the greatest

pleasures which I had. He was serious, but never

painfuUy so ; and though his thoughts ran almost

entirely in theological channels, they rose out of the

soil of his own mind, pure and sparkling as the

water from a mountain spring. He was a poet, too,

and now and then could rise into airy sweeps of

really high imagination. There is an image in the

' Baptistery ' describing the relations between the

actions of men here in this world and the eternity
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which lies before them, grander than the finest of

Keble's, or even of Wordsworth's :

Ice-chained in its headlong tract

Have I seen a cafciract,

All throughout a wintry noon,

Hanging in the silent moon

;

All throughout a sunbright even,

Like the sapphire gate of Heaven
;

Spray, and wave, and drippings frore,

For a hundred feet and more

Caught in air, there to remain

Bound in winter's crystal chain.

All above still silent sleeps,

While in the transparent deeps.

Far below the current creeps.

Thus, methought, men's actions here,

In their headlong full career.

Were passing into adamant

;

Hopes and fears, love, hate, and want.

And the thoughts, like shining spray,

Which above their pathway play,

Staiidvng in the eye of day,

In the changeless heavenly noon.

Things done here beneath the moon.

Fault may be found with the execution in this

passage, but the conception is poetry of the very

highest order. But Williams was of quiet, unob-

ti-usive spirit. He had neither the confidence nor

the commanding nature which could have formed or.

led a party. The triumvirs who became a national

force, and gave its real character to the Oxford move-

ment, were Keble, Pusey, and John Henry Newman.
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Newman himself was the moving power; the two

others were powers also, but of inferior mental

strength. Without the third, they would have been

known as men of genius and learning; but their

personal influence would have been limited to and

have ended with themselves. Of Pusey I knew but

little, and need not do more than mention him. Of

Keble I can only venture to say a few words.

He had left residence at the time I speak of,

but the ' Christian Year ' had made him famous.

He was often in Oxford as Professor of Poetry, and

I was allowed to see him. Cardinal Newman has

alluded in his ' Apologia ' to the reverence which

was felt for Keble. He is now an acknowledged

Saint of the English Church, admired and respected

even by those who disagree with his theology. A
college has been founded in commemoration of him

which bears his name ; and the ' Christian Year

'

itself has passed through more than a hundred

editions, and is a household word in every family

of the Anglican Episcopal communion, both at home

and in America. It seems presumptuous to raise a

doubt about the fitness of a recognition so marked

and so universal. But the question is not of Keble's

piety or genuineness of character. Both are estab-

lished beyond the reach of cavil, and it would be
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absurd and ungracious to depreciate them. The
intellectual and literary quality of his work, however

is a fair subject of criticism ; and I am heretical

enough to believe that, although the ' Christian

Year' will always hold a high place in religious

poetry, it owes its extraordinary popularity to

temporary and accidental causes. Books which are

immediately successful, are those which catch and

reflect the passing tones of opinion—all-absorbing

while they last, but from their nature subject to

change. The mass of men know little of other times

or other ways of thinking than their own. Their

minds are formed by the conditions of the present

hour. Their greatest man is he who for the moment

expresses most completely their own sentiments, and

represents human life to them from their own point

of view. The point of view shifts, conditions alter,

fashions succeed fashions, and opinions opinions ; and

having ourselves lost the clue, we read the writings

which delighted our great-grandfathers with wonder

at their taste. Each generation produces its Own

prophets, and great contemporary fame, except in

a few extraordinary instances, is revenged by an

undeserved completeness of neglect.

Very different in general is the reception of the

works of true genius. A few persons appreciate
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them from the first. To the many they seem

flavourless and colourless, deficient in all the qualities

which for the moment are most admired. They pass

unnoticed amidst the meteors by which they are

surrounded and eclipsed. But the meteors pass and

they remain, and are seen gradually to be no vanish-

ing coruscations, but new fixed stars, sources of

genuine light, shining serenely for ever in the intel-

lectual sky. They link the ages one to another

in a common humanity. Virgil and Horace lived

nearly two thousand years ago, and belonged to a

society of which the outward form and fashion

have utterly perished. But Virgil and Horace do

not grow old, because while society changes men

continue, and we recognize in reading them that the

same heart beat under the toga which we feel in

our own breasts. In the Roman Empire, too, there

were contemporary popularities ; men who were

worshipped as gods, whose lightest word was treasured

as a precious jewel—on whose breath millions hung

expectant, who had temples built in their honour,

who in their day were a power in the world. These

are gone, while Horace remains—gone, dwindled into

shadows. They were men, perhaps, of real worth,

though of less than their admirers supposed, and

they are now laughed at and moralized over in
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history as detected idols. As it was then, so it is

now, and always will be. More copies of ' Pickwick

'

were sold in five years than of ' Hamlet ' in two

hundred. Yet 'Hamlet' will last as long as the

-'Iliad;' 'Pickwick,' delightful as it is to us, will

be um-eadable to our great-grandchildren. The most

genial caricature ceases to interest when the thing

caricatured has ceased to be.

I am not comparing the ' Christian Year ' to

Pickwick, but there are fashions in religion as there

are fashions in other things. The Puritans would

have found it in the savour of the mystic Babylon.

We cannot tell what English thought will be on

these subjects in another century, but we may know

jf we are modest that it will not be identical with

ours. Keble has made himself a name in history

which will not be forgotten, and he will be remem-

bered always as a person of singular piety, of inflex-

ible integrity, and entire indifference to what is

called fame or worldly advantages. He possessed

besides, in an exceptional degree, the gift of express-

ing himself in the musical form which is called

poetical. It is a form into which human thought

naturally throws itself when it becomes emotional.

It is the only form adequate to the expression of

high intellectual passions. However powerful the
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intellect, however generous the heart, this particular

faculty can alone convey to others what is passing

in them, or give to spiritual beauty a body which

is beautiful also. The poetic faculty thus secures

to those who have it the admiration of every person

;

but it is to be remembered also that if the highest

things can alone be fitly spoken of in poetry, all

poetry is not necessarily of the highest things ; and

if it can rise to the grandest subjects, it can lend

its beauty also to the most commonplace. The prima

donna wields the spell of an enchantress, though

the words which she utters are nonsense ; and poetry

can make diamonds out of glass, and gold out of

ordinary metal. Keble was a representative of the

devout mind of England. Religion, as he grew to

manhood, was becoming self-conscious. It was pass-

ing out of its normal and healthy condition as

the authoritative teacher of obedience to the com-

mandments, into active anxiety about the speculative

doctrines on which its graces were held to depend.

Here, as in all other directions, the mental activity

of the age was making itself felt. The evangelical

movement was one symptom of it. The revival of

sacramsntalism was another, and found a voice in

Keble. But this is all. We look in vain to him

for any insight into the complicated problems of
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humanity, or for any sympathy with the passions

which are the pulses of human life. With the

Prayer-book for his guide, he has provided us with

a manual of religious sentiment corresponding to

the Christian theory as taught by the Church of

England Prayer-book, beautifully expressed in

lanffuaffe which everv one can understand andDO J

remember. High Churchmanship had been hitherto

dry and formal ; Keble carried into it the emotions

of Evangelicalism, while he avoided angry collision

with Evangelical opinions. Thus all parties could

find much to admire in him, and little to suspect.

English religious poetry was generally weak—was

not, indeed, poetry at all. Here was something

which in its kind was excellent; and every one

who was really religious, or wished to be religious,

or even outwardly and from habit professed him-

self and believed himself to be a Christian, found

Keble's verses chime in his heart like church

bells.

The ' Christian Year,' however, could be all this,

and yet notwithstanding it could be poetry of a

particular period, and not for all time. Human

nature remains the same; but religion alters.

Christianity has taken many forms. In the early

Church it had the hues of a hundred heresies. It
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developed in the successive councils. It has been

Roman, it has been Greek, it has been Anglican,

Lutheran, Calvinist, Arminian. It has adjusted

itself to national characteristics ; it has grown with

the growth of general knowledge. Keble himself,

in his latest edition, is found keeping pace with

the progress of the times, and announcing that the

hand as well as the heart receives the mystic

presence in the Eucharist. He began to write for

Church people as they were sixty years ago. The

Church of England has travelled far since 1820.

The 'Highest' rector then alive would have gone

into convulsions if his curate had spoken to him

about ' celebrating ' mass. The most advanced Bib-

lical critic would have closed the Speaker's Com-

mentary with dismay or indignation. Changed

opinions will briag change of feelings, and fresh

poets to set the feelings to music. The ' Christian

Year ' has reigned without a rival through two

generations, but ' the rhymes ' are not of the

powerful sort which will ' outlive the Pyramids,' and

the qualities which have given them their immediate

influence will equally forbid their immortality.

The limitations of Keble's poetry were visible in

a still higher degree ia himself. He was not far-

seeing, his mind moved in the groove of a .single
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order of ideas. He -could not place himself in the

position of persons who disagreed with him, and thus

he could never see the strong points of their

arguments. Particular ways of thinking he dis-

missed as wicked, although in his summary con-

demnation he might be striking some of the ablest

and most honest men in Europe. If he had not been

Keble he would have been called (treason though it

be to write the words) narrow-minded. Circum-

stances independent of himself could alone have

raised him into a leader of a party. For the more

delicate functions of such an office he was constitu-

tionally unfit, and when appealed to for advice and

assistance by disciples who were in difficulties his

answers were beside the purpose. He could not

.

give to others what he did not himself possess.

Plato, in the Dialogue of the lo, describes an in-

genious young Athenian searching desperately for

some one who would teach him to be wise. Failing

elsewhere he goes to the poets. Those, he thought,

who could say such fine things in their verses would

be able to tell him in prose what wisdom consisted

in. Their conversation unfortunately proved as

profitless as that of the philosophers ; and the youth

concluded that the poetry came from divine inspira-

tion, and that when off the sacred tripod they were
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but common men. Disappointment could not chill

the admiration which the inquirer would continue to

feel for so venerable a teacher as Keble, but of

practical light that would be useful to him he often

gathered as little as the Athenian. Even as a poet

Keble was subjective only. He bad no variety of

note, and nothing which was not in harmony with

his own theological school had intellectual inter-

rest for him.

To his immediate friends he was genial, affection-

ate, and possibly instructive, but he had no faculty

for winning the unconverted. If he was not bigoted

he was intensely prejudiced. If you did not agTee

with him there was something morally wrong with

you, and your ' natural man ' was provoked into

resistance. To speak habitually with authority does

not necessarily indicate an absence of humility, but

does not encourage the growth of that quality. If

there had been no ' movement,' as it was called, if

Keble had remained a quiet country clergyman,

unconscious that he was a great man, and uncalled

on to guide the opinions of his age, he would have

commanded perhaps more enduring admiration.

The knot of followers who specially attached them-

selves to him, show traces of his influence in a

disposition not only to think the views which they
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hold sound in themselves, but to regard those

who think differently as their intellectual inferiors.

Keble was incapable of vanity in the vulgar sense.

But there was a subtle self-sufficiency in him which

has come out more distinctly in his school.

I remember an instance of Keble's narrowness

extremely characteristic of him. A member of a

family with which he had been intimate had adopted

Liberal opinions in theology. Keble probably did

not know what those opinions were, but regarded

this person as an apostate who had sinned against

light. He came to call one day when the erring

brother happened to be at home ; and learning that

he was in the house, he refused to enter, and

remained sitting in the porch. St. John is reported

to have fled out of a bath at Ephesus on hearing

that the heretic Cerinthus was under the roof

Keble, I presume, remembered the story, and acted

like the apostle.

The inability to appreciate the force of arguments

which he did not like saved him from Rome, but

did not save him from Roman doctrine. It would,

perhaps, have been better if he had left the Church

of England, instead of remaining there to shelter

Dehind his high authority a revolution in its teach-

ing. The mass has crept Viiick among us. with
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which we thought we had done for ever, and the

honourable name of Protestant, once our proudest

distinction, has been made over to the Church ot

Scotland and the Dissenters.

Far different from Keble, from my brother, from

Dr. Pusey, from all the rest, was the true chief of

the Catholic revival—John Henry Newman. Com-

pared with him, they were all but as ciphers, and

he the indicating number. The times I speak of

are far distant ; the actors and the stormy passions

which bubbled round them are long dead and for-

gotten among new excitements. Newman, too, for

many years had dropped silent, and disappeared

from the world's eyes. He came out again in a

conflict with a dear friend of mine, who, on my

account partly (at least, in reviewing a book which

I had written), provoked a contest with him, and

impar congressus Achilli seemed to have been foiled.

Charles Kingsley is gone from us. English readers

know now what he was, and from me or from any

one he needs no further panegyric. In that one

instance he conducted his case unskilfully. He was

wrong in his estimate of the character of his antago-

nist, whose integrity was as unblemished as his own.

But the last word has still to be spoken on the

essential question which was at issue between them.
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The immediate result was the publication of the

famous ' Apologia,' a defence personally of Newman's

own life and actions, and next of the Catholic cause.

The writer of it is agaia a power in modern society.

a prince of the Church ; surrounded, if he appears

in public, with adoring crowds, fine ladies going on

their knees before him in London salons. Himself of

most modest nature, he never sought greatness, but

greatness found him in spite of himself. To him,

if to any one man, the world owes the intellectual

recovery of Romanism. Fifty years ago it was in

England a dying creed, lingering in retirement in the

halls and chapels of a few half-forgotten families.

A shy Oxford student has come out on its behalf

into the field of controversy, armed with the keenest

weapons of modern learning and philosophy ; and

wins illustrious converts, and has kindled hopes

that England herself, the England of Elizabeth

and Cromv/ell, will kneel for absolution again before

the father of Christendom. Mr. Buckle questioned

whether any great work has ever been done in this

World by an individual man. Newman, by the

solitary force of his own mind, has produced this

extraordinary change. What he has done we will

see • what will come of it our children will see. Of

the mao'nitude of the phenomenon itself no reason-
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able person can doubt. Two writers have affected

powerfully the present generation of Englishmen.

Newman is one, Thomas Carlyle is the other. But

Carlyle has been at issue with all the tendencies of

his age. Like a John the Baptist, he has stood

alone preaching repentance in a world which is to

him a wilderness. Newman has been the voice of

the intellectual reaction of Europe, which was

alarmed by an era of revolutions, and is looking for

safety in the forsaken beliefs of the ages which it

had been tempted to despise.

The 'Apologia' is the most beautiful of autobio-

graphies, but it tells us only how the writer appeared

to himself. We who were his contemporaries can

alone say how he appeared to us in the old days at

Oxford.

LETTEE III.

JOHN HENRY NEWMAN.

My dear . My present letter will be given to

a single figure. When I entered at Oxford, John

Henry Newman was beginning to be famous. The

responsible authorities were watching him with

anxiety ; clever men were looking with interest and
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curiosity on the apparition among them of one of

those persons of indisputable genius who was likely

to make a mark upon his time. His appearance

was striking. He was above the middle height,

slight and spare. His head was large, his face

remarkably like that of Julius CiEsar. The fore-

head, the shape of the ears and nose, were almost

the same. The lines of the mouth were very pecu-

liar, and I should say exactly the same. I have

often thought of the resemblance, and believed that

it extended to the temperament. In both there was

an original force of character which refused to be

moulded by circumstances, which was to make its own

way, and become a power in the world ; a clearness of

intellectual perception, a disdain for conventionalities,

a temper imperious and wilful, but along with it a

most attaching gentleness, sweetness, singleness of

heart and purpose. Both were formed by nature to

command others, both had the faculty of attracting

to themselves the passionate devotion of their friends

and followers, and in both cases, too, perhaps the

devotion was rather due to the personal ascendency

of the leader than to the cause which he represented.

It was Csesar, not the principle of the empire, which

overthrew Pompey and the constitution. Gredo in

Newmannum was a common phrase at Oxford, and

VOL. IV, 18
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is still unconsciously the faith of nine-tenths of the

English converts to Eome.

When I first saw him he had written his book

upon the Arians. An accidental application had set

him upon it, at a time, I believe, when he had half

resolved to give himself to science and mathematics,

and had so determined him into a theological career.

He had published a volume or two of parochial

sermons. A few short poems of his had also ap-

peared in the ' British Magazine ' under the sig-

nature of ' Delta,' which were reprinted in the ' Lyra

Apostolica.' They were unlike any other religious

poetry which was then extant. It was hard to say

why they were so fascinating. They had none of the

musical grace of the ' Christian Year.' They were

not harmonious ; the metre halted, the rhymes were

irregular, yet there was something in thorn which

seized the attention, and would not let it go.

Keble's verses flowed in soft cadence over the mind,

delightful, as sweet sounds are deUghtful, but are

forgotten as the vibrations die away. Newman's

had pierced into the heart and mind, and there

remained. The literary critics of the day were

puzzled. They saw that he was not an ordinary

man; what sort of an extraordinary man he was

they could not tell. ' The eye of Melpomene has
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been cast upon him,' said the omniscient (I think)

' Athenaeum' ;
1 ' but the glance was not fixed or

steady.' The eye of Melpomene had extremely little

to do in the matter. Here were thoughts like no

other man's thoughts, and emotions like no other

man's emotions. Here was a man who really be-

lieved his creed, and let it follow him into all his

observations upon outward things. He had been

travelling in Greece ; he had carried with him his

recollections of Thucydides, and while his com-

panions were sketching olive gardens and old castles

and picturesque harboui's at Corfu, Newman was

recalling the scenes which those harbours had wit-

nessed thousands of years ago in the civil wars which

the Greek historian has made immortal. There was

nothing in this that was unusual. Any one with a

well-stored memory is affected by historical scenery.

But Newman was oppressed with the sense that the

men who had fallen in that desperate strife were still

alive, as much as he and his friends were alive.

Their spirits live in awful singleness,

he says,

Each in its self-formed sphere of light or gloom.

' Perhaps it was not the Athen-

cewm. I quote from memory. I

rememher the passage from the

aTpusement s\'hich it gave ipe

;

but it was between forty and

fifty years ago, ar(d I have never

seen it since.
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We should all, perhaps, have acknowledged this in

words. It is happy for us that we do not all realize

what the words mean. The minds of most of us

would break under the strain.

Other conventional beliefs, too, were quickened

into startling realities. We had been hearing much

in those days about the benevolence of the Supreme

Being, and our corresponding obligation to charity

and philanthropy. If the received creed was true,

benevolence was by no means the only characteristic

of that Being. What God loved we might love

;

but there were things which God did not love

;

accordingly we found Newman saying to us

—

Christian, would'st thou learn to love ?

First learn thee how to hate.

Hatred of sin and zeal and fear

Lead up the Holy Hill

;

Track them, till charity appear

A self-denial still.

It was not austerity that made him speak so. No

one was more essentially tender-hearted. But he took

the usually accepted Christian account of man and

his destiny to be literally true, and the terrible

character of it weighed upon him.

Sunt lacrymae rerura et mentem mortalia tangunt

He could be gentle enough in other naoods. ' Ijead,
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kindly Light/ is the most popular hymn in the

language. All of us, Catholic, Protestant, or such

as can see their way to no positive creed at ail,

can here meet on common ground and join in a

common prayer. Familiar as the lines are, they

may here be written down once more :—

Lead, kindly Light, amid the encircling gloom

Lead Thou me on.

The night is dark, and I am far from home,

Lead Thou me on.

Keep Thou my feet ; I do not ask to see

Far distant scenes—one step enough for me.

I was not ever thus, nor prayed that Thou

Should'st lead me on.

I loved to choose and see my path ; but now
Lead Thou me on.

I loved the garish day, and, spite of fears,

Pride ruled my will. Remember not past years

So long Thy power hath West us, sure it will

Still lead us on,

O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till

The night is gone,

And with the morn those angel faces smile

Which I have loved long since, and lost awhile.

It has been said that men of letters are either

much less or much greater than their writings.

Cleverness and the skilful use of other people's

thoughts produce works which take us in till we

see the authors, and then we are disenchanted. A
man of genius, on the other hand, is a spring in
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which there is always more behind than flows from

it. The painting or the poem is but a part of

him inadequately realized, and his nature expresses

itself, with equal or fuller completeness, in his life,

his conversation, and personal presence. This was

eminently true of Newman. Greatly as his poetry

had struck me, he was himself all that the poetry

was, and something far beyond. I had then never

seen so impressive a person. I met him now and

then in private; I attended his church and heard

him preach Sunday after Sunday; he is supposed

to have been insidious, to have led his disciples on

to conclusions to which he designed to bring them,

while his purpose was carefully veiled. He was,

on the contrary, the most transparent of men. He

told us what he believed to be true. He did not

know where it would carry him. No one who has

ever risen to any great height in this Avorld refuses

to move till he knows where he is going. He is

impelled in each step which he takes by a force

within himself. He satisfies himself only that the

step is a right one, and he leaves the rest to Pre-

vidence. Newman's mind was world-wide. He was

interested in everything whicn was going on in

science, in politics, in literature. Nothing was too

large for him, nothing too trivial, if it threw light
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upon the central question, what man really was,

and what was his destiny. He was careless about

his personal prospects. He had no ambition to

make a career, or to rise to rank and power. Still

less had pleasure any seductions for him. His

natural temperament was bright and light; his

senses, even the commonest, were exceptionally

delicate. I was told that, though he rarely drank

wine, he was trusted to choose the vintages for the

college cellar. He could admire enthusiastically any

greatness of action and character, however remote

the sphere of it from his own. Gurwood's 'Dis-

patches of the Duke of Wellington' came out just

then. Newman had been reading the book, and a

friend asked him what he thought of it. ' Think ?

'

he said, ' it makes one burn to have been a soldier.'

But his own subject was the absorbing interest with

him. Where Christianity is a real belief, where

there are distinct convictions that a man's own self

and the millions of human beings who are playing

on the earth's surface are the objects of a super-

natural dispensation, and are on the road to heaven

or hell, the most powerful mind may well be startled

at the aspect of things. If Christianity was true,

since Christianity was true (for Newman at no time

doubted the reality of the revelation), then modern
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England, modem Europe, with its march of intellect

and its useful knowledge and its material progress,

was advancing with a light heart into ominous con-

ditions. Keble had looked into no lines of thought

but his own. Newman had read omnivorously ; he

had studied modern thought and modern life in all

its forms, and with all its many-coloured passions.

He knew, of course, that many men of learning and

ability believed that Christianity was not a revel-

ation at all, but had been thrown out, like other

creeds, in the growth of the human mind. He

knew that doubts of this kind were the inevitable

results of free discussion and free toleration of differ-

ences of opinion ; and he was too candid to attri-

bute such doubts, as others did, to wickedness of

heart. He could not, being what he was, acquiesce

in the established religion as he would acquiesce in

the law of the land, because it was there, and because

the country had accepted it, and because good general

reasons could be given for assuming it to be right.

The soundest arguments, even the arguments of

Bishop Butler himself, went no farther than to

establish a probabihty. But religion with Newman

was a personal thing between himself and his

Maker, and it was not possible to feel love and

devotion to a Being whose existence was merely
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probable. As Carlyle says of himself when in a

similar condition, a religion which was not a certainty

was a mockery and a horror; and unshaken and

unshakable as his own convictions were, Newman

evidently was early at a loss for the intellectual

grounds on which the claims of Christianity to

abstract belief could be based. The Protestant was

satisfied with the Bible, the original text of which,

and perhaps the English translation, he regarded as

inspired. But the inspiration itself was an assump-

tion, and had to be proved ; and Newman, though

he believed the inspiration, seems to have recognized

earlier than most of his contemporaries that the

Bible was not a single book, but a national literature,

produced at intervals, during many hundred years,

and under endless varieties of circumstances. Pro-

testant and Catholic alike appealed to it, and they

could not both be right. Yet if the differences

between them were essential, there must be some

authority capable of deciding between them. The

Anglican Church had a special theology of its own,

professing to be based on the Bible. Yet to suppose

that each individual left to himself would gather

out of the Bible, if able and conscientious, exactly

these opinions and no others, was absurd and con-

trary to experience. There were the creeds; but
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on what authority did the creeds rest ? On the four

councils? or on other councils, and, if other, on

which ? Was it on the Church ? and, if so, on what

Church ? The Church of the Fathers ? or the Church

still present and alive and speaking 1 If for living

men, among whom new questions were perpetually

rising, a Church which was also living could not he

dispensed with, then what was that Church, and to

what conclusions would such an admission lead us ?

With us undergraduates Newman, of course, did

not enter on such important questions, although

they were in the air, and we talked ahout them

among ourselves. He, when we met him, spoke to

us about subjects of the day, of literature, of public

persons and incidents, of everything which was

generally interesting. He seemed always to be

better informed on common topics of conversation

than any one else who was present. He was never

condescending with us, never didactic or authorita-

tive ; but what he said carried conviction along with it.

When we were wrong he knew why we were wrong,

and excused our mistakes to ourselves while he set

us right. Perhaps his supreme merit as a talker

was that he never tried to be witty or to say striking

things. Ironical he could be, but not ill-natured.

Not a malicious anecdote was ever heard from him.
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Prosy he could not be. He was lightness itself—

the lightness of elastic strength—and he was inter-

esting because he never talked for talking's sake,

but because he had something real to say.

Thus it was that we, who had never seen such

another man, and to whom he appeared, perhaps, at

special advantage in contrast with the normal college

don, came to regard Newman with the affection of

pupils (though pupils, strictly speaking, he had none)

for an idolized master. The simplest word which

dropped from him was treasured as if it had been

an intellectual diamond. For hundreds of young men

Credo in Nrnjomannimi was the genuine symbol of faith.

Personal admiration, of course, inclined us to

look to him as a guide in matters of religion. No

one who heard his sermons in those days can ever

forget them. They were seldom directly theological.

We had theology enough and to spare from the

select preachers before the university. Newman,

taking some Scripture character for a text, spoke

to us about ourselves, our temptations, our experi-

ences. His illustrations were inexhaustible. He

seemed to be addressing the most secret conscious-

ness of each of us—as the eyes of a portrait appear

to look at every person in a room. He never

exao-o-erated : he was never unreal. A sermon from
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him was a poem, formed on a distinct idea, fascin-

ating by its subtlety, welcome—how welcome I

—

from its sincerity, interesting from its originality,

even to those who were careless of religion; and

to others who wished to be religious, but had

found religion dry and wearisome, it was like the

springing of a fountain out of the rock.

The hearts of men vibrate in answer to one

another like the strings of musical instruments.

These sermons were, I suppose, the records of

Newman's own mental experience. They appear to

me to be the outcome of continued meditation upon

his fellow-creatures and their position in this world

;

their awful responsibilities ; the mystery of their

nature, strangely mixed of good and evil, of strength

and weakness. A tone, not of fear, but of iafinite

pity runs through them all, and along with it a

resolution to look facts in the face ; not to fly to

evasive generalities about infinite mercy and benevo-

lence, but to examine what revelation really has

added to our knowledge, either of what we are

or of what lies before us. We were met on all

sides with difficulties ; for experience did not con-

firm, it rather contradicted, what revelation appeared

distinctly to assert. I recollect a sermon from him

—

I think in the year 1839—I have never read it
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since ; I may not now remember the exact words,

but the impression left is ineffaceable. It was on

the trials of faith, of which he gave different illus-

trations. He supposed, first, two children to be

educated together, of similar temperament and under

similar conditions, one of whom was baptized and

the other unbaptized. He represented them as

growing up equally amiable, equally upright, equally

reverent and God-fearing, with no outward evidence

that one was in a different spiritual condition from

the other
;
yet we were required to believe, not only

that their condition was totally different, but that

one was a child of God, and his companion was not.

Again, he drew a sketch of the average men

and women who made up society, whom we ourselves

encountered in daily life, or were connected with,

or read about in newspapers. They were neither

special saints nor special sinners. Religious men

had faults, and often serious ones. Men careless of

reUgion were often amiable in private life—good

husbands, good fathers, steady friends, in public

honourable, brave, and patriotic. Even in the worst

and wickedest, in a witch of Endor, there was a

human heart and human tenderness. None seemed

good enough for heaven, none so bad as to deserve

to be consigned to the company of evil spirits, and
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to remain in pain and misery for ever. Yet all these

people were, in fact, divided one from the other by

an invisible line of separation. If they were to die on

the spot as they actually were, some would be saved,

the rest would be lost—the saved to have eternity

of happiness, the lost to be with the devils in heU.

Again, I am not sure whether it was on the same

occasion, but it was in following the same line of

thought, Newman described closely some of the

incidents of our Lord's passion; he then paused.

For a few moments there was a breathless silence.

Then, in a low, clear voice, of which the faintest

vibration was audible in the farthest corner of St.

Mary's, he said, ' Now, I bid you recollect that He

to whom these things were done was Almighty God.'

It was as if an electric stroke had gone through the

church, as if every person present understood for the

first time the meaning of what he had aU his life

been saying. I suppose it was an epoch in the

mental history of more than one of my Oxford

contemporaries.

Another sermon left its mark upon me. It was

upon evidence. I had supposed up to that time that

the chief events related in the Gospels were as well

authenticated as any other facts of history. I ha(}

read Paley and Grotius at school, and their iirgn-
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ments had been completely satisfactory to me. The

Gospels had been written by apostles or companions

of apostles. There was sufficient evidence, in Paley's

words, ' that many professing to be original witnesses

of the Christian miracles had passed their lives in

labours, dangers, and sufferings in attestation of the

accounts which they delivered. St. Paul was a

further and independent authority. It was not

conceivable that such men as St. Paul and the

other apostles evidently were should have conspired

to impose a falsehood upon the world, and should

have succeeded in doing it undetected in an age

exceptionally cultivated and sceptical. Gibbon I

had studied also, and had thought about the five

causes by which he explained how Christianity came

to be believed ; but they had seemed to me totally

inadequate. I was something more than surprised,

therefore, when I heard Newman say that Hume's

argument against the credibility of miracles was

logically sound. The laws of nature, so far as could

be observed, were uniform, and in any given instance

it. was more likely, as a mere matter of evidence,

that men should deceive or be deceived, than that

those laws should have been deviated from. Of

course he did not leave the matter in this position.

Hume o-oes on to say that he is speaking of evidence
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as addressed to the reason; the Christian religion

addresses itself to faith, and the credibility of it

is therefore unaffected by his objection. What

Hume said in irony Newman accepted in earnest.

Historically the proofs were insufficient, or sufficient

only to create a sense of probability. Christianity

was apprehended by a faculty essentially different.

It was called faith. But what was faith, and on what

did it rest ? Was it as if mankind had been bom

with but four senses, by which to form their notions

of things external to them, and that a fifth sense

of sight was suddenly conferred on favoured indi-

viduals, which converted conjecture into certainty ?

I could not tell. For myself this way of putting

the matter gave me no new sense at all, and only

taught me to distrust my old ones.

I say at once that I think it was injudicious of

Newman to throw out before us thus abruptly an

opinion so extremely agitating. I explain it by

supposing that here, as elsewhere, his sermons con-

tained simply the workings of his own mind, and

were a sort of public confession which he made as

he went along. I suppose that something of this

kind had been passing through him. He was in

advance of his time. He had studied the early

fathers ; he had studied Church history, and the
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lives of the saints and martyrs. He knew that the

hard and fast line which Protestants had drawn at

which miracles had ceased was one which no historical

canon could reasonably defend. Stories of the

exercise of supernatural power ran steadily from the

beginning to the latest period of the Church's

existence ; many of them were as well supported by

evidence as the miracles of the New Testament;

and if reason was to be the judge, no arbitrary

separation of the age of the Apostles from the age

of their successors was possible. Some of these

stories might be inventions, or had no adequate

authority for them ; but for others there was authority

of eye-witnesses ; and if these were to be set aside

by a peremptory act of will as unworthy of credit,

the Gospel miracles themselves might fall before

the same methods. The argument of Hume was

already silently applied to the entire post-apostolic

period. It had been checked by the traditionary

reverence for the Bible. But this was not reason

;

it was faith. Perhaps, too, he saw that the alter-

native did not lie as sharply as Paley supposed,

between authentic fact and deliberate fraud.

Legends might grow; they grew every day, about

common things and persons, without intention to

deceive. Imagination, emotion, affection, or, on the

vol,. TV 19
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other side, fear and animosity, are busy with the

histories of men who have played a remarkable part

in the world. Great historic figures—a William

Tell, for instance—have probably had no historical

existence at all, and yet are fastened indelibly into

national traditions. Such reflections as these would

make it evident that if the Christian miracles were

to be believed, not as possibly or probably true, but

as indisputably true—true in such a sense that a

man's life on earth, and his hope for the future,

could be securely based upon them—the history

must be guaranteed by authority different in kind

from the mere testimony to be gathered out of

books. I suppose every thinking person would now

acknowledge this to be true. And we see, in fact,

that Christians of various persuasions supplement

the evidence in several ways. Some assume the

verbal inspiration of the Bible ; others are conscious

of personal experiences which make doubt impos-

sible. Others, again, appeal justly to the existence

of Christianity as a fact, and to the power which

it has exerted in elevating and humanizing mankind.

Newman found what he wanted in the living

authority of the Church, in the existence of an

organized body which had been instituted by our

Lord Himself, and was still actively present among
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us as a living witness of the truth. Thus the

imperfection of the outward evidence was itself an

argument for the Catholic theory. All religious

people were agreed that the facts of the Gospel

narrative really happened as they were said to have

happened. Proof there must be somewhere to

justify the conviction ; and proof could only he

found in the admission that the Church, the organ-

ized Church with its bishops and priests, was not

a human institution, but was the living body

through which the Founder of Christianity Himself

was speaking to us.

Such, evidently, was one use to which Hume's

objection could be applied, and to those who, like

Newman, were provided with the antidote, there

was no danger in admitting the force of it. Nor

would the risk have been great with his hearers

if they had been playing with the question as a

dialectical exercise. But he had made them feel and

think seriously about it by his own intense earnest-

ness, and brought up as most of them had been to

believe that Christianity had sufficient historical

evidence for it, to be suddenly told that the famous

argument against miracles was logically vaUd after

all, was at least startling. The Church theory, as

making good a testimony otherwise defective, was
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new to most of us, and not very readily taken in.

To remove the foundation of a belief, and to substi-

tute another, is like putting new foundations to a

house—the house itself may easily be overthrown

in the process. I have said before that in a healthy

state of things religion is considered too sacred to be

argued about. It is believed as a matter of duty,

and the why or the wherefore are not so much as

thought about. Revolutions are not far off when

men begin to ask whence the sovereign derives his

authority. Scepticism is not far off when they ask

why they believe their creed. We had all been

satisfied about the Gospel history; not a shadow

of doubt had crossed the minds of one of us ; and

though we might not have been able to give a logical

reason for our certitude, the certitude was in us, and

might well have been let alone. I afterwards read

Hume attentively, and though old associations pre-

vented me from recognizing the full force of what

he had to say, no doubt I was unconsciously affected

by him. I remember insisting to a friend that the

essential part of religion was morality. My friend

replied that morality was only possible to persons

who received power through faith to keep the com-

mandments. But this did not satisfy me, for it

seemed contrary to fact. There were persons of
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great excellence whose spiritual beUefs were utterly

different. I could not bring myself to admit that

the goodness, for instance, of a Unitarian was only

apparent. After all is said, the visible conduct of

men is the best test that we can have of their inward

condition. If not the best, where are we to find

a better ?

LETTER IV.

TRACT XC. AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.

My dear . After I had taken my degree, and

before I re-entered upon residence as fellow, my
confidence in my Oxford teachers underwent a

further trial. I spent some months in Ireland in

the family of an Evangelical clergyman. I need

not mention names which have no historical nota-

bility. My new friends were favourable specimens

of a type which was then common in Ireland. The

Church of England was becoming semi-Catholic.

The Church of Ireland left Catholicism to those to

whom it properly belonged. It represented the

principles of the Eeformation. It was a branch of

what Mr. Gladstone has called the Upas-tree of

Protestant ascendency. Mr. and the circle
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into which I was thrown were, to begin with, high-

bred and cultivated gentlemen. They had seen

the world. Some of them had been connected with

the public movements of the time. O'Connell was

then in his glory. I heard Irish affairs talked of

by those who lived in the midst of them. A sharp

line of division among the people distinguished the

Protestants from the Catholics. The Protestants

were industrious and thriving. Mendicancy, squalor,

and misery went along with the flocks of the priest,

whether as cause or effect of their belief, or in acci-

dental connection with it, I could not tell. The

country was outwardly quiet, but there were ominous

undertones of disaffection. There were murders

now and then in the mountains, and I was startled

at the calmness with which they were spoken of

We were in the midst of the traditions of 1798.

My friend's father had been attacked in his palace,

and the folios in the library bore marks of having

been used to barricade the windows. He himself

spoke as if he was living on a volcano ; but he was

as unconcerned as a soldier at his post, and so far

as outward affairs went he was as kind to CathoUcs

as to Protestants. His outdoor servants were Catho-

lics, and they seemed attached to him ; but he knew

that they belonged to secret societies, and that if
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they were ordered to kill him they would do it.

The presence of exceptional danger elevates cha-

racters which it does not demoralize. There was

a quiet good sense, an intellectual breadth of feeling

in this household, which to me, who had been bred

up to despise Evangelicals as unreal and affected,

was a startling surprise. I had looked down on

Dissenters especially, as being vulgar among their

other enormities; here were persons whose creed

differed little from that of the Calvinistic Methodists,

yet they were easy, natural, and dignified. In

Ireland they were part of A missionary garrison, and

in their daily lives they carried the colours of their

faith. In Oxford, reserve was considered a becoming

feature in the religious character. The doctrines

of Christianity were mysteries, and mysteries were

not to be lightly spoken of. Christianity at •

was part of the atmosphere which we breathed ; it

was the great fact of our existence, to which every-

thing else was subordinated. Mystery it might be,

but not more of a mystery than our own bodily lives,

and the system of which we were a part. The

problem was to arrange all our thoughts and require-

ments in harmony with the Christian revelation, and

to act it out consistently in all that we said and did.

The family devotions Avere long, but there was no
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formalism, and everybody took a part in them. A
chapter was read and talked over, and practical

lessons were drawn out of it ; otherwise there were

no long faces or solemn affectations; the convers-

ations were never foolish or trivial ; serious subjects

were lighted up as if by an ever-present spiritual

sunshine.

Such was the new element into which I was

introduced under the shadow of the Irish Upas-

tree; the same uniform tone being visible in

parents, in children, in the indoor servants, and in

the surrounding society. § And this was Protestant-

ism. This was the fruit of the Reformation which

we had been learning at Oxford to hate as rebellion

and to despise as a system without foundation. The

foundation of it was faith in the authority of Holy

Scripture, which was supposed to be verbally in-

spired; and as a living witness, the presence of

Christ in the heart. Here, too, the letter of the

word was allowed to require a living authentication.

The Anglo-Catholics at Oxford maintained that

Christ was present in the Church ; the Evangelicals

said that he was present in the individual believing

soul, and why might they not be right? So far

as Scripture went they had promises to allege for

themselves more definite than the Catholics. If the
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test was personal holiness, I for my own part had

never yet fallen in with any human beings in whose

actions and conversation the spirit of Christ was

more visibly present.

My feelings of reverence for the Reformers revived.

Fact itself was speaking for them. Beautiful pictures

had been put before us of the mediseval Chxirch

which a sacrilegious hand had ruthlessly violated.

Here on one side we saw the mediseval creed in

full vitality with its fruits upon it which our senses

could test ; on the other, equally active, the fruits

of the teaching of Luther and Calvin. I felt that

I had been taken in, and I resented it. Modern

history resumed its traditionary English aspect. I

went again over the ground of the sixteenth century.

Unless the intelUgent part of Europe had combined

to misrepresent the entire period, the corruption of

Roman Catholicism had become intolerable. Put

the matter as the Roman Catholics would, it was

a fact impossible to deny, that they had alienated

half Europe, that the Teutonic nations had risen

against them in indignation, and had substituted for

the Christianity of Rome the Christianity of the

Bible. They had tried, and tried in vain, to ex-

tinguish the revolt in blood, and the national life

of modern England had grown up out of their
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overthrow. With the Anglo-Catholics the pheno-

mena were the same in a lighter form. The Anglo-

Catholics, too, had persecuted so far as they dared

;

they, too, had heen narrow, cruel, and exclusive.

Peace and progress had only been made possible

when their teeth were drawn and their nails pared,

and they were tied fast under the control of Parlia-

ment. History, like present reality, was all in favour

of the views of my Evangelical friends.

And if history was in their favour, so were analogy

and general probability. Mediaeval theology had

been formed at a time when the relations of matter

and spirit had been guessed at by imagination,

rather than studied with care and observation.

Mind it was now known could only act on matter

through the body specially attached to it. Ideas

reached the mind through the senses, but it was by

method and sequence which, so far as experience

went, was never departed from. The Middle Ages,

on the other hand, believed in witchcraft and magic.

Incantation could call up evil angels and control the

elements. The Catholic theory of the Sacraments

was the counterpart of enchantment. Outward

mechanical acts which, except as symbols, had no

meaning, were supposed to produce spiritual changes,

and spoken words to produce, like spells, changes
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in material substance. The imposition of a bishop's

hands conferred supernatural powers. An ordained

priest altered the nature of the elements in the

Eucharist by consecrating them. Water and a pre-

scribed formula regenerated an infant in baptism.

The whole Church, it -«7as true, had held these

opinions down to the sixteenth century. But so

it had believed that medicine was only efficacious

if it was blessed ; so it had believed that saints' relics

worked miracles. Larger knowledge had taught us

that magic was an illusion, that spells and charms

were fraud or folly. The Reformers in the same way

had thrown off the notion that there was anything

mysterious or supernatural in the clergy or the

Sacraments. The clergy in their opinion were like

other men, and were simply set apart for the office

of teaching the truths of religion. The Sacraments

were symbols, which affected the moral nature of

those who could understand them, as words or

pictures, or music, or anything else which had an

intelligible spiritual meaning. They brought before

the mind in a lively manner the facts and principles

of Christianity. To regard them as more was super-

stition and materialism. Evangelicalism had been

represented to me as weak and illiterate. I had

found it in harmony with reason and experience,
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and recommended as it was by personal holiness in

its professors, and general beauty of mind and cha-

racter, I concluded that Protestantism had more to

say for itself than my Oxford teachers had allowed.

For the first time, too, among these good people

I was introduced to Evangelical literature. Newton

and Faber had given me good reasons when I was

a boy for believing the Pope to be the man of sin

:

but I had read nothing of Evangelical positive

theology, and books Uke the 'Pilgrim's Progress'

were nothing less than a revelation to me. I do

not mean that I could adopt the doctrme in the

precise shape in which it was presented to me, that

I was converted, or anything of that kind ; but I

perceived that persons who rejected altogether the

theory of Christianity which I had been taught to

regard as the only tenable one, were as full of the

spirit of Christ, and had gone through as many, as

various, and as subtle Christian experiences as the

most developed saint in the Catholic calendar. I

saw it in their sermons, in their hymns, in their con-

versation. A clergyman, who was afterwards a bishop

in the Irish Church, declared in my hearing that

the theory of a Christian priesthood was a fiction

;

that the notion of the Sacraments as having a

mechanical efficacy iiTespective of their conscious
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effect upon the mind of the receiver was an idolatrous

superstition ; that the Churcn was a human institu-

tion, which had varied in form in different ages,

and might vary again ; that it was always fallible

;

that it might have bishops in England, and dispense

with bishops in Scotland and Germany; that a

bishop was merely an officer ; that the apostolical

succession was probably false as a fact—and, if a

fact, impHed nothing but historical continuity. Yet

the man who said these things had devoted his whole

life to his Master's service—thought of nothing else,

and cared for nothing else.

The opinions were of no importance in them-

selves; I was, of course, aware that many people

held them; but I realized now for the first time

that clergymen of weight and learning in the Church

of England, ordained and included in its formularies,

could think in this way and openly say so, and that

the Church to which Newman and Keble had taught

us to look as our guide did not condemn them.

Clearly, therefore, if the Church equally admitted

persons who held the sacramental theory, she regarded

the questions between them as things indifferent.

She, the sovereign authority, if the Oxford view

of the Church's functions was correct, declared that

on such points we might follow our own judgment.
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This conclusion was forced home upon me, and shook

the confidence which I had hitherto continued to

feel in Newman. It was much in itself, and it

relieved me of other perplexities. The piety, the

charity, the moral excellence in the circle into which

I had been thrown were evidences as clear as any

evidence could be of a living faith. If the CathoUc

revivalists were right, these graces were but natural

virtues, not derived through any recognized channel,

uncovenanted mercies, perhaps counterfeits, not

virtues at all, but cunning inventions of the adversary.

And it had been impossible for me to believe this.

A false diamond may gain credit with eyes that have

never looked upon the genuine gem, but the pure

water once seen cannot be mistaken. More beautiful

human characters than those of my Irish Evangehcal

friends I had never seen, and I have never seen since.

Whatever might be the ' Notes of the Church,' a

holy life was the first and last of them ; and a holy

life it was demonstratedly plain to me, was no

monopoly of the sacramental system.

At the end of a year I returned to Oxford.

There had been a hurricane in the interval, and the

storm was still raging. Not the University only,

but all England, lay and clerical, was agitating

itself over Tract XC. The Anglican Church had
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beea long ago described as having a Catholic Prayer-

book, an Ai-minian clergy, and Calvinistic Articles.

When either of the three schools asserted itself with

emphasis the others took alarm. Since the revolu-

tion of 1688 Church and clergy had been contented

to acquiesce in the common title of Protestant ; by

consent of high and low the very name of Catholic

had been abandoned to the Romanists ; and now

when a Catholic party had risen again, declaring

that they and they only were true Church of

England men. the Articles, not unnaturally, had

been thrown in their teeth. All the clergy had

subscribed the Articles. The Articles certainly on

the face of them condemned the doctrines which

the revivalists had been putting forward. Weak

brothers among them were beginning to think that

the Articles had committed the Church to heresy,

and that they ought to secede. There were even

a few who considered that their position was not

so much as honest. I recollect the Professor of

Astronomy saying to me about this time that the

obligation of a Tractarian to go to Eome was in the

ratio of his intellectual obtuseness. If he was

clever enough to believe two contradictory propo-

sitions at the same time, he might stay in the

Church of England ; if his capacity of reconciUation
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was limited, he ought to leave it. It was to soothe

the consciousness of these troubled spirits that

Tract XC. was written. As their minds had opened

they had recognized in the mass, in purgatory, in

the authority of tradition, in infallibility of councils,

doctrines which down to the schisnii had been the

ancient faith of Christendom. The Articles seemed

distinctly to repudiate them ; and if these doctrines

were true the body which rejected them could be

no authentic branch of the Church Catholic,

Newman undertook to remove this difficulty. He

set himself to ' minimize ' what the Articles said,

just as in latter years he has ' minimized ' the decree

of Papal infallibility. He tells us that he cannot

understand a religion which is not dogmatic; but

he too finds tight-lacing uncomfortable ; and though

he cannot do without his dogma, it must mean as

little as possible for him. He argues, in the first

place, that the Articles could not have been in-

tended to contradict the canons of the Council of

Trent, as was popularly supposed, because they

had been composed several years before those canons

were published or the Council itself completed.

Secondly, that they were directed not against

Catholic doctrines, but against the popular abuses

of those doctrines. They condemned ' masses
;

' they
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did not condemn the mass. They condemned the

Romish doctrine of purgatory ; but the Romish was

not the Greek, and there might be many others.

Finally, the Articles were legal documents, and were

to be interpreted according to the strict meaning

of the words. We do not interpret an Act of

Parliament by what we know from other sources

of the opinions of its framers; we keep to the

four corners of the Act itself. Newman said that

we had as little occasion to trouble ourselves with

the views of individual bishops in the sixteenth

century.

The English mind does not like evasion ; and on

its first appearance the Tract was universally con-

demned as dishonest. Very good people, my Irish

friends among them, detested it, not for the views

which it advocated, but as trifling with truth. I

could not go along with them, partly because it had

become plain to me that, little as they knew it, they

themselves had at least equally to strain the laiguage

of the Baptismal Service, and of one of the \hree

absolutions; partly because I considered Newma.n's

arguments to be legally sound. Formulas agreed on

in councils and committees are not the produce of

any one mind or of any one party. They are compro-

mises in which opposing schools of thought are brought

VOL. IV. 20
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at last to agree after many discussions and alteratious.

Expressions intended to be plain and emphatic, are

qu alified to satisfy obj ectors. The emphasis of phrases

mayremain, but the point emphasized hasbeen blunted.

The closer all such documents are scratinized the

more clear becomes the nature of their origin. Cer-

tainly, if the Catholic theory is correct, and if the Holy

Spirit really instructs mankind through the medium

of councils, and therefore through decrees which have

been shaped in a manner so human, one can but

wonder at the method that has been chosen. It

seems like a deliberate contrivance to say notliing in

seeming to say much ;' for there are few forms of words

which cannot be perforated by an acute legal intel-

lect. But as far as Tract XC. was concerned, pubhc

opinion, after taking time to reflect, has pronounced

Newman acquitted. It is historically certain that

Elizabeth and her ministers intentionally framed the

Church formulas so as to enable every one to use

them who would disclaim allegiance to the Pope.

The English Catholics, who were then more than half

the nation, applied to the Council of Trent for leave

to attend the EngUsh Church services, on the express

ground that no Catholic doctrine was denied in them.

The Council of Trent refused permission, and the

petitioners, after hesitating till in the defeat of the
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Ai'mada Providence had declared for the Queen, con-

formed (the greater number of them) on their own

terms. They had fought for the Crown in the civil

wars ; they had been defeated, and since the Revolu-

tion had no longer existed as a theological party.

But Newman was only claiming a position for himself

and his friends which had been purposely left open

when the constitution of the Anglican Church was

formed.

But religious men do not argue like lawyers. The

Church of England might have been made intention-

ally comprehensive three centuries ago, but ever since

1688 it had banished Popery and Popish doctrines.

When the Catholics were numerous and dangerous,

it might have been prudent to conciliate them ; but

the battle had been fought out since, and a century

and a haK of struggles and conspiracies and revolu-

tions and dethroned dynasties were not to go for

nothing. Compromise might have dictated the letter

of the Articles, but unbroken usage for a hundred

and fifty years had created a Protestant interpretation

of them which had become itself authoritative. Our

fathers had risked their lives to get rid of Romanism.

It was not to be allowed to steal into the midst of us

again under false colours. So angry men said at the

time, and so they acted.
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Newman, however, had done his work. He had

broken the back of the Articles. He had given the

Church of our fathers a shock from which it was not

to recover in its old form. He had written his Tract,

that he might see whether the Church of England

would tolerate Catholic doctrine. Had he waited a

few years, till the seed which he had sown could

grow, he would have seen the Church unprotestant-

izing itself more ardently than his most sanguiae

hope could have anticipated, the squire parsons of the

Establishment gone like a dream, an order of priests

in their places, with an undress uniform in the world,

and at their altars ' celebrating ' masses in symbolic

robes, with a directory to guide their inexperience.

He would have seen them hearing confession, giving

absolution, adoring Our Lady and professing to receive

visits from her, preaching transubstantiation and pur-

gatory and penance and everything which his Tract

had claimed for them ; founding monasteries and

religious orders, washing out of their naves and

chancels the last traces of Puritan sacrilege ; doing

all this in defiance of courts of law and Parliaments

and bishops, and forcing the authorities to admit

that they cannot be interfered with. It has been a

great achievement for a single man ; not the less so

that, although he admitted that he had no right to
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leave the Church in which he was born unless she

repudiated what he considered to be true, he himself

would not even pause to discern whether she would

repudiate it or not.

But Newman, though he forbids private judgment

to others, seems throughout to retain the right of it

for his own guidance. He regarded the immediate

treatment of the message which he had delivered as

the measure of his own duty. His convictions had

grown slowly on himself ; they were new to the clergy,

unpalatable to the laity, violently at variance with

the national feelings and traditions. Yet the bishops

were expected to submit on the spot, without objec-

tion or hesitation, to the dictation of a single person
;

and because they spoke with natural alarm and

anxiety, his misgivings about the Catholicity of the

Church of England turned instantly into certainties,

and in four years carried him away over the border

to Popery.

It is evident now, on reading Newman's own his-

tory of his religious opinions, that the world, which

said from the beginning that he was going to Rome,

understood him better than he then understood him-

self, or, perhaps, than he understands himself now.

A man of so much ability would never have rushed

to conclusions so precipitately merely on account of
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a few bishops' charges. Excuses these charges might

be, or explanations to account for what he was doing

;

but the motive force which was driving him forward

was the overmastering 'idea' to which he had sur-

rendered himself. He could have seen, if he had

pleased, the green blade of the Catholic harvest

springing in a thousand fields ; at present there is

scarcely a clergyman in the country who does not

carry upon him in one form or other the marks of the

Tractarian movement. The answer which he required

has been given. The Church of England has not

only admitted Catholic doctrine, but has rushed into

it with extraordinary enthusiasm. He might be

expected to have recognized that his impatient

departure has been condemned by his own argu-

ments. Yet the 'Apologia' shows no repentance

nor explains the absence of it. He tells us that he

has found peace in the Church of Eome, and wonders

that he could ever have hoped to find it in the Eng-

lish Communion. Very likely. Others knew how

it would be from the first. He did not know it ; but

if the bench of bishops had been as mild and endur-

ing as their present successors, it would have made

no difference.

Newman was living at Littlemore, a village three

miles from Oxford, when I came back from Ireland.
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He had given up his benefice, though still occasion-

ally preaching in St. Mary's pulpit before the

University. He was otherwise silent and passive,

though his retirement was suspected, and he was an

object of much impertinent curiosity. For myself he

was as fascinating as ever. I still looked on him—

I

do at this moment—as one of the two most remark-

able men whom I have ever met with ; but I had

learnt from my evangelical experiences that equally

good men could take different views in theology, and

Newmanism had ceased to have exclusive interest to

me. I was beginning to think that it would be well

if some of my High Church friends could remember

also that opinions were not everything. Many of

them were tutors, and tutors responsible for the

administration of the University. The discipline was

lax, the undergraduates were idle and extravagant ;

there were scandalous abuses in college management,,

and life at the University was twice as expensive as

it need have been. Here were plain duties lying

neglected and unthought of, or, if remembered at

all, remembered only by the Liberals, whom Newman

so much detested. Intellectually, the controversies

to which I had listened had unsettled me. Diffi-

culties had been suggested which I need not have

heard of, but out of which some road or other had
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now to be looked for. I was thrown on my own

resources, and began to read hard in modem history

and literature. Carlyle's books came across me ; by

Carlyle I was led to Goethe. I discovered Lessing

for myself, and then Neander and Schleiermacher.

The ' Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation,'

which came out about that time, introduced modem

science to us under an unexpected aspect, and opened

new avenues of thought. A.s I had perceived before

that the Evangelicals could be as saint-like as Catho-

lics, so now I found that men of the highest gifts

and unimpeached purity of life could differ from

both by whole diameters in the interpretation of

the same phenomena. Further, this became clear

to me, that the Catholic revival in Oxford, spon-

taneous as it seemed, was part of a general move-

ment which was going on all over Europe. In

France, in Holland, in Germany, intellect and

learning had come to conclusions from which religion

and conscience were recoiling. Pious Protestants

had trusted themselves upon the Bible as their sole

foundation. They found their philosophers and

professors assuming that the Bible was a human

composition—parts of it of doubtful authenticity,

other parts bearing marks on them of the mistaken

opinions of the age when these books were written

;
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and they were flying terrified back into the Church

from which they had escaped at the Reformation,

Hke ostriches hiding their heads in a bush.

Yet how could the Church, as they called it,

save them 1 If what the philosophers were saying

was untrue, it could be met by argument. If the

danger was real, they were like men caught in a

thunder-storm, flying for refuge to a tree, which

only the more certainly would attract the lightning.

Catholics are responsible for everything for which

Protestants are responsible, plus a great deal besides

which Protestants rejected once as lies, and the

stroke will fall where the evidence is weakest.

Christianity, Catholic and Protestant alike, rests on

the credibility of the Gospel history. Verbal inac-

curacies, if such there be, no more disprove the

principal facts related in the Gospels than mistakes

in Lord Clarendon's History of the Rebellion prove

that there was never a commonwealth in England.

After all is said, these facts must be tested by

testimony, like all other facts. The personal experi-

ences of individuals may satisfy themselves, but

are no evidence to others. Far less can the Church

add to the proof, for the Church rests on the history,

not the history on the Church. That the Church

exists, and has existed, proves 40 more than that
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it is an institution ^vhich has had a beginning in

time, and may have an end in time. The individuals

of whom it is composed have believed in Christianity,

and their witness is valuable according to their

opportunities, like that of other men, but this is

all. That the Church as a body is immortal, and

has infallible authority antecedent to proof, is a

mere assumption, like the tortoise in the Indian

myth. If the facts cannot be established, the

Catholic theory falls with the Protestant ; if they

can, they are the common property of mankind,

and to pile upon them the mountains of incredi-

bilities for which the Catholic Church has made

itself answerable, is only to play into the hands of

unbelievers, and reduce both alike to legend.

Still, the reaction was a fact, visible everywhere,

especially in Protestant countries. The bloody stains

on the Catholic escutcheon were being painted over.

The savage massacres, the stake at Smithfield, and

the Spanish auto-da-fd, the assassinations and civil

wars and conspiracies at which we had shuddered as

children, were being condoned or explained away.

Hitherto it had been strenuously denied that the

Oxford movement was in the direction of Rome;

it was insisted rather that, more than anything else,

Tractarianism would tend to keep men away from
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Rome. No Protestant had spoken harder things of

the Roman see and its doings than Newman had

and I was still for myself unable to believe that he

was on his way to it. But the strongest swimmers

who are in the current of a stream must go where it

carries them, and his retirement from active service

in the Church of England showed that he himself

was no longer confident.

LETTER V.

THE LIVES OF THE SAINTS.

My dear . I said in my last letter that at the

time at which Newman withdrew from Oxford to

Littlemore there was nothing to lead us generally to

suppose that he meditated secession. Tract XC, in

spite of the outcry, had not been condemned by any

legally constituted court. No existing law had been

broken by it, and there was no likehhood of fresh

Parliamentary legislation. He had in fact won the

battle. He had established his principle. If he

chose to hold and teach his Catholic doctrines as a

member of the Church of England, it was clear that

he would not be driven out of it. If he had meant

to leave the Church of England, Tract XC. would

have been gratuitous and an impertinence.
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Thus, when it was announced that he was to

bring out a series of biographies of distinguished

EngUsh saints, the proposal seemed to fall in with

the theory of the continuity of the mediaeval and the

existing English Church. The great names upon

the Calendar belonged not to Eome, but to us ; they

were part of our national history, and when I was

myself asked to assist, the proposal pleased and

flattered me. I suppose now that the object was to

recommend asceticism, and perhaps to show that the

power of working miracles had been continued in the

Church until its unity was broken. But no such

intention was communicated to us. We were free

to write as we pleased, each on our o^vn responsi-

bility. For myself I went to work with the assump-

tion which I thought myself entitled to make, that

men who had been canonized had been probably

good men, and at least remarkable men. It was an

opportunity for throwing myself into mediaeval litera-

ture, and studying in contemporary writings what

human life had really been like in this island, in an

age of which the visible memorials remained in

churches and cathedrals and monastic ruins.

I do not regret my undertaking, though I httle

guessed the wilderness of perplexities into which I

was throwing myself I knew that I was entering a
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strange scene, but anticipation is not sensation, nor

had anything which I had hitherto read prepared

me completely for what I should find. The order of

nature, whether always unbroken or not, is generally

uniform. In the lives of the Christian saints the

order of nature seems only to have existed to give

holy men an opportunity of showing their superiority

to material conditions. The evidence is commonly

respectable. The biographer may be a personal

friend, or at least the friend of a friend
;

yet not

' Jack the Giant-killer ' or the ' Arabian Nights
'

introduces one more entirely into a supernatural

world. When a miracle occurs the unbeliever is

astonished ; the believer, who records the story, sees

no more than he expects. He looks only to the

object, and if the motive is sufiicient, the more

marvellous the event the more likely it is to have

occurred, and the less it requires proof or critical

examination. If a sceptic dares to doubt, it is only

that he may be the more utterly confounded. The

accounts are given gravely, as if they were of real

facts, without grace, without imagination, without

any of the ornamental work of acknowledged inven-

tion—the sublime and ridiculous mixed together

indiscriminately, with the ridiculous largely pre-

dominating. Was it possible that such stuff could
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be true ? or even intended to be taken for truth ?

Was it not rather mere edifying reading for the

monks' refectories ; the puerile absurdities thrown in

to amuse innocently their dreary hours ? Was it

not as idle to look for historical truth in the lives of

the saints as in 'Amadis de Gaul' or 'Orlando

Furioso ' ?

It seemed so, and yet it seemed not so. For the

groat saints (or for the small saints where they had

founded religious houses) there were special com-

memorative services, in which their most grotesque

performances were not forgotten. It was not easy

to believe that men specially called rehgious, and

who considered truth to be one of the duties which

religion prescribed, could thus deliberately consecrate

what they knew, and would admit, to be lies. There

is a class of composition which is not history, and is

not conscious fiction—it was produced in old times

;

it is produced in our times ; it will be produced

wherever and as long as human society exists

—

something which honestly believoB itself to be fact,

and is created, nevertheless, by the imagination.

The stories of the Edda were not felt to be false

when they were sung in old Danish halls. The

genuine myth is not invented—is not written—but

grows. It begins fi'om a small seed, and unfolds
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into form as it passes from lip to lip. It is then

assigned by tradition to a particular person. 'The

story I tell you came from So-and-So/ says some one,

wishing to give it credibility. ' He was on the spot

and saw or heard it.' ' So-and-So ' may never have

heard of it ; but the story may still survive and carry

his name along with it as a further legend. Now,

and always, remarkable persons become mythical.

Anecdotes are told of them, almost always inaccurate

;

words are assigned to them which they never spoke.

Smaller luminaries are robbed to swell the greatness

of the central orb. We, in these days of equality,

disbeUeve in exceptional heroes, as the Middle Ages

believed in them. Disbehef shows itself in scandal.

There is a pleasure in finding that an eminent man

is but a mortal after aU, and proof of weakness can

be discovered if it is wanted. Great qualities, on the

other hand, are magnetic, and every report, good or

evil, true or false, about persons possessed of them

is likely to stick. Hero-worship and saint-worship

are honourable forms of a universal tendency; but

it is idle to expect from worshippers an accurate

investigation into fact. Evidently the stories which

I was studying were legends, though in sober prose

—legends which were never examined into, because

it would have been a sin to doubt them. There was
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one sceptic even among the apostles; but St. Thomas

was held up as an example to be shunned. Accord-

ing to the doctrines of the Church the spirit of belief

was angelic, the spirit of doubt was devilish; and

thus in devout ages, and in the devout atmosphere

of convents and monasteries, the volume of spiritual

wonders grew unchecked. To balance evidence and

compare the degrees of it is mere waste of time.

The evidence of such witnesses is worth nothing,

unless they can be produced and cross-examined.

The child when he has first seen a conjurer, the

disciple who has been at a spiritualist's seance,

cannot report faithfully what has passed immediately

under his eyes. To have seen something which he

cannot understand delights him, and he describes it

with the unconscious omissions and exaggerations

which make a natural explanation impossible. So

it was with the hagiologist. He tells his story in

good faith. Perhaps we have the authentic narrative

of an eye-witness. Yet the only fact of which we

can feel assured is that he believed, or professed to

believe, that the subject of it worked miracles. He

has a conviction, to begin with, that holy men had

powers of this kind, and therefore it was a matter of

course that these powers should have shown them-

selves. Character is no protection. We may assume
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that Anselm, for instance, would report nothing

which he did not suppose to be true; but piety,

which is a security for good faith, is none against

credulity; or perhaps, if we could have asked

Anselm, we should have found that his very notion

of truth was not our notion ; that he meant by truth,

truth of idea, rather than literal truth of fact.

Intellect, again, is no protection. Among the saints'

biographers are found the greatest names in the

Church. Athanasius wrote a life of St. Anthony;

Bede wrote a life of St. Cuthbert. It is not too

much to say that both these distinguished men, and

the thousand smaller men who followed in their

tracks, were possessed, and that things which were not

appeared to them as things that were. So it is in

our own time. The pious Catholic tells us that he

cannot resist the evidence for the liquefaction of

the blood of St. Januarius; that isj any number of

witnesses can be brought to declare that they have

seen it. If the smallest civU action in an English

court of justice turned on the liquefying of blood

under similar circumstances, and a thousand witnesses

swore they had seen it, the evidence would go for

nothing, unless the substance called blood had been

examined and analyzed by competent chemists, and

the process repeated in the presence of trained

TOJi, IV. 21
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observers. Ordinary spectators see phenomena every

day which to them are equally inexphcable, at

Maskelyue and Cooke's. Miracles, authenticated by

the same kind of testimony, and the same degree

of it, are worked at Lourdes and at Knock, and at

saints' shrines, and at mesmeric doctors' reception

rooms. The testimony of credulous and ignorant

people in such cases is simply worthless, and the

multiplication of nothing remains nothing still. As

to St. Januarius, it is noticeable that a miracle,

closely resembling that which modem Cathohcs

believe, used to be worked in the same NeapoUtan

territory in the Roman times. Horace, describing

the various stations at which he stopped on his way

from Rome to Brindisi, says

—

Dehino Gnatia Lymphis

Iratis eztructa dedit risusque jocosque,

Dum flammS, sine thura liqiiescere limine saoro

Persuadere eupit. Credat Judaus Apella,

Nou ego—namque Deos didici securuni agcre asvum

;

Neo siquid miri faciat natura Deos id

Tristes ex alto cceli dimittere tecto.

Cardinal Newman, with the Jew Apella, would

have believed in the supernatural liquefaction of the

incense. Horace in hke manner would 'laugh and

jest ' at St. Januarius. It is not a matter of proof

but of temperament. Why should we allow our
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convictions on the most serious of subjects to be in-

fluenced by evidencewhich we should not dare to admit

if we were deciding a common civil criminal case ?

For an intending biographer this was a serious

discovery. I could not repeat what I found written,

for the faith was wanting. A spiritualist many years

after assured me that I could work a miracle my-

seK if I had but faith. Could I but have faith in

the Great Nothing all things would be possible for

me—butj alas ! I had none. So with the lives

of the saints. St. Patrick I found once lighted a

fire with icicles, changed a Welsh marauder into a

wolf, and floated to Ireland upon an altar stone.

I thought it nonsense. I found it eventually un-

certain whether Patricius was not a title, and

whether any single apostle of that name had so

much as existed. After a short experiment I had to

retreat out of my occupation, and let the series go on

without me. But the excursion among the Will-o'-

the-wisps of the spiritual morasses did not leave me

as it found me. I was compelled to see that in

certain conditions of mind the distinction between

objective and subjective truth has no existence. An

impression is created that it is fit, right, or likely

that certain things should take place, and the

outward fact is assumed to correspond with that
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imiDression. When a man feels no doubt, he makes

no inquiry, for he sees no occasion for it
;
yet his

conviction is as complete as the most searching

investigation could have made it. His own feehng

that something is true is to bim complete evidence

that it is true. True it may be ; and yet not true

in the sense which he attaches to the word. There

are several kinds of truth. There is the truth of

pure mathematics, which is perfect as long as it

concerns lines or figures which exist only as ab-

stractions. There is the truth of a drama like

' Hamlet,' which is literary invention, yet is a true

picture of men and women. There is the truth of

a fiible. There is the truth of an edifying moral

tale. There is the truth of a legend which has

sprung up involuntarily out of the hearts of a

number of people, and therefore represents some-

thing in their own minds. Finally, there is the duU

truth of plain experienced fact, which has to be

painfully sifted out by comparison of evidence, by

observation, and, when possible, by experiment, and

is held at last, after all care has been taken, by

those who know what truth of fact means, with

but graduated certainty, and as liable at all times to

revision and correction. The distinction, common-

place as it seems, was forgotten by the hagiologists.
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[t is forgotten, for that matter, by most historians,

ill men, when their feelings are interested,

Delieve what they wish to believe, or what their

Dreconceptions represent to them as internally

probable. Theologians avow that other methods

resides examination of evidence are required to

jstablish the truths of faith. The truths of faith

nust be held with absolute certitude. The truths

)f science, the most assured of them, are held only

IS high probabilities; and the evidence has there-

"ore to be supplemented by emotion, imagination,

md speculative reasoning introduced from adjoiu-

ng provinces. Cardinal Newman describes in his

Grammar of Assent' the process by which proba-

Dilities are converted into certainties ; with the help

)f it he can justify his own belief in the miracle at

N'aples. He can create antecedent likelihoods which

lispense with completeness of proof, or remove

mtecedent unhkelihoods which call for fuller and

nore minute proofs. It is the theory on which,

mconsciously held, the crop of legends in the

Catholic Church has grown for century after century,

md is growing now luxuriant as ever. It is the

heory on which Our Lady is believed to be showing

lerself in France, in Ireland, or more recently to the

LngUcan monks at Llantony. It is not a theory by
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which any truth was ever discovered that can be

tested, and sifted, and verified by experiment, or

applied to the practical service of mankind.

And this leads me to say a very few words on

a subject to which I alluded in an earlier letter;

the question that rose fifteen years ago between

Cardinal Newman and Charles Kingsley. Mr.

Kingsley, writing impetuously as he often did, said

that the Catholic clergy did not place truth among

the highest virtues, and he added that Father

Newman acknowledged it. Father Newman asked

him when he had acknowledged it, and a controversy

followed in which Kingsley, instead of admitting,

as he ought to have done, that he had spoken

unadvisedly and in too sweeping terms, defended

himself, and defended himself unsuccessfully. Kings-

ley, in truth, entirely misunderstood Newman's

character. Newman's whole life had been a struggle

for truth. He had neglected his own interests ; he

had never thought of them at all. He had brought

to bear a most powerful and subtle intellect to

support the convictions of a conscience which was

superstitiously sensitive. His single object had been

to discover what were the real relations between man

and his Maker, and to shape his own conduct by the

conclusions at which he arrived. To represent such a
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person as careless of truth was neither generous nor

even reasonable. But Newman as little understood

his adversary. He was not called on, perhaps, to

look far into a subject which did not concern him.

He had been attacked, as he thought, wantonly. He
struck back ; and he struck most effectively.

Kingsley, however, had passed through his own

struggles. He, too, had been affected at a distance

by the agitations of the Tractarian controversy. He,

like many others, had read what Newman had

written about ecclesiastical miracles. The found-

ations of his own faith had been disturbed. He

was a man of science ; he knew what evidence was.

He believed that Newman's methods of reasoning

confounded his perceptions of truth, disregarding

principles which alone led to conclusions that could

De trusted in other subjects, and which, therefore,

he could alone trust in religion. His feelings had

been, perhaps, embittered by the intrusion of

religious discord into families in which he was

interested, traceable all of it to the Oxford move-

ment. He himself had determined to try every

fact which was offered for his belief by the strict

rules of inductive science and cotirts of justice ; and

every other method appeared to him to be treason

to his intellect and to reduce truth, where truth
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of fact was before everything essential, to the truth

of fable, or fiction, or emotional opinion. This was

at the bottom of his mind, however unguardedly

he expressed himself. He was an orthodox Pro-

testant. The outward evidence for the Gospel

history was strong in itself It was supplemented

by the effect which Christianity had produced in

the world, by the position which it had assumed,

and the renovation which it had produced ia the

human heart and character. It was supplemented

in himself by personal experience. He has told

me of answers which he had received to his prayers.

But this, as he was well aware, was evidence to

himself alone. He stood, practically, on the broad

ground that religion, that the fear of God, was

alone able to make ahve the nobler part of man's

nature. This was plain matter of outward experience

which the whole history of the world could verify.

To him, when he was placed as a clergyman in the

Church of England, the fear of God was bound

up with the form of religion established in his

own country. He knew as well as any one that

human errors were contiuually forcing theinselves

into the popular creeds. There had been changes

in the past, there might be changes in the future;

meanwhile, he held f&st himself by the Enghsh
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Church as it had been purified by the Eeformers

in the sixteenth century. In his opinion, to take

up again the traditions and beliefs which had been

then abandoned, was to return like the dog to his

vomit—a thing impossible to do sincerely, a thing

impious to attempt to do in wilfulness or fancy, and

certain to avenge itself by a contemptuous rejection

of all religion whatever. The Puritans had white-

washed the churches, broken the windows in which

the miracles of the saints had shone in glorious

colours, replaced the pictures on the walls with

plain texts from Scripture. They would have

no lies either taught or suggested in God's house,

whatever might be done elsewhere. The Catholic

reaction, with its decorations, its choral services, its

celebrations, its vestments, its wardrobes of devotional

machinery, was similarly detestable to Kingsley. If

the creed was true, no tone of voice could be too

plain and simple in repeating facts of such infinite

importance. To leave it to be chanted by a

parcel of boys in surplices could but suggest at last

that it was not true, as facts are true ; but was on

the level of song or legend like a ballad of Robin

Hood. Newman's influence had begun the wild

dance, and Kingsley had always thought of him with

a kind of resentment.
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But enough of this. I return to the lives of the

saints and their effect upon myself. The conclusion

which I had drawn was that ecclesiastical biographers

had composed their stories with the freedom of epic

poets, and that religious truths resembled rather the

truths cf poetry than the truths of history. I had

been taught by Newman that there was no dis-

tinction in kind between the saints' miracles and the

miracles in the Bible. The restoration of the dead

man to life by touching Elisha's bones, corresponded

to the cures performed by relics. The changing of

water into wine, the coin in the fish's mouth, the

devils in the swine, the calming of the storm on

the lake, the walking on the sea, were stories

which, if we met anywhere but where they were, we

should call legends ; while the power of the saints,

like that of apostles and prophets, was exerted

chiefly in healing the sick and raising the dead

to life.

The parallel had been forced upon us to gain

credibility for the marvels of ecclesiastical history;

but it was natural, it was inevitable, that the

alternative possibility should now suggest itself,

that all supernatural stories were legendary wherever

we found them. Hume's argument, we had been

already told, was intellectually correct. It was more
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likely, as a mere question of human probability,

that men should deceive or be deceived, than that

the continuity of nature should have been disturbed.

Faith, we had been also told, was to come to the

assistance of reason, and reverse the conclusion

;

but faith was not made more easy when the burden

which it was to carry was enlarged by these

voluminous additions. The authenticity and inspir-

ation of the Gospels had been assumed till quite

recent times as a fact as certain as our own existence.

To question either had been forbidden by the law of

the land, and biblical criticism had been as impotent

as the investigations into the pretensions of holy

persons whom the Church had predetermined to

canonize. So long as the belief remained unshaken,

any answer sufficed for objections. But the case

was now altered. Great German scholars had come

to a widely different conclusion. Very able men

of unblemished character, here at home and else-

where, were doubting about it ; and this could no

longer be concealed.

To frighten us off, their personal character had

been libelled. I had been brought up to believe

that not even a Dissenter could be a really good

man, and that unbelievers were profligates seeking

only an excuse for indulging their wicked passions.
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Such arguments are spectres formidable while they

produce fear, but provoking reaction and even indig-

nation when the ghost is found to be but a stuffed

figure streaked with phosphorus. It is a very

serious thing when a man is brought to recognize

that truths, which he has been taught to look upon

as indisputable, are not regarded as truths at all

by persons competent to form an independent

opinion. Such questions need not have been raised

in this country. The Oxford revivalists had pro-

voked the storm, but had no spell which would

allay it. They did not try to allay it. They used

it for their own cause. Those whom I had known

best were now far on their way to Rome. ' Either

us or nothing,' they said. ' You see where reason

leads you. You see what has come of the Reform-

ation. If you do not believe in the Church Cathohc

and Apostolic, you have no right to believe in God

—and the Church Catholic is the Church of Rome.'

So my friends argued. I could not myself admit

the alternative. Difficulties there might be, but they

told as heavily against Catholics as against Protest-

ants. If the historical foundations of Christianity

were shaken, the Church of Rome was in as much

danger as the Church of England or the Church of

Scotland. It was in more danger, from the additional
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load of incredibilities whicli the Protestants had

flung from them.

As a matter of experience Catholic countries

had bred more infidels than Protestant countries.

Voltaire and the Encyclopaedists had been pupils of

the Jesuits. Vergniaud and Barbaroux, Danton and

Robespierre, had been taught as children to pray

to the Virgin and the saints. Charles Kingsley had

solid ground under his feet compared with the

gilded clouds on which the Catholic enthusiasts

imagined that they were floating into security.

Newman himself never talked in this wild way.

He was too conscious of his own obligation to his

early teaching. Protestantism did, as a fact, sustain

the belief in Christianity, whether its reasonings

were sound or unsound; and he was too wise, too

seriously in earnest, to press the logic of alternatives.

He was glad that people should believe anyhow, and

he had never fallen into the scornful note in which

Evangelicals had been scoffed at. But what he said

and what he wrote tended practically to the same

end. He was surrendering himself to an idea, and

was borne along by it as if he were riding on a

niehtmare. Soon after we heard that he had him-

self gone over. He had gone, it seems to me

(after reading all that he had said about it in
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the 'Apologia'), as men go when under a destiny,

not because their intellect has been convinced by

evidence and argument, but because they are im-

pelled by some internal disposition which they

suspect while they deny it. His friends might have

taken the plunge with a light heart. They had

been living in an enchanted circle of thoughts and

formulas, and their minds for long had never strayed

beyond them. Newman's intellect was keen and

clear as ever. He at least knew what he was about.

It might have occurred to him to ask when the

resolution was once taken, ' What am I not doing, if

it is all a dream !

'

My eldest brother had left to us younger ones,

as a characteristic instruction, that if we ever saw

Newman and Keble disagree, we might think for

ourselves. The event which my brother had thought

as impossible as that a double star should fly asunder

in space, had actually occurred. We had been floated

out into mid-ocean upon the Anglo-Catholic raft,

buoyed up by airy bubbles of ecclesiastical sentiment.

The bubbles had burst, the raft was splintered, and

we—I mean my other brother and myself—were left,

like Ulysses, struggling in the waves.

I need not trouble you with our particular for-

tunes. I shall have to write you one more letter
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and I shall tell you then the little which need be
said of my own experiences. It was thought that

when Newman went he would create a secession like

that of the Free Kirk in Scotland. This was a mis-

take. With him, either before or immediately after,

a few men did go of known ability: Hope Scott,

Frederick Faber, Ward of the 'Ideal,' the two

Wilberforces, Robert and Henry, and two or three

others. The rest, inconsiderable in numbers, were

Newman's personal disciples, undistinguished save

by piety of life. The seed has grown since, and is

stiU growing, chiefly in families of the better classes,

as they are called, among people who have money

enough to live upon and nothing to do. Among
them the effect has been very wide, and to appear-

ance not salutary. Wives have quarrelled with their

husbands, and husbands with wives; the son has

been set against the father, and the father against

the son; thousands of households have been made

miserable by young people dissatisfied with their

spiritual condition, and throwing themselves upon

Catholic priests because they require, as they fancy,

something deeper and truer 'than was enough for

the last century.' Great lords and ladies, weary of

the emptiness of their lives, have gone to the Church

of Rome for a new sensation. Conversion has become
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fashionable. With the help of Ireland the Catholics

have simultaneously become a power in Parliament.

Cardinals and Monsignors are to be seen in London

drawing-rooms. Convents and monasteries are multi-

plying. A Catholic tide is still flowing, and no one

yet can say how far it may rise. It has affected

at present the idle and the ignorant, and has left

untouched the industrious and intelligent; but the

influence on society has been very considerable.

More remarkable, and infinitely more mischievous,

has been the general influence of the Tractarian

movement on the Church of England. It was

thought at first that Newman's secession had de-

stroyed the party which he had called into being.

The shepherd was smitten and the sheep were

scattered. The Evangelicals could say that they

had been right from the first. Catholic principles

led to Rome; they had no place in a Protestant

Church. But for the clergy sacerdotalism had a

fatal attraction : it gave them professional conse-

quence ; they thought that they could keep their

wives and their livings and yet recover and wield

again their old spiritual authority. They ralhed

from their confusion ; they brightened up their

churches ; they revolutionized their rituals. In

learning they were more than a match for their
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Low Church antagonists. The courts of law were

appealed to in vain. The more the history of the

Eeformation was studied, the more plain became

the original intention that Catholics who would

abjure the Pope should be comprehended under the

Anglican formulas. The Low Church had had their

innings ; the High Church have now their turn.

Had we to live again through the struggle of 1829,

we should no longer speak of Catholic emancipation,

but of Roman Catholic. The change in the meaning

of the word marks the change in popular opinion.

Externally the Ritualists have won the battle. They

too have their absolutions and their masses, and their

monks and nuns and miracles and the rest; and it

has been decided that they may keep them. But

what a price has the victoiy cost ! The nation

has ceased to care what the clergy say or do. The

Church of England, as part of the constitution of the

country, has ceased to exist. Political latitudinarian-

ism goes on upon its way. The barriers of privilege

fall before it. The Third Estate of the realm can no

more stay the stream of change than a rush can stay

the current of a river. As the Church has become

'Catholic,' the honoured name of Protestant has

passed to the Nonconformist. The laity stand aloof,

indifferent and contemptuous. The thinking part of

VOT,. TV. 22
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it has now a seriousness of its own and a philosophj

of its own which has also grown and is growing

The old order of things might have remained in-

definitely had it been left undisturbed ; but the

controversy has undermined its traditions. Questions

have been provoked which now must have a real

answer. The clergy magnify their office, but the

more they make of themselves the less is their in-

tellectual influence. The great body of the Enghsli

people, which is Protestant to the heart, will nevei

allow their pretensions; and while they are discussing

among themselves the nature of their supernatural

commission, they are driving science and criticism to

ask if there is anything in the world supernatural at

all. The storm will die away, agitation is wearisome,

and we may subside into a dull acquiescence even

with the travestie of ecclesiasticism which is now in

possession of the field. But the active mind of the

country will less and less concern itself with a system

which it despises. A ritualist English Church will

be as powerless over the lives of the people as the

Roman augurs over the Rome of Cicero and Caesai';

and centuries will pass before religion and common

sense will again work together with the practical

harmony which existed between them in the days

of Whately and Arnold, and Hare and Sedgwick.
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This is the substance of what I have to say to

you, and here I might end; but something is still

left which will require another letter.

LETTER VI.

My dear . My narrative is ended. I have

told you what I can personally remember of the

origin and course of the Tractarian movement. I

have now to add a few more words about the remark-

able man whose name has been so often mentioned

in these letters. I said that I thought he had been

possessed with a particular idea. His own words will

explain what I conceive that idea to have been.

Cardinal Newman is the one thinker of commanding

intellect who has advised us to seek shelter from

the distractions of this present age in the Roman

Catholic Church. A passage in the ' Apologia ' is a

photograph of his inmost heart, and explains the

premisses of which this is the conclusion. It is long,

but it is so beautiful that the reader who has never

seen it before will wish that it was longer. I will

say afterwards, in my poor language, why I for one

could not go with him, but preferred to steer away

into the open ocean. I believed that it was a siren'?
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song, and that the shore from which it came nad

been strewn for centuries with the bones of the lost

mariners who were betrayed by such enchanting

music.

' Starting with the being of God (which is as

certain to me as the certainty of my own existence,

though when I try to put the grounds of that

certainty into logical shape, I find a difficulty in

doing so, in mood and figure, to my satisfaction)^ I

look out of myself into the world of men, and there

I see a sight which fills me with unspeakable distress.

The world seems simply to give the lie to that great

truth of which my whole being is so full; and the

effect upon me is in consequence, as a matter of

necessity, as confusing as if it denied that I am in

existence myself. If I looked into a mirror and did

not see my face, I should have the sort of feolmg

which actually comes upon me when I look into this

living busy world and see no reflex of its Creator.

This is to me one of the great difficulties of this

absolute primary truth to which I referred just now.

Were it not for the voice speaking so clearly in my

conscience and my heart, I should be an Atheist, or

a Pantheist, or a Polytheist, when I looked into the

world. I am speaking for myself only, and I am far
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from denying the real force of the arguments in

proof of a God, drawn from the general facts of

human society; but these do not warm me or

enlighten me ; they do not take away the winter of

my desolation, or make the buds unfold and the

leaves grow within me, and my moral being rejoice.

The sight of the world is nothing else than the

prophet's scroll, full of lamentation, and mourning

and woe.

' To consider the world in its length and breadth,

its various history, the many races of men, their

starts, their fortunes, their mutual alienation, their

conflicts ; and then their ways, habits, governments,

forms of worship, their enterprises, their aimless

courses, their random achievements and acquire-

ments, the impotent conclusion of long-standing facts,

the tokens so faint and broken of a superintending

design, the blind evolution of what turn out to be

great powers or truths ; the progress of things as if

from unreasoning elements, not towards final causes

;

the greatness and littleness of man, his far-reaching

aims, his short duration, the curtain hung over his

futurity; the disappointments of life, the defeat of

good, the success of evil, the pervading idolatries,

the corruptions, the dreary, hopeless irreligion,^ that

(jondition of the whole race so fearfully yet exactly
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described in the apostle's words, " Having no hope,

and without God in this world ;
" all this is a vision

to dizzy and appal, and inflicts upon the mind a sense

of profound mystery which is absolutely beyond

human solution.

' What shall be said of this heart-piercing, reason-

bewildering fact ? I can only answer that either

there is no Creator, or this living society of men is,

in a true sense, discarded from his presence. Did I

see a boy of good make and mind, with the token

on him of a refined nature, cast upon the world

without provision, unable to say whence he came,

his birth-place or his family connections, I should

conclude that there was some mystery connected

with his history, and that he was one of whom, for

one cause or another, his parents were ashamed.

Thus only should I be able to account for the

contrast between the promise and condition of his

being. And^ so I argue about the world ; if there be

a God, since there is a God, the human race is

implicated in some terrible aboriginal calamity. It

is out of joint with the purposes of its Creator.

This is a fact, a fact as true as the fact of its exist-

ence ; and thus the doctrine of what is theologically

called original sin becomes to me almost as certain af

that the world exists, and as the existence of God.
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'And now, supposing it were the blessed and

loving will of the Creator to interfere in this an-

archical condition of things, what are the methods

which might be necessarily or naturally involved in

his object of mercy? Since the world is in so

abnormal a state, surely it wovild be no surprise to

me if the interposition were of necessity equally

extraordinary, or what is called miraculous. But

that subject does not directly come into the scope of

my present remarks. Miracles as evidence involve

an argument ; and I, of course, am thinking of some

means which does not immediately run into argu-

ment. I am rather asking what must be the antag-

onist by which to withstand and baffle the fierce

energy of passion, and the all-corroding, all-dissolving

scepticism of the intellect in religious inquiries. I

have no intention at all to deny that truth is the real

object of our reason ; and that if it does not attain

to truth, either the premiss or the process is in fault

;

but I am not speaking of right reason, but of reason

as it acts in fact and concretely in fallen man. I

know that even the unaided reason, when correctly

exercised, leads to a belief in God, in the immortality

of the soul, and in a future retribution. But I am

considering it actually and historically, and in this

point of view I do not think I am wrong in saying
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that its tendency is towards a simple unbelief in

matters of religion. No truth, however sacred, can

stand against it in the long run ; and hence it is that

in the Pagan world when our Lord came, the last

traces of the religious knowledge of former times

was all but disappearing from those portions of the

world in which the intellect had been active, and

had had a career.

'And in these latter days in like manner, outside

the Catholic Church, things are tending with far

greater rapidity than in that old time, from the cir-

cumstances of the age, to Atheism in one shape or

another. What a scene, what a prospect does the

whole of Europe present at this day ! And not

only Europe, but every government and every civiliz-

ation through the world which is under the influence

of the European mind. Specially, for it most

concerns us, how sorrowful, in the view of religion,

even taken in its most elementary, most attenuated

form, is the spectacle presented to us by the educated

intellect of England, France, and Germany ! Lovers

of their country and of their race, religious men

external to the Catholic Church, have attempted

various expedients to arrest fierce human nature

in its onward course, and to bring it into subjection.

The necessity of some form of religion for the,
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interests of humanity has been generally acknow-

ledged; but where was the concrete representative

of things invisible, which would have the force and

the toughness necessary to be a breakwater against

the Deluge ?

'Three centuries ago, the establishment of

religion—material, legal, and social—was generally

adopted as the true expedient for the purpose in

those countries which separated from the Catholic

Church, and for a long time it was successful ; but

now the crevices of those establishments are ad-

mitting the enemy. Thirty years ago^ education

was relied upon. Ten years ago there was a hope

that wars would cease for ever, under the influence

of commercial enterprise and the reign of the useful

and fine arts. But will any one venture to say

there is anything anywhere on this earth which

will afford a fulcrum for us whereby to keep the

earth from moving onwards ?

'The judgment which experience passes on

establishments, on education, as a means of main-

taining religious truth in this anarchical world, must

be extended even to Scripture, though Scripture

be divine. Experience proves surely that the Bible

This was written in 1865,
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does not answer a purpose for whicli it was never

intended. It may be accidentally tlie means of

the conversion of individuals ; but a book, after all,

cannot make a stand against the wild, living in-

tellect of man; and in this it begins to testify,

as regards its own structure and contents, to the

power of that universal solvent which is so success-

fully acting upon religious establishments.

' Supposing, then, it to be the will of the Creator

to interfere in human affairs, and to make provision

for retaining in this world a knowledge of Himself,

so definite and distinct as to be proof against the

energy of human scepticism ; in such a case—I am

far from saying that there was no other way—^but

there is nothing to surprise the mind, if He should

think fit to introduce a power into the world invested

with the prerogative of infallibility in religious

matters. Such a provision would be a direct, imme-

diate, active, and prompt means of withstanding the

difficulty ; it would be an instrument suited to the

need ; and when I find that this is the very claim

of the Catholic Church, not only do I feel nc

difficulty in admitting the idea, but there is £

fitness in it which recommends it to my mind. Anc

thus I am brought to speak of the Church's infalli-

bility as a provision adapted by the mercy of th(
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Creator to preserve religion in the -world ; and to

restrain that freedom of thought which of course in

itself is one of the greatest of our natural gifts, and

to rescue it from its own suicidal excesses. And let

it be observed that neither here nor in what follows

shall I have occasion to speak of the revealed body

of truths, but only as they bear upon the defence

of natural religion. I say that a power possessed

of infallibility in religious teaching is happily adapted

to be a working instrument in the course of human

affairs for smiting hard and throwing back the

immense energy of the aggressive intellect; and

in saying this, as in the other things that I have

to say, it must still be recollected that I am all

along bearing in mind my main purpose, which

is a defence of myself.'

It has been said that reason is the faculty which

finds reasons for what we wish to believe, and the

saying is true in so far as it implies that there are

in every human being emotional and mental tend-

encies which suggest the premisses of arguments,

dispose the lights and shadows in which external

facts shall appear, and make conclusions appear

to one person to be satisfactorily made out when to

another they shall seem resting upon air. I believe
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that the passage which you have just read explains

Newman's history. When he came to see the con

dition of the world into which he was thrown the

aspect of it was unspeakably distressing. His whole

efforts have been spent in finding a solution of the

problem which would make existence on such terms

less intolerable.

On the same broad ground on which Cardinal

Newman places himself, I will shift the lights, and

let the shadows fall the other way. Following his

own analogy of the outcast boy, I will suppose 8

reasonable being with faculties limited like ours,

with a belief in God like ours, but with no more

immediate knowledge, suddenly introduced from

another planet into our own earth, confronted with

the phenomena which Cardinal Newman describes,

and asked for an explanation of them, consistent

with his religious conviction. Would such a being

infer that the race which he was studying wa^

implicated in some terrible aboriginal calamity? 1

do not see how the inference would help him. 1

think if he was wise he would feel his inability to

give any explanation at aU. But I suppose that

before attempting the problem he would look into

the past history of the earth, and into the various

^^ces of animateci beings by which it was occupie(i
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He would see that man is only the highest of many

varieties; that he is made on the same type as a

large class of other animals ; that as their bodies are

a clumsy likeness of man's body, so their minds are a

clumsy likeness of the mind. If he looked into the

habits of these animals he would find no law among

them but violence, no right but strength ; no sign of

disinterested affection, no object save the gratifica-

tion of hunger or lust ; the will and appetite of each

creature only held in check by the will and appetite

of other creatures more powerful ; one generation

exactly like another, with no capacity for looking

forward, or accumulating knowledge and experience.

Turning next to man, he would observe, too,

that he had the same animal nature. In many

countries he would see that the habits of man were

scarcely superior to those of the beings below

him, that he was savage and ignorant as they, and

that his progenitors from immemorial time had lived

in the same way. Going back to the earliest traces

of human life, the rude flint instruments, the cave-

dwelUngs, and such other memorials as survive, he

would infer that the primitive men everywhere

had been as the savages are now, the nature which

they shared with other animals entirely predomin-

ating; that not a vestige was to be found of any
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higher civilization which had once existed and had

decayed ; that the lower animals had come into

being for many ages before man ; that man himself

had risen slowly from the animal's level to the

position which he now occupies. Supposing then

Cardinal Newman to have drawn a fair picture of

the world as it stands at present, would the inquirer

be likely to think that the human race was like a

boy of whom its parents were ashamed ? He would

be unable to form the slightest idea why or how

such a race had been created ; but he would see that

in addition to the qualities of other creatures men

had capacities of memory, of moral sense and reason

;

that having been furnished with these capacities,

they had been left to raise themselves by their owd

exertions; and that by fits and starts, sometimes

springing forward, sometimes even seeming to recede,

they had made their way to their existing state, a

state falling far short of imaginary perfection, but far

elevated also above the point from which they had

set out; the defects only proving that the victory

of the higher over the lower nature was still incom-

plete. He would see that man with all his faults

had not only been able to acquire a knowledge of

Nature, but had learned to rule the elements, to

make the lightning carry his messages, and persuade
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fire and water to bear him over sea and land ; that

he had learnt to rule his own appetites, to form

notions of justice, to feel love and compassion, and

indignation at wrong ; that he had even raised his

eyes to heaven, and had formed conceptions which

had grown purer and more spiritual as his know-

ledge extended of his Maker's will and nature.

I am not the least pretending that this has been

the actual history of man in this planet, but it is

unquestionably the opinion which a stranger would

form coming into it from without, and drawing his

inferences from the facts which he would find. Far

from thinking that the being whose nature he was

studying was suffering from some fundamental

calamity, he would conclude rather that man was

ia a state of discipline for the exercise of his

powers, and slowly, through conscience and intellect,

was rising to a knowledge of God. Man sins, it is

true, and sin is an offence against God ; but it is an

offence only because the being capable of it has

acquired a conception of a moral law. By the law

sin entered; and the self-reproach of the sinner is

the recognition of his obligations. The actions

Avhich are sinful in us are not sinful in themselves,

but only in reference, as Butler says, to the nature

of the agent. Murder and incest, robbery, cunning,
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rage, and jealousy are not sinful in animals. Thej

tear each other in pieces, and we find from theii

anatomical structure that they were intended to dc

it. Man as an animal inherits the same dispositions;

as an intellectual and moral being he has conquered

them partially if not yet entirely, and so far from

giving signs that he has fallen from any highei

state, analogy and reason would rather suggest

that he was on the way to a higher state.

This, I say, is the impression which an indiffereni

spectator would be at least as likely to form aboul

mankind and their situation, as to think witl

Cardinal Newman that mankind are outcasts, thai

their intellect was their most dangerous enemy.

Leaving the spectator then, let me go on foj

myself. Cardinal Newman says that the inteUecl

is naturally sceptical ; that it destroyed the faith ol

the old world ; that it is destroying stiU more rapidlj

the faith of modern society, and that religion car

only be saved by some power which can smite the

intellect back and humble it. Is this true ? Is ii

not rather true that the intellect is the enemy onlj

of falsehood ? That if it keeps watch over religion

if it is jealous of novelties and unproved assertions,

if it instinctively dreads hes, and lies in religion mosi

of all because such hes are most mischievous, it is
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because experience has shown that without un-

ceasing watchfulness religion degenerates into super-

stition, and that of the cankers which corrupt human

character superstition is the worst.

Religious knowledge has grown like all other

knowledge. Partial truths are revealed or discovered.

They are thought to be whole truth, and are con-

secrated as eternal and complete. We learn better,

we find that we were too hasty, and had mistaken

our own imaginations for ascertained realities. ' No

truth, however saci-ed,' Cardinal Newman says, ' can

stand against the reason in the long run, and hence

it is that in the pagan world, when our Lord came,

the last traces of the rehgious knowledge of former

times was all but disappearing from those portions of

the world where the intellect was active and had

had a career.' What is the fact? In the early

stages of the Greek and Roman nations certain

opinions had been formed about the gods ; and

certain religious services had been instituted. In

these traditions there was much that was grand and

beautiful ; there was much also that was monstrous

and incredible. As civilization developed itself both

conscience and intellect protested and declared that

the pagan theology could not be wholly true. If the

Olympian gods exis+ed, they were not beings whom
Vol. w. 23
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it was possible to reverence ; and the established

creed having broken down, men were left face to face

with nature, to learn from fact what the Divine

administration of this world really was. They might

be at a loss for an answer, and the grosser natures

among them might be demoralized by absolute

unbelief; but the difficulty itself had risen not

from impiety but from piety. They had become too

enlightened to attribute actions to the gods which

they despised or condemned in one another. Was

this scepticism ? It was a scepticism then which

was shared by the apostles, who called the heathen

goils devils. As Tennyson says

—

Tliere lies more faith in honest doubt,

]3elii;vo me, than in half the creeds.

The unbelief in the Roman Emjtire, when our Lord

came, was a Prceparatio Ucaugdica. Great and

good men disbelieved, not because they hated religion

and wished to be rid of it, but because they would

not call evil good, nor paradox a sacred mystery.

The recognition that certain things were not true

was the first step towards acceptance of what was

true ; and the ready hearing which Christianity met

with proves the eagerness with which light was

being looked for.

Horace is a typical Roman of the intellectual sort,
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an Epicurean, and an unbeliever in the established

religion. Horace says

—

Dis te minorom quod geris, imperas.

Hinc omne principium, hue refer exitum.

Di multa negleoti dederunt

Hesperise mala luetuosse.

This is not the language of acquiescence in

atheism. Christianity grew because the soil was

ready prepared, because the intellect 'had had a

career/ and had broken the back of superstition.

The teachers of a new religion would have had but

a short shrift in the days when Calchas could

sacrifice Iphigenia. Special doctrines of the Chris-

tian faith had even begun to form independent of

it. In Caesar's time few cultivated men believed in

a future life. Under the Antonines the most intel-

lectual taen of their age had come to believe it;

and intellect had led them to the gate of the

Christian Church. As it was in the first century

so it had been in the sixteenth. Again the truth

had been crusted over with fictions. Again the

intellect rose in protest, and declared that incredi-

bilities should not be taught any longer. But they

cleared away the falsehood as they broke the painted

windows in the churches, only that the clear light

of heaven might shine the brighter. Even Cardinal
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Newman himself has been, perhaps unwiUiugly,

under the same influence. He professes horror at

the thought of an auto-da-fe, and personally is

unable to believe that such offerings could be

approved of by such a being as he supposes God

to be. But these ' acts of faith ' were once regarded

as righteous and necessary by the infallible authority

which is to prevent us from thinking for ourselves.

The human intellect, I believe, will never volun-

tarily part with truth which has been once com-

municated. It hates lies, lies especially which come

to it armed with terror in the place of argument.

Possibly, in some instances, when it has found truth

itself in bad company, its suspicions may have been

roused without occasion. Falsehood, it has been

said, is no match for truth, but it may be more than

a match for truth and authority combined. Between

men of intellect and priesthoods there has seldom

been good agreement. Each regards the other as

intruding upon his special domain. Priests and

prophets went on ill together under the old dis-

pensation. The prophet denounced the priest as

a ritualist. The priest murdered the prophet with

the help of popular superstition.

Bu(, Cardinal Newman tells us that intellect is

unbelieving, that it needs to be smitten back and
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humbled, and that lie finds the Catholic Church

peculiarly constituted for the purpose. God is

estranged from the world. He takes pity on its

lost state by establishing in the Church a special

representative of Himself. We know how it is with

mankind generally, from the want of religion which

appears in their conduct. If the Church is to show

us how to live better, we may, we must, expect to

find in the Church not a teacher only but an example,

for if it be no better than the world, then we have

the same reason for supposing God to be estranged

from the Church. Cardinal Newman refers us

especially to the condition of the countries which

separated from Rome in the sixteenth century. Are

the countries which remained in the Papal com-

munion superior morally to those who left it ? The

bishops and priests had the education of France

entirely in their hands after the Revocation of the

Edict of Nantes. The result was the generation

who made the Reign of Terror and aboUshed Chris-

tianity. Germany and England and America are not

all which they ought to be ; but is CathoUc Ireland

much better, or Catholic Spain? or Italy, which

till a few years ago was more Catholic than either

of them ?

"We have Church history, for now eighteen
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hundred years ; or, if we choose to put it so, from

the constitution of the Israelite nationality. What

the Israelites were their own records testify. So

far as conduct went they were like other nations.

They had good kings and bad, good priests and bad,

true prophets and false. They had their periods

of idolatry. They had their periods of outward

repentance and ceremonial punctiliousness. But

when truth came among them, they had no special

power of recognizing it, nor special will to welcome

it. The heads of the Church rejected our Lord

:

the jDublicans and sinners received him. Of the

ten lepers who were cleansed nine went to the

priests : one only gave glory to God, and he was a

Samaritan. The priest and Levite passed by the

wounded man ; the Samaritan had mercy on him.

In Christian times the depositories of the infallibility

which is to keep intellect in order have been the

popes and bishops, speaking through their councils

and acting through the ecclesiastical courts. When

we look into the accounts of what these persons

were, we find ^»he same inequalities which are to

be met with in all combinations of men, and in

all human institutions ; here, as elsewhere, we find

saints and sinners : in one generation noble endeav-

ours after holiness; in another worldliness, luxury,
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intrigue, ambition, tyranny, even ferocious cruelty.

Uijless Catholic writers have combined to calumniate

their mistress, Rome was as venal under the popes

as Jugurtha found her under the Eepublic; and

the Church courts were a byword for iniquity in

every country in Europe. The religious orders,

which were founded expressly to exhibit a pattern

of saintly life, became too corrupt to be allowed to

continue in existence. When the printing-press

was invented, and the Bible came to be read by the

people, the contrast was so violent between religion

as exhibited in the New Testament and religion as

taught and exercised by the infallible Church that

half Europe broke away from it. Cardinal Newman's

theory implies that the Reformation was the rebellion

of the intellect against the spiritual authority which

was in charge of it. The authority must have done

its work but iU if it had bred a generation of

apostates. The Holy See when it found its power

endangered behaved as ordinary human potentates

behave on such occasions, and potentates not of the

best kind. She filled Europe with wars. She stirred

princes to massacre their subjects. The rack, the

gibbet, and the stake were her instruments of per-

suasion as long as she had strength to use them.

When her strength began to fail, she tried conspiracy
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and murder ; and only now, in these later times,

when the despised intellect has created a tribunal

to which she is answerable in the public opinion of

mankind, has she reformed her own manners and

attempted to explain away her atrocities.

Well for her that these sad methods have been

abandoned. Were the Church to treat but one

man or woman in these days of ours as three centuries

ago she treated tens of thousands, she would be rent

in pieces by the common indignation of the entire

human race. As it is she remains doing the work

which is still appointed for her. But if an institution

with such a history behind it is an exceptional instru-

ment to bear witness to God's existence ; if it be the

voice through which alone He speaks to man, and

makes known His nature and His will ; then the

attempt to understand this world, and what goes on

in it, had better be abandoned in despair.
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WHEN the seed of the forest tree begins to

germinate, and the cotyledons burst their

hgaments and lift themseh'es into light, the growing

plant thenceforward gathers its nutriment out of the

air. The massive trunk of the oak which has stood

for a thousand years, is composed chiefly of vapours

absorbed through the leaves and organized into fibre

by the cunning chemistry of nature. Some few

mineral substances enter into its composition, and are

taken up out of the soil through the roots. But

these grosser elements are slight in comparison with

those of more ethereal origin; how slight, may be

measured by the handful of dust which remains when

the log has been consumed in the furnace, and the

carbon and hydrogen have returned to the source

from whence they came. An animal is formed of

the same materials, and is developed by analogous

laws. A single cell with the force called life in it
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collects a congregation of gaseous atoms, and out of

the atoms fashions a man. Men, again, are taken

hold of by a further action of the living principle,

and are formed into families and nations, societies

and institutions ; each held together by vital force,

and dissolving when the force disappears. But all

of them, individuals and nations alike, are made out

of atoms lent to them for a while out of the aerial

envelope of the globe, to be reclaimed after a brief

incarnation. The smallest urn suffices to preserve

such remnants of a man as cannot be decomposed

into vapour.

Spiritual organizations are the counterpart of the

material. Intellect and imagination are for ever

scattering ia millions the seeds of aspirations or

speculations. From time to time some one out of

these millions is ' brought to bear,' and becomes a

theory of politics, a system of philosophy, a tradition,

a poem, or a creed. The idea is the life ; the organ-

ized form is assimilated out of the opinions and

desires already floating in the minds of mankind.

Some root in fact there may be. But the facts

which can be seen, and bandied, and verified by

experience, are infinitesimally small. Accidental

conditions may be needed to quicken an idea into an

active force. But when once the idea has begun to
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grow, and organic tissue to be formed, the sole

source of nourishment is again the spiritual

—

air.

It was once supposed that man was made of clay

;

that all things which had visible form and bulk were

formed out of elements possessing a property of

solidity ; that air could not become solid, nor solids

become air ; and much illusory physiology was based

on this hypothesis. There has been similar waste of

labour and ingenuity in looking for historical facts as

the basis of national traditions. The facts which we

discover will not account for the consequences which

seemed to grow of them. The Romans traced their

Eomulus to the gods ; the modern popular historian

regards Romulus as a robber shepherd ; but he has

stQl to explain whence the idea came which developed

the shepherd's descendants into an imperial race

;

and when he looks for his reasons in the ' soil,' in the

circumstances of their situation, he is like a man

who would find the secret of the tree in its ashes, or

would explain the lifting of the Himalayas by a force

which would not elevate a mole-heap. The philo-

sophy of history is gradually discerning that the

amount of fact discoverable in early legends is

extremely small, and that when discovered it is

extremely unimportant. Legends are perceived to

have risen out of the minds, and characters, and
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purposes of the people to whom they belong, and are

only interesting as they show what those minds, and

characters, and purposes were. In like manner,

theological critics are throwing away valuable effort

over the facts supposed to underlie the origin of

Christianity. They forget the simile of the grain of

mustard-seed to which the kingdom of heaven was

compared by Christ himself; and they seek for the

living in the dead. They sift the Gospel to separate

the true from the false. They desire to ascertain

precisely the events which occurred in Palestine

eighteen or nineteen centuries ago ; and such events

as survive the process, and can be accepted after

passing through the critical crucible, will be but ash

or charred cinders. The truth, as it was, can never

be discovered. The historical inquirer can look only

through the eyes of the early Christian writers ; and

those writers neither saw as he sees, nor judged as

he judges. The historical inquirer sees with the

eye of reason ; the early Christian saw with the eye

of faith. The historical inquirer is impartial ; the

early Christian was enthusiastic and prepossessed.

The historical inquirer demands evidence such as

would satisfy a British jury in a criminal case; to

the early Christian the life, and death, and resurrec-

tion of Christ were their own evidence, each detail of
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it the symbol of some spiritual reality, and every

event of it intrinsically probable as it availed for the

edification and elevation of the human soul. Thus

the data do not exist to establish an evidential con-

clusion. The early Christians did not inquire, and

therefore have left no record of inquiry. St. Paul

was converted by a vision. The vision was sufficient

for him, and he pointedly abstained from examining

witnesses or strengthening his conviction by outward

testimony. To us the ultimate fact is the existence

of belief—^belief created by such evidence as was

convincing to the minds of the first converts. The

evidence was sufficient for them, but they did not

argue as we argue ; their methods of inference were

not our methods of inference ; we can see only

Christianity coming into existence as a living force
;

and, as of the oak tree, we do not ask. Is it true, or is

it false ? we ask, Is it alive ? so with Christianity, we

see a spiritual germ, quickened suddenly into active

being, which gi-ew and took possession of the human

race, overthrowing every other force with which it

came into collision, and eventually revolutionizing

the entire character of human thought and energy.

Life is not truth merely, but it is, as Plato says,

ro firCiceLva ttjs akrjdeias, something above truth and

more than truth ; a force in visible operation which
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remains a mystery to the intellect ; and it is

immortal not as the properties of the circle axe

immortal, but as it propagates itself in eternal

descent, body after body which it has animated

successively perishing, but for ever reorganizing itself

anew in fresh and developed forms. The individual

oak tree grows old. Its functions become torpid.

Its boughs clothe themselves more scantily with

leaves. It ceases to expand. At length it decays,

and is resolved into the elements. But it hag

dropped its acorns from its branches, and in thg

acorn it lives again, in a new body, the essential

qualities unchanged, the unessential and accidental

passing away into other combinations. The Chris-

tianity of the first century was, and yet was not, the

Christianity of the fourth century. The Christianity

of the fourth century was, and yet was not, the

Christianity of feudal Europe. The Christianity of

feudal Europe died at the Reformation, and waS

bom again in Protestant Christianity. Even things

which we call dead are still subject to the eternal

laws of change. Forces are for ever at work, inte-

grating and disintegrating the atoms of which the

inorganic world is composed. Only in the intellectual

abstractions of geometry, or in numbers which have

no existence save in the conceptions of the intellect,
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do we find propositions of which we can predicate

with certainty unalterable truth. Whatever has its

being in time and space is under the conditions of

transiency ; but the transient is interpenetrated

with life ; every living thought which has quickened

into vital organization, and has developed into

flower and fruit, renews its energies while time

endures ; and, in the strictest sense of the words, the

gates of death do not prevail against it.

Religion as a rule of life, neither is, nor can be,

a record of events which once occurred on a comer

of this planet. It is the expression and statement

of our duties to one another, and of our relations

to the Soverign Power which has called us into

existence. And these duties and these relations

are not conditions which once were or which will

be hereafter. They are conditions of our present

being, as much as what we call the laws of nature.

For the laws of bodily health we are not dependent

on the observations of Galen, or the history of the

plague at Athens. We learn from present ex-

perience, as Galen himself learnt, and we refer to

the records of the past only as a single chapter

in the vast volume of our instructions. The evi-

dence of the truth of religion is not the testimony

of this or that person who saw, or thought he saw.
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long ago, something which seemed to him an indica-

tion of a supernatural presence. The evidence is

the power which lies in a religion to cope with

moral disease, to conquer and bind the brutal appe-

tites and intellectual perversities of man, and to lift

him out of grossness and self-indulgence into higher

and nobler desires. This was what Christianity

effected as no creed or system of philosophy ever

did before or has done since, and Christianity was

thus, as Goethe declares, beyond comparsion the

grandest work which was ever accomplished by

humanity. It is a height, he says, from which,

having once risen to it, mankind can never again

descend ; and thus of all studies the most interesting

to us is that of the conditions under which so extra-

ordinary a force developed itself.

Within historical times the earth has never

seen—let us hope it may never see again—such a

condition of human society as prevailed in the

Roman Empire during the centuries which elasped

between the Crucifixion and the conversion of

Constantine. When we look back over distant

periods the landscape is foreshortened, and we

discern but the elevated features of it. The long

level intervals, where common life was the most

busy, are lost to us almost entirely. We have the
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list of emperors, with their various achievements

;

the light falls into the palaces ; we catch glimpses

of questionable palace ladies, of intriguing favourites,

and ambitious statesmen ; we see the dagger, cord,

or poison cup which removed prince after prince

to make room for his successor with horrid uni-

formity. We read of invasions by barbarians, of

fierce battles on the Danube, or the Euphrates, and

the frontier advancing or receding. The units

which form the sum of mankind we do not see
;

they are of small significance save to themselves and

their families. In hundreds of millions they play

their little parts upon the stage, and pass away

and are forgotten because no one cares to notice or

speak of them. Yet it is of these multitudes that

humanity consists, and by the thoughts obscurely

working in the minds of them the destinies of

humanity are eventually controlled. In the cen-

turies of which I speak ten generations of men were

bom and lived and died. The empire was sprinkled

with cities, towns, villages, and farmsteads, all

thronged like anthills, and in a fair state of outward

civiHzation. Political discontent was rare and easily

suppressed. Order was moderately maintained, and

was disturbed only by occasional bands of robbers.

Men of fortune resided on their estates, shot and

vriT. TV '"
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hunted, went to the watering-places in hot weather,

and l-cept their yachts. Merchants and manufac-

turers made money. Artisans and shopkeepers

pursued their various trades. Peasants tilled their

wheatfields or their vineyards. Schoolmasters or

family tutors drilled the boys. State-paid professors

taught in the universities. Philosophers wrangled.

Priests presided in the shrines and temples, and held

processions and celebrations on holydays. Peace,

quiet, industry was everywhere, with an air of grace

and harmonious culture ; and below the surface was

a condition of morality, at least among the educated

classes, which words cannot describe or modem

imagination realize. Moral good and moral evil

were played with as fancies in the lecture-rooms;

bat they were fancies merely, with no bearing on

life. The one practical belief was that pleasure was

pleasant. By pleasure was meant the indulgence

of the senses ; and the supremest enjoyment which

art and philosophy combined to recommend, was

the most loathsome and unmentionable of vices.

The poor may have been protected from the worst

contamination by the necessities of hard work, the

ignorant by the simplicity of their understanding.

But so far as culture ' cast its shadow,' the very

memory disappeared that there was any evil except
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bodily pain, or any good save in sensuality. The

supreme deity led the way in impurity. The inferior

divinities followed the example, which descended

from them into the palace of the emperors. Adrian

and Antinous were but another, and alas ! more

real, Zeus and Ganymede. The Stoics preached

austerity ; tlie Academics, virtue ; the Platonists, the

aspiration after the ideal. Stoics, Academics, Platon-

ists were as vicious in practice as the pampered

legionary who scoffed at their speculations. In the

schools of Athens, where the most gifted youths in

the Empire came to be educated in the worship of

the beautiful, the professors illustrated their lessons

by the practical corruption of their pupils. Freely

as Lucian scattered his sarcasms o\fr all classes of

society except the lowest, he reserves his choicest

arrows for the philosophers. Of all kinds of men who

had fallen under the range of Lucian's eye, the philo-

sophers ware +be worst. Tbe nearest in infamy after

them, and but a single degree better, were ^be priests

and ministers of the established religion. Men of

ability had longed ceased to believe in the Olympian

gods. Men of ability. Epicureans all or most of them,

beheved in nature and natural laws. They believed

in experience, they believed in what their senses

told them—what lay beyond they regarded as a
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dream. But religion was still a convenient instru-

ment to preserve the peace of the Empire. The

majority of matikind were fools, and would continue

fools. The belief in imaginary supernatural beings,

who might reward or punish in another world, was

a check on tlie passions of the strong, a consolation

to the weak in their sufferings. Even if superstition

was mischievous in itself it could not be eradicated.

The accepted traditions therefore were preserved and

treated with affected respect. The more outrageous

features were softened into allegory. The new

creeds and deities with which the spread of the

Empire brought the Romans in contact were pro-

tected and patronized, and enthusiasm and religious

excitement were allowed to play within reasonable

limits. The mysteries of Ceres and Dionysus

superseded the old temple worship. Serapis was

admitted to equality with the Olympians. The

Caesars were taken into heaven and carried up their

favourites with them. For the most part there was

an outward show of decency, but the creed was a

conscious imposture. The ceremonial became in-

fected more and more with the general impurity,

and the Mysteries, which perhaps originally arose

from a desire for something purer and better, became

a veil at last for the most detestable orgies. Wher
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Adrian's ' favourite ' Antinous died, the Egyptians

built a town and shrine in his honour, and Antino-

polis became a scene of miracles as constant as those

at Lourdes. At this point religion had perhaps

reached its nadir—lower than this it has never

descended upon earth. The degradation was now as

complete as the genius of evil could make it. The

shocked conscience of mankind, never wholly extinct,

was already kindling into resentment; and as in

political catastrophes revolution is nearest when

tjrranny is at its worst, so in moral putrefaction the

germs are quickening of a new order of things.

There is this difference only, that the overthrow

of a government is swift and sudden ; the regener-

ation of character is slow and deliberate. Political

convictions disappoint expectation. The enthusiasm

of revolt is a conflagration which expires when the

fuel is consumed. A religious revolution advances

steadily in the hearts of mankind, and each step

that is gained is a conquest finally achieved. Lucian

was able to see that some vast religious change

was approaching ; but Lucian could not discern

the direction from which it was coming. Christi-

anity was working in a sphere too low for him.

Spiritual regeneration begins naturally among the

poor and the humble, for it begins in the strata of
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society which are least corrupt. First individuals art

found intent on reforming their own wretched lives,

with no thought of converting the world. Individuals

gather circles about them. The circles spread and

lay down rules for themselves and simple formulas of

doctrine. The material lies scattered everywhere

ready to organize. The supreme idea which can

assimilate it is found at last, but not immediately.

There are false starts : spurious seed is sown with the

good, and springs up as weeds. Tentatively, gradually,

and after severe competition, the fittest survives.

From the moment of the final conquest of Asia by

the Romans, when the Asiatic and European philo-

sophers were brought in contact, an intellectual fer-

mentation had been active. Theosophic theories were

formed in infinite variety, some fanciful and withering

in a season ; some strong, like Manicheism, and

protracting a vigorous existence for centuries. En-

thusiasts, impostors, prophets stai-ted up, 'boasting

themselves to be somebody.' Enchanters, magicians,

necromancers, dealers with spirits were everywhere

making fame and fortune out of sick souls pining for

knowledge of the invisible world. The most illustri-

ous of these Cagliostros of the old world, Apollonius

of Tyana and Alexander of Abonitichus, blazed into

ft splendour which shone over the whole Empire.
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Into the midst of this strange scene of impos-

ture, profligacy, enthusiasm, and craving for light,

Christianity emerged out of Palestine with its

message of lofty humility. The quack prophets

claimed to be gods or sons of God. They carried

their credentials with them in the form of pomp and

power. They worked miracles, they invited fools

to worship them, and in return they promised the

faithful infinite rewards of gold and pleasure. The

teachers of Christianity called themselves also

apostles of a son of God ; but their Son of God was

a village carpenter, who had lived in sorrow and

had died on the cross, and their message was a

message never heard before on earth. It was to

invite their fellow-men to lead new lives, to put

away sin, to separate themselves from the abomin-

ations of the world, to care nothing for wealth and

to be content with poverty, to aim only at over-

coming, each for himself, his own sensuality and

Selfishness; to welcome pain, want, disease, every-

thing which the world most shrank from, if it would

assist him in self-conquest, and to expect no reward,

at least in this life, save the peace which would

arise from the consciousness that he was doing what

God had commanded.

Such a message naturally found readiest accept-
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aiice among those whom ignorance had protected

from philosophy; who had lived in hardship, and

had been least enervated by what was called pleasure.

Rich men could not easily abandon substantia]

enjoyments in pursuit of so imaginary an object

as the elevation of their characters. Men of intellect

had heard too much of sons of God, and had seen

too many of them, to attach significance to the

alleged appearance of another in Judsea.

The early Christian converts were those who

had little to part with, whose experiences of hfe

were hard already, and who found the hardness ot

their lot made more bearable by the knowledge

that want and sorrow were no evils, and might

be actually good for them. Intellectually they

were called on to believe nothing which in itseU

was difficult. Such men knew nothing of science

or of laws of nature. The world as they knew it

was a world already full of signs and wonders.

There was nothing wonderful in the coming to earth

of a Son of God, for the Jews had been told to

expect Him ; and the Gentiles believed that He had

come in the person of Augustus Caesar. A miracle

was as little improbable in itself as any other event.

The heroes had risen from the dead, and ascended

into heaven, and were seen as stars nightly in the
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sky. The only distinction between the wonders of

Christianity and the wonders which they already

beheved, was that the spirits with whose operations

thay had been hitherto familiar, were evil or mis-

chievous spirits, or spirits at best indifferent to good.

In the new revelation the spirits of God were seen

taking part in the direction of human affairs, and

defeating the powers of darkness in their own world.

Thus the doctrine announced was precisely of the

kind which the hearers were prepared to receive;

and it was preached in perfect good faith, because

the teachers were on the same intellectual level

with their audience. They were men of noble

natural disposition, natural gifts, natural purity of

mind, but they were unlearned. They knew nothing

of science or art, and with the exception of St. Paul,

nothing of literature, nothing of politics, nothing

of the world around them. St. Paul had been well

educated, yet his scientific knowledge had been

carried only far enough to betray hira into e«ror,

when he illustrated the resurrection of the body

from the growth of a grain of wheat, which he

supposed to die and rise again. Contemporary

naturalists were as well aware then as now, tl at

if the grain was dead it would not rise again.

J^ its earliest snages the Church absorbed the
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common superstitions of its day ; as converts multi

plied, the circle of its horizon widened, and i

gathered into itself and remodelled after its ow

likeness the prevaiKng speculations of the time

and the prevailing practices. The birth of Chris

was fixed at the winter solstice, when already

universal festival was held for the birth of th

sun and the beginning of the new year. In plac

of the heathen mysteries there were the Christia

mysteries of the Sacraments. Philosophers sai

that the root of evil lay in matter ; that the appetite

which led to sin were affections of the flesh, whic

lusted against the spirit. Christianity accepted th

theory, explained the fact by Adam's fall, and foun

a remedy in the virgin-born body of Christ, whicl

being generated free from the effects of Adam's sir

resumed its purity, became the mystical body c

the Church, and the food, through transubstanti

ation, of the believer. The Trinity was taken ove

from the Platonists, who had already shaped it int

form. A strange and painful opinion had sprea

out of Phoenicia over the Greek and Roman worlc

that the gods required, as a condition of any specis

favour, the sacrifice of some pure and innoceii

human victim. This dark belief had been th

growth of comparatively recent centuries, but it wa
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laying hold on the popular mind with increasing

fascination. It could not be eradicated, and it was

reconciled to the conscience in the doctrine of the

Christian atonement. Every popular idea, every

speculation floating in the spiritual sky, was thus

successively seized, and, like a cloud reversed, was

transformed into an image of beauty. The chambers

of the mind were not remodelled, but for each

impure or frightful occupant, some new inmate,

some pure and elevating spiritual symbol, was sub-

stituted, intellectually analogous, and every function

of human nature—heart, conscience, reason, imagin-

ation—was gradually enlisted in the war against

moral evil.

The ages differ one from another : the believing

and the scientific eras succeed each other as systole

and diastole in the progress of human development.

In believins: eras, nations form themselves on heroic

traditions. Legends shape themselves into poetry,

and aspirations after beauty and goodness bloom out

into art and religion. Scientific eras bring us back tc

reality and careful knowledge of facts; but scepticism

is fatal to the enthusiasm which produces saints,

and poets, and heroes. There would have been no

'Ihad' in an age which inquired into the evidence

for the real existence of Priam or Achilles. There
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are two kinds of truth : there is the general truth

the truth of the idea, which forms the truth o

poetry; there is the literal truth of fact, which i

the truth of science and history. They correspom

to opposite tendencies in human nature, and neve

as yet have been found to thrive together.

Without inquiry, without hesitat-on, by force o

natural affinity, Christianity grew and spread ove

the Empire, and as surely there went with it auc

flowed out of it a complete revolution in the relativi

estimate of the value of human things. To a Romai

or a Greek the greatest of evils had been pain; ti

the Christian the greatest of evils was sin. Tin

gods of Paganism were called blessed, aud were sai(

to be perfectly happy ; but they were happy becaus(

they were unrestrained and could do whatever thei

pleased. The God of Christianity was absolute per

fection, and perfection meant perfect obedience t(

law. From the lowest fibre of its roots, the natur(

of a Christian—-heart, intellect, imagination—under

went a complete transformation, a transformatioi

which, if real, no intelligent person could deny to b(

a change from a worse condition to a better ; and i

might have been expected that the Roman emperori

would have given a warm welcome to the powe

which was effecting such an alteration, if on n(
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higher ground, yet as saving trouble to the police-

man. Why did a government, usually so tolerant,

make an exception of the best deserving of its

subjects ? Why, as was certainly the fact, was

enmity to Christianity a characteristic of the best

emperors, not of the worst? Why do we find the

darkest persecution in the reign, not of a Domitiau

or a Commodus, but under the mild, just rule of a

Trajan, a Marcus Aurelius, a Severus, or a Diocletian?

No more valuable addition could be made to

theological history than an account of the impression

made by Christianity on the minds of cultivated

Romans of the highest order of ability, while its

message was still new, before long acceptance had

made its strangest features familiar, and before the

powers which it eventually exerted commanded at-

tention and respect. Few such men, unfortunately,

condescended to examine its nature with serious care.

Tacitus, Pliny, Lucian, glanced at the Christians with

contemptuous pity, as victims of one more of the

unaccountable illusions to which mankind were sub-

ject. They were confounded at first with the Jews

;

and the Jews, as the Romans had found to their

cost, were troublesome fanatics whom it was equally

difficult to govern or destroy. When the political

constitution of a nation is abolished, its lands taken
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Irom it and its people scattered, the atoms ar

usually absorbed into otber combinations, and th

nation ceases to exist. The Romans made an en

of Jerusalem ; they levelled the Temple with th

ground ; so far as force could do it, they annihilate

the Jewish nationality. They were no nearer thei

end than when they began. The bond of coherenc

was not political but religious, and the Jewish com

munities dispersed throughout the Empire burs

occasionally into furious insurrections, and were

constant subject of anxiety and alarm. The Jew

proper, however, were relatively few ; they made n

proselytes, and could be controlled ; but there ha

come out from them a sect which was spreading

independent of local associations, making converts ii

every part of the world. If not Jews, they war

wonderfully like Jews ; a proselytizing religion wa

a new phenomenon ; and in an empire so littl

homogeneous as the Roman an independent organiz

ation of any kind was an object of suspicion whe:

it grew large enough to be observed. The Christians

too, were bad citizens, refusing public employmen

and avoiding service in the army; and while the

claimed toleration for their own creed, they had n

toleration for others ; every god but their own the

openly called a devil, and so long as religion wa
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maintained by the State, and the Empire was-

administered with religious forms, direct insults to

the gods could not readily be permitted. Their

organization was secret, and their allegiance am-

biguous, since they refused to take the customary

oaths ; while doubtless to intelligent men, who

were looking to the growth of accurate scientific

knowledge for the amelioration of mankind, the

appearance of a new and vigorous superstition was

provoking and disappointing. All this we see, yet

it still leaves much unexplained. It fails to show us

the motives which led Marcus Aurelius to persecute

men whom his own principles must have compelled

him to admire. Some further insight may be gained,

nowever, from the fragments of a once celebrated

work called 'A True Account,' which have been

preserved by Origen in his answer to it. The author

. of this work is believed to be a distinguished Roman

named Celsus, Marcus Aurelius's contemporary. The

book itself is lost. Nothing remains of it save the

passages whicl Origen extracted that he might refute

them; and thus we have no complete account of

what Celsus said. "We have, like the geologist, to

restore an extinct organization out of the fossils of

an imperfect skeleton. But the attempt is worth

making. The remains of this lost production exhibit.
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most curiously the relations of the Christianity

the second century to the intellectual culture of th(

time, and the causes, neither few nor insignificant

which prevented men of high character and attain

ments from embracing or approving it.

Of Celsus personally not much is known. H
was an Epicurean in opinion and belief; but thi

habits of men were not governed by their philosophj

nor did the name bear at that time the meaniuj

which now attaches to it. The Epicurean unde

Marcus Aurehus was the man of science, and c

Celsus we gather generally that he was a clear

sighted, honest, proud, and powerful-minded mar

unlikely to concern himself with vice and follj

His method of thought was scientific in the strictes

modem sense. He disbelieved evidently that th

order of nature was ever interrupted by supernatura

interference. He had assured himself that ever

phenomenon in the moral or material world was th

sequel of a natural cause. Epicurius had taugh

him that constant unvarying laws, or groups of law

prevailed throughout the universe, that what aj

peared to be chance was only the action of force

not yet known to us, and that every alleged mirad

performed either by God, angel, devil, or art magi

was a false interpretation of some natural phenc
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menon, misinterpreted by ignorance or misrepre-

sented by imposture. He considered that human

affairs could be best ordered by attention and

obedience to the teaching of observed facts, and

that superstition, however accredited by honourable

objects or apparent good effects, could only be

mischievous in the long run. Sorcerers, charlatans,

enthusiasts, were rising thick on all sides, pretending

a mission from the invisible world. Of such men

and such messages Celsus and his fidends were inex-

orable antagonists. The efforts of their lives were

directed to saving mankind from becoming the

victims of a new cycle of foUy. He himself had

written an elaborate treatise, which has been lost,

like his other writings, against the Eastern ma-

gicians. Lucian dedicated to him his exposure of

Alexander of Abonitichus, the most impudent and

the most successful of the enchanters of the second

century. ' This sketch/ says Lucian, in the closing

liaes, ' I have determined to address to you, my dear

sir, both to give you pleasure as a person whom T

hold in especial honour for the wisdom, truthfulness,

gentleness, justice, composure, and uprightness, which

you have displayed in your general conduct, and,

again, which I think will gratify you even more, in

vindication of our master, Epicurus, who was a saint
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indeed ; who was inspired in the highest sense ; wh

alone combined, and taught otliers to combine, th

good with the true, and was thus the deliverer an(

the saviour of those who would consent to learn froE

him.'

In this spirit Celsus composed his aK-qdris Ao'yos

his 'True Account,' against the Christians, in om

nection, apparently, from the political character o

its concluding passages, with the efforts of Marcui

Aurelius to suppress them. The book was powerfu

and popular, and it proved a real obstacle to th(

spread of Christianity among the educated classes

Eighty years ^ at least after its publication the

Church found it necessary to reply, and Origen, the

most gifted and accomplished of the Christiar

fathers, was selected for the task. Origen's answei

decided the controversy in the Church's favour ; bul

in the reconsideration of the theological positior

which has been forced upon the modern world, wha1

Celsus had to say has become of peculiar interest tc

us, and I have endeavoured to reconstruct, in outline;

his principal positions. His arguments lie under

e\ury disadvantage; the order is disarranged; the

' That is, if til f opinion gwiier-

nlly received is correct, tli;U the

CeLsup who composed the aXrjBi^g

\6yog was Lucian's friend. Bui

the evidence is not entirely con-

clusive.
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objections are presented sometimes in his oAvn words,

sometimes in paraphrases and epitomes, and are

brought forward in the attitude in which they could

be most easily overthrown. Often we are left to

discover what he must have said from the details of

the rejoinder. Eds antagonist was totally without

humour, aud when Celsus was speaking in irony

or condescending to prevailing weaknesses, Origen

supposed him to be giving his serious opinion ; and

again, a mind intensely earnest and religious is

uniitted by its very nature to comprehend scientific

modes of thought. Yet Origen was too high a man

to condescend to wilful misrepresentation, or to do

less than his very best to exhibit faithfully the lines

which he assailed. Notwithstanding these inevitable

drawbacks, a fair conception can stiU be formed of

the once celebrated ' True Account.'

The writer of it commences, or seems to com-

mence, by saying that he does not condemn the

Christians for the secrecy of their rites or for their

barbarous origin. Secrecy was forced on them by

their position, and a foreign extraction was not in

itself a crime. There was nothing censurable in

their lives or habits, or in their refusal Xo worship

statues made by human artists, or to believe the

legends of the Cirecian gods. Their fault was that
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they had erected a new superstition of their ow:

which they maintained by the arts of commo

charlatans. A belief, Celsus admitted, was not t

be abandoned because the profession of it we

dangerous. A man with a soul in him longe

necessarily for the truth, loved God above aU thing

and desired only to know what God was and whf

God willed. But he must take his intellect alon

with him, or he might fall into folly and extravs

gance ; and Celsus complained that the Christiai

would neither reason nor listen to reason. ' Inquii

nothing,' they said. ' Believe, and your faith wi

save you. The world's wisdom is evil, and th

world's foolishness is insight.'

Their origin, according to Celsus, was tolerabl

well known. There were certain traditions commo

to all nations respecting the creation of the worh

These traditions Moses became acquainted with i

Egypt. Moses, who was probably a magician, ii

troduced into them variations of his own. Froi

Egypt he borrowed various religious rites,

number of shepherds took him for their leader, an(

under his guidance, they professed a belief in or

God, whom they called ' the Most High,' or Adona

or God of Sabaoth, or of Heaven. By these nam*

they meant the Universe, or what the Greeks calk
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TW em Trao-t ©eoV, the God over all. Hence came

the Jewish nation, and from among them, no-vv in

these late years, there had risen a second prophet,

who was called ' the Son of God.'

The majority of the Jews themselves had not

admitted the pretensions of the new claimant, and to

explain the reason of their refusal Celsus introduces

an orthodox Jew, whom he represents as thus

addressing Christ :

—

'You were born in a small Jewish village. Your

mother was a poor woman who earned her bread by

spinning. Her husband divorced her for adultery.

You were born in secret and were afterwards carried

to Egypt, and were bred up among the Egyptian

conjurers. The arts which you there learnt, you

practised when you returned to your own people, and

you thus persuaded them that you were God. It

was given out that you were born of a virgin. Your

real father was a soldier, named Panther.^ The

story of your Divine parentage is like the story of

Danae. You say that when you were baptized in

Jordan a dove descended upon you, and that a voice

was heard from heaven declaring that you were the

' Epiphanius says that Joseph's

father was called Panther. John

of Damascus says that Panther

was Mary's grandfather. The

Talmud says that he was Mary's

husband.
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Son of God. Who saw the dove ? Who heard th

voice, except you and another who suffered as yo'

suffered ? The prophets have foretold that a Son c

God is to come. Granted. But how are we to knOi

that they refeiTed to you ? They spoke of a gloriou

king who was to reign over the world. You w

know only as wandering about with publicans an

boatmen of abandoned character.^ You tell us tha

the wise men of the East came at your birth t

adore you ; ^ that they gave notice to Herod, an

that Herod killed all the children in Bethlehem, t

prevent you from becoming king. You yourse

escaped by going to Egypt. Is this story true ? an

if it be, could not the angels who had been bus

about your birth have protected you at home

When you grew up, what did you accompUs

remarkable ? What did you say ? We challenge

you in the Temple to give us -a sign as yoi;

credential. You had none to give. You cure

diseases, it is said
;
you restored dead bodies to lift

' Origen thinks that Celsus

imist have gathered this from an

Epistle of Baniabas, where the

Apostles are spoken of as vTrip

iraaav a^apriap aro^uwrtpoi.

' Origen says the wise men

were magicians. Their pow

depended on some spirit or spii-it

It ceased suddenly when Chri

was horn, and they thus knc

that something wonderful h(

happened.
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you fed multitudes with a few loaves. These are the

common tricks of the Egyptian wizards, which you
may see performed every day in our markets for

a few halfpence. They, too, drive out devils, heal

sicknesses, call up the souls of the dead, provide

suppers and tables covered with dishes, and make
things seem what they are not. We do not call

these wizards sons of God ; we call them rogues and

vagabonds.'

The Jew then turns to his converted country-

men.

'What madness can have possessed you,' he says,

' to leave the law of your fathers ? Can you conceive

that we, who were looking for the coming of the

Messiah, should not have recognized him had this

been he ? His own followers even were not convinced,

or they would not have betrayed and deserted him.

If he could not persuade those who daily saw and

spoke with him, shall he convince you now that he is

gone ? He suffered, you pretend, to destroy the power

of evil. Have there been no other sufferers ? Was he

the only one ? He worked miracles, you say, he

healed the lame and the blind, he brought the dead

to Ufe. But, oh light and truth, did he not himself

tell you, is it not written in your own books, that

miracles could be worked by impostors ? He calls
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Satan a master of such arts, so that he admiti

himself that they are no evidence of divine action

Are you to argue from the same works that one mai

is God, and another a servant of Satan? Why ii

one a servant of Satan more than the other ? Tc

what can you appeal ? You say he prophesied tha

he would himself rise from the dead, and he die

rise. The same is said of many besides him. Zamolxii

told the Scythians that he had come hack from th(

dead. So Pythagoras told the Italians. Rhamp

sinitus pretended to have played dice with Ceres ir

Hell, and he showed a golden handkerchief whicl

Ceres had given to him. Orpheus, Protesilaus

nercules, Theseus, all are said to have died anc

risen agaiu. But did any one ever really rise ?—

really ?—in the body in which he had lived ? Oi

shall we say that all these stories are fables, but thai

yours is true ? Who saw your prophet after h(

rose ? an hysterical woman or some of his owr

companions who dreamt of him or were deluded bj

their enthusiasm. All the world were witnesses o:

his death. Why were none but his friends witnesses

of his resurrection ? Had he desired to prove thai

he was God, he should have appeared to his accusers

and his judge, or he should have vanished from the

cros.s. Wg hope that we shall rise again in oui
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bodies and have eternal life, that he will be a guide

and example in the resurrection, and that one who is

to come will prove that with God nothing is im-

possible. Where is your prophet now ? that we may-

see and believe. Did he come among us that v;e

might reject him ? He was a man—such a man as

truth shows him to have been and common sense

declares.'

So far the Jew ; but after all, says Celsus, now

speaking in his own person, the controversy between

Jews and Christians is but for the proverbial ' ass's

shadow
;

' for both agree that the human race is to

bo redeemed by a Saviour from heaven ; the only

question between them is about the person of this

Saviour.

The Jews were a tribe of Egyptians who revolted

from the estabhshed religion. The Christians have

revolted in turn from them, and the cause in both

cases has been the same—a seditious and revo-

lutionary temper. So long as the Christians were

few there was tolerable agreement among them. As

their numbers extended the mutinous spirit displayed

itself. Sect has formed after sect, each condemning

the other, till they have little left but the name in

common. Their faith rests on nothing but their

hope? and fears, and they have invented the most
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extraordinary terrors. God forbid that they, or T, c

any man, should cease to beheve that wicked me

will be punished hereafter and good men rewarded

But the Christians have taken this ancient doctrim

and distorted its meaning, and now howl it out lik

the Corybantes, as if no one had ever heard of :

before. Their creed preserves its original Egyptia

stamp—grand and impressive without, and withi

ridiculous. The Greeks say that the heroes becam

gods. The Christians will not believe in the heroe

but insist that Christ was seen after death by h:

friends when they saw nothing but a shadow, an

they are angry with us if we in turn decline t

believe them. Hundreds of Gi-eeks are to be foun

to this day who maintain that they have seen, an

often see, Esculapius busy about sick beds. Ariste;

of Procoimesus disappeared mysteriously again an

again, and started up in all quarters of the worl(

Abaris travelled on an arrow. Hermotimus i

Clazomense could leave his body and return to i

Cleomedes was locked into a box, and when the be

was opened he was gone. Men once living and no

' A very remarkable confession,

considering who made it— so re-

markable that it must be giwn in

Celsus's own words : \iiiTt tovtoiq

Mj) \t.i\T' ijio iii'it' (j\\((, r;i

av9pw77iui' aTroBsffOai to Trepi r

KoXaaOijffttrOai tovq aSiKoug

ytptjjf a^uo9ffatcQat rovg SiKaio

Soy/ia. (Lib. iii. c. 16.)
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deified have their temples everywhere. There are

the Emperor Adrian's lovers. Antinous works

miracles daily at Antinopolis. These we are to call

fables; yet what we are told of Jesus we are

expected to believe. Those only can believe it who

have determined that it shall be regarded as true.,

and forbid inquiry and investigation. The Christian

teachers have no power over men of education, over

men of knowledge and learning. They do not

address themselves to intelligence, they call human

wisdom folly. The qualifications for conversion are

ignorance and childish timidity. They are like the

orators who gather crowds about them in the market-

places ; but you see no sensible person there
;
^aw

see only boys and slaves and the common materials

of a city mob. Weavers or cobblers will make their

way into private houses ; so long as the heads of the

family are present, they say nothing; when they

have the field to themselves, they catch hold of the

children and women, and then produce their marvels.

Fathers and tutors are not listened to. Fathers and

tutors, they say, are mad or blind, unable to under-

stand or do any good thing, given over to vain

imaginations. The weavers and cobblers only are

wise, they only have the secret of life, they only

can show the way to peace and happiness. If father
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and tutor come back and find them there, the more

timid cease their instructions. Those who are

bolder advise the children to defy their parents.

They whisper that till they are alone they can teach

them no more. They slink away with them into the

women's apartment, or bid them come and learn the

ways of perfection in their own workshops.

I speak bitterly about this, says Celsus, because I

feel bitterly. When we are invited to the Mysteries,

the masters use another tone. They say, ' Come to

us, ye who are of clean hands and pure speech, ye

who are unstained by crime, ye who have a good

conscience towards God, ye who have done justly

aad lived uprightly.' The Christians say, ' Come to

us, ye who are sinners, ye who are fools or children,

ye who are miserable, and ye shall enter into the

kingdom of heaven.' The rogue, the thief, the

burglar, the poisoner, the spoiler of temples and

tombs, these are their proselytes. Christ, they say,

was sent to save sinners; was he not sent to help

those who have kept themselves free from sin?

They pretend that God will save the unjust man if

he repents and humbles himself. The just man, who

has held steady from the cradle in the ways of virtue,

He will not look upon. We are to confess ourselves

to be sinners, and to pray and sob for pardon. The
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magistrate judges by the truth, he does not listen to

tears and lamentations. Can God require such

attitudes ? Are we to think of God as a being who

can be softened by appeals to his pity ? Why are

sinners to have the preference with Him ? When
persons with a proclivity to evil have formed evil

habits, they are notoriously past cure ; neither

punishment nor tenderness will mend them. Surely

those who are doing the best for themselves are those

who best deserve help from above. It is pretended

that Well-conducted people are led astray by self-

conceit, and will not listen to reproof. But the

Christians do not address the well-conducted. They

address the ignorance of the multitude ; they are

like the drunkards who accuse the sober of being

drunk, or the half-blind who tell those with eyes

that they cannot see. They are leading astray

miserable men after visionary hopes, and turning

them from the knowledge of all that is really good.

You say, Celsus goes on as if personally ad-

dressing the converts, that God must come down

to earth to judge mankind. The Jews say,

that He will come. The Christians, that He

has come already. But why should God come

down ? To learn what mankind are doing ? He

already knows all things. Was it to set right what



•N'a.y, uirii,-;:;? The evorla;-;l,irig oi'Jor of tijo uriivei/.i

<lor;H not need to be set right. No link of it i

broken or can be broken. Or perkaps you think

that He waw witiiout bin due honour; that Hi

dewired to lr;!j.ia who there were that believed ir

Hirn ; that He would ha,v<; U8 know Him for oui

Hal'/ation, that tho.se who would turu to Him rui;.dit

repent and ho saved, and those who rejeeted Hi n

might be eonvietel of an evil heart. Do yoi

sujjpo.-.e that for ail these a;^es God liad left mar

alone, and only now at last has ronjemhered an(.

visited birn ? V'ou \Ai\\ us nothing of Ood witt

any savour of triath in it. You terrify fooLs b}

pictures of the horrors which await the \u>\i<-ai\U-m^.

pictures like the spoct.rc-s and pKantasrn-i which w<

are shown in the Mysteries.

You have gathered .) doctrine out of the Oo;<-1

legerids which you have not understofKl about cat/a^

clysnis and conflagrations. The Oreeks di /.overe'

th;it eieincutal eatastrojjhes might b'; jorjked for ir

r'curring cyclos. The lajt d<lu'_'e wa« Deucalion's

now you think that it is the turn of fire, and tha

(Jod will come upon the eaitb a»4 a consuming flaui':

God, my friend
, is all-perfect anrl all-bl';ssed. If Ih

leaves his jjp -• nt sta,t/-, and comes down as a irmi

ariioiig mcrj, lie mil ,t pa.--i from ble-sednei-H I'l ufi
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blesseiiness, from perfection to imperfection, from

good to bad, and no such change is possible ^\ith

Him. Change is the condition of mortaJitv. The

immortal remains the same for ever. He cannot

change without ceasiag to be Himself. He cannot

.^eem to change while He remains unchanged, for

then He is a deceiver. You Jews say that when

the world is fuU of vice and violence, God must

send his angels and destroy it as He did in the first

Deluge. You Christians say, that the Son of God

was sent on account of the Jews' sins : that the

Jews crucified Him, and incurred heavier wrath

than before. You are like so many ants creeping

out of their anthill, or irogs sitting iL'und a pond,

or a congi-egation of worms on a mud-heap, dis-

cussing among themselves which have simied, and

ah claiming to have had the secreis of God revealed

to them. For us, they say. He has left the circuit of

the skv. Our interests only He considers, forgetting

all other created things : to us He sends messenger

after messenger, and thinks only how to attach us

to Himself : we are God s children, and are made

in his Kkeness : for us earth, water, air, and stars

were created, to be our ministers : but some of us

have sinned, and now Gc>'l must come, or send his

Son, to bum up the oifenders, and give the rest
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of US frogs eternal life. Such language would bi

less monstrous from the frogs than from those wh(

now use it. What are the Jews that they clain

so lofty privileges ? They were a colony of revoltet

Egyptian slaves who settled in a corner of Palestine

In their account of themselves they pretend tha

at the beginning God made a man with his hands

and breathed life into hiru. He then put him t(

sleep, took out one of his ribs, and of the rib mad(

a woman. Having thus created these two. He £rav(

them certain orders, which the serpent tempte(

them to disobey, and thus crossed God's purpose anc

got the better of Him. God having thus failed t(

make his creatures loyal to Himself, after a timi

proposed to destroy them. There was a Deluge

and a marvellous ark, in which all kinds of livin;

things were enclosed, with a dove and a raven ti

act as messengers.^ The history of the Patriarch

follows—children singularly born ; brothers quarrel

ling ; mothers plotting; a youth clieatiiig his father

in-law ; a story of Lot and his daughters worse thai

the banquet of Thyestes. One of the lads goes ti

' The difficulty of conceiving

that sucli 11 multitudo of I'.i-eal iiics

could have been preserved in a

vessel of the dimensions usually

assigned to the Ark, wiis a very

old one. Origou gets over it b

saying that the figures wei

wrongly given. The Ark, h

says, was go,ooo cubits long, an

2,5(X) cubits wide.
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Egypt, where he interprets a dream, and becomes

ruler of the country. His family join him and

settle there. The Jews and Christians explain

these legends into allegory, but it is all illusion

together. God makes nothing which is liable to

death. The soul of man is God's work. The body

of man is not his work. The human body differs

nothing from the body of a bat or a worm. It is

made of the same materials. It comes to the same

end ; all material things are mortal, and subject

to decay. The evil which men speak of is a

necessary condition of the universe. It is not in

God ; it is in matter ; its energy lies in corruption

;

and life and death succeed each other with an

unchanging law of uniform succession. The world

was not made for man. Each organized creature

is born and perishes for the sake of the whole

(coV^os. That which to you seems evil may not

be evil in itself. To some other being, or to the

universe, it may possibly be good. Man refers

all things to himself and his own interests ; but

the rain from heaven was no more sent for him

than it was sent for the trees and herbs. The trees

and herbs are of as much benefit to the animals as

to man. The animals might even with better

reason regard themselves as the special objects of

VOL. IV. 26
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God's care. Man seeks his food with pain and

toil. The animals neither sow nor plough ;
the

earth suppUes them freely with all that they need.

Euripides may say

:

The dav and night are ministers of man.

Why more of man than of ants and gnats, to whom

night brings sleep, and day the return of energy?

Are we lords of the animals because we capture and

devour them ? Do not they equally chase and

devour us ? And we must use nets and weapons

and hounds and huntsmen, while nature has given

weapons to them sufficient with no such assistance.

So far as nature goes it might be rather said that

God had subjected man to beasts. Will a higher

place be claimed for man because he lives in cities

and rules himself by laws ? So do ants ana bees.

They too have their chiefs, their wars, their victories,

their captured enemies ; they have their to'mi?

and suburbs, their division of labour, their punish-

ment for drones : they have cemeteries for their

dead : they converse and reason when they meet

on the road. To one looking down from heaven

no such mighty difference would appear between

the doings of men and the doings of ants. The

universe was no more niade for man than for the
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lion, the eagle, or the dolphm. One created being

is not better in itself than another. All are but

parts of one great and perfect whole, and this whole

is the constant care of the providence of God. He

does not forget it and turn to it at intervals when

it has become corrupt. He is not angry with it

nor threatens to destroy it on man's account any

more than on account of apes and flies. Each thing

in its place fulfils its allotted work.

No God or Son of God has ever come down to

this earth or will come. The Jews profess to vener-

ate the heavens and the inhabitants of the heavens;

but the grandest, the most sublime, of the wonders

of those high regions they will not venerate. They

adore the phantasms of the dark, the obscure visions

of their sleep; but for those bright and shining

harbingers of good, those ministers by whom the

winter rains and the summer warmth, the clouds

and the lightninsrs and the thunders, the fruits of

the earth and all living things are generated and

preserved, those beings in whom God reveals his

presence to us, those fair celestial heralds, those

a&gels which are angels indeed, for them they care

not, they heed them not. They dream of a God'

who will bum all created things to cinders, and will

raise up them to life again in their fleshly bodies.'
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It is not to gratify such appetites of disordered

ininds that God presides in this universe. He rule

in justice and uprightness. To the soul He ma

grant immortality. The flesh is but a perishin

excrement which He neither -will save nor, thoug'

you say that with Him nothing is impossible, is abl

to save, for He is Himself the reason of ail thing:

and He cannot contradict his own nature.

The Jews as a separate nation have their ow

institutions and their own religion, and the Goverc

ment does not interfere with them. Differen

peoples have each their special modes of thougli

and action, and it is good to preserve a coramunit

in the form in which it has grown. It may b

too that the earth from the beginning has bee:

partitioned into spiritual prefectures, each unde

a viceroy of its own, and that each province prosper

best when left to its own ruler. National laws an^

customs are of infinite variety, and each natio:

prefers its own. If in this spirit the Jews ar

tenacious of their traditions, they are not to b

blamed; but if they pretend to the possession c

special secrets of knowledge, and refuse, as unclear

a communion with the rest of mankind, they raus

be taught that their own dogmas are not peculia

to them. They worship the God of heaven : th
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Persians sacrifice on the hill-tops to Dis, by whom
they mean the circle of the sky; and it matters

little whether we name this Being Bis or ' the Most

High; or 'Zeus/ or 'Adonai,' or ' Sabaoth,' or

'Ammon,' or with the Scythians 'Papa.' The

Egyptians and the Colchi were circumcised before

the Jews ; the Egyptians do not eat swine's flesh,

nor the flesh of many animals beside ; the Pytha-

goreans touch none. As to outward signs that God

has any special care for the Jews, what has become

of them ? Not knowing the truth and enchanted

by vain illusions, they have been swept away out

of their country and bear the penalty of their

arrogance.

Allow that the Christians' master may have been

some angel : was La the first or the only angel that

has come into the world ? The Christians themselves

tell of many more who, they say, rebelled and are

confined in chains in the hollow of the earth, and

they pretend that the hot springs are their tears.

Some of them imagine that the Demiurgus, or

Creator, was not the Father of Christ, and that

Christ came to bring men from the Demiurgus to

his Father. There are the Simonians among them

who worship Helen or her master Helenus. Others

derive themselves from Marcellina, others from
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Salome, others from Mariamne, or from Martha

And there are, again, the Marcionites. Some o

these sects prostrate themselves in darkness befor

imagined demons with rites more abominable thai

the orgies in the College of Antinous; they curs

each other with horrid imprecations, and will yieli

no point for concord
;

yet, amidst their mutua

reproaches, they all sing to the one note, ' Th

world is crucified to me, and I to the world
;

'
' I

you will be saved, believe, or else depart from us

Who is to decide among them ? Are those wh

would be saved to throw dice to learn to whom t

attach themselves ? Again, there are the Ophiata

or serpent worshippers—a tree of knowledge, witl

the serpent for the good spirit, and with the Demi

urgus for the evil spirit. There are the propheti

oracles, circles within circles, water flowing from th

Church on earth, virtues distilled from the Pruui

Virgin,! ^}ig g^^i living, the sky slain that it migb

live again, the earth stabbed vnth an altar knife

human beings sacrificed and restored, death ceasin

out of the universe when sin shall die, the narrc

road, the gates flying open of their own accon

everywhere the tree of life, and the resurrectio

' The celestial mother of the Valentinians.
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of the flesh from off the tree—I suppose because

their master was crucified, and was himself a worker

in wood. Had he been thrown from a cHff, or into

a pit, or been hanged ; had he been a shoemaker,

or a mason, or a smith, we should have had the rock

of life, the gulf of resurrection, the rope of immor-

tality, or the holy leather, or the blessed stone, or

the steel of charity. What nurse would not be

ashamed to tell such fables to a child ?

Then there are those who practise incantation

and exorcism with diagrams and mystic numbers.

I have seen books with the names of spirits and

formulas for spells in the hands of some of their

priests. An Egyptian once told me that magic had

power on fools and sensualists, but could touch no

one who was sound in mind and body. The Chris-

tians dream of some antagonist to God—a devil,

whom they call Satanas, who thwarted God when

He wished to benefit mankind. The Son of God

suffered death from Satanas, but they tell us that

we are to defy him, and to bear the worst that he

can do : Satanas will come again and work miracles,

and pretend to be God, but we are not to believe

him. The Greeks tell of a war among the gods

;

army against army, one led by Saturn and one by

Ophiucus; of challenges and battles ; the vanquished
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falling into the ocean, the victors reigning in heaven

In the Mysteries we have the rebellion of the Titans

and the fables of Typhon, and Horus, and Osiris

The story of the devil plotting against man is strange:

than either of these. The Son of God is injurec

by the devil, and charges us when we are afflictec

to bear it patiently. Why not punish the devil

instead of threatening poor wretches whom hf

deceives ?

Christ must needs suffer, you say, because it was

so foretold. The oracles under whose guidance sc

many colonies have been founded were nothing

but every word spoken or not spoken in Judajr

must be infallible. Prophets and diviners are to

be found at the present day scattered everywhere,

They axe to be met Avith in temples, and camps,

and cities, with crowds gathered about them. 'I

am God,' they say, ' or the son of God, or the Holy

Spirit, and I have come because the world is to

perish, and you, oh men, axe like to perish, too, in

your iniquities ; but I will save you ; hereafter you

will see me coming in the power of heaven ; blessed

are those who believe in me now ; the rest I will burn

with everlasting fire; repentance will then be in

vain ; only those who now listen shall escape.' Then

they utter some unintelligible nonsen.se from \vhicli
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any rogue or blockhead can extract whatever mean-

ing pleases him. I have myself spoken with some

of these persons, who, when cross-questioned, have

confessed that they were impostors. If prophets

like these were to foretell that God was to fall sick

and die, must God fall sick and die because they

say so ? What is incredible and unworthy may

not be believed, though all mankind go mad and

prophesy it. The Jewish prophets, inspired by God,

you say, foretold that Christ would come to do this

and that, and the prophets could not err. God

through Moses promised the Israelites temporal

prosperity and earthly dominion ; He bade them

destroy their enemies, sparing neither old nor young,

and threatened them with destruction themselves

unless they obeyed Him. The Son of God con-

demned riches, condemned ambition ; men were to

care no more for food or raiment than the ravens

or the lilies ; they were to offer the cheek to be

smitten. It seems that either Moses was wrong

or Christ was wrong; or are we to suppose that

God changed his own mind ?

You dream, perhaps, of another and better world,

another existence, as in some Elysian fields, where

all riddles will be solved and all evil be put away.

You say unless God can be seen in the form of a
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man, how are we to know Him ? How can anythiu

be known, except by the senses? You might se

Him, if that was all, in the Greek temples. Bi

your words are the words of flesh, not of reasonab

men. Then only can you see God when you cloi

the eyes of the body and open the eyes of the ii

tellect, and if you need a guide upon the roa

avoid the quacks and conjurers who promise to sho

you ghosts. Put away your vain illusions, yoi

marvellous formulas, your lion and your Amphibiii

your God-Ass and your celestial door-keepers,^

whose names, poor wretches, you allow yourselves

be persecuted and impaled. Plato says that tl

Architect and Father of the Universe is not easi

found, and when foiind cannot be made known

common minds. Go learn of Plato how truth

sought for by those who are inspired indeed. Ha

and narrow is the way that leads to light, and ft

can find it ; but through the efforts of the wise 's

are not left wholly without some glimpse, witha

some conception, of that awful and eternal bein

Lost in the flesh as you are, and without pure visio

I know not if you can follow me. That whii

is intelligible is perceived by the mind. That whi<

An allusion to some of tile Gnostic heresies.
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is visible is perceived by the eye. The spirit appre-

hends the things of the spirit, the eye apprehends

the things of the eye ; and as the sun in this visible

universe is not the eye and is not sight, but is the

power which enables the eye to see and enables all

sensible things which are the object of vision to be

seen, so God is not intellect, and is not spirit, and is

not knowledge, but through Him the spirit perceives,

the intellect knows ; in Him all truth and all

objects of knowledge have their being; and He

Himself, by some ineffable agency, is seen above

them all. I speak as to men of understanding. It

will be well if you can follow me. The spirit you

speak of which you pretend has come down to you

from God to teach his mysteries, is the same spirit

which has made these truths known to us. If you

cannot comprehend, I bid you be silent. Cover up

your ignorance. Call not those blind whose eyes are

open, nor those lame who run ; and live as you will

in your body, which is the dead part of you. If you

must needs have some new doctrine, adopt some

illustrious name, better suited to the dignity of a

divine nature. If Hercules and Esculapius do not

please you, there was Orpheus. He too died by

violence. If Orpheus has been taken by others,

there was Anaxarchus, who was beaten to death and
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mocked at his executioners. ' Pound on/ he said,

' you can pound the sheath of Anaxarchus, himself

you cannot pound.' The men of science, you may

tell me, have appropriated Anaxarchus. Well, then,

take Epictetus, who, when his master was wrenching

his leg upon the rack, smiled, and said he would

break it, and, when he did break it, said, 'I told

you so.' Even the Sibyl, whose poems you interpo-

late with your own fables, you might have called

a daughter of God with a sort of reason. Your own

legendary heroes would have been more presentable

than the one whom you have chosen : your Jonah

who was in the whale's belly, or your Daniel in the

iions' den.

You boast that you have no temples, no altars,

no images. The absence of such things is not

peculiar to you. The nomad Scythians and the

Africans have none. The Persians have none. The

Persians say the gods are not like men, and they

will not represent them as men. Heraclitus says

that prayer to an image is like prayer to a house

wall. But you, in condemning images, are incon-

sistent with yourselves, for you say that man was

made in the image of God. The images in th«

temples you pretend are images of genii. If thii

be so, and if there be genii, why should not they b(
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adored 1 Is not everything directed by God ? Is

not God's providence over all ? Angels, genii,

heroes, have they not each their own law prescribed

by God ? are they not ministering spirits set over

their several provinces according to their degree ?

and why, if we adore God, should we not adore those

who bear rule under Him ?

No man, you say, can serve many masters. This

ib the language of sedition—of men who would

divide themselves from the society of their fellows,

and would carry God along with them. A slave

cannot serve a second master without wronging the

first to whom he belongs. But God can suffer no

wrong. God can lose nothing. The inferior spirits

are not his rivals, that He can resent the respect

which we pay to them. In them we worship only

some attribute of Him from whom they hold authority,

and in saying that one only is Lord you disobey and

rebel against Him. Nor do you practise your own

profession. You have a second Lord yourselves, a

man who lived and died a few years ago
;

you

pretend still that in God's Son you still worship but

one God ; but this is a subtle contrivance that you

may give the greiter glory to this Son. You say

that in your ' Dialogus Coelestis,' ' If the Son of

Man is stronger than God and Lord of God, who else
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can be Lord of Him who is above God?'* Yoi

have a God above the heavens—Father of the son c

man, whom you have chosen to worship ;
and to thi

son of man you give the glory of God by pretendini

that he is stronger than God. You have no outwar

services, because you prefer to be connected by

secret bond among yourselves. The true God is th

common Father of us all. From us He needs nothing

He is good, and in Him is no jealousy or malic«

What hurt can His most devoted servants fear froi

taking part in the public festivals ? If the image

presented there be idols, they are without power t

injure. If they are spirits, they are spirits seE

from God, and deserve the honour and servic

assigned to them by the laws. Your customs requii

you to abstain from the flesh of some of the anima

which are offered in sacrifice. Be it so. Abstain :

you will from the flesh of all animals. PythagOK

did the same. But if, as you pretend, you wiU nc

be partakers with genii, are the genii only presei

when the victims are slain ? The corn and herl

which you eat, the wine you drink, the water an

the very air you breathe, are they not all created I

the spirits that are set over them ? Either you mui

' The ' Dialogus Ccelestis ' was perhaps a Marcionite book. Origi

knew nothing of it, and declined to be responsible for it.
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Dot live in this world at all, or you must offer your

thamksgivings and prayers to the beings from whom

you receive all that you have. These supermun-

dane and ethereal officials may be dangerous if they

are neglected or insulted. You are only in danger

from them, you say, if you call them by their bar-

barous names. You are safe if you keep to Latin

and Greek equivalents. You may curse a Zeus or

Apollo and strike him in the face, and he takes no

notice. Alas, my good people, we, too, can outlaw

your spirit by sea and land; we can take you who

are his images and chain you and kill you. And

your Son of God, or whatever you please to call

him, is no less indifferent. We do not learn that

those who put him to death suffered anything

extraordinary. What has befallen since his end to

persuade us that your son of man was Son of God ?

He was sent into the world as God's ambassador.

He was killed, his message perished with him
;

and, after all these generations, he still sleeps. He

suffered, you say, with his own consent. May not

those whom you revile suffer also with their

consent ? It is well to compare like with like. Is

there no evidence for the presence of God's Spirit

in the established religion ? Need I speak of the

oracles ? the prophecies announced from the shrines V
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the revelations in the auguries ? the visions

divine beings actually seen? All the world is fi

of these things. How many cities have be(

founded at the bidding of an oracle? How mai

rescued from plague and famine ? How mai

have perished miserably when the oracle's cor

mands were neglected ? Princes have flourish(

or fallen. Childless parents have obtained the

wishes. The sick and maimed have recoven

health and strength. Blasphemers have gone rn;

confessing their crimes. Others have killed ther

selves, or fallen into mortal illness; some have bet

slain on the spot by an awful sentence out of tl

shrine.

You tell of the eternal torments which await tl

wicked. You say no more than the interpreters

the Mysteries. But the penalties which you pr

nounce against them, the chiefs of the Mysteri

pronounce against you. Why should you be mo:

right than they? They and you are equally confidei

in your message ; and they as well as you have the

miracles and prophecies. For your message in its«

(I do not speak to such of you as are troubled aboi

a bodily resurrection ; with them it is vain to reasoi

to those among you who believe that the soul

intellect is immortal (intellectual spirit, holy
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blessed spii-it, living spirit, effluence from incorporeal

nature celestial and imperishable, name it as you

please), to those who believe that the wicked will

suffer everlastingly, and that the righteous will enjoy

eternal happiness in the presence of God, I say that

they believe truly and well. Let them hold to this

doctrine. May it never be abandoned either by them

or any man ! Perhaps for all human beings some

penal purgatory is necessary to purify the soul from

the passions and pollutions by which it has been

stained in its connection with the body. Mortals,

Empedocles tells us, must wander apart from bliss

in countless forms for 30,000 years, and are com-

mitted to the keepers of the prison-house. One,

however, of two things : either you must recognize

the usages of the commonwealth and respect its

ministers, or the commonwealth cannot bear your

presence. You must go from us and leave no seed

behind you, that the trace of you may be blotted off

the earth. If you choose to marry and rear children,

and eat the fruit of the ground and share in the

common interests of Hfe, you must submit to the

conditions, although they may not be wholly to your

taste. All of us have to bear with things which we

could wish otherwise. It is a law of nature, and

there is no remedy. You must pay honour to those

VOL. IV. 27
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who are set over you. You must discharge the dutie

of this life until you are released from the bonds c

it. You cannot have the benefits of society an

refuse to share its obligations. In some places th

religious customs may be extravagant and supei

stitious, and wise men vise their judgment as to tt

credit which they attach to them. But if the Komai

were to listen to you, to abolish all their laws an

customs, and to worship only your Most High, (

what you please to call Him, you will not preteii

that He will come and fight for them and defei

them from their enemies. According to you, B

promised the Jews more than this, yet He has dor

little either for them or for yourselves. The Je^v

were to have ruled the world, and they have not

yard of ground to call their own. You are only sa

when you keep concealed. If you are found you a

executed. God must never be forgotten either 1

day or night, either in public or private, either :

speech or action. Whatever we do or leave undon

we should have God ever before our minds, but \

must obey also the princes and rulers of this worl

the powers, whatever they be, which have authori

here. I do not say that obedience is without lim

If a servant of God be commanded to do son

wrong act or speak an irreverent word, he is bound
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disobey. He must bear all torture and all death

sooner than say or do what God forbids : but if the

order be to salute the Sun or sing a hymn to Athene,

he does but glorify God the more -when he praises

God's ministers ; nor is it unlawful to swear by the

emperor, for to the emperor the world is given in

charge, and under him you hold all that you have.

A monarch is enthroned upon earth to whom God

has committed the sceptre. Refuse to acknowledge

him, refuse to serve under him in the state or the

army, and he has no choice but to punish you,

because if all were to act as you do he would be

left alone and unsupported ; the empire would be

overrun by the barbarians, and all sound knowledge

would be destroyed, your own superstition along with

it. You have no fear, you say; you can face the

prospect; you are content to see ruler after ruler

perish if only he will listen to you. If the rulers

iave any prudence they will first make an end with

you. Your notion that all the world can be brought

to one mind in religion, Asiatic, European, African,

Greek, and Barbarian, is the wildest of dreams. It

cannot be. The very thought reveals your ignorance.

Your duty is to stand by your sovereign, in the field,

in the council-chamber, wherever he requires your

service. Do justly in your place as citizens, and
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make yourselves worthy members of the commoi

wealth.^

Such is the general bearing of this memorab

treatise. There must be large gaps in many par

where the connection is broken. The conclusion

abrupt. It was, perhaps, a further development (

the political aspect of the question, which Orige

thought it unnecessary to quote. In places he seen

to have misunderstood Celsus, in places to ha-v

unconsciously done him injustice. Throughout 'w

do not know where we have the words of Celsi;

himself, and where a paraphrase of what Orige

' Origen says on this very im-

portant point that Christians will

only assist the Emperor with

their own weapons. They will

put on the armour of God. They

will pray for the success of the

Imperial armies when the cause

is a just one. The priests of the

temples were excused from shed-

ding blood, and confined them-

selves to intercession. Christians

abstained on the same gi'ound to

keep their hands pure. They

were willing to pray for the con-

fusion of the enemies of justice,

and by defeating the evil spirits

who had caused a war they would

benefit the Emperor more than

they could do by fighting with

their hands. Serve under him i

legionaries they would not, hov

ever he might try to force them

The Fathers were divided o

the matter. TertuUian waver

but inclines to agree with Origei

Many Christians did as a fa(

serve in the Imperial army. Tl

complaint of Celsus, and Origen

defiant language eighty yeai

after, show, however, that the

rule was to abstain ; and we nee

no further explanation of tl

'persecutions.' Liability to mil

tary service is a universal coi

dition of citizenship, and n

nation modem or ancient woul

tolerate a refusal on the plea (

conscience.
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thought him to mean. Occasionally where a para-

graph appears to be quoted verbally, it is unintelli-

gible from want of context, and we are driven to

Origen's rejoinders to discover what Celsus is talking

about. On the whole, however, the sketch which I

have given does, I believe, represent faithfully in a

generalized form the argument which obstructed for

a century the progress of Christianity The reply,

which was long an arsenal for Christian advocates, is

as beautiful as it is voluminous. It is the unfolding

of the position of the Christian Church towards the

surrounding world in all its simplicity, its innocence,

and spiritual purity. Good men are not protected

from intellectual errors. Their thoughts are occupied

with higher subjects, and they attend, perhaps, less

than others to merely secular learning. When he is

off his own ground and attempts to answer Celsus on

questions of fact, on science, on history, on statesman-

ship, Origen is a child contending with a giant. In

the ' True Account ' we find the tone and almost the

language of the calm, impartial, thoughtful modem

European. We find the precise attitude in which a

sensible man in our own time would place himself

towards any new revelation which might present

Itself now, pretending to be supported by miracles

and interfering with political obligations. Celsus
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was in advance of his age. He was on an elevatic

from which he could survey the past and currei

superstitions, and detect the origin of most of thei

in ignorance or credulity. Origen replies to hi]

from the level of contemporary illusions, from whic

he was as little free as the least instructed of h

catechumens. Celsus tells him that ' names ' are n(

things, that names are but signs, and that differei

words in different languages mean the same objecl

that when religious Greeks speak of Zeus, and Latii

of Jupiter, and Persians of Dis, and Jews of Jehoval

they all mean the common Father of mankind. Orige

answers that this cannot be, because if the formula (

the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God (

Jacob, was properly pronounced, miracles were evei

day notoriously worked by it, while the names of tli

other gods had no power at all. So throughout h

whole argument he assumed that the earth was fu

of demons ; that the heathen gods were demons ; ths

the oracles were inspired by demons ; that madnes

and disease were possession by demons. The conjurer

whom Celsus and Lucian knew to be charlatans an

impostors, were to Origen enchanters who had mad

a compact with Satan or had gained a power ove

him by magical arts. Christianity was encounterin

the mystery of evil on its own supernatural platforn
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and putting to flight with supernatural -weapons the

legions of heU. Celsus had studied natural history

accurately and intelligently. Origen was on the same

ground as his contemporaries, and availed himself of

popular errors to gain credibility for the Christian

miracles. Thus he meets the objection to the virgin

birth of Christ by alluding to parthenogenesis among

animals, and by asserting that the vultures were an

acknowledged instance of it. Celsus understood the

generation of human legends, and knew their worth

or worthlessness. Origen took what he found. He
parallels the angel's visit to Joseph with the vision

which forbade Ariston, Plato's father, to approach his

wife tin the first child was bom. He thought the

story worth producing, though he did not pledge

himself to a belief that it was true. He did not see

that the readiness of mankind to invent and receive

such stories tended rather to suggest in all instances

an analogous origin for them in human enthusiasm.

To Origen the resurrection was not unexampled,

because Plato says that " Heras, the son of Arminius,

had returned to life after being twelve days dead,'

and ' many others were known to have risen out of

their graves' after they had been buried.' And when

Celsus asks .why Christ was seen only by his disciples

after his rfesurrection, Origen answers that after He
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had spoiled principalities and powers, his body ha

peculiar properties and was only visible to those wh

were in a proper spiritual condition.

Most persons would now admit that Celsus spok

with wise diffidence when he hesitated at the assumj

tion that the universe and all that it containe

was created solely for the sake of man. Origen :

perfectly certain that God had no other objec

Sun, moon, and stars, and earth and everythin

living upon it, were subordinated to man. I

man alone, or in reference to man, the creation ha

its purpose and meaning. As to Adam, and th

story of Paradise, it was an allegory. Adam w£

Adam, and he was also human nature. Allegoi

was always a resource when other arguments wei

wanting. The wholesale slaughter of the people (

Canaan enjoined upon the Israelites seemed 1

Celsus inconsistent with the injunction to turn tl

cheek to the smiter. Origen boldly answers that b

the Canaanites were meant the Israelites' own ev

dispositions ; the children of Babylon who were 1

be dashed against the stones, were their own wicke

thoughts and inclinations, which they were ordere

to tear out and fling from them. A yet bolder fligl

of bis imagination was his escape from difficulti(

with the Ark. The dimensions, he said, wei
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wrongly given. The Ark, which was a hundred

years in building, was as large as an enormous city.

But these illustrations give no true conception of

Origen's argument, and on the moral and spiritual

side Origen was as completely victorious as Celsus

was irresistible on the intellectual. Celsus insisted

that Christianity was identical in character with a

thousand other superstitions. Origen was able to

insi?' on the extraordinary difference, that neither

the philosophy of the schools, nor the mysteries,

the festivals, the rituals of the heathen gods availed

to check the impurity of society, or to alleviate the

miseries of mankind, and that vice and wretched-

ness disappeared in every house into which the Gospel

found an entrance. This was true; and it was a

truth which outweighed a million-fold the skilfullest

cavils of the intellect. A new life had come into

the world ; it was growing like the grain of mustard-

seed by its own vital force, and the earth was grow-

ing green under its shadow. Such an argument was

unanswerable. No other creed could be pointed to

from which any stream was flowing of moral regen-

eration. Celsus taunted the Christians with address-

ing their message to the ignorant and the miserable.

'You cannot change the nature of fallen men,' he

said. Help those who are helping themselves, and
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leave fools and sinners to gather as they sow.

Nature, it is true, is inexorable. Nature neve

pardons, and punishes mistake as harshly as shi

punishes crime. The law of nature is ' woe to thi

weak,' and human society follows nature's footsteps

Governed by a stem but wholesome instinct, societ

insists that each individual shall learn his duty fo

himself, and shall be made to feel by sharp penaltie

the consequences of his own transgressions. It is sc

and it will be so. There is no danger that the worl

will ever become too merciful. But against thi

hard enactment there pleads in mitigation the sti.

soft voice of humanity, which in Christianity for th

first time became an effective power. The stron

and successful are not always the good ; the misei

able are not always the wicked; and even for th

wicked, pity claims to be heard in mitigation c

punishment. They did not make the disposition

which they brought with them when they were bon

they did not wholly make the circumstances i

which those dispositions were fostered into habiti

Compassion for the weak, the divinest attribute c

God, now at length began to control and limit th

cruelty of nature ; conscience, accepting another la^

for itself, has been compelled by Christianity t

submit to a higher rule of obligation.
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Christianity abolished the gladiator shows and

the fights of men with wild beasts, which turned

the spectators into savage beasts themselves. More

slowly, but yet surely, Christianity has forbidden the

strong to seize the helpless and make them slaves, or

to expose children to die lest population should

become redundant. The genius of Christianity has

covered Europe with hospitals for the sick ; has im-

posed on nations the duty of contending at their own

cost against plagues and famine ; has created a new

virtue in ' charity ' which was unknown to Aristotle

;

and has assigned the highest place to it among

human excellences. Even to the poor sinner, the

abandoned profligate, given over as irredeemable by

the man of the world, and left to perish, Christianity

opened a window of hope ; for the lost sinner

there was the possibility of return
;
peace, happiness,

redemption, recovered purity, were within his reach

;

the tyranny of evil might still be broken if he him-

self would turn from it ; while the virtuous man, the

man who with real success was endeavouring to live

weU, was not left without a message, as Celsus sup-

posed. He was told to look into his own painted

sepulchre of a heart, to compare himself at his best

with what he knew that he ought to be, and to say,

if he dared, that he, too, had no need of a merciful
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judgment. The address of the 'Evangel,' thi

' good news ' to the publican and sinner, which callec

out the scorn of the cultivated Roman, lias introduce(

a principle into liuman life which has revolutionize(

it from base to summit.

As it was with humanity, so it was with licentious

ness. The 'resurrection of Christ' was a formul

more powerful than the spell of an enchanter t

cast out the devils of gluttony and bestiality. I

was the eternal symbol of the death toi sin and th

living to righteousness. 'As Christ died in the bod;

and rose again,' so Christians were bidden to pu

to death the lusts that were in their flesh, and ris

again to purity. Philosophers might lecture in th

schools in praise of temperance. Philosophy ha

become an intellectual plaything; it could not s

much as expel the devil out of the philosopher

themselves, who, if we can believe Lucian, were th

most contemptible beings within the circuit of th

Empire. Nor had Lucian himself any power (

exorcism, or Celsus, or Marcus Aurelius : they ha

knowledge and integrity; they had large-minde

statesmanship ; they might lead pure lives their

selves ; and they had a healthy scorn for the degrac

ation of most of their contemporaries. But the

possessed no spell to cast out the vicious self-indul^
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ence of their age. They could suggest no certain

fears or hopes as a motive for a better life. They

could not reach the enthusiasm of emotion, which

would choose a better life for its own sake, inde-

pendent of motive. The conscience of the ignorant

masses in the Empire was rising in indignation

against the depravity of the educated; and neither

able nor much caring to examine the historical

.details of their belief, the disciples of Christianity

accepted it in its spiritual completeness, and flung

themselves with all their souls into the war with evil.

Their teachers were, like themselves, animated

by the same emotions, and reasoned from the same

principles. They did not parade the critical proofs

of this or that fact mentioned in Scripture. They

took the facts as they found them, and turned them

to a spiritual purpose. The early Fathers were men

often of the highest intellect; but intellect takes

various forms; they had not studied either human

history, or the world outside them, with the eyes

of critics ; intellect with them had been poured into

the imagination ; they saw, as poets see, the spiritual

truth underlying the actual, of which the actual

is no more than a shell. It was not for them to

oppress their hearers with laboured volumes of evi-

dence. 'Believe,' they said; 'faith alone will save
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you
;

' and Origen justly defended tlie bold positioi

Antecedent belief is the only basis possible for actioi

of any kind. If we wait till we have considered a]

possibilities, before and behind, till we have reflect©

on the fallibility of our faculties, and allowed fc

the effect of emotion or enthusiasm in biassing on

judgment, life will be gone before we have begu

to live. ' Believe,' in substance said Origen himsel

' that sm is aeatn, that to forsake sin is the resu:

rection to life. For the rest, the world is full (

evil spirits, trying everywhere to mislead or injui

you ; but if there are devils there are angels

;

there are enchanters there are Christ and the saint!

Christianity took up freely into itself the populi

theories, the popular modes of thought, and assimi

ated them to its own likeness, as the growing os

takes in carbon through its leaves and converts

into fibre. It was not a new knowledge impart*

authoritatively by men of science. It was tl

organic development of a new conviction which w
taking hold of the hearts of mankind.

Have we, then, no security that the facts

Scripture history are literally and precisely tru(

The question is less important than it seems. Tl

story of Newton and the apple may be a legen

Yet none the less Newton discovered and reveal
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the true law of gravitation. A true religion, it

cannot be too often repeated, is not a history, but

a declaration of the present relation which exists

at all times between God and man. So certainly

the Fathers of the Church felt, or they would not

have treated Scripture facts with the freedom of

allegoric interpretation which we uniformly find in

them. The ' Iliad ' is in form a history, the play

of ' Hamlet ' is in form a history, and doubtless some

historical facts lay at the basis of both one and the

other. But the exact incidents which happened in

the Troad or at Elsinore are irrelevant to the truth

of the ' Iliad ' or the truth of ' Hamlet.' History

is true or false, as it corresponds, or does not corre-

spond, to facts which occurred once, and never

literally repeat themselves. A play or a poem is

true if it contains a true picture of human nature

;

and it embodies not a single order of facts, or the

inferences from a single order of facts, but the faith-

ful observation of all human phenomena. Truth is

thus of more kinds than one ; and the truth which

is of most importance to mankind is not the truth of

a particular fact which occurred once in time, but

the truth of the eternal facts of the constitution

of the universe the same yesterday, to-day, and

for ever.
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CENTURY.

IN the Acts of the Apostles we meet with a class (

persons whose features have in our own time

become again familiar to us—quacks and conjurei

professing to be in communication with the spiritua

world, and regarded with curiosity and interest b

serious men high in rank and authority. Sergiu

Paulus was craving for any light which could b

given to him, and in default of better teaching ha(

listened to Elymas the Sorcerer. Simon Magus, i

we may credit Catholic tradition, was in favour a

the Imperial Court of Rome, where he matched hi

power against St. Peter's, and was defeated onh

because God was stronger than the devil. The

' curious arts ' of these people were regarded both b^

Christian and heathen as a real mastery of a super

natural secret; and in the hunger for informatioi

about the great mystery with which the whole
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society was possessed, they rose, many of them, into

positions of extraordinary influence and consequence.

Asia Minor seems to have been their chief breeding

ground, where Eastern magic came in contact with

Greek civilization, and imposture was able to dis-

guise itself in the phrases of philosophy.

ApoUonius of Tyana was the most remarkable

of these adventurers. His life, unfortunately, had

been written by believers in his pretensions ; and we

have no knowledge of what he looked like to cool

observers. The Apollonius of Philostratus is a

heathen saviour, who claimed a commission from

heaven to teach a pure and reformed religion, and in

attestation of his authority went about healing the

sick, raising dead men to life, casting out devils, and

prophesying future events which came afterwards to

pass. The interesting fact about Apollonius is the

extensive recognition which he obtained, and the

ease with which his pretensions found acceptance in

the existing condition of the popular mind. Out of

the legends of him little can be gathered, save the

barest outline of his history. He was born four

years before the Christian era in Tyana, a city of

Cappadocia. His parents sent him to be educated

at Tarsus in Cilicia, a place of considerable wealth

and repute, and he must have been about beginning

vnT,_ TV. 28
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his studies there when St. Paul as a little boy wai

first running about the streets. The life in Tarsui

being too luxurious for Apollonius's aspirations, h(

became a water-drinker and a vegetarian, and be-

took himself as a recluse to the temple of .^sculapiui

at jEgse. ^sculapius, as the god of healing, anc

therefore the most practically useful, had become th(

most popular of the heathen divinities. He alone

of them was supposed to remain beneficently active

and even to appear at times in visible form in sick-

rooms and by sick-beds. Apollonius's devotion tc

.^sculapius means that he studied medicine. Or

the death of his father he divided his propertj

among the poor, and after five years of retirement he

travelled as far as India in search of knowledge,

He discoursed with learned Brahmins there, and

came home with enlightened ideas, and with some

skill in the arts of the Indian jugglers. With these

two possessions he began his career as a teacher in

the Roman Empire. He preached his new religion,

and he worked miracles to induce people to believe

in him. He was at Rome in Nero's time, when

Simon Magus and St. Peter are said to have been

there. Perhaps tradition has confused ApoUonius

with Simon Magus or Simon Magus with ApoUonius.

In the convulsions which followed Nero's murder.
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being then an old man, he attached himself to

Vespasian in Egypt. Vespasian, who was not with-

out his superstitions, and himself had been once

persuaded to work a miracle, is said to have looked

kindly on him and patronized him, and ApoUonius

blossomed out into glory as the spiritual adviser of

the Vespasian dynasty. The cruelties of Domitian

•estranged him. He was accused of conspiring with

Nerva, and of having sacrificed a child to bribe the

gods in Nerva's interest. He was even charged with

having pretended to be a god himself. He was

arraigned, convicted, and was about to suffer, when

he vanished out of the hands of the Roman police, to

reappear at Ephesus, where he soon after died.

Clearly enough, we are off the ground of history

in much of this. If ApoUonius died at Ephesus in

Nerva's time, he was a hundred years old at least,

and must have been a contemporary and neighbour

of St. John, who is supposed to have been writing

his Gospel in the same city about that very time.

However that may be, it is certain that after

Ms death a temple was raised to ApoUonius at the

place of his birth, and Tyana became a privUeged

city. Similar honours were assigned elsewhere to

him as an evidence of the facility and completeness

with which he had gained credit for his pretended
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divine commission. The truth about him is probablj

that he was a physician, and had obtained som<

real knowledge of the methods of curing diseases

In India, besides philosophy and juggling, he maj

have learnt to practise what is now called anima

magnetism ; and finding that he had a real powei

on the nervous system of hysterical patients, th(

nature of which he did not understand, he ma3

have himself believed it to be supernatural. Witl

these arts he succeeded in persuading his country-

men that he was ' some great one,' ' a great powei

of God ;

' and both in life and death, in an age wher

the traditionary religion was grown incredible, anc

the human race was craving for a new revelation

Apollonius of Tyana, among many others, was lookec

upon through a large part of the Roman Empin

as an emanation of the Divine nature. Such periods

are the opportunities of false prophets. Mankinc

when they grow enthusiastic mistake their hopes

and imaginations for evidence of truth, and rui

like sheep after every new pretender who professes

to hold the key of the mystery which they are sc

passionately anxious to penetrate.

Our present business, however, is not with th(

prophet of Tyana. Apollonius left a school o:

esoteric disciples behind him, with one of whon
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we are fortunately able to form a closer acquaintance.

Apollonius we see through a mist of illusion.

Alexander of Abonotichus we are able to look at

with the eyes of the cleverest man who was alive

on this planet in the second century. With the

help of Lucian's portrait of Alexander we can discern,

perhaps, the lineaments of Apollonius himself. We
can see, at any rate, what these workers of miracles

really were, as well as the nature of the element in

which they made their conquests, at the side of and

in open rivalry with, the teachers of Christianity.

A word first about Lucian himself. At the

Christian era, and immediately after it, the Asiatic

provinces of the Empire were singularly productive

of eminent men. The same intercourse of Eastern

and Western civilization which produceil the ma-

gicians were generating in all directions an active

intellectual fermentation. The ' disciples ' were

'called Christians first at Antioch.' It was in

Asia Minor that St. Paul first established a Gentile

Church. There sprang up the multitude of heresies

out of conflict with which the Christian creeds

shaped themselves. And by the side of those who

were constructing a positive faith, were found others

who were watching the phenomena round them

with an anxious but severe scepticism, unable
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themselves to find truth in the agitating speculations

which were distracting everybody that came near

them, but with a clear eye to distinguish knaves

and impostors, and a resolution as honourable

as St. Paul's to fight with and expose falsehood

wherever they encountered it. Among these the

most admirable was the satirist, artist, man of

letters, the much-spoken-of and little studied Lucian,

the most gifted anu perhaps the purest-hearted

thinker outside the Church who was produced under

the Roman Empire. He was bom at Samosata on

the Euphrates about the year 120. He was intended

for a sculptor, but his quick discursive intellect led

him into a wider field, and he spent his life as a

critic of the spiritual phenomena of his age. Tc

Christianity he paid little attention. To him i1

appeared but as one of the many phases of beliel

which were showing themselves among the ignorani

and uneducated. But it was harmless, and he die

not quarrel with it. He belonged to the smaJJ

circle of observers who looked on such things wit!

the eyes of men of science. Cool-headed, and wit!

an honest hatred of lies, he ridiculed the impious

theology of the established pagan religion; wit!

the same instinct he attacked the charlatans whc

came, like Apollonius, pretending to a Divin(
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commission. He was doing the Church's work

when he seemed most distant from it, and was

struggling against illusions peculiarly seductive to

the class of minds to whom the Church particularly-

addressed itself. Thus to Lucian we are indebted

for cross lights upon the history of times which

show us how and why at that particular period

Christianity was able to establish itself His scien-

tific contemporaries were more antagonistic to it

than himself. The Celsus against whom Origen

wrote his great defence was probably Lucian'

s

intimate friend. But if Christianity was incredible

and offensive to them, men like Apollonius of Tyana

were infinitely more offensive. Christianity was at

most a delusion. Apollonius of Tyana they hated

as a quack and a scoundrel. Besides the treatise

which Origen answered, Celsus wrote a book against

the magicians. Lucian speaks of Apollonius in a

letter to Celsus as if they were both agreed about

the character of the prophet of Tyana, and had this

book survived we should have perhaps found a

second picture there of Apollonius, which would

have made impossible the rash parallels which have

been attempted in modern times. The companion

picture of Alexander of Abonotichus, by Lucian

himself, happily remains. When the world was
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bowing down before this extraordinary rascal, Lucian

traced out his history, and risked his own Hfe in

trying to explode the imposture. Though human

folly proved too strong, and Alexander died, like

Apollonius, with the supernatural aureole about

him, Lucian, at the express desire of Celsus, placed

on record a minute account of the man, lucid tc

the smallest detail. He describes him as a servant

of the devil, in the most modern sense of the word

—

not of the prince of the power of the air, as a

Christian Father would have described him, with

evil genii at his bidding, but of the devil of lying

and imposture with whom now-a-days we are sc

sadly familiar. He commences with an apolog}i

for touching so base a subject; he undertakes it

only at his friend's request. Nor can he tell the

entire story. Alexander of Abonotichus was as

great in rascaldom as Alexander of Macedon ir

war and politics. His exploits would fill large

volumes, and the most which Lucian could do was

to select a few basketfuls from the dungheap and

offer them as specimens. Even thus much he feels

a certain shame in attempting. If the wretch had

received his true deserts, he would have been torn

in pieces by apes and foxes in the arena, and the

very name of him would have been blotted out oj
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memoiy. Biographies, however, had been written,

and had given pleasure, of distinguished highway-

men ; and an account of a man who had plundered,

not a small district, but the whole Roman Empire,

might not be without its uses.

With these few words of contemptuous preface

Lucian teUs his story; and in a form still more

abridged we now offer it to our readers.

Abonotichus was a small coast town on the south

shore of the Black Sea, a few miles west of Sinope.

At this place, at the beginning of the second century,

the future prophet was brought into the world. His

parents were in a humble rank of life. The boy was

of unusual beauty; and having no inclination to

work and a very strong inclination for pleasure, he

turned his advantages to abominable account. By-

and-by he was taken up by a doctor who had been

one of ApoUonius's disciples. The old villain had

learnt his master's arts. He understood medicine,

could cure stomach-aches and head-aches, set a Hmb

or assist at a lying-ia. But besides his legitimate

capabilities, he had set up for a magician. He dealt

m spells and love-charms; he could find treasures

with a divining rod, discover lost deeds and wiUs,

provide heirs for disputed inheritances, and, when

well paid for it, he knew how to mix a poison. In
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these arts the young Alexander became an aj

pupil and was useful as a sort oifamulus. He lean

ApoUonius's traditionary secrets, and at the age (

twenty, when his master died, he was in a conditio

to practise on his own account.

He was now thrown on the world to shift fc

himself. But his spirits were light, and his confic

ence in himself was boundless : as long as thei

were fools with money in their pockets, he coul

have a well-founded hope of transferring part of it \

his own. A provincial town was too small a theati

of operations. He set off for Byzantium, the gre£

mart of ancient commerce, which was thronged wit

merchants from all parts of the world. Like seet

like. At Byzantium, Alexander made acquaintanc

with a vagabond named Cocconas, a fellow wh

gained a living by foretelling the winners at game

and races, lounging in the betting rings, and gaml

ling with idle young gentlemen. By this means 1:

found entrance into what was called society. Ale:

ander was more beautiful as a man than as a bo;

Cocconas introduced him to a rich Macedonian lad

who was spending the season in the city. The lad

fell in love with him, and on her return to h(

country-seat at Bella, carried Alexander and h

friend along with her. This was very well for
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feime
;
but the situation, perhaps, had its drawbacks.

Aspiring ambition is not easily satisfied
; and the

young heart began to sigh for a larger sphere.

In the midst of pleasure he had an eye for

business. In Macedonia, and especially about Pella

there was at this time a great number of large

harmless snakes. They came into the houses,

where they were useful in keeping down rats and

mice; they let the children play with them; they

crept into beds at night, and were never interfered

with. From' this local peculiarity the story, perhaps,

originated of the miraculous birth of Alexander the

Great. It occurred to the two adventurers that

something might be made of one of these serpents.

They bought a very handsome specimen, and soon

after they left Pella, taking it with them.

For a while they lounged about together, carrying

on Cocconas's old trade, and expanding it into

fortune-telling. Fools, they observed, were always

craving to know the future, and would listen to any

one who pretended to see into it. In this way they

made much money, and they found the art so easy

that their views went higher. They proposed to set

up an oracular shrine of their own, which would take

the place of Delphi and Deles. The pythonesses on the

old-established tripods were growing silent. Apollo,
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it seemed, was tired of attending them, and inquirer!

were often sent away unsatisfied. There was clear!]

a want in the world, and Alexander and his friem

thought they saw their way towards supplying it.

The loss of oracles was not the whole of the mis

fortune. The world was beginning to feel that i

had even lost God. The Greek mythology had growi

incredible. The Epicureans were saying that ther(

was no such thing as Providence, and never ha(

been. The majority of people were still of i

different opinion ; but they were uneasy, and wen

feeling very generally indeed that if gods there were

they ought to make their existence better knowr

Here was an opportunity, not only of making ;

fortune, but of vindicating the great principles c

religion and becoming benefactors of humanity.

They decided to try. Sleight of hand am

cunning might succeed when philosophy hai

failed. Was it said there were no gods ? The

would produce a god, a real visible god, that me:

could feel and handle, that would itself speak an'

give out oracles, and so silence for ever the wicke

unbelievers. So far they saw their way. The nex

question was, the place where the god was to appea

Cocconas was for Chalcedon, on the Asiatic side (

the Bosphorus. It was a busy town, almost as full (
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merchants as Byzantium, the population all engaged

with speculation, and money in any quantity to be

made there. This was good as far as it went. But

Chalcedon was too much in the light. The pagan

gods, as the shrewder Alexander knew, were not

fond of commercial cities. Christianity might thrive

there ; but caves, mountains, and woods, remote

islands, retired provincial villages, suited better with

Apollo and iEsculapius. Traders' wits were sharp-

ened with business, and they might be unpleasantly

curious. The simple inhabitants of the interior,

Phrygians and Bithynians, Galatians and Cappa-

docians, would be an easier prey where a reputation

had first to be created—and success depended upon

a favourable beginning. At his own Abonotichus,

he told Cocconas that a man had only to appear with

a fife and drum before him, and clashing a pair of

cymbals, and the whole population would be on

their knees before him.

The better judgment of Alexander carried the

day. Abonotichus itself was decided on as the

theatre of operations. Cocconas, however, was

allowed to introduce Chalcedon into the first act of

the drama, ^sculapius, the best believed in of

the surviving divinities, was the god who was to be

incarnated. Joe Smith must have read Lucian's
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story, and have taken a hint from it. In the temph

of Apollo at Chalcedon the bold adventurers burie(

some brass plates, bearing an inscription tha

Apollo and JEsculapius were about to visit Pontus

and that ^Esculapius would appear at Abonotichu

in a bodily form. The plates were convenientl;

discovered, and became the talk of the bazaars

Merchants going and coming spread the story. Asi

Minor was excited, as well it might be. At th

favoured Abonotichus the delighted people resolve

to build a temple to receive the god at his cominc

and they set to work at once, clearing the groun

for the foundations.

The train being thus well laid, Alexander had n

further need of a companion. Cocconas was

vulgar type of a rogue, unfit for the decoroi

hypocrisies which were now to be acted. He wi

left behind on some pretext at Chalcedon, whei

he died, it was said, from a snake-bite, and so dro]

out of sight. The supreme performer retume

with the field to himself, to his native town. Lucis

describes him as he then appeared ; tall, majesti

extremely handsome, hair long and flowing, cor

plexion fair, a moderate beai'd, partly his own ai

partly false, but the imitation excellent, eyes larj

and lustrous, and a voice sweet and limpid. As
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his character, says Lucian, 'God grant tliat I may

never meet with such another. His cunning was

wonderful, his dexterity matchless. His eagerness

for knowledge^ his capacity for learning, and power

of memory, were equally extraordinary.'

The simple citizens of Abonotichus, on the watch

already for the coming of a god among them, had no

chance against so capable a villain. They had not

seen him since the wonderful days of his boyhood,

when he had been known as the famulus of an old

wizard. He now presented himself among them,

his locks wildly streaming, in a purple tunic with

a white cloak thrown over it. In his hand he bore

a falchion like that with which Perseus had slain

the Gorgon. He chanted a doggrel of Alexandrian

metaphysics, with monads and triads, pentads and

decads, playing in anagrams upon his own name.

He had learnt from an oracle, he said, that Perseus

was his mother's ancestor, and that a wonderful

destiny had been foretold for him. He rolled his

beautiful soft eyes. With the help of soap-wort

he foamed at the mouth as if possessed. The poor

people had known his mother, and had no conception

of her illustrious lineage. But there was no dis-

puting with an oracle. What an oracle said must

be true. He was received with an ovation, all the
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town bowing down before him, and he then prepare

for his next step.

The snake throughout the East was the symb^

of knowledge and immortality. The serpent wit

his tail in his mouth represented the circle i

eternity. The serpent in annually shedding i

skin was supposed to renew its life for ever. A sei

even of Gnostic Christians were serpent worshipper

From the time of the brazen serpent in the wilde:

ness, it was the special emblem of the art of healing

and if the divine physician ever appeared on eart

in visible shape, a snake's was the form which h

might be expected to assume.

The snake which had been bought at Pella wa

now to be applied to its purpose. The monster, fc

it was of enormous size, had accompanied Alexandc

through his subsequent adventures. It had becom

so tame that it would coil about his body, and remai

in any position which he desired. He had made

human face out of linen for it, which he had painte

with extreme ingenuity. The mouth would ope

and shut by an arrangement of horsehair. Th

black forked tongue shot in and out, and the creatur

had grown accustomed to its mask and wore i

without objection.

A full-grown divinity being thus ready at banc
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the intending prophet next furnished himself with

the egg of a goose, opened it, cleared out the

contents, and placed inside a small emhryo snake

just horn. This done, he filled the cracks and

smoothed them over with wax and white lead,

^sculapius's temple was meanwhile making pro-

gress. The foundations had been dug, and there

were pits and holes, which a recent rain had filled

with water. In one of these muddy pools Alexander

concealed his egg, as he had done the plates at

Chalcedon, and the next morning he rushed into

the market-place in a state of frenzy, almost naked,

a girdle of gold tissue about his waist, hair stream-

ing, eyes flashing, mouth foaming, and the Perseus

falchion wheeling about his head. The crowd

collected at the sight of him, frantic as himself

He sprang upon some mound or bench. ' Blessed,'

he cried, ' be this town of Abonotichus, and blessed

be they that dwell in it. This day the prophecy

is fulfilled, and God is coming to take his place

among us.'

The entire population was out, old and young,

men and women, quivering with hope and emotion.

Alexander made an oration in an unknown tongue

;

some said it was Hebrew, some Phoenician, all agreed

that it was inspired. The only words articulately
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heard were the names of Apollo and J5sculapiu

"When he had done he set up the familiar Psab

of the Sun God, and moved, with the crowd singin

in chorus behind him, to the site of the tempi*

He stepped into the water, offered a prayer \

j^sculapius, and then asking for a bowl he scoope

his egg out of the mud. ,

'^sculapius is here,' he said, holding it for

moment in the hollow of his hand. And then, wit

every eye fixed on, him in the intensity of exped

ation, he broke it. The tiny creature twisted abou

his fingers. ' It moves, it moves !
' the people crie

in ecstasy. Not a question was asked. To doul

would have been impious. They shouted. The

blessed the gods. They blessed themselves for th

glory which they had witnessed. Health, wealtl

all pleasant things which the gods could give, the

saw raining on the happy Abonotichus. Alexandc

swept back to his house bearing the divinity in h

bosom, the awe-struck people following. For a fe'

days there was a pause, while the tale of what ha

happened spread along the shores of the Black Se;

Then on foot, on mules, in carts, in boats, multitude

flocked in from all directions to the birthplace <

^sculapius. The roads were choked with them

the town overflowed with them. ' They had tt
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forms of men/ as Lucian says, 'but they were as

sheep in all besides, heads and hearts empty alike.'

Alexander was ready for their reception. He had

erected a booth or tabernacle with a door at each

end and a railed passage leading from one door to

the other. Behind the rail on a couch in a subdued

light, the prophet sat visible to every one, the snake

from Pella wreathed about his neck, the coils glitter-

ing amidst the folds of his dress, the tail playing

on the ground. The head was concealed ; but occa-

sionally the prophet raised his arm, and then appeared

the awful face, the mouth moving, the tongue darting

in and out. There it was, the veritable traditionary

serpent with the human countenance which appears

in the mediaeval pictures of the Temptation and

the Fall.

The prophet told the spectators that into this

mysterious being the embryo that was found in the

egg had developed in a few days. The place was

dark ; the crowd which was pressing to be admitted

was enormous. The stream of worshippers passed

quickly from door to door. They could but look

and give place to others. But a single glance was

enough for minds disposed to believe. The rapidity

of the creature's growth, so far from exciting sus-

picion, was only a fresh evidence of its miraculous
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nature. The first exhibition was so successful thai

others followed. The first visitors had been chiefli

the poor ; but as the fame of the appearance spread

the higher classes caught the infection. Men o

fortune came with rich offerings ; and so confiden

was Alexander in their folly, that those who gav(

most liberally were allowed to touch the scales and t(

look steadily at the moving mouth. So well the tricl

was done that Lucian says, ' Epicurus himself woulc

have been taken in.' ' Nothing could save a man bu

a mind with the firmness of adamant, and fortifiec

by a scientific conviction that the thing which h(

supposed himself to see was a physical impossibility.

The wonder was still imperfect. The diviniti

was there, but as yet he had not spoken. The

excitement, however, grew and spread. All Asif

Minor was caught with it. The old stories wen

true, then. There were gods after all, and th(

wicked philosophers were wrong. Heavy heart:

were lifted up again. From lip to lip the blessec

message flew; over Galatia, over Bithynia, awa^

across the Bosphorus, into Thrace and Macedonia

A god, a real one, had been born at Abonotichus

with a serpent's body and the face of a man

Pictures were taken of him. Images were mad(

m brass or silver, and circulated in thousands. A
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length it was announced that the lips had given

an articulate sound.

' I am Glycon, the sweet one,' the creature had

said, ' the third in descent from Zeus, and the light

of the world.'

The temple was now finished. Proper accommo-

dation had been provided for ^Esculapius and his

prophet priest; and a public announcement was

made that the god, for a fit consideration, would

answer any questions which might be put to him.

There was a doubt at first about the tariff. Am-
philochus, who had migrated from Thebes to a

shrine in Cilicia, and had been prophesying there

for ten centuries, charged two obols, or three pence,

for each oracle; but money had fallen in value,

and answers directly from a god were in themselves

of higher worth, ^sculapius, or Alexander for him,

demanded eight obols, or a shilling. Days and hours

were fixed when inquirers could be received. They

were expected to send in their names beforehand,

and to write their questions on a paper or parchment,

which they might seal up in any way that they

pleased. Alexander received the packets from their

hands, and after a day, or sometimes two days, restored

them with the answers to the questions attached.

People came, of course, in thousands. The seal
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being apparently unbroken, the mere fact that an

answer was given of some kind predisposed them to

be satisfied with it. Either a heated knife-blade

had been passed under the wax, or a cast of the

impression was taken in coUyrium and a new seal was

manufactured. The obvious explanation occurred to

no one. People in search of the miraculous never

like to be disappointed. Either they themselves

betray their secrets, or they ask questions so foolish

that it cannot be known whether the answer is true

or false. Most of the inquirers came to consult

jSlsculapius about their health, and Alexander knew

medicine enough to be able generally to read in their

faces what was the matter with them. Thus they

were easily satisfied, and went away as convinced as

when they arrived. The names being given in

beforehand, private information was easily obtained

from slaves or companions. Shrewd guesses were

miracles, when they were correct, and one success

outweighed a hundred failures. In cases of difficulty

the oraculaj; method was always in reserve, with the

ambiguities of magniloquent nonsense. The real

strength of Alexander was in his professional skill,

which usually was in itself all-sufficient. He had a

special quack remedy of his own, which he prescribed

as a panacea, a harmless plaster made out of goat's
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fat. To aspiring politicians, young lovers, or heirs

expectant, lie replied that the fates were undecided,

and that the event depended on the will of JEsculapius

and the intercessions of his prophet.

Never was audacity greater or more splendidly

rewarded. The gold ingots sent to Delphi were as

nothing compared to the treasures which streamed

iato Abonotichus. Each question was separately

paid for, and ten or fifteen were not enough for the

curiosity of single visitors. The work soon outgrew

the strength of a single man. The prophet had an

army of disciples, who were munificently paid. They

were employed, some as servants, some as spies,

oracle manufacturers, secretaries, keepers of seals,

or interpreters of the various Asiatic dialects. Each

appKcant received his answer in his own tongue, to

his overwhelming admiration. Success brought

fresh ambitions with it. Emissaries were dispersed

through the Empire spreading the fame of the new

prophet ; instigating fools to consult the oracle, and

letting Alexander know who they were and what

they wanted. If a slave had run away, if a will

could not be found, if a treasure had been secreted,

if a robbery was undiscovered, Alexander became the

universal resource. The air was full of miracles.

The sick were healed. The dead were raised to
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life, or were reported and were believed to have beer

raised, which came to the same thing. To believe

was a duty, to doubt was a sin. A god had come

on earth to save a world which was perishing ir

scepticism. Simple hearts were bounding witl

gratitude; and no devotion could be too extreme

and no expression of it in the form of offerings to(

extravagant. iEsculapius might have built a thronf

of gold for himself out of the pious contribution!

of the faithful. Being a god, he was personalh

disinterested ;
' gold and silver,' he said througl

the oracle, ' were nothing to him ; he commandec

only that his servant the prophet should receive thi

honours due to him.'

High favour such as had fallen upon Alexande

could not be enjoyed without some drawbacks. Thi

world believed, but an envious minority remainec

incredulous, and whispered that the prophet was i

charlatan. The men of science persisted that miracle

were against nature, and that a professing worker c

miracles was necessarily a rogue. The Christians, t

whom Lucian does full justice in the matter, re

garded Alexander as a missionary of the devil, am

abhorred both him and his works. Combination

were formed to expose him. Traps were clever!

laid for him, into which all his adroitness could no
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save him from occasionally falling. But he had

contrived to entangle his personal credit in the great

spiritual questions which were agitating mankind,

and to enlist in his interest the pious side of

paganism. The schools of philosophy were divided

about him. The respectable sects, Platonists, Stoics,

and Pythagoreans, who believed in a spiritual system

underlying the sensible, saw in the manifestation at

Abonotichus a revelation in harmony with their

theories. If they did not wholly believe, they looked

at it as a phenomenon useful to an age which was

denying the supernatural.

Alexander, quick to catch at the prevailing

influences, flattered the philosophers in turn. Pytha-

goras was made a saint in his calendar. He spoke

of Pythagoras as the greatest of the ancient sages.

He claimed to represent him; at length he let it be

known privately that he was Pythagoras. He gilt

his thigh, and the yellow lustre was about to be seen.

The wise man of Samos was again present unrecog-

nized, like Apollo among the herdsmen of Admetus.

The philosophers of the second century, if Lucian

can be believed, were not a lofty set of beings.

They professed sublime doctrines, but the doctrines

had little effect on their lives, and the different

schools hated one another with genuine sectarian
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intensity. The Pythagoreans were little better thar

their rivels, but their teaching was more respectable

They insisted that men had souls as well as bodies,

They believed in immortality and future retribution

and they had the sympathies with them of the

decent part of society. Alexander's instinct led him

to them as the best friends he could have; anc

they in turn were ready to play into his hands ir

their own interests. By their mystical theories thej

were the natural victims of illusion. Opinion!

adopted out of superstition or emotion cannot be

encountered by reason. They are like epidemic

diseases which seize and subdue the mental con-

stitution. They yield only when they have speni

their force, and are superseded by other beliefs of ai

analogous kind. The spiritual world is ruled bj

homoeopathy, and one disorder is only cured by i

second and a similar one.

Thus supported, therefore, Pythagoi-as Alexande:

replied to attempts at exposure by open dejBance

Pontus, he said, was full of blaspheming atheists anc

Christians ; .^sculapius was displeased that, after hi

had condescended to come among his people, sue!

wretches should be any longer tolerated ; and hi

demanded that they should be stoned out of thi

province. A pious inquirer was set to ask afte
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the soul of Epicurus. jiEsculapius answered that

Epicurus was in hell, lying in filth, and in chains

of lead. The Pythagoreans clapped their hands.

Hell, they had always said, was the proper place

for him; and in hell he was; the oracle had de-

clared it.

It is very interesting to find two classes of men,

generally supposed to be so antagonistic as the men

of science and the Christians, standing alone together

against the world as the opponents of a lying

scoundrel. The explanation of their union was that

each of them had hold of a side of real truth, while

the respectable world was given over to shadows.

The Epicureans understood the laws of nature and

the principles of evidence. The Christians had a

new ideal of human life and duty in them, which

was to regenerate the whole race of mankind. It

was thus fit and right that they should work together

against a wretch who understood nothing but human

folly and the art of playing upon it, and against

the gulls and idiots who were ready to swallow any

absurdity which surprised or flattered them.

The Epicureans were Alexander's most dangerous

enemies ; for they had friends in the higher circles

of society. Amestris, between Abonotichus and the

Bosphorus, was the seat of the provincial adminis-
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tration. Lepidus, the Roman propraetor, was a mai

of sense and culture. The town took its mtellectua

tone from him, and was unfavourable to the prophet'

pretensions. Ingenious tricks had been played upoi

him from that quarter, with too much success ; am

he had been driven to announce that for the futur

no inquiries sent from Amestris would be entertainec

Some mockeries had followed. Alexander could no

afford to let the public enthusiasm cool, and mis

takes for the future must be avoided, ^sculapiu

had hitherto communicated with his worshipper

in writing. When he uttered sounds, it was ii

private to the prophet. To silence doubt, th

serpent was now to be heard directly speaking. 1

tube was fitted through which articulate noise

could be made to issue from the snake's moutl

with the help of a confederate behind the curtair

Select visitors only were admitted to this especially

sacred performance, and a high price had to b

paid for it. But the experiment was tried wit'

perfect success ; and the method was found to hav

its conveniences. The word-of-mouth oracles wer

taken down and were given afterwards to the world

but if mistakes had been made, they could be altere^

before publication. An accident of the kind happenei

shortly after which might have been disastrous i
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the original practice had been followed, but which

Alexander was able to turn into a brilliant success.

Severian, a Roman general, had been sent by

the emperor Verus to invade Armenia. He called

at Abonotichus on his way, to learn if he was

likely to succeed, and ^Esculapius encouraged him

with his own lips in bad Homeric verse. He had

told Severian, that he would subdue the Armenians,

and return in glory to Rome with the bay wreath

on his temples and wearing the golden circlet of

Apollo. Severian, whether he believed ^Esculapius

or not, went his way, lost his army, and was himself

killed. The oracle was immediately reversed. Tlie

line which appeared in the published record was

:

'Go not against the Armenians, where death and

disaster await thee.' Thus out of ' the nettle danger
'

Alexander ' had plucked the flower safety.' The

death of Severian was explained by his neglect or

defiance of the warning. In another way, too, he

showed his prudence. He made friends at the

rival shrines. Monopolies, he knew, were odious

and dangerous. If ^sculapius spoke through him,

Apollo spoke now and then elsewhere. He wouki

sometimes tell a patient that he had no message

for him, and that he must go for advice to Claros or

to the cave of the Branchidae.
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Thus he continued to baffle his detractors, and i

rise from glory to glory. His fame reached tt

Imperial Court, and to consult Alexander becan]

the fashion in high Roman society. Ladies of ran]

men of business, intriguing generals or senators, too

into their counsels the prophet of Abonotichu

Some who had perilous political schemes on ban

were rash enough to commit their secrets to pape

and to send them, under the protection of their seal

for the opinion of jEsculapius. The prophet, whe

he discovered matter of this kind, kept the packe

by him without returning tliem. He thus held tl

writers in his power, and made them feel that the

lives were in his hands.

And there were others in high position, men i

thought who were waiting for some kind of revelatio:

that sought him out from purer motives. Rutilian,

senator, in favour with the Emperor, a man of abilit

who had passed his life in the public service, an

still held an important office, adopted Alexander f(

his spiritual father. Rutilian was a Pythagorean i

most devout temperament, assiduous in prayers to tl

Invisible Being or Beings of whose existence he wi

assured. When he heard that j5]sculapius had con

into the world, he had already a predisposition i

believe, and was prevented only by public duti(
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from flying to learn if the news was true. He could

not go to Pontus himself, but he sent friends on

whom he could rely, and whose temperament re-

sembled his own. The majestic appearance of the

prophet, the inspired eyes, the rich sweet voice,

awed them into immediate conviction. They were

shown wonders ; but they had believed before they

bad seen, and they returned to Rome to ex-

aggerate what they had witnessed. Rutilian, re-

ceiving their report into his own eager imagination,

brought it out of the crucible again transfigured

yet more gloriously. He was a man of known piety

and veracity, incapable of conscious falsehood, true

and just in all his dealings. Astonished Rome could

not yet wholly surrender itself. Officers of the im-

perial household hastened over to see with their

own eyes. It had not occurred to them that they

might see things which they could not explain,

yet that what they saw might be no more than a

trick. Men without scientific training who trust

their own judgment in such matters are the natural

prey of charlatans. These gentlemen came to

Abonotichus. They were received with the highest

honours. Alexander displayed his miracles to them,

made them handsome presents, and sent them home

open-mouthed to glorify ./Esculapius and his prophet
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in the fullest confidence that they were speakmj

nothing but the truth. Rutilian was triumphant

He was now either relieved from office, or he ohtainec

leave of absence, and at last was able to throv

himself in person at the apostle's feet. He was sixt^

years old at the time when the acquaintance began

His wife was dead, and he had one only son. Th(

first question which he asked Alexander was abou

his boy's education. Alexander told him that hi

teachers were to be Pythagoras and Homer. Th(

child died, and went to his tutors in Hades ; and th(

prophet at the first step had given a convincinj

proof of his inspiration. Lucian, in his contempt

folly, half pardons Alexander when such a man a

Rutilian was so eager to be his dupe. The ne\

disciple, being a Pythagorean, believed in pre-exist

ence. He asked through what personalities he hai

himself passed already. Alexander told him tha

he had been no less a person than Achilles. Afte

Achilles he had been Menander, and when his pre

sent life was over he was to become immortal, and liv

thenceforward as a sunbeam. Rutilian believed it al

No absurdity was too monstrous for him ; while h

on his part was infinitely useful to Alexander. Fei

sceptics were hardy enough thenceforward to questio:

the character of the friend of the Emperor's favourite
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Among his female adorers or connections, of

whom Alexander had as many as Brigham Young,

there was a girl whom he called his daughter, on

the mother's side of exalted parentage. Selene, or

the Moon, had seen Alexander sleeping like Endy-

mion, had become enamoured of him, and had

descended to his embraces. The young lady he

declared to be the offspring of this celestial union.

Rutilian being a widower was informed that Selene

and JEsculapius had selected him to be her husband.

He was delighted. He believed the marriage to be

au adoption into heaven. Like Menelaus, he would

never die, being the son-in-law of a god, and the

nuptials were celebrated with august solemnity.

Abonotichus after this became a holy city, a

Mecca, a place of pilgrimage. The prophet was a

power in the Empire, and began to surround himself

with pomp and display. Among other ceremonies

he instituted a public service in the temple in imita-

tion of the mysteries of Eleusis. That he was able to

present such scenes with impunity is a most curious

illustration of the mental condition of the time.

The service commenced with a procession of

acolytes carrying torches, the prophet at their head,

like the priests of Ceres, giving notice to the profane

to keep aloof, and inviting the believers in .-Esculapius

VOL. IV. 30
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to approach and take part in the holy mystery.

The profane whom he specially meant were the

Christians and the atheists. The prophet spoke;

the congregation answered. The prophet said,

' Away with the Christians !
' The people replied,

'Away with the atheists!' Those who presented

themselves for communion were examined first hy

Alexander to ascertain their fitness. If found un-

orthodox, they were excluded from the temple.

The ceremonial then commenced. It consisted of

a series of tableaux. The first day was given to

representations of the lying-in of Latona, the birth

of Apollo, the marriage of Apollo and Coronis, with

the issue of it in the generation of -lEsculapius.

On the second day there was the incarnation of ' the

sweet one/ with the Chalcedon plates, the goose

egg, and the snake. Alexander himself was the

hero of the third. A new revelation, it seems, had

informed him of the mysterious circumstances at-

tending his own coming into the world. His mother

had been visited by Podalirius, jEsculapius's

mythical son. The temple was then brilliantly

illuminated. The prophet, after some preliminary

gesticulations, laid himself down, as Endymion, to

sleep upon the couch. Selene, the Moon, personated

by the beautiful wife of an officer of the imperial
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court, who was the prophet's mistress, descended

upon him from the roof and covered him with kisses,

the husband looking on, delighted with the honour

which had fallen upon him.

In the final scene, Alexander reappeared in his

priestly dress. A hymn was sung to the snake,

the congregation accompanying or responding. The

choir then formed into a circle and went through a

mystic dance, the prophet standing in the centre.

The miraculous birth of Alexander, after being

thus announced, was made into an article of faith

which the disciples were bound to receive. A
difficulty arose which had not been foreseen. If

he was the son of a god, how could he be Pytha-

goras ? and how came he by the golden thigh ? He

was equal to the occasion ; he was not Pythagoras,

he said, and yet he was. He had the same soul with

Pythagoras ; for that soul was the Spirit of God,

which waned and was renewed like the moon. The

Spirit descended from heaven at special times and

on special persons, and again ascended when its

purpose was attained. The gold thigh was perhaps

explained as its accompanying symbol.

Having indentified himself with the Pythago-

reans, he announced mth authority the general

truth of their doctrines. He insisted on an elevated
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morality, and directed his disciples to abstain from

sensual vices. The rules, however, had no applica-

tion to himself, and behind the veil he created a

Cyprian paradise. His reputation being so well

established, the privilege of admission to the temple

rites was eagerly sought after.

The oracle, meanwhile, was active as ever, ami

now and then by its mistakes produced a frightful

injustice. A Paphlagonian gentleman had sent bis

son to be educated at Alexandria. The boy liad

joined an expedition up the Nile, where he feU in

with some merchants on their way to the Red Sea

and India. Curiosity led him to accompany them

;

and his household in the city, who had charge of

him, after waiting for a while and finding that he

did not come back, concluded that he had been

drowned in the river, and returned to Paphlagonia

with the news that the boy was dead. The father

consulted the seer of Abonotichus. Alexr.nder

informed him that his son had been made away

with by the servants. The Roman governor was

appealed to. The word of Alexander, supported as

he was by Rutilian, was conclusive, and the un-

fortunate wretches were thrown to the wild beasTs.

Soon after, the boy appeared, none the worse for his

journey ; and an indignant friend of the family went
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to Abonotichus to expose the impostor before his

worshippers. Unfortunately, a superstition once

established is proof against commonplace evidence.

Alexander only answered by telling the congregation

to stone the blasphemer, who was rescued when

nearly dead by the interposition of a casual traveller.

Another adventure into which he fell might have

been more dangerous. The war of Marcus. Aurelius

with the Marcomanni was the occasion of the

celebrated story in Christian mythology of the

Thundering Legion. It is difficult, and even im-

possible, to reconcile the account of the war in the

Christian legend with Lucian's description of it; but

Lucian was alive at the time, and when he says that

the Emperor was disastrously defeated, he is unlikely

to have been mistaken. Lucian says that Marcus

Aurelius, before he began the campaign, applied to

Alexander. Alexander told him that if he devoted

two lions to the gods and threw them into the

Danube, there would be a glorious victory and a

happy peace. The lions swam the river, landed on

the opposite bank, and were immediately killed.

The Emperor lost a battle and many thousand men.

Aquileia itself nearly escaped being taken.

This catastrophe tried the faith even of Rutilian.

Alexander, however, told him that the gods had
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foretold a victory, but had not allowed him to know

on which side the victory would be. Riitilian re,

sisted temptation and continued to believe.

Affairs, however, had become serious, when such

a man was allowed to play with the interests of the

Empire. Intelligent Romans went to Abonotichus

to make inquiries, and were so troublesome that

iEsculapius had to interfere. When a stranger

arrived the god decided whether he was to be

admitted to reside in the town. A suspicious visitor

was ordered to depart under penalties. At last, as a

public warning against the dangerous spirit of scep-

ticism, Alexander burnt a copy of the writings oi

EjDicurus in the market square, and threw the ashes

into the sea. Le^Didus of Amestris, the Roman

governor, made another effort. The prophet was or

his guard against laymen ; but a priest it waf

thought might be more fortunate. A priest was

sent, but unluckily the priest was a fool and gave

Alexander a new triumph. He was granted ar

interview with 'the sweet one,' and conversatior

followed which Lucian saw hung up in a temple a1

Tium, written in letters of gold :

—

Priest. Tell me, Lord Glycon, \\\\o art thou ?

Ghjcon. I am the young jEsculapius, the second and no'

the first. This is a mystery, wliioli may not be revealed.
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Pried. How long wilt thou remain with us ?

Glycon. My time is a thousand years and three. Then

I go to the East to the barbarians. They also must hear my
word.

Priest. What will become of me after this life ?

Glycon. First thou wilt be a camel, and then a prop

like Alexander.

The dialogue ended with a curse on Lepidus for

inquisitiveness and unbelief.

Other means failing, the adventure was next

undertaken by Lucian himself. Lucian was a

friend of Rutilian. He had many times remonstrated

with him. He had endeavoured to prevent his

marriage. He had protested against the counten-

ance which Rutilian was lending to a lying rogue.

Rutihan pitied Lucian's hardness of heart, and

perhaps advised him to go to Abonotichus and

examine for himself. Lucian, at any rate, went.

Eutilian's friendship secured him respectful treat

ment. Alexander received him with extreme

courtesy, and he admits that the prophet's manners

and appearance surprised and struck him. But

Lucian was fortified with a conviction that all

pretenders to supernatural powers were enthusiasts

or impostors, that miracles had never been and

could not be. He tried iEsculapius with unusual
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questions. He asked him tirst if tin? prophet wotv

false hair. He sealed his envolojx^ so skilfully tltat

it could not be opened, :\nd ho roooivod an answor

in an 'unknown tongue.' He disoovorod next that

the prophet had been sounding his valot :us to

Lucian's object in coming to him. The Nalot was

faithful, and Luciau bade him tell Alexander that

he was sutfoiing from a pain in his side. Ho then

wrote himself, on two slips of paper. "What was

the birthplace of Homer'' enclosed them in two

packets, and sealed them as before. The valot

informed the prophet that one referred to the p;\iu.

and that the other was to ask \v;i ther his master

should return to It<vly by land or sea. The i-eplies

were, first, an ad\ ice to try Alexander's plaster

;

secondly, an intimation that the vovago would prove

dangerous. These experiments would have been

enough for Lucian, but his object was rather to

convince his friend than liimsclt, and ho tried

again.

This time he wrote. ' When will the villanies

of Alexander be exposed ?' .\t the back of thc

envelope he made a note that it cont.ained eigh(

questions, all of which ho paid \\n: The prophei

was completely caught ; lie returned eight answers

the whole of them uuintelligiblc ; and with demon-
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stration, as he thought, in his hands, Lucian went

to his friend.

He found his labour thrown away. Belief in

the marvellous does not rise from evidence and will

not yield to it. There is the easy answer, that

infidels are answered according to the impiety of

their hearts, that the gods will not and perhaps

cannot work miracles in the presence of sceptics.

Nothing came of the first visit except that Lucian

lost the regard of his friend, whom Alexander warned

against him. But he had become interested in the

matter; he determined to probe the mystery to

the bottom. He went to the governor a7id offered, if

he could have security for his life, to furnish him

with proofs of the imposition which would justify the

interference of the pohce.

The governor gave him a guard of soldiers, and

thus attended he went to Abonotichus a second

time. The prophet was holding his lev^e. Lucian

presented himself, neglecting to make an obeisance,

to the general scandal. The prophet took no notice,

but gave him his hand to kiss, and Lucian bit it to

the bone. The believers shrieked and Lucian would

have been strangled but for his guard. Alexander,

however, to his surprise and real admiration, bore

the pain manfully. He told his friends that he
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and his god had tamed ruder spirits than Lucian's

he bade them all retire, and leave him and hi

visitor together.

When they were alone, he asked Lucian quietl;

why a person whose acquaintance he had valued

was determined to be his enemy. Calmness ii

always agreeable. Lucian never doubted for ;

moment Alexander's real character, but the prophe

interested him in spite of himself That he migh

study him at leisure, he accepted his overtures, anc

even entered into some kind of intimacy with him

He stayed for some days at Abonotichus. Th(

worshippers were astonished to find a blaspheme:

admitted to confidential intercourse with theii

chief; and Alexander undoubtedly succeeded, if no-

in disarming his guest's suspicions, yet in softening

the vehemence of his dislike. He was so clever

so well informed, apparently so frank and open

that, as Lucian said, he would have taken ir

Epicurus himself The search for evidence agains

him was dropped, the governor's guard was sen-

home, and Lucian after a prolonged -visit acceptec

an offer from Alexander to send him by water tc

the Bosphorus. The prophet placed at his disposi-

tion one of his finest vessels, saw him on board

loaded him with presents, and so dismissed him.
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Keener-witted man that Lucian was not alive

on earth
; yet his wit had not saved him from

being to some extent deceived, and he had a near

escape of paying with his Ufe for his credulity.

He had not been long at sea when he observed the

pilot and crew consulting together. The crew were

insisting upon something to which the pilot would

not consent. The pilot at length came to him and

said that ' Alexander's orders were that Lucian was

to be thrown overboard ; he had a wife and children,

he had lived respectably for sixty years, and did

not wish in his old age to stain his conscience with

a murder. He could not go on to the Bosphorus.

but he would put his passenger on shore.'

Lucian was landed in Bithynia. He was a

person of considerable public influence. He had

powerful friends in the province and at Rome. He

was looked on favourably by Marcus Aurelius

himself He laid his story before the governor, not

Lepidus, but another; and Lucian, if any one, might

be assured that what he said would receive attention.

But in an era of belief, reason and fact are powerless

;

the governor told him that if he could convict

Alexander on the clearest evidence it would be

impossible to punish him. Prophet he was in

the opinion of the whole country, and prophet he
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would remain. Lucian was as little successful £

his predecessors, and his interference had gaine

him nothing except materials for the singular accouu

which he has left behind. RutiUan was abandonei

to fate and to the daughter of the Moon, and th

glories of the prophet of Abonotichus were establishei

above the reach of calumny. The Emperor bestoivei

distinctions on him. The name of his town wa

changed. Coins were struck, and now are extani

with ' the sweet one's ' face on one side and Alex

ander's on the other. He lived to be an old mai

and died with his fame undimmed and the belie

in him unabated. What became of the snake

history omits to tell.

The superstition did not break in pieces at onc(

The oracle continued to prophesy after Alexander'

death, and there was a competition among th

disciples as to which of them was to succeed bin

The favourite candidate was an old physician, wh(

Lucian says, ought not to have been found in sue

company. The dispute was referred at last t

Rutilian, who decided that no successor was needec

Alexander was not dead, but was translated merel

into a better world, from which he still watched ove

his faithful followers.

So ends this singular story, valuable for the ligl:
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which it throws on a critical epoch in human history,

and especially on the disposition of the people among

whom Paul and Barnabas were taken for gods, and

among whom Paul founded his seven Churches.

Christianity exactly met what they were searching

for in an ennobling and purifying form, and saved

those who accepted it from being the victims of sham

prophets like Alexander. To persons so circum-

stanced, men of intellect like Lucian addressed them-

selves in vain. The science of Epicurus was merely

negative. He might insist that miracles were an

illusion, and that the laws of nature were never

broken; but to the human heart craving for light

from heaven, and refusing to be satisfied without it,

Epicurus had not a word to say, not a word of what

lay behind the veil, not a word which would serve

for giiidance in the paths of ordinary duty. Intellect

and experience may make it probable to thoughtful

persons that morality and happiness go together;

but when all is said, clever men are found of a

different opinion ; and if the human race had waited

to recognize the sanctions of moral obligation till

science had made out on what they rested to its own

satisfaction, the first steps out of barbarism would

never have been taken. Knowledge is a plant which

grows but slowly. Those who gather knowledge
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must live before they can learn. How to live there

fore, how to distinguish good from evil, press firs

for an immediate answer. And the answer wa

given by conscience whole seons before reflectiui

intellect had constructed its theories of expedienc;

and the greatest happiness of the greatest number.

Out of conscience grows religion; but religio:

when St. Paul came was dead, and the educate

multitudes in the Empii-e were sitting by the bod

of it, unable to believe that it was gone, and sti

passionately hoping that the silent gods would agar

speak to them out of heaven. So intense was th

longing, that reason had abdicated its proper function

any plausible pretender could collect disciples i

millions ; and to an audience thus prepared t

receive it, Christianity was originally offered. Inde

pendent of philosophy, the bettor sort of men hat

evil and impurity ; their instincts were recognize

and justified in the new creed, and they welcome

it as a reviving principle of moral life. It did nc

save them from illusions which men of science woul

have escaped. Holiness of life is no protectio

against freaks of imagination ; God is so near to th

believer that he sees His action everywhere, an

the hagiology of the early Church is as full of legen

as the pagan mythology. The apocryphal gospe
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breathe a spirit to the full as credulous as the story

of the incarnation of Glycon at Abonotichus ; with

this essential and enormous difference, however, that

the credulity of the Christians was dominated by

conscience, and they detected a polluted imjjostor

with as sure an instinct as the most cultivated

Epicurean.



CHENEYS AND THE HOUSE OF

RUSSELL.

{FjiA SEE'S MAGAZINE. 1879.]

' rpHE gardener and his wife,' Mr. Tennyson tells

X us, 'laugh at the claims of long descent.' If

it be so, the laugh is natural, for our first parents

were ' novi homines,' and could not appreciate what

thev did not possess. Nevertheless, in all nations

which have achieved any kind of eminence, par-

ticular families have stood out conspicuously for

generation after generation as representatives of

political principles, as soldiers or statesmen, as ruling

in their immediate neighbourhoods with delegated

authority, and receiving homage voluntarily offered.

They have furnished the finer tissues in the corporate

body of the national life, and have given to society

its unity and coherence. In times of war they have

fallen freely on the battle-field. In times of discord

and civil strife their most illustrious members have
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been the first to bleed on the scaffold. An English

family, it has been said, takes rank according to the

number of its members which have been executed.

With men, as with animals and plants, peculiar

properties are propagated by breeding. Each child

who has inherited a noble name feels a special call

to do no dishonour to it by unworthy actions. The

family falls in pieces when its characteristics disap-

pear. But, be the cause, what it may, there is no

instance, ancient or modern, of any long-protracted

national existence where an order of aristocracy and

gentry is not to be found preserving their identity,

their influence, and their privileges of birth through

century after century. They have no monopoly of

genius. A gifted man rises out of the people, re-

ceiving his patent of nobility, as Burns said, ' direct

from Almighty God.' He makes a name and a

position for himself. But when the name is made,

he hands it on, with distinction printed upon it, to

his children and his children's children. More is

expected from the sons of eminent parents than from

other men, and if the transmitted quality is genuine

more comes out of them. It is not talent. Talent

is but partially hereditary, if at all. The virtue that

runs in the blood is superiority of courage or char-

acter; and courage and character, far more than

vnT. TV. 31
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cleTemess, are the conditions indispensable for

national leaders. Thus without exception, in all

great peoples, hereditary aristocracies have formed

themselves, and when aristocracies have decayed

or disappeared the state has degenerated along

with them. The fall of a nobility may be a cause

of degeneracy, or it may only be a symptom ; but

the phenomenon itself is a plain matter of fact, true

hitherto under all forms . of political constitution,

monarchic, oligarchic, or republican. Republics

have held together as long as they have been strung

with patrician sinews ; when the sinews crack the

republic becomes a democracy, and the unity of the

commonwealth is shivered into a heap of discon-

nected atoms, each following its own laws of gravi-

tation towards its imagined interests. Athens and

Rome, the Italian Republics, the great kingdoms

which rose out of the wreck of the Roman Empire,

tell the same story. The modern Spaniard reads

the records of the old greatness of his country on

the tombs of the Castilian nobles, and in the ruins

of their palaces. They and the glory of the Spanish

race have departed together. The Alvas and the

Olivarez's, the Da Leyvas and Mendozas may have

deserved their fall ; but when they fell, and no others

had arisen in their places, the nation fell also.
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Hitherto no great state has been able to sustain

itself in a front place without aristocracy of some

kind maintained on the hereditary principle On
this point the answer of history is uniform. The

United States may inaugurate a new experience.

With the one exception of the Adams's, the great

men who have shown as yet in American history

have no representatives to stand at present in the

front political ranks. There are no Washingtons,

no Franklins, no Jeffer.sons. no Clays or Randolphs,

now governing States or leading debates in Congress.

How long this will continue, how long the determin-

ation that all men shall start equal in the race of

life will prevail against the instinctive tendencies of

successful men to perpetuate their names, is the most

interesting of political problems. The American

nationality is as yet too young for conclusions to be

built on what it has done hitherto, or has forborne

to do. We shall know better two centuries hence

whether equality and the ballot-box provide better

leaders for a people than the old methods of birth

and training. France was cut in pieces in the revo-

lution of 1793, and flung into the Medean caldron,

expecting to emerge again with fresh vitality.

The rash experiment has not succeeded up to this

time, and here too we must wait for what her future
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only is the fitting and peaceful close of a life honour-

ably spent. There the first founder of the family

and his descendants rest side by side, after time has

ceased for each of them, to be remembered togethei

by the curious who spell through their epitaphs,

and to dissolve themselves into common dust.

Occasionallj^, as a more emphatic memorial, the

mausoleum becomes a mortuary chapel attached to

some parish church or cathedral. The original

purpose was of course that a priest, specially

appointed, should say masses there immediately

close to the spot where their remains were lying.

The custom has outlived the purpose of it, and such

chapels are to be met with in Protestant countries

as often as in Catholic. The most interesting that

I ever saw is that of the Mendozas in the cathedral

at Burgos. It is the more affecting because the

Mendozas have ceased to exist. Nothing survives

of them save their tombs, which, splendid as they

are, and of the richest materials, are characteristically

free from meretricious ornament. There lie the

figures of the proudest race in the whole nobility oi

Spain ;. knight and lady, prelate and cardinal. The

stories of the lives of most of them are gone

beyond recovery, and yet in those stone features

can be read character as pure and grand as evei
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did honour to humanity. If a single family could

produce so magnificent a group, we cease to wonder

how Spain was once the sovereign of Europe, and

the Spanish Court the home of courtesy and

chivalry.

Next in interest to the monuments of the

Mendozas, and second to them only because the

Mendozas themselves are gone, are the tombs of

the house of Russell in the chapel at Cheneys, in

Buckinghamshire. The claims of the Russells to

honourable memory the loudest Radical will acknow-

ledge. For three centuries and a half they have

led the way in what is called progress. They rose

with the Reformation. They furnished a martyr

for the Revolution of 1688. The Reform Bill is

connected for ever with the name of Lord John.

To know the biographies of the dead Russells is to

know English history for twelve generations ; and

if the progress with which we are so delighted leads

us safely into the Promised Land, as we are bound

to believe that it will, Cheneys ought to become

hereafter a place of pious pilgrimage.

The village stands on a chalk hill rising from the

httle river Ches, four miles from Rickmansworth,

on the road to Amersham. The estate belongs to

the Duke of Bedford, and is pervaded by an aspect
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of serene good manners, as if it was always Sunday.

No vulgar noises disturb the general quiet. Cricket

may be played there, and bowls and such games

as propriety allows—but the oldest inhabitant can

never have heard an oath spoken aloud, or seen a

drunken man. Dirt and poverty are equally

unknown. The houses, large and small, are solid

and substantial, built of red brick, with high chimneys

and pointed gables, and well-trimmed gardens before

the doors. A Gothic fountain stands in the middle

of the village green, under a cluster of tall elms,

where picturesque neatly-dressed girls go for the

purest water. Beyond the green a road runs, on

one side of which stands the church and the par-

sonage, on the other the remains of the once

spacious manor house, which was built by the first

Earl of Bedford on the site of an old castle of the

Plantagenet kings. One wing of the manor house

only sui-vives, but so well constructed, and of material

so admirable, that it looks as if it had been com-

pleted yesterday. In a field under the window is

an oak which tradition says was planted by Queen

Bess. More probably it is as old as the Conquest.

The entire spot, church, mansion, cottages, and

people, form a piece of ancient England artificially

preserved from the intrusion of modern ways. No
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land is let on building lease in Cheneys to be dis-

figured by contractors' villas. No flaring shops,

which such villas bring behind them, make the

street hideous. A single miscellaneoiis store supplies

the simple wants of the few inhabitants—the bars

of soap, the bunches of dip candles, the tobacco

in ounce packets, the tea, coffee, and sugar, the

balls of twine, the strips of calico. Even the bull's-

eyes and gingerbread for the children are not un-

permitted, if they are honestly made and warranted

not to be poisonous. So light is the business that

the tidy woman who presides at the counter com-

bines with it the duties of the post-office, which

again are of the simplest kind. All is old-fashioned,

grave, and respectable. No signs are to be found

of competition, of the march of intellect, of eraanci-

pation, of the divine right of each man and woman

to do what is good in their own eyes—of the blessed

liberty which the House of Russell has been so busy

in setting forward. The inhabitants of Cheneys live

under authority. The voice of the Russells has been

the voice of the emancipator—the hand has been

the hand of the ruling noble.

The Manor House contains nothing of much

interest. In itself, though a fragment, it is a fine

specimen of the mason wirk of the Tudor times.
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and if not pulled down will be standing strong as

ever when the new London squares are turned to

dust heaps. With its high-pitched roofs and its

clusters of curiously twisted chimneys it has served

as a model for the architecture of the village, the

smallest cottages looking as if they had grown from

seeds which had been dropped by the centra]

mansion.

All this is pretty enough, but the attraction of

the place to a stranger is the church and what it

contains. I had visited it before more than once,

but I wished to inspect the monuments more closely.

I ran down frcm London, one evening in June, to

the village inn, and in the morning, soon after

sunrise, when I was in less danger of having the

officious assistance thrust upon me of clerk or sexton,

I sauntered over to see if I could enter. The keys

were kept at an adjoining cottage. The busy matron

was already up and at her work. Wlien I told hei

that I had special permission she unlocked tlie

church door and left me to myself. Within, aj

without, all was order. No churchwardens, it was

plain enough, had ever been allowed to work theii

will at Cheneys. Nay, the unchallenged loyalty o1

the Bedford family to constitutional liberty musi

liave saved the Church from the visits of the Com-
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missioners of tlie Long Parliament. On the walls

are old Catholic brasses, one representing a parish

priest of the place with the date of 15 12, and a scroll

praying for mercy on his soul. Strange to think

that this man had said mass in the very place where I

was standing, and that the memory of him had been

preserved by the Russells, till the wheel had come

round again and a Catholic hierarchy had been again

established in England, with its Cardinals and Arch-

bishops and Bishops. Will mass be ever said in

Cheneys again ?—not the sham mass of the Ritual-

ists, but the real thing 1 Who that looks on England

now can say that it will not ? And four miles off

is Amersham, where John Knox used to preach, and

Queen Mary's inquisitors gathered their batches of

heretics for Smithfield. On the pavement against

the wall lies a stone figure of an old knight, fin-

ished only from the waist upwards. The knight

is in his armour, his wife rests at his side ; the

hands of both of them reverently folded. Opening

from the church on the north side, but private and

not used for service, is the Russell Chapel. Below

is the vault where the remains lie of most of the

family who have borne the name for three centuries

and a half.

On a stone tablet over the east window are the
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words ' This Chapel is built by Anne, Countess of

Bedford, wife to John, Earl of Bedford, A.D. 1556.'

It was the year in which Queen Mary was most

busy offering her sacrifices to persuade Providence

to grant her an heir. The chapel, therefore, by a

curious irony, must have been consecrated with

Catholic ceremonies.

The earliest monument is the tomb of this Lady

Anne * and her husband, and is one of the finest

of its kind in Europe. The material is alabaster;

the pink veins in the stone being abundant enough

to give a purple tint to the whole construction. The

workmanship is extremely elaborate, and belongs

to a time when the temper of men was still manly

and stern, and when the mediaeval reverence for

death was still unspoiled by insincerity and affect-

ation. The hands are folded in the old manner.

The figures are not represented as sleeping, but

as in a trance, with the eyes wide open. The faces

are evidently careful likenesses ; the Earl has lost

an eye in action—the lid droops over the socket as

in life. His head rests on his corslet, his sword is

at his side. He wears a light coronet and his beard

falls low on his breast. The features do not denote

' Through some blunder, .she is described on the monument af

Lady Klu-ibeth.
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a man of genius, but a loyal and worthy servant of

the State, cautious, prudent, and thoughtful. The

lady's face is more remarkable, and it would seem

from the pains which have been taken with it that

the artist must have personally known and admired

her, while the Earl he may have known only by his

portrait. The forehead of the Lady Anne is strong

and broad, the nose large, the lips full but severely

and expressively closed. She looks upward as she

lies, with awe, but with a bold heart, stern as a

Roman matron. The head is on a cushion, but the

Earl's baldric would have formed as suitable a pillow

for a figure so commanding and so powerful. It is

a pity that we know so little of this lady. She was

the daughter of Sir Guy Sapcote, of Huntingdonshire.

Her mother was a Cheney, and through her the

Cheneys estate fell to its present owners. She had

been twice married and twice a widow when her

hand was sought by Sir John Russell. At that time

she was in the household of Catherine of Arragon;

but she had no liking for the cause which Catherine

represented, or for Catherine's daughter either. She

died while Mary was still on the throne, but in her

will she gave a significant proof that she at least

had not bowed the knee when Baal was brought

in again. She bequeathed her soul to Almighty
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God, ' trusting only by the death and passion of his

dear Son, Jesus Christ, to be saved.' This is all

that can be said of the ' mighty mother ' of the

Russells to whose side they are gathered as they

fall ; but if the stern portrait speaks truth, her

sons have inherited gifts from her more precious

by far than the broad lands in Bedford and

Huntingdon.

The Russells, or Rozels, are on the Battle Roll

as having come from Normandy with the Conqueror,

They played their part under the Plantagenets, not

without distinction, and towards the end of the

fifteenth century were a substantial family settled

at Barwick, in Dorsetshire. In the year 1506,

John, son and heir of the reigning head of the

house, had returned from a tour on the continent,

bringing back with him accomplishments rare at all

times with young proud Englishmen, and at that

day unheard of save among the officially-trained

clergy. Besides his other acquisitions he could

speak French, and probably German. It happened

that in that winter the Archduke Philip, with his

mad wife Joanna, sister of Catherine of Arragon,

was on his way from the Loav Countries to Spain.

As ne was going down channel he was driven by

a gale into Weymouth, and having been extremely
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sea-sick, he landed to recover himself. Foreign

princes are a critical species of guest. The relations

of Henry VII. with Joanna's father, Ferdinand, wer"^

just then on a doubtful footing. Prince Arthur was

dead. Catherine was not yet married to his brother

Henry, nor was it at all certain that she was to

marry him ; and when so great a person as the

Archduke, and so nearly connected with Ferdinand,

had come into England uninvited, the authorities

in Dorsetshire feared to let him proceed on his

voyage till their master's pleasure was known. A
courier was despatched to London, and meanwhile

Sir Thomas Trenchard, the most important gentle-

man in the neighbourhood, invited the whole party

to stay with him at Wolverton Hall. Trenchard

was Kussell's cousin. His own linguistic capabilities

were limited, and he sent for his young kinsman to

assist in the royal visitors' entertainment. Russell

went, and made himself extremely useful. Henry

VII. having pressed the Archduke to come to him

at Windsor, the Archduke carried his new friend

along with him, and spoke so warmly of his talents

and character to the king that he was taken at once

into the household. So commenced the new birth

of the Russell house. Most men have chances

opened to them at one time or another. Young
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Russell was one of the few who knew how to grasp

opportunity by the forelock. He was found apt

for any kind of service, either with pen or sword,

brain or hand. He went with Henry VIII. to his

first campaign in France. He was at the siege

of Therouenne, and at the battle of the Spurs.

For an interval he was employed in political negoti-

ations. Then we find him one of sixteen English

knights who held the lists against all comers at

Paris on the marriage of Louis XII. with the Princess

Mary. In the war of 1522 he lost his eye at the

storming of Morlaix, and was knighted for his

gallantry there. Immediately afterwards he was

employed by Henry and Wolsey on an intricate

and dangerous service. Louis XII. was dead. The

friendship between England and France was broken,

and Henry and his nephew, the Emperor Charles V.,

were leagued together against the young Francis.

Charles was aiming at the conquest of Italy. Henry

had his eye on the French crown, which he dreamt

of recovering for himself Francis had affronted

his powerful kinsman and subject, the Duke of

Bourbon. Bourbon had intimated that if England

would provide him with money to raise an army,

he would recognize Henry as his liege lord, and

John Russell was the person sent to ascertaii
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whether Bourbon might be trusted to keep his

word. Eussell, it seems, was satisfied. The money-

was provided and was committed to Eussell's care,

and the great powerb of Europe made their first

plunge into the convulsions which were to last for

more than a century. Little did Henry and Charles

know what they were doing, or how often they would

change partners before the game was over. Bourbon

invaded Provence, Sir John Russell attending upon

him with the English treasure. The war rolled across

the Alps, and Russell saw the great battle fought

at Pavia, where France lost all save honour, and the

French king was the prisoner of the Emperor.

Then, if ever, was the time for Henry's dream to

have been accomplished ; but it became too clear that

the throne of France was not at Bourbon's disposi-

tion, and that even if he had been willing and able

to keep his word the Emperor had no intention of

allowing him to keep it. Henry and Wolsey had

both been foiled in the object nearest to their hearts,

for Henry could not take the place of Francis, and

Wolsey, who had meant to be pope, saw the Cardinal

de Medici chosen instead of him. So followed a

shift of policy. Charles V. was now the danger to

the rest of Europe. Henry joined himself with

France against his late ally. Francis was to be

VOL. IV. ^^
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liberated from his Spanish prison, and was to marry

Henry's daughter. Catherine of Arragon was to

be divorced, and Henry was to marry a French

princess, or some one else in the French interest.

The adroit Eussell in Italy was to bring Milan,

Venice, and the Papacy into the new confederacy.

An ordinary politician looking then at the position

of the pieces on the European chess-board, would

have said that Charles, in spite of himself, would

have been compelled to combine with the German

princes, and to take up the cause of the Reformation.

The Pope was at war with him. Clement, Henry,

and Francis were heartily friends. Henry had

broken a lance with Luther. Bourbon's army, which

had conquered at Pavia, was recruited with lanz-

knechts, either Lutherans or godless ruffians. Bour-

bon's army was now Charles's; and food being

scanty and pay not forthcoming, the duke was

driven, like another Alaric, to fling himself upon

Eome, and storm and plunder the imperial city. It

is curious and touching to find Clement clinging in

such a hurricane to England and Henry as his surest

supports. Russell had been staying with him at the

Vatican on the eve of the catastrophe He had

gone home before the Germans approached, and

missed being present at the most extraordinary
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scene in tlie drama of the sixteentli century, when

the Holy Father, from the battlements of St. Angelo,

saw his city sacked, his churches pillaged, his sacred

sisterhoods outraged, his cardinals led in mockery

on asses' backs through the streets by wild bands,

acting under the order, or in the name, of the most

Catholic King.

An attitude so extravagant could not endure. A
little while, and the laws of spiritual attraction had

forced the various parties into more appropriate

relations. The divorce of Catherine went forward

;

the Pope fell back on Catherine's Imperial nephew.

England broke with the Holy See, and the impulses

which were to remodel the modern world flowed into

their natural channels. Eussell's friend, Thomas

Cromwell, became Henry's chief minister; and

Russell himself, though the scheme he had been em-

ployed to forward had burst like a bubble, still rose

in his sovereign's confidence. He was at Calais with

Henry in 1532 when Anne Boleyn was publicly

received by Francis. He was active in the suppres-

sion of the monasteries, and presided at the execu-

tion of the Abbot of Glastonbury. Again, when

Anne Boleyn fell into disgrace, Russell, who was

now Privy Seal, was appointed with her uncle, the

Duke of Norfolk, to examine into the charges
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against her. Through all the changes of Henry's

later years, when the scaffold became so near a

neighbour of the Royal closet, Russell remained

always esteemed and trusted. At the birth of the

young Edward he was made a peer, as Baron Russell

of Cheneys. The year after he received the Garter.

As Warden of the Stannaries he obtained the lands

and mines of the suppressed Abbey of Tavistock.

When his old master died he was carried on with

the rising tide of the Reformation; he took Miles

Coverdale for his chaplain, and obtained the

Bishopric of Exeter for him. At his house in the

Strand was held the conference on the Eucharist,

when the strangest of all human superstitions was

banished for a time from the English liturgy. Lord

Russell's vigorous hand suppressed the Catholic re-

bellion in Devonshire. The Earldom of Bedford came

next. His estates grew with his rank. Woburn

Abbey fell to him on easy terms, for the Lords of

the Council were first in the field, and had the

pick of the spoil. Faction never tempted him out

of the even road. He kept aloof from the quarrels

of the Seymours and the Dudleys. When Somer-

set was attainted, the choicest morsel of Somerset's

forfeited estates—Covent Garden and 'the seven acres'

—was granted to the Earl of Bedford. Edward's
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death was a critical moment. Bedford, like the rest

of his Council, signed the instrument for the succes-

sion of Lady Jane Grey. Like the rest, he changed

his mind when he saw Lady Jane repudiated by the

country. The blame of the conspiracy was thrown

on the extreme Protestant faction. The moderate

Liberals declared for Mary, and by retaining their

places and their influence in the Council set limits

to the reaction, and secured the next succession to

Mary's sister. Mary's government became Catholic,

but Russell continued Privy Seal. A rebellion

broke out in Devonshire ; this time a Protestant one.

Bedford was the person who put it down. His last

public act was to go with Lord Paget to Spain to

bring a Spanish husband home for his queen. He

sailed with Philip from Corunna. He was at the

memorable landing at Southampton, and he gave

away his mistress at the marriage at Winchester. A
few months later he died, after fifty years of service

in the most eventful period of modern English

history. His services were splendidly rewarded

and he has been reproached in consequence as a

trimmer and a time-server. But revolutions are

only successful when they advance on a line lying

between two extremes, and resulting from their

compound action. To be a trimmer at such a time
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is to have discerned the true direction in which

events are moving, and to be a wise man in whom

good sense is stronger than enthusiasm. John

Russell's lot was cast in an era of convulsion,

when Europe was split into hostile camps, when

religion was a shuttlecock of faction, CathoKcs and

Protestants, as they were alternately uppermost,

sending their antagonists to stake or scaffold.

Russell represented the true feeling of the majority

of Englishmen. They were ready to move with the

age, to shake off the old tyranny of the Church, to

put an end to monastic idleness, and to repudiate the

authority of the Pope. But they had no inclination

to substitute dogmatic Protestantism for dogmatic

Catholicism. They felt instinctively that theolo-

gians knew but little, after all, of the subject for

which they were so eager to persecute each other,

and that the world had other interests beside

those which were technically called religious; and

on one point through all that trying time they were

specially determined, that they would have no

second war in England of rival Roses, no more fields

of Towton or Bamet. They would work out their

reformation, since a reformation there was to be,

within the law and by the forms of it, and if enthusi-

asts chose to break into rebellion, or even passively
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to refuse obedience to the law like More or Fisher,

they might be admired for their generous spirit, but

they were struck down without hesitation or mercy.

Who shall say that the resolution was not a wise

one, or that men who acted upon it are proper

objects of historical invective ?

The mission to Spain rounds off John Russell's

story. It commenced with his introduction to

Philip's grandfather. It ended with Philip's

marriage to the English Queen. Throughout his

life his political sympathies were rather Imperial

than French, as English feeling generally was. He

was gone before the Marian persecution assumed its

darker character; and until the stake became so

busy, a wise liberal statesman might reasonably have

looked on Mary's marriage with her cousin as

promising peace for the country, and as a happy

ending of an old quarrel.

Lady Anne lived to complete the Cheneys

chapel; she died two years after her husband, and

the Eussells were then threatened with a change of

fortune. The next Earl, Francis—Francis ' with the

big head'—was born in 1528. His monument

stands next that of his father and mother, and is

altogether inferior to it. The two figures, the

Earl himself and the Countess Margaret, arc of
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alabaster like the first, and though wanting in

dignity, are not in themselves wholly offensive ; but

according to the vile taste of the seventeenth cen-

tury, they are tawdrily coloured in white and red

and gold, and are lowered from the worthiness of

sculpture to the level of a hair-dresser's model or

of the painted Highlander at the door of a tobacco

shop. Piety in England had by this time passed over

to the Puritans, and Art, divorced from its proper

inspiration, represented human beings as no better

than wearers of State clothes. The Earl ' with the

big head ' deserves a more honourable portrait of

himself, or deserves at least that the paint should be

washed off. He was brought forward early in public

life. He was Sheriff of Bedfordshire when he was

nineteen. He sate in the Parliament of 15 S3) "when

the Prayer-book was purged of idolatry. In religion,

taught perhaps by his mother, he was distinctly

Protestant, and when his fa.ther died he was laid

hold of as suspect by Gardiner. He escaped and

joined the English exiles at Geneva. At the acces-

sion of Elizabeth he was called home, restored to his

estates, and placed on the Privy Council, and when

it pleased Mary Stuart, then Queen of France, to

assume the royal arms of England, and declare her-

self the rightful owner of the English crown, the Earl
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of Bedford was sent to Paris to require that ambitious

lady to limit those dangerous pretensions and to

acknowledge her cousin's right.

Here it was that Bedford began his acquaintance

with Mary Stuart ; an acquaintance which was to

be renewed under more agitating conditions. At

Geneva, he had been intimate with the leading

Reformers, Scotch as well as English. When Mary

began her intrigues with the Catholic party in

England, Bedford was sent to Berwick as Governor,

where he could keep a watch over her doings, and be

in constant communication with Knox and Murray.

He received and protected Murray at the time of the

Darnley marriage. Ruthven fled to him after the

murder of Rizzio ; and from Ruthven's lips Bedford

wrote down the remarkable despatch, describing the

details of the scene in that suite of rooms at Holy-

rood which has passed into our historical literature.

The Queen of Scots was regarded at this time by

the great body of the English people as Elizabeth's

indisputable heir. Catholic though she might be,

her hereditary right was respected as Mary Tudor's

had been, and had Elizabeth died while Darnley was

ahve, .she would have succeeded as easily as James

succeeded afterwards. When James was born he

was greeted on his arrival in this world as a Prince
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of the Blood Royal, and Bedford was sent to Stirling

to the christening with fine presents and com-

pliments from his mistress. The shadow of the

approaching tragedy hung over the ceremony.

Bedford was conducted to the nursery to see the

child in his cradle. Among the gifts which he had

brought was a font of gold, which held the water in

which James was made a Christian. Mary, in return,

hung a chain of diamonds on Bedford's neck ; never

missing an opportunity of conciliating an Enghsh

noble. But the English ambassador was startled to

observe that the Queen's husband seemed of less

consideration in her Court than the meanest foot-

boy. The Queen herself scarce spoke to him ; the

courtiers passed him by with disdain. Bedford set it

down to the murder of Rizzio, which he supposed to

be still unforgiven, and he gave Mary a kindly hint

that the poor wretch had friends in England whom

in prudence she would do well to remember. Two

months after came Kirk o' Field, and then the

Bothwell marriage, Carberry Hill, Lochleven, Lang-

side, the flight to England, the seventeen years in

which the caged eagle beat her wings against her

prison bars ; and, finally, the closing scene in the

hall at Fotheringay.

As his father had supported the rights of Mary
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Tudor, so the second Earl would have upheld the

rights of Mary Stuart till she had lost the respect of

the country. But after Damley's death the general

sense of England pronounced her succession to be

impossible. Bedford stood loyally by his own

mistress in the dangers to which she was exposed

from the rage of the disappointed Catholics. He

was not one of the Lords of the Council who were

chosen to examine the celebrated Casket letters, for

he was absent at Berwick ; but he sate on the trial

of the Duke of Norfolk, and he joined in sending

him to the scaffold. He died in 1585, two yearp

before Mary Stuart's career was ended, but not before

it was foreseen what that end must be. One other

claim must not be forgotten which the second Earl

possesses upon the memory of Englishmen. The

famous Drake was born upon his estate at Tavistock.

The Earl knew and respected his parents, and was

godfather to their child, who derived from him the

name of Francis. It was strange to feel that the

actual remains of the man who had played a part in

these great scenes were lying beneath the stones half

a dozen yards from me. He sleeps sound, and the

jangle of human discord troubles him no more.

He had two sons, neither of whom is in the

vaults at Cheneys. Francis, the eldest, was killed
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while his father was alive, in a skirmish on the

Scotch border. William fought at Zutphen by the

side of Philip Sydney. For five years he was

Viceroy of Ireland, which he ruled at least with

better success than Essex, who came after him.

This William was made Lord Russell of Thomhaugh,

and brought a second peerage into the family. Their

sister Anne was married to Ambrose Dudley, Earl of

Warwick, the brother of Elizabeth's Leicester.

The third Earl, Edward, was the son of Francis

who was killed in the north, and succeeded his

grandfather when a boy of eleven. In him the

family genius slept. He lived undistinguished and

harmless, and died in 1627, having left unfulfilled

even the simple duty of begetting an heir. He was

followed by his cousin Francis, son of his uncle. Lord

Thomhaugh, and the divided houses again became one.

This Francis was called the wise Earl. He was

a true Russell, zealous for the Constitution and the

constitutional liberties of England. He had been

bred a lawyer, and understood all the arts of Parlia-

mentary warfare. At the side of Eliot, and Pym,

and Selden, he fought for the Petition of Right, and

carried it by his own energy through the House of

Lords. Naturally he made himself an object of

animosity to the Court, and he was sent to the
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Tower as a reward of his courage. They could not

keep him as they kept Eliot, to die there. He was

released, but the battle had to be waged with

weapons which a Russell was not disposed to use.

When he was released Parliamentary life in England

was suspended. There was no place for a Russell by

the side of Laud and Strafford, and Bedford set

himself to improve his property and drain the

marshes about Wbittlesea and Thorney. If solid

work well done, if the addition of hundreds of

thousands of acres to the soil available for the

support of English life, be a title to honourable

remembrance, this Earl ranks not the lowest in the

Cheneys pantheon. He and his countess lie in the

vault, with several of their children who died in

childhood ; they are commemorated in a monument

not ungraceful in itself, were not it too daubed with

paint and vulgarized by gilding. One of the little

ones is a baby, a bambino swaddled round with

wrappings which had probably helped to choke the

infant life out of it.

The wise Earl died immediately after the opening

of the Long Parliament. William Russell, his eldest

son, had been returned to the House of Commons

alono- with Pym as member for Tavistock. The

Bedford interest doubtless gave Pym his seat there.
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His father's death removed him from the stormy

atmosphere of the Lower House, and he was unequal

to the responsibiHties which his new position threw

upon him. Civil war was not a theatre on which

any Russell was likely to distinguish himself, and

Earl "William less than any of them. The old land-

marks were submerged under the deluge. He was

washed from side to side, fighting alternately in

the field for King and Parliament. He signed the

Covenant in 1645, but he found Wobum a pleasanter

place than the council chamber, and thenceforward,

till Cromwell's death, he looked on and took httle

part in public life. Charles t-\vice visited him ; once

on his way back to Oxford after his failure at Chester,

and again in 1647 when he was in the hands of

the army, then quartered between Bedford and St.

Albans. It was at the time of the army manifesto,

when the poor King imagined that he could play off

Cromwell against the Parliament, and in fact was

playing away his own life. After the negotiations

were broken off, Charles went from Wobum to

Latimers, a place close to Cheneys, from the windows

of which, in the hot August days, he must have

looked down on the Cheneys valley and seen the

same meadows that now stretch along the bottom,

and the same hanging beech woods, and the same
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river sparkling among its flags and rushes, and the

cattle standing in the shallows. The world plunges

on upon its way
;

generation follows generation,

playing its part, and then ending. The quiet earth

bears with them one after the other, and while all

else changes, itself is changed so little.

This Earl was memorable rather from what befell

him than from anything which he did. He was the

first duke and he was the father of Lord William,

whom English constitutional history has selected to

honour as its chief saint and martyr. The Russells

were not a family which was likely to furnish martyrs.

They wanted neither courage, nor general decision

of character, but they were cool and prudent ; never

changing their colours, but never rushing on forlorn

hopes, or throwing their lives away on ill-considered

enterprises.

Lord William, or Lord Russell, as he should

be called, had perhaps inherited some exceptional

quality in his blood. His mother was the beautiful

Anne Carr, daughter of Oarr, Earl of Somerset, the

favourite of James I., and of Frances Howard, the

divorced wife of the Earl of Essex, the hero and

heroine of the great Oyer of poisoning, with its black

surroundings of witchcraft and devilry. The old Earl

Francis had sate upon their trial. He had been
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horrified when his son had proposed to marry the

child of so ominous a pair. But Lady Anne was not

touched by the crimes of her parents. Her loveliness

shone perhaps the more attractively against so dark

a background. Her character must have been sLagu-

larly innocent, for she grew up in entire ignorance

that her mother had been tried for murder. The

family opposition was reluctantly withdrawn, and

young Russell married her.

This pair, Earl William—afterwards Duke—and

the Lady Anne Carr, are the chief figures in the

most ostentatious monument in the Russell chapel.

They are seated opposite each other in an attitude

of violent grief, their bodies flung back, their heads

buried in their hands in the anguish of petrified

despair. They had many children, medallions of

whom are ranged on either side in perpendicular

rows. In the centre is the eldest—the occasion of

the sorrow so conspicuously exhibited—whose head

fell in Lincoln's Inn Fields. The execution of this

medallion is extremely good; the likeness—if we

may judge from the extant portraits of Lord Russell

—is very remarkable. The expression is lofty and

distinguished, more nearly resembling that of the

first Countess than that of any of her other de-

scendants ; but there is a want uf breadth, and the
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features are depressed and gloomy. It is a noble

face, yet a face which tells of aspirations and con-

victions unaccompanied with the force which could

carry them out into successful action. It stands

with a sentence of doom upon it, the central object

in a group of sculpture which, as a whole, is affected

and hysterical. A man so sincere and so honourable

deserves a simpler memorial, but it is not uncharac-

teristic of the pretentiousness and unreality which

have been the drapery of the modern Whigs—their

principles good and true in themselves, but made

ridiculous by the extravagance of self-laudation.

Lord Eussell's wife is a beautiful figure in the

story, and she lies by his side in the Cheneys vault.

She was Rachel Wriothesley, daughter of Lord

Southampton; her mother being a De Rouvigny,

one of the great Huguenot families in France. The

tragedy of Lord Russell scarcely needs repeating.

The Restoration was an experiment, to try whether

the liberties of England were compatible with the

maintenance of a dynasty which was Catholic at

heart, and was for ever leaning as far as the times

would permit to an avowal of Catholic belief.

Charles II. had been obliged to hide his real creed,

and pretend to Protestantism as a condition of his

return. But the Catholic party grew daily stronger.

VOL. IV. 2^
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Charles had no son, and the Duke of York was

not Catholic only, but fanatically Catholic. Lord

Russell led the opposition in Parliament. He shared

to the bottom of his heart in the old English dread

and hatred of Popery. He impeached Buckingham

and Arlington. He believed to the last in the

reality of the Popish plot, and he accepted Gates

and Dangerfield as credible witnesses. He carried

a Bill prohibiting Papists from sitting in Parliament.

If Papists could not; sit in Parliament, still less

ought they to be on the throne, and the House of

Commons, under his influence, passed the Exclusion

Bill, cutting off the Duke of York. Russell carried

it with his own hands to the House of Lords, and

session after session, dissolution after dissolution,

he tried to force the Lords to agree to it. No
wonder that the Duke of York hated him, and

would not spare him when he caught him tripping.

When constitutional opposition failed, a true Russell

would have been content to wait. But the husband

of Lady Rachel drifted into something which, if not

treason, was curiously like it, and under the shadow

of his example a plot was formed by ruder spirits to

save the nation by killing both the Duke and the

King. Lord Russell was not privy to the Rye House

affair, but he admitted that he had taken part in a
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cousultation for putting the country in a condition to

defend its liberties by force, and the enemy against

whom the country was to be on its guard was the

heir to the crown.

Martyrs may be among the best of men, but

Ihey are not commonly the wisest. To them then-

particular theories or opinions contain everything

which makes life of importance, and no formula

ever conceived by man is of such universally com-

prehensive character that it must be acted upon at

all hazards and regardless of time and opportunity.

The enthusiast imagines that he alone has the

courage of his convictions ; but there is a faith,

and perhaps a deeper faith, which can stand still

and wait till the fruit is ripe, when it can be

gathered without violence. Each has its allotted

part. The noble generous spirit sacrifices itself and

serves the cause by suffering. The indignation of

the country at the execution of Sydney and Eussell

alienated England finally and fatally from the House

of Stuart. Lord Russell and his friend were canon-

ized as the saints of the Revolution, but the harvest

itself was gathered by statesmen of more common

clay, yet perhaps better fitted for the working

business of life.

Lord Russell's trial was attended with every
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feature which could concentrate the nation's attention

upon it. The Duke of York was the actual and

scarcely concealed prosecutor. Lady Rachel appeared

in court as her husband's secretary. It is idle to

say that he was unjustly convicted. He was privy

to a scheme for armed resistance to the Government,

and a Government which was afraid to punish him

ought to have abdicated. Charles Stuart had boen

brought back by the deliberate will of the people.

As long as he was on the throne he was entitled

to defend both himself and his authority. Lord

Russell was not, like Hampden, resisting an uncon-

stitutional breach of the law. He was taking

precautions against a danger which he anticipated,

but which had not yet arisen. A Government may

be hateful, and we may admire the courage which

takes arms against it ; but the Government, while it

exists, is not to be blamed for protecting itself with

those weapons which the law places in its hands.

He died beautifully. Every effort was made

to save him. His father pleaded his own exertions

in bringing about the Restoration. But the Duke

of York was inexorable, and Lord Russell was

executed. The Earl was consoled after the Revolu-

tion with a dukedom. His mother, Lady Anne, did

not live to recover from the shock of her son's
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death. In the midst of her wretchedness she found

accidentally in a room in Woburn a pamphlet with

an account of the Overbury murder. For the first

time she learnt the dreadful story. She was found

senseless, with her hand upon the open page, and

never rallied from the blow.

Lady Rached lived far into the following century,

and was a venerable old lady before she rejoined

her husband. Once at least while alive Lady

Rachel visited Cheneys Chapel. Her foot had stood

on the same stones where mine were standinsr

;

her eyes had rested on the same sculptured figures.

' I have accomplished it,' she wrote, ' and am none

the worse for having satisfied my longing mind,

and that is a little ease—such degree of it as I

must look for. I had some business there, for that

to me precious and delicious friend desired I would

make a little monument for us, and I had never seen

the place. I had set a day to see it with him not

three months before he was carried thither, but was

prevented by the boy's illness.'

' She would make a little monument.' And out

of that modest hope of hers has grown the monstrous

outrage upon taste and simplicity, which we may

piously hope was neither designed nor approved by

the admirable Lady Rachel.
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Lord Eussell had pressed his devotion to the

cause of liberty beyond the law; another Russell

has been accused of treason to the sacred traditions

of the family. Edward, the youngest brother of the

fourth Earl Francis, who lies with the rest at

Cheneys, had a son, who was one of the few Russells

that were famous in arms—the admiral who won

the battle of La Hogue, saved England from invasion,

and was rewarded with the Earldom of Orford.

Admiral Russell, like Marlborough, notwithstanding

his brilliant services, was beyond doubt in corre-

spondence with the Court of St. Germains, and

equally beyond doubt held out hopes to the banished

King that he might desert William and carry the

fleet along v/ith him. The real history of these

mysterious transactions is unknown, and, perhaps,

never will be known. William was personally

unpopular. His manner was ungracious. He was

guilty of the unpardonable sin of being a foreigner,

which Englishmen could never forgive. A restor-

ation like that of Charles II. seemed at one time,

at least, one of the chances which were on the

cards—and cautious politicians may not have felt

they were committing any serious violation of trust

in learning directly from James the securities for

rational liberty which he was ready to concede. The
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negotiation ended, however, in nothing—and it is

equally likely that it was intended to end in nothing.

James's own opinion was that ' Admiral Russell did

but delude the King with the Prince of Orange's

permission.' It is needless to speculate on the

motives of conduct, which, if vie knew them, we

should be unable to enter into. To the student

who looks back over the past, the element of uncer-

tainty is eliminated. When the future, which to

the living man is contingent and dim, obscuring his

very duties to him, has become a realized fact, no

effort of imagination will enable the subsequent

inquirer to place himself in a position where the

fact was but floating possibility. The services both

of Churchill and Russell might be held great enough

to save them from the censure of critics, who, in

their arm-chairs at a distance of two centuries,

moralize on the meannesses of great men.

The Admiral, at any rate, is not among his

kindred in the Cheneys vault. He was buried at

his own home, and his peerage and his lineage are

extinct.

The Dukedom has made no difference in the

attitude of the Bedford family. A more Olympian

dio-nity has surrounded the chiefs of the house, but

they have continued, without exception, staunch
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friends of liberty; advocates of the things called

Reform and Progress, which have taken the place of

the old Protestant cause ; and the younger sons have

fought gallantly like their forefathers in the front

ranks of the battle. We may let the dukes glide by

wearing the honours which democracy allows to

stand, because they are gradually ceasing to have

any particular meaning. We pass on to the last

Russell for whom the vault at Cheneys has unlocked

' its marble jaws
;

' the old statesman who filled so

large a place for half a century in English public

life, whose whole existence from the time when he

passed out of childhood was spent in sharp political

conflict, under the eyes of the keenest party

criticisms, and who carried his reputation off the

stage at last, unspotted by a single act which his

biographers were called on to palliate.

To the Tories, in the days of the Reform BiU,

Lord John Russell was the tribune of an approaching

violent revolution. To the Radicals he was the

Moses who was leading the English nation into the

promised land. The alarm and the hope were alike

imaginary. The wave has gone by, the cro'wn and

peerage and church and primogeniture stand where

they were, and the promised land, alas ! is a land not

running with corn and wine, but n^nning only with
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rivers of gold, at which those who drink are not

refreshed. To the enthusiasts of Progress the Eeform

Bill of 1832 was to be a fountain of life, in which

society was to renew its youth like the eagle. High-

bom ignorance was to disappear from the great

places of the nation ; we were to be ruled only by

Nature's aristocracy of genius and virtue; the in-

equalities of fortune were to be readjusted by a

truer scale ; and merit, and merit only, was to be the

road to employment and distinction. We need not

quarrel with a well-meant measure because foolish

hopes were built upon it. But experienced men say

that no one useful thing has been done by the

Reformed Parliament which the old Parliament would

have refused to do ; and for the rest, it begins to be

suspected that the reform of which we have heard

so much is not the substitution of a wise and just

government for a government which was not wise

and just, but the abolishment of government alto-

gether, and the leaving each individual man to follow

what he calls his interest—a process under which

the English people are becoming a congregation of

contending atoms, scrambling every one of them

to snatch a larger portion of good things than its

fellow.

It is idle to quarrel with the inevitable. Each
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generation has its work to do. Old England could

continue no longer ; and the problem for the states-

men of the first half of this century was to make the

process of transformation a quiet and not a violent

one. The business of Lord John Russell was to save

us from a second edition of the French Revolution

;

and if he thought that something higher or better

would come of it than we have seen, or are likely to

see, it is well that men are able to indulge in such

pleasant illusions to make the road the lighter for

them. The storms of his early life had long passed

away before the end came. He remained the leader

of the Liberal party in the House of Commons

during the many years in which the administration

was in the Liberal hands; and he played his part

with a prudence and good sense, of which we have

been more conscious, perhaps, since the late absence

of these qualities. Lord John Russell (or Earl

Russell as he became) never played with his

country's interests for the advantage of his pai-ty.

Calumny never whispered a suspicion either of his

honour or his patriotism, and Tory and Radical alike

followed him when be retired with affectionate

respect. In Cheneys church there is no monument

of him. His statue will stand appropriately in the

lobby of the House, where he fought and won his
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many battles. It may be said of him, as was said

of Peel, that we did not realize his worth till he was

taken from us. In spite of progress, we have not

produced another man who can make us forget his

loss.

Here, too, beneath the stones, lies another pair,

of whom the world spoke much, and knew but little

—Earl Russell's young son, who died prematurely

before his father, and that son's still younger wife.

Lord Amberley also was a genuine Russell, full of

talent, following truth and right wherever they

seemed to lead him ; and had life been allowed him

he too would have left his mark on his generation.

He was carried away, it was said, into extreme

opinions. It Is no unpardonable crime. His father,

too, in his young days, had admired Napoleon and

the French Revolution; had admired many things

of which in age he formed a juster estimate. We do

not augur well of the two-year-old colt whose paces

are as sedate as those of an established roadster, who

never rears when he is mounted, or flings out his

heels in the overflow of heart and spirit. Our age

has travelled fast and far in new ways, tossing off

traditions old as the world as if they were no better

than worn-out rags; and the ardent and hopeful

Amberley galloped far in front in pursuit of what he
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called Liberty, not knowing that it was a false

phantom which he was following ; not freedom at all,

—but anarchy. The wise world held up its hands

in horror ; as if any man was ever good for anything

whose enthusiasm in his youth has not outrun his

understanding. Amberley, too, would have learnt his

lesson had time been granted him. He would have

learnt it in the best of schools—by his own experi-

ence. Happy those who have died young if they

have left a name as little spotted as his with grosser

faults and follies.

She, too, his companion, went along with him in

his philosophy of progress, each most extravagant

opinion tempting her to play with it. True and

simple in herself, she had been bred in disdain of

unreality. Transparent as air, pure as the fountain

which bubbles up from below a glacier, she was

encouraged by her very innocence in speculations

against which a nature more earthly would have

been on its guard. She so hated insincerity that in

mere wantonness she trampled on affectation and

conventionality, a,nd she would take up and advocate

theories which, if put in practice, would make society

impossible, while she seemed to me as little touched

by them herself as the seagull's wings are wetted

when it plunges into the waves.
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The singular ways of the two Amberleys were the

world's wonder for a season or two. The world might

as well have let them alone. The actual arrange-

ments of things are so far from excellent that young

ardent minds become Radical by instinct when they

first become acquainted with the world as it actually

is. Radicalism is tamed into reasonable limits when

it has battered itself for a few years against the

stubborn bars of fact, and the conversion is the easier

when the Radical is the heir of an earldom. The

Amberleys, who went farther than Lord Russell had

ever done in the pursuit of imaginary Utopias,

might have recoiled farther when they learnt that

they were hunting after a dream. Peace be with

them. They may dream on now, where the world's

idle tattle can touch them no more.

The ghostly pageant of the Russells has vanished.

The silent hours of the summer morning are past,

and the sounds outside tell that the hamlet is awake

and at its work. The quiet matron must resume

the charge of the church keys, that intruders may

not stray into the sanctuary unpermitted. In

CathoHc countries the church doors stand open;

the peasant pauses on his way to the fields for a

moment of meditation or a few words of prayer.

The kneeling figures, on a week-day morning, are
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more impressive than Sunday rituals or preacher's

homily. It was so once here in Cheneys, in the

time of the poor priest whose figure is still on the

wall. Was the Eeformation, too, the chase of a

phantom ? The freedom of the church at all events

is no longer permitted here in Protestant England.

I, too, must go upon my way hack to the village

inn, where—for such things have to be remembered

-—breakfast and a young companion are waiting for

me. It is worth while to spend a day at Cheneys,

if only for the breakfast—breakfast on fresh pinli:

trout from the Ches, fresh eggs, fresh yellow butter,

cream undefiled by chalk, and home-made bread

untouched with alum. The Russells have been the

aj)ostles of progress, but there is no progress in their

own dominion. The ducal warranty is on everything

which is consumed here.

The sun was shiningr an hour ago. It is now

raining ; it rained all yesterday ; the clouds are

coming up from the south and the wind is soft as

oil. The day is still before us, and it is a day made

for trout fishing. The chapel is not the only attrac-

tion at Cheneys. No river in England holds finer

trout, nor trout more willing to be caught. Why
fish will rise in one stream and not in another is a

problem which we must wait to understand, as Bret
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Harte says, in 'another and a better world.' The

Ches at any rate is one of the favoured waters.

Great, too, is the Duke of Bedford—great in the

millions he has spent on his tenants' cottages

—

great in the remission of his rents in the years when

the seasons are unpropitious—great in the adminis-

tration of his enormous property ; but greater than

all in the management of his fishing, for if he gives

you leave to fish there, you have the stream for

the day to yourself. You are in no danger of seeing

your favourite pool already flogged by another sports-

man, or of finding rows of figures before you fringing

the river bank, waving their long wands in the air,

each followed by his boy with basket and generally

useless landing net. ' Competition ' and ' the greatest

happiness of the greatest number ' are not heard

of in this antique domain. A day's fishing at

Cheneys means a day by the best water in England

in the fisherman's paradise of solitude.

Such a day's privilege had been extended to me

if I cared to avail myself of it, when I was coming

down to see the chapel, and though my sporting

days were over, and gun and rod had long lain

undisturbed in their boxes, yet neither the art of

fly-fishing, nor the enjoyment of it when once

acquired and tasted, will leave us except with life.
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The hand does not forget its cunning, and oppor-

tunity begets the inclination to use it. I had brought

my fishing case along with me. Shall I stay at the

inn over the day and try what can be done ? The

rain and the prospect of another such breakfast

decide it between them. The water-keeper is at

the window—best of keepers—for he wiU accept

a sandwich perhaps for luncheon, a pull from your

flask, and a cigar out of your case, but other fee

on no condition. The rain, he tells me, has raised

the water, and the large fish are on the move, the

May-fly has been down for two days. They were

feeding on it last evening. If the sky clears they

will take well in the afternoon ; but the fly will

not show till the rain stops.

The Cheneys fishing is divided in the middle

by a mill. Below the mill the trout are in greatest

numbers, but comparatively small ; above it is a

long still deep pool where the huge monsters lie, and

in common weather never stir till twilight. The

keeper and I remember a summer evening some

years age, when at nightfall, after a burning day,

the glittering surface of the water was dimpled with

rings, and a fly thrown into the middle of these

circles was answered more than once by a rush anc?

scream of the reel ; and a struggle which the dark-
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ness made more exciting. You may as well fish

on the high road as in the mill-pool when the

sun is above the horizon, and even at night you

will rarely succeed there ; but at the beginning of

the May-fly season these large fish sometimes run

up to the rapid stream at the pool head to feed.

This the keeper decides shall be tried if the fly

comes down. For the morning he will leave me

to myself.

Does the reader care to hear of a day's fishing

in a chalk stream fifteen miles from London ? As

music to the deaf, as poetry to the political economist,

as a mountain landscape to the London cockney, so

is a chalk stream trout-fishing to those who never

felt their fingers tingle as the line whistles through

the rings. For them I write no further; let

them leave the page uncut and turn on to the

next article.

Breakfast over, I start for the lower water. I

have my boy with me home for the holidays. He

carries the landing net, and we splash through the

rain to the mill. The river runs for a quarter of a

mile down under hanging bushes. As with other

accomplishments when once learnt, eye and hand do

the work in fly-fishing without reference to the mind

for orders. The eye tells the hand how distant the

VOL. IV. 34
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bushes are, how near the casting line approaches

them. If a gust of wind twists it into a heap, or

sweeps it towards a dangerous bough, the wrist does

something on the instant which sends the fly straight

and unharmed into the water. Practice gives our

different organs functions like the instinct of animals;

who do what their habits require, yet know not

what they do.

The small fish take freely—some go back into

the water, the few in good condition into the basket,

which, after a field or two, becomes perceptibly

heavier. The governor, a small humble bee, used

to be a good fly at Cheneys, and so did the black

alder. Neither of them is of any use to-day. The

season has been cold and late. The March brown

answers best, with the never-failing red spinner.

After running rapidly through two or three meadows,

the river opens into a broad smooth shallow, where

the trout are lai-gei, and the water being extremely

clear, are specially difficult to catch. In such a place

as this, it is useless to throw your fly at random

upon the stream. You must watch for a fish which

is rising, and you must fish for him till you either

catch him or disturb him. It is not enough to

go below him and throw upwards, for though he lies

with his head up-stream, his projecting eye looks
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back over his shoulders. You must hide behind

a bunch of rushes. You must crawl along the grass

with one arm only raised. If the sun is shining and

the shadow of your rod glances over the gravel, you

may get up and walk away. No fish within sight

will stir then to the daintiest cast.

I see a fish close to the bank on the opposite

side, lazily lifting his head as a fly floats past him.

It is a long throw, but the wind is fair and he is

worth an effort—once, twice, three times I fail to

reach him. The fourth I land the fly on the far

bank, and draw it gently off upon his very nose.

He swirls in the water like a salmon as he sweeps

round to seize it. There is a splash—a sharp jerk,

telling unmistakably that something has given way.

A large fish may break you honestly in weeds or

round a rock or stump, and only fate is to blame,

but to let yourself be broken on the first strike is

unpardonable. What can have happened ? Alas,

the red-spinner has snapped in two at the turn

—

a new fly bought last week at 's, whose boast it

has been that no fly of his was ever known to break

or bend.

One grumbles on these occasions, for it is always

the best fish which one loses; and as imagination is

free, one may call him what weight one pleases.
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The damage is soon repaired. The basket fills fast

as trout follows trout. It still rains, and I begin

to think that I have had enough of it. I have

promised to be at the mill at midday, and then

we shall see.

Evidently the sky means mischief. Black thunder-

clouds pile up to windward, and heavy drops continue

falling. But there is a break in the south as I walk

back by the bank—a gleam of sunshine spans the

valley with a rainbow, and an actual May-fly or two

sails by which I see greedily swallowed. The keeper

is waiting ; he looks scornfully into my basket.

Fish—did I call these herrings fish ? I must try

the upper water at all events. The large trout were

feeding, but the fly was not yet properly on—we can

have our luncheon first.

How pleasant is luncheon on mountain-side or

river's bank, when you fling yourself down on fern

or heather after your morning's work, and no daintiest

entria had ever such flavour as your sandwiches, and

no champagne was ever so exquisite as the fresh

stream water just tempered from your whisky flask.

Then follows the smoke, when the keeper fills his

pipe at your bag, and old adventures are talked over,

and the conversation wanders on through anecdotes

and experiences, till, as you listen to the shrewd
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sense and kindly feeling of your companion, you

become aware that the steep difference which you

had imagined to be created by education and habits

of life had no existence save in your own conceit.

Fortune is less unjust than she seems, and true

hearts and clear-judging healthy minds are bred as

easily in the cottage as the palace.

But time runs on, and I must hasten to the end

of my story. The short respite from the wet is over.

Down falls the rain again ; rain not to be measured

by inches, but by feet ; rain such as has rarely been

seen in England before this ' sestas mirabilis' of 1879.

It looks hopeless, but the distance by the road to

the top of the water is not great. "We complain if

we are caught in a shower; we splash along in a

deluge, in boots and waterproof, as composedly as

if we were seals or otters. The river is rising and,

as seldom happens with a chalk stream, it is growing

discoloured. Everj"- lane is running with a brown

stream, which finds its way at last into the main

channel. The highest point is soon reached. The

first hundred yards are shallow, and to keep the

cattle from straying a high iron railing runs along

the bank. Well I knew that iron railing. You

must stand on the lower bar to fish over it. If you

hook a trout, you must play him from that uneasy
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perch in a rapid current among weeds and stones,

and your attendant niust use his landing net through

the bars. Generally it is the liveliest spot in the

river, but nothing can be done there to-day. There

is a ford immediately above, into -which the thick

road-water is pouring, and the fish cannot see the

fly. Shall we give it up ? Not yet. Further down

the mud settles a little, and by this time even the

road has been washed clean, and less dirt comes

off it. The flood stirs the trout into life and hunger,

and their eyes, accustomed to the transparency of the

chalk water, do not see you so quickly.

Below the shallow there is a pool made by a

small weir, over which the flood is now rushing—on

one side there is an open hatchway, with the sti-eam

pouring through. The banks are bushy, and over

the deepest part of the pool the stem of a large ash

projects into the river. Yesterday, when the water

was lower, the keeper saw a four-pounder lying

under that stem. Between the weir and the trees

it is an awkward spot, but difficulty is the charm

of fly-fishing. The dangerous drop fly must be

taken off; a drop fly is only fit for open water,

where there is neither weed nor stump. The March

brown is sent skimming at the tail of the casting

line, to be dropped, if possible, just above the ash.
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and to be carried under it by the stream. It has

been caught in a root, so it seems ; or it is foul some-

where. Surely no fish ever gave so dead a pull.

No
;

it is no root. The line shoots under the bank.

There is a broad flash of white just below the

surface a moment's struggle, the rod springs straight,

and the line comes back unbroken. The March

brown is still floating at the end of it. It was a

big fish, perhaps the keeper's very big one; he must

hav« been lightly hooked, and have rubbed the fly

out of his mouth.

But let us look closer. The red-spinner had

played false in the morning; may not something

like it have befallen the March brown ? Something

like it, indeed. The hook has straightened out as if,

instead of steel, it had been made of copper. A
pretty business ! I try another, and another, with

the same result. The heavy trout take them, and

one bends and the next breaks. Oh !
1

Well for Charles Kingsley that he was gone before

he heard of a treason which would have broken his

trust in man. You, in whose praise I have heard him

so often eloquent ! You who never dealt in shoddy

goods. You who were faithful if all else were faith-

less, and redeemed the credit of English tradesmen !

You had not then been in the school of progress
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and learnt that it was the buyer's business to distin-

guish good from bad. You never furnished your

customers with cheap and nasty wares, fair-looking

to the eye and worthless to the touch and trial. In

those days you dealt with gentlemen, and you felt

and traded like a gentleman yourself. And now you,

too, have gone the way of your fellows. You are

making a fortune, as you call it, out of the reputation

which you won honourably in better days. You

have given yourself over to competition and sem-

blance. You have entered for the race among the

sharpers and will win by knavery and tricks like the

rest. I will not name you for the sake of the old

times, when C. K. and I could send you a description

of a fly from the furthest corner of Ireland, and by

return of post would come a packet tied on hooks

which Kendal and Limerick might equal, but could

not excel. You may live on undenounced for me

;

but read C. K.'s books over again ; repent of your

sins, go back to honest ways, and renounce the new^

gospel in which whosoever believes shall not be saved.

But what is to be done ? Spite of the rain the

river is now covered with drowned May-flies, and

the trout are taking them all round. I have new

May-flies from the same quarter in my book, but it

will be mere vexation to try them. Luckily for
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me there are a few old ones surviving from other

days. The gut is brown with age—but I must

venture it. If this breaks I will go home, lock away

my rod, and write an essay on the effects of the

substitution of PoUtical Economy for the Christian

faith.

On, then, goes one of these old flies. It looks

well. It bears a mild strain, and, like Don Quixote

with his helmet, I will not put it to a severe trial.

Out it shoots over the pool, so natural-looking that.

I cannot distinguish it from a real fly which floats

at its side. I cannot, nor can that large trout in

the smooth water above the fall. He takes it,

springs into the air, and then darts at the weir to

throw himself over. If he goes down he is lost

Hold on. He has the stream to help him, and not

an inch of line can be spared. The rod bends

double, but the old gut is true. Down the fall he

is not to go. He turns up the pool, he makes a

dart for the hatchway,—but if you can stand a

trout's first rush you need not fear him in fair water

afterwards. A few more efforts and he is in the net

and on the bank, not the keeper's four-pounder,

but a handsome fish, which I know that he will

approve.

Ho had walked down the bank pensively while
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I was in the difficulty with my flies, meditating,

perhaps, on idle gentlemen, and reflecting that if

the tradesmen were knaves the gentlemen were

con-espondingly fools. He called to me to come to

him just as I had landed my trout. He was standing

by the side of the rapid stream at the head of the

mill pool. It was as he had foretold ; the great

fish had come up, and were rolling like salmon on

the top of the water gulping down the May-flies.

Even when they are thus carelessly ravenous, the

clearness of the river creates a certain difficulty in

catching them in ordinary times, but to-day the

flood made caution superfluous. They were splashing

on the surface close to our feet, rolling about in a

negligent gluttony which seemed to take from them

every thought of danger, for a distance of at least

three hundred yards.

There Was no longer any alarm for the tackle,

and it was but to throw the fly upon the river, near

Or far, for a trout instantly to seize it. There was

no shy rising where suspicion balks the appetite.

The fish were swallowing with a deliberate serious-

ness every fly which drifted in their reach, snapping

their jaws upon it with a gulp of satisfaction. The

only difficulty was in jjlaying them when hooked

with a delicate chalk-stream casting-line. For an
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hour and a half it lasted, such an hour and a half

of trout fishing as I had never seen and shall never

see again. The ease of success at last became

wearisome. Two large baskets were filled to the

brim. Accident had thrown in my way a singular

opportunity which it would have been wrong to

abuse, so I decided to stop. We emptied out our

spoils upon the grass, and the old keeper said that

long as he had known the river he had never but

once seen so many fish of so large size taken in the

Ches in a single day by a single rod.

How can a reasonable creature find pleasure in

: having performed such an exploit? If trout were

wanted for human food, a net would have answered

the purpose with less trouble to the man and less

annoyance to the fish. Throughout creation man is

the only animal—man, and the dogs and cats which

have learnt from him—who kills, for the sake of

killing, what he does not want, and calls it sport.

AH other animals seize their prey only when hungry,

and are satisfied when their hunger is appeased.

Such, it can only be answered, is man's disposi-

tion. He is a curiously formed creature, and the

appetite for sport does not seem to disappear with

civilization. The savage in his natural state hunts,

as the animals hunt, to support his life ; the sense
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of sport is strongest in the elaborately educated

and civilized. It may be that the taste will die

out before 'Progress.' Our descendants perhaps, a

few generations hence, may look back upon a

pheasant battue .as we look back on bear-baiting

and bull-fighting, and our mild offspring, instructed

in the theory of development, may see a proof in

their fathers' habits that they come of a race who

were once crueller than tigers, and will congratulate

themselves on the chango- So they will think, if

they judge us as we judge our forefathers of the

. days of the Plantagenets and Tudors, and both we

and they may be perhaps mistaken. Half the lives

of men in mediaeval Europe was spent in fighting.

Yet from medieval Europe came the knightly

graces of courtesy and chivalry. The modem

soldier, whose trade is war, yet hates and dreads

war more than civilians dread it. The sportsman's

knowledge of the habits of animals gives him a

kindly feeling towards them notwithstanding, and

sporting tends rather to their preservation than

their destruction. The human race may become at

last vegetarians and water-drinkers. Astraea may

come back, and man may cease to take the life of

bird, or beast, or fish. But the lion will not lie

down with the lamb, for lambs and lions will no
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longer be ; the eagle will not feed beside tb°! dove,

for doves will not be allowed to consume grain

which might have served as human food, and will

be extinct as the dodo. It may be all right and

fit and proper : a world of harmless vegetarians

may be the appropriate outcome of the development

of humanity. But we who have been born in a

ruder age do not aspire to rise beyond the level of

our own times. We have toiled, we have suffered,

we have enjoyed, as the nature which we have

received has prompted us. We blame our fathers'

habits ; our children may blame ours in turn
;
yet

we may be sitting in judgment, both of us, on

matters of which we know nothing.

The storm has passed away, the dripping trees

are sparkling in the warm and watery sunset.

Back, then, to our inn, where dinner waits for us,

the choicest of our own trout, pink as salmon, with

the milky curd in them, and no sauce to spoil the

delicacy of their flavour. Then bed, with its

lavender-scented sheets and white curtains, and

sleep, sound sweet sleep, that loves the country

villao-e and comes not near a London bedroom. In

the morning, adieu to Cheneys, with its red gable-

ends and chimneys, its venerable trees, its old-world

manners, and the solemn memories of its mausoleum.
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A.dieu, too, to the river, which, ' though men may

come and men may go,' has flowed and will flow

on for ever, winding among its reed beds, murmuring

over its gravelly fords, heedless of royal dynasties,

uncaring whether Cheney or Russell calls himself

lord of its waters, graciously turning the pleasant

corn mills in its course, unpolluted by the fetid

refuse of manufactures, and travelling on to the

ocean bright and pure and uncharged with poison,

as in the old times when the priest sung mass in

the church upon the hill and the sweet soft matins

bell woke the hamlet to its morning prayers.



A SIDING AT A RAILWAY STATION.

[FRASER'S MAQ4ZINE. lS79.-\

SOME years ago I was travelling by railway, no

matter whence or whither. I was in a second-

class carriage. We had been long on the road,

and had still some distance before us, when one

evening onr journey was brought unexpectedly to

an end by the train running into a siding. The

guards opened the doors, we were told that we

could proceed no further, and were required to

alight. The passengers were numerous, and of all

ranks and sorts. There were third class, second,

first, with saloon carriages for several great persons

of hiffh distinction. We had ministers of state,

judges on circuit, directors, leading men of business,

idle young men of family who were out amusing

themselves, an archbishop, several ladies, and a

duke and duchess with their suite. These favoured

travellers had Pullman cars to themselves and
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occupied as much room as was allotted to scores of

plebeians. I had amused myself for several days

in observing the luxurious appurtenances by which

they were protected against discomfort—the piles

of cushions and cloaks, the baskets of dainties, the

novels and magazines to pass away the time, and

the profound attention which they met with from

the conductors and station-masters on the line.

The rest of us were a miscellaneous crowd—com-

mercial people, lawyers, artists, men of letters,

tourists moving about for pleasure or because they

had nothing to do ; and in the third-class carriages,

artisans and labourers in search of work, women

looking for husbands or for service, or beggars flying

from starvation in one part of the world to find

it follow them like their shadows, let them go

where they pleased. All these were huddled together,

feeding hardly on such poor provisions as they

carried with them or could pick up at the stopping-

places. No more consideration was shown them

than if they had been so many cattle. But they

were merry enough : songs and sounds of laughter

came from their windows, and notwithstanding all

their conveniences, the languid-looking fine people

in the large compartments seemed to me to get

through their journey with less enjojnnent after
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all than their poor fellow-travellers. These last

appeared to be of tougher texture, to care less for

being jolted and shaken, to be better-humoured

and kinder to one another. They had found life

go hard with them wherever they had been, and not

being accustomed to have everything which they

wished for, they were less selfish and more considerate.

The intimation that our journey was for the

present at an end came on most of us as an un-

pleasant surprise. The grandees got out in a high

state of indignation. They called for their servants,

but their servants did not hear them, or laughed

and passed on. The conductors had forgotten to

be obsequious. All classes on the platform were

suddenly on a level. A beggar-woman hustled the

duchess as she was standing astonished because her

maid had left her to carry her own bag. The

patricians were pushed about among the crowd with

no more concern than if they had been common

mortals. They demanded loudly to see the station-

master. The minister complained angrily of the

delay ; an important negotiation would be imperilled

by his detention, and he threatened the company

with the displeasure of his department. A con-

sequential youth who had just heard of the death

of his elder brother was flying home to take his

VOL. IV. 35
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inheritance. A great lady had secured, as she had

hoped, a brilliant match for her daughter ; her work

over, she had been at the baths to recover from

the dissipation of the season ; difficulty had risen

unlocked for, and unless she was at hand to remove

it, the worst consequences might be feared. A
banker declared that the credit of a leading com-

mercial house might fail unless he could be at

home on the day fixed for his return : he alone

could save it. A solicitor had the evidence in his

portmanteau which would determine the succession

to the lands and title of an ancient family. An

elderly gentleman was in despair about his young

wife, whom he had left at home ; he had made

a will by which she was to lose his fortune if she

married again after his death, but the will was

lying in his desk unsigned. The archbishop was

on his way to a synod where the great question

was to be discussed whether gas might be used at

the altar instead of candles. The altar candles

were blessed before they were used, and the doubt

was whether gas could be blessed. The right

reverend prelate conceived that if the gas tubes

were made in the shape of candles the difficulty

could be got over, but he feared that without

his moderating influence the majority might
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come to a rash decision. All these persons were

clamouring over their various anxieties with the

most naive frankness, the truth coming freely out

•whatever it might be. One distinguished-looking

lady in deep mourning, with a sad gentle face, alone

was resigned and hopeful. It seemed that hei

husband had been stopped not long before at the

same station. She thought it possible that she

might meet him again.

The station-master listened to the complaints

with composed indifference. He told the loudest

that they need not alarm themselves. The State

would survive the absence of the minister. The

minister, in fact, was not thinking of the State at all,

but of the party triumph which he expected ; and the

peerage which was to be his reward, the station-master

said would now be of no use to him. The youth had

a second brother who would succeed instead of him,

and the tenants would not be inconvenienced by the

change. The fine lady's daughter would marry to

her own liking instead of her mother's, and would be

all the happier for it. The commercial house was

already insolvent, and the longer it lasted the more

innocent people would be ruined by it. The boy

whom the lawyer intended to make into a rich

baronet was now working industriously at school,
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and would grow up a useful man. If a great estate

fell in to him he would be idle and dissolute. The

old man might congratulate himself that he had

escaped so sooa from the scrape into which he had

fallen. His wife would marry an adventurer, and

would suffer worse from inheriting his fortune. The

archbishop was commended for his anxiety. His

solution of the candle problem was no doubt an

excellent one ; but his clergy were now provided

with a harmless subject to quarrel over, and if it was

adopted they might fall out over something else

which might be seriously mischievous.

'Do you mean, then, that you are not going

to send us forward at all ?
' the minister inquired

sternly.

' You will see,' the station-master answered with

a curious short laugh. I observed that he looked

more gently at the lady in mourning. She had said

nothing, but he knew what was in her miad, and

though he held out no hope in words that her wish

would be gratified, he smiled sadly, and the irony

passed out of his face.

The crowd, meanwhile, were standing about the

platform whistling tunes or amusing themselves, not

ill-naturedly, at the distress of their grand com-

panions. Something considerable was happening.
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But they had so long experienced the ups and downs
of things that they were prepared for what fortune

might send. They had not expected to find a

Paxadise where they were going, and one place

might be as good as another. They had nothing

belonging to them except the clothes they stood in

and their bits of skill in their different trades. Wher-
ever men were, there would be need of cobblers and

tailors, and smiths and carpenters. If not, they

might fall on their feet somehow if there was work

to be done of any sort.

Presently a bell rang, a door was flung open, and

we were ordered into a waiting-room, where we were

told that our luggage was to be examined. It was

a large barely furnished apartment, like the salle

d'attente at the Northern Railway Station at Paris.

A rail ran across, behind which we were all penned

;

opposite to us was the usual long table, on which

were pUed boxes, bags, and portmanteaus, and behind

them stood a row of officials, in a plain uniform with

gold bands round their caps, and the dry peremptory

manner which passengers accustomed to deference so

particularly dislike. At their backs was a screen

extending across the room, reaching half way to the

ceiling; in the rear of it there was apparently an

office.
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We each looked to see that our particular belong-

ings were safe, but we were surprised to find that we

could recognize none of them. Packages there were

in plenty, alleged to be the property of the pas-

sengers who had come in by the train. They were

arranged in the three classes—first, second, and third

—but the proportions were inverted : most of it was

labelled as the luggage of the travellers in fustian,

who had brought nothing with them but what they

carried in their hands ; a moderate heap stood where

the second-class luggage should have been, and some

of superior quality, but none of us could make out

the shape of our own trunks. As to the grand

ladies and gentlemen, the innumerable articles which

I had seen put as theirs into the van were nowhere

to be found. A few shawls and cloaks lay upon the

planks, and that was all. There was a loud outcry,

but the officials were accustomed to it, and took no

notice. The station-master, who was still in charge

of us, said briefly that the saloon luggage would be

sent forward in the next train. The late owners

would have no more use for it, and it would be

delivered to their friends.

The late owners ! Were we no longer actual

owners, then ? My individual loss was not great,

and, besides, it might be made up to me, for I saw
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mj name on a strange box on the table, and being

of curious disposition, the singularity of the adven-

ture made it interesting to me. The consternation of

the rest was indescribable. The minister supposed

that he had fallen among Communists, who dis-

believed in property, and was beginning a speech on

the elementary conditions of society, when silence

was called, and the third-class passengers were called

to advance, that their boxes might be opened. Each

man had his own carefully docketed. The lids flew

off, and within, instead of clothes and shoes and

dressing apparatus and money and jewels and such

like, were simply samples of the work which he had

done in his life. There was an account-book also, in

which was entered the number of days which he had

worked, the number and size of the fields, &c., which

he had drained and enclosed and ploughed, the crops

which he had reaped, the walls which he had built,

the metal which he had dug out and smelted and

fashioned into articles of use to mankind, the leather

which he had tanned, the clothes which he had

woven—all entered with punctual exactness ; and on

the opposite page, the wages which he had received,

and the share which had been allotted to him of the

good things which he had helped to create.

Besides his work, so specifically called, there were
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his actions—his affection for his parents, or his wife

and children, his self-denials, his charities, his purity,

his truth, his honesty, or, it might be, ugly catalogues

of sins and oaths and drunkenness and brutality. But

inquiry into action was reserved for a second investi-

gation before a higher commissioner. The first

examination was confined to the literal work done

by each man for the general good—how much he

had contributed, and how much society had done

for him in return ; and no one, it seemed, could be

allowed to go any further without a certificate of

having passed this test satisfactorily. With the

workmen, the balance in most instances was found

enormously in their favour. The state of the case

Was so clear that the scrutiny was rapidly got over,

and they and their luggage were passed in to the

higher court. A few were found whose boxes were

empty, who had done nothing useful all their lives,

and had subsisted by begging and stealing. These

were ordered to stand aside till the rest of us had

been disposed of.

The saloon passengers were taken next. Most of

them, who had nothing at all to show, were called up

together, and were asked what they had to say for

themselves. A well-dressed gentleman who spoke

for the rest, said that the whole investigation was
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a mystery to him. He and his friends had been

born to good fortunes, and had found themselves on

entering upon life, amply provided for. They had

never been told that work was required of them,

either work with their hands or work with their

heads—in fact, work of any kind. It was right, of

course, for the poor to work, because they could not

honestly live otherwise. For themselves, they had

spent their time in amusements, generally innocent

They had paid for everything which they had con-

sumed. They had stolen nothing, taken nothing

from any man by violence or fraud. They had kept

the commandments, all ten of them, from the time

when they were old enough to understand them.

The speaker, at least, declared that he had no breach

of any commandment on his own conscience, and he

believed he might say as much of his companions.

They were superior people, who had been always

looked up to and well spoken of, and to call upon

them to show what they had done was against reason

and equity.

'Gentlemen,' said the chief official, 'we have

heard this many times
;
yet as often as it is repeated

we feel fresh astonishment. You have been in a

world where work is the condition of hfe. Not a

meal can be had by any man that some one has not
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worked to produce. Those who work deserve to eat

;

those who do not work deserve to starve. There are

but three ways of living : by working, by stealing,

or by begging. Those who have not lived by the

first have lived by one of the other two. And no

matter how superior you think yourselves, you will

not pass here till you have something of your own

to produce. You have had your wages beforehand

—

ample wages, as you acknowledge yourselves. What

have you to show ?

'

'Wages!' the speaker said. 'We are not hired

servants; we received no wages. What we spent

was our own. All the orders we received were that

we were not to do wrong. We have done no wrong.

I appeal to the higher court.'

But the appeal could not be received. To all

who presented themselves with empty boxes, no

matter who they were, or how excellent their cha-

racters appeared to one another, there was the

irrevocable answer, ' No admittance, till you come

better furnished.' All who were in this condition,

the duke and duchess among them, were ordered to

stand aside with the thieves. The duchess declared

that she had given the finest parties in the season,

and as it was universally agreed that they had been

the most tedious, and that no one had found any
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pleasure there, a momentary doubt rose whether

they might not have answered some useful purpose

in disgusting people with such modes of entertain-

ment ; but no evidence of this was forthcoming : the

world had attended them because the world had

nothing else to do ; and she and her guests had been

alike unprofitable. Thus the large majority of the

saloon passengers was disposed of. The minister,

the archbishop, the lawyer, the banker, and others,

who, although they had no material work credited

to them, had yet been active and laborious in

their different callings, were passed to the superior

judges.

Our turn came next—ours of the second class

—

and a motley gathering we were. Busy we must all

have been, from the multitude of articles which

we found assigned to us. Manufacturers with their

wares, solicitors with their lawsuits, doctors and

clergymen with the bodies and souls which they had

saved or lost, authors with their books, painters and

sculptors with their pictures and statues. But the

hard test was applied to all that we had produced—

the wages which we had received on one side, and

the value of our exertions to mankind on the other

and imposing as our performances looked when

laid out to be examined, we had been paid, most of
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US, out of all proportion to what we were ibund to

have deserved. I was reminded of a large compart-

ment in the Paris Exhibition where an active gentle-

man, wishing to show the state of Enghsh literature,

had collected copies of every book, review, pamphlet,

or newspaper which had been published in a single

year. The bulk was overwhelming, but the figures

were only decimal points, and the worth of the whole

was a fraction above zero. A few of us were turned

back summarily among the thieves and the fine

gentlemen and ladies—speculators who had done

nothing but handle money which had clung to their

fingers in passing through them, diviues who had

preached a morality which they did not practise, and

fluent orators who had made speeches which they

knew to be nonsense, philosophers who had spun out

of moonshine systems of the universe, distinguLshed

pleaders who had defeated justice while they estab-

lished points of law, writers of books upon subjects

of which they knew enough to mislead their readers,

purveyors of luxuries which had added nothing to

human health or strength, physicians and apothecaries

who had pretended to knowledge which they knew

that they did not possess,—these all, as the contents

of their boxes bore witness against them, were thrust

back into the rejected herd.
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There were some whose account stood better as

having at least produced something of real merit, but

they were cast on the point of wages; modest

excellence had come badly off; the plausible and

unscrupulous had thriven and grown rich. It was

tragical, and evidently a surprise to most of us, to

see how mendacious we had been: how we had

sanded our sugar, watered our milk, scamped our

carpentering and mason's work, literally and meta-

phorically ; how in all things we had been thinking

less of produciag good work than of the profit which

we could make out of it ; how we had sold ourselves

to tell lies and act them, because the public found

lies pleasant and truth expensive and troublesome.

Some of us were manifest rogues who had bought

cheap and sold dear, had used false measures and

weights, had made cotton pass for wool, and hemp

for silk, and tin for silver. The American pedlar

happened to be in the party who had put a rind

upon a grindstone and had sold it as a cheese.

These were promptly sifted out and placed with

their fellows; only persons whose services were on

the whole greater than the pay which they had

received were allowed their certificates. When my

own box was opened, I perceived that though the

wao-es had been small the work done seemed smaller
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still, and I was surprised to find myself among those

who had passed.

The whistle of a train was heard at this moment

coming in upon the main line. It was to go on in

half an hour, and those who had been turned back

were told that they were to proceed by it to the

place where they had been originally going. They

looked infinitely relieved at the news ; but, before

they started, a few questions had to be put to them,

and a few alterations made which were to affect their

future. They were asked to explain how they had

come to be such worthless creatures. They gave

many answers, which came mainly to the same

thing. Circumstances had been against them. It

was all owing to circumstances. They had been

badly brought up. They had been placed in situa-

tions where it had been impossible for them to do

better. The rich people repeated that they had

never been informed that any work was expected of

them. Their wants had all been provided for, and it

was unfair to expect that they should have exerted

themselves of their own accord when they had no

motive for working. If they had only been born

poor all would have gone well with them. The

cheating tradesman declared that the first duty of a

shopkeeper, according to all received principles, was
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to make money and better his condition. It "was the

buyer's business to see to the quality of the articles

which he purchased ; the shopkeeper was entitled to

sell his wares at the highest price which he oould

get for them. So, at least, it was believed and

taught by the recognized authorities on the subject.

The orators, preachers, newspaper writers, novel

writers, &c. &c., of whom there were a great many,

appealed to the crowds who came to listen to them

or bought and read their productions. Tout le monde,

it was said, was wiser than the wisest single sage.

They had given the world what the world wished for

and approved ; they had worked at supplying it with

all their might, and it was extremely hard to blame

them for guiding themselves by the world's judg-

ment. The thieves and vagabonds argued that they

had been brought into existence without their con-

sent being asked : they had not wished for it

;

although they had not been without their pleasures,

they regarded existence on the whole as a nuisance

which they would gladly have been spared. Being

alive, however, they had to keep alive ; and for all

that they could see, they had as full a right to the

good things which the world contained as anybody

else, provided they could get them. They were

called thieves. Law and language were made by the
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property owners, who were their natural enemies. If

society had given them the means of living honestly

they would have found it easy to be honest. Society

had done nothing for them—why should they do

anything for society ?

So, in their various ways, those who had been

• plucked ' defended themselves. They were all de •

lighted to hear that they were to have another

chance ; and I was amused to observe that though

some of them had pretended that they had not

wished to be born, and had rather not have been

born, not one of them protested against being sent

back. All they asked was that they should be put

in a new position, and that the adverse influences

should be taken off. I expected that among these

adverse influences they would have mentioned the

faults of their own dispositions. My own opinion

had been that half the misdoings of men came from

congenital defects of character which they had

brought with them into the world, and that con-

stitutional courage, right-mindedness, and practical

ability were as much gifts of nature or circumstance

as the accidents of fortune. A change in this respect

was of more consequence than in any other. But

with themselves they were all apparently satisfied,

and they required only an improvement in their
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surroundings. The alterations were rapidly made.

The duchess was sent to begin her life again in a

labourer's cottage. She was to attend the village

school, and rise thence into a housemaid. The fine

gentleman was made a ploughboy. The authors and

preachers were to become mechanics, and bound

apprentices to carpenters and blacksmiths. A phi-

losopher who, having had a good fortune and un-

broken health, had insisted that the world was as

good as it could be made, was to be born blind and

paralytic, and to find his way through life under the

new conditions. The thieves and cheats, who

pretended that their misdemeanours were due to

poverty, were to find themselves, when they arrived

in the world again, in palaces surrounded with

luxury. The cup of Lethe was sent round. The

past became a blank. They were hurried into

the train ; the engine screamed and flew away with

them.

' They will be all here again in a few years,' the

station-master said, ' and it will be the same story

over again. I have had these very people in my

hands a dozen times. They have been tried in all

positions, and there is stiU nothing to show, and

nothing but complaints of circumstances. For my

part I would put them out altogether.' ' How long
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is it to last ?
' I asked. ' Well/ he said, ' it does

not depend on me. No onij passes liere who cannot

prove that he has lived to some purpose. Some of

the worst I have known made at last into pigs and

geese, to be fatted up and eaten, and made of use in

that way. Others have become asses, condemned to

carry burdens, to be beaten with sticks, and to breed

asses like themselves for a hundred generations.

All animated creatures tend to take the shape at last

which suits their character.'

The train was scarcely out of sight when again

the bell rang. The scene changed as at a theatre.

The screen was rolled back, and we who were left

found ourselves in the presence of four grave-looking

persons like the board of examiners whom we

remembered at college. We were called up one by

one. The work which had passed the first ordeal was

again looked into, and the quality of it compared

with the talent or faculty of the producer, to see how

far he had done his best ; whether anywhere he had

done worse than he might have done and knew how

to have done ; while besides, in a separate collection,

were the vices, the sins, the selfishnesses and ill-

humours, with, in the other scale, the acts of

personal duty, of love and kindness and charity,

which had increased the happiness or lightened the
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sorrows of those connected with him. These last, I

observed, had generally been forgotten by the

owner, who saw them appear with surprise, and even

repudiated them with protest. In the work, of

course, both material and moral, there was eveiy

gradation both of kind and merit. But while no-

thing was absolutely worthless, everything, even the

highest achievements of the greatest artist or the

greatest saint, fell short of absolute perfection.

Each of us saw our own performances, from our

first ignorant beginnings to what we regarded as our

greatest triumph ; and it was easy to trace how much

of our faults were due to natural deficiencies and the

necessary failures of inexperience, and how much to

self-will or vanity or idleness. Some taint of mean

motives, too, some desire of reward, desire of praise

or honour or wealth, some foolish self-satisfaction,

when satisfaction ought not to have been felt, was to

be seen infecting everything, even the very best

which was presented for scrutiny.

So plain was this that one of us, an earnest,

impressive-looking person, whose own work bore

inspection better than that of most of us, exclaimed

passionately that, so far as he was concerned, the

examiners might spare their labour. From his

earliest years he had known what he ought to do,
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and in no instance had he ever completely done it.

He had struggled; he had conquered his grosser

faults ; but the farther he had gone, and the better

he had been able to do, his knowledge had still

grown faster than his power of acting upon it ; and

every additional day that he had lived, his short-

comings had become more naiserably plain to him.

Even if he could have reached perfection at last, he

could not undo the past, and the faults of his youth

would bear witness against him and call for his con-

demnation. Therefore, he said, he abhorred himself

He had no merit which could entitle him to look

for favour. He had laboured on to the end, but he

had laboured with a full knowledge that the best

which he could offer would be unworthy of accept-

ance. He had been told, and he believed, that a

high spirit, not subject to infirmity, had done his

work for him, and done it perfectly, and that if he

abandoned all claim on his own account, he might

be accepted for the sake of what another had done.

This, he trusted, was true, and it was his sole

dependence. In the so-called good actions with

which he seemed to be credited, there was nothing

that was really good ; there was not one which was

altogether what it ought to have been.

He was evidently sincere, and what he said was
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undoubtedly true—true of him and true of every one.

Even in the vehemence of his self-abandonment a

trace lingered of the taint which he was confess-

ing, for he was a polemical divine ; he had spent

his life and gained a reputation in maintaining

this particular doctrine. He believed it, but he

had not forgotten that he had been himself its

champion.

The examiner looked kindly at him ; but answered,

' We do not expect impossibilities ; and we do not

blame you when you have not accomplished what

is beyond your strength. Only those who are them-

selves perfect can do anything perfectly. Human

beings are born ignorant and helpless. They bring

into the world with them a disposition to seek what

is pleasant to themselves, and what is pleasant is

not always right. They learn to live as they learn

everything else. At first they cannot do rightly

at all. They improve under teaching and practice.

The best only arrive at excellence. We do not find

fault with the painter on account of his first bad

copies if they were as good as could be looked for

at his age. Every craftsman acquires his art by

degrees. He begins badly ; he cannot help it

;

and it is the same with life. You learn to walk

by falling down. You learn to live by going wrong
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and experiencing the consequences of it. We do

not record against a man " the sins of his youth

"

if he has been honestly trying to improve himself

We do not require the same self-control in a child

as in a man. We do not require the same attain-

ments from all. Some are well taught, some are

ill taught, some are not taught at all. Some have

naturally good dispositions, some have naturally

bad dispositions. Not one has had power " to fulfil

the law," as you call it, completely. Therefore, it

is no crime in him if he fails. We reckon as faults

those only which arise from idleness, wilfulness,

selfishness, and deliberate preference of evil to

good. Each is judged according to what he has

received.'

I was amused to observe how pleased the arch-

bishop looked while the examiner was speaking.

He had himself been engaged in controversy with

this gentleman on the share of ' good works ' in

justifying a man, and if the examiner had not taken

his side in the discussion he had at least demolished

his adversary. The archbishop had been the more

disinterested in the line which he had taken, as his

own ' works,' though in several large folios, weighed

extremely little ; and, indeed, had it not been for

passages in his early life—he had starved himself
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at college that he might not be a burden upon his

widowed mother—I do not know but that he might

have been sent back into the world to serve as a

parish clerk.

For myself, there were questions which I was

longing to ask, and I was trying to collect my

courage to speak. I wanted chiefly to know what

the examiner meant by 'natural disposition.' Was

it that a man might be born with a natural capacity

for becoming a saint, as another man with a capacity

to become a great artist or musician, and that each

of us could only grow to the limits of his natural

powers ? and, again, were idleness, wilfulness, selfish-

ness, &c. &c., natural dispositions ?—for in that

case

But at the moment the bell rang again and my

own name was called. There was no occasion to

ask who I was. In every instance the identity of

the person, his history, small or large, and all that

he had said or done, was placed before the court

so clearly that there was no need for extorting a

confession. There stood the catalogue inexorably

impartial, the bad actions in a schedule painfully

large, the few good actions veined with personal

motives which spoilt the best of them. In the way

of work there was nothing to be shown but certain
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books and other -writings, and these were spread

out to be tested. A fluid was poured on the pages,

the effect of which was to obliterate entirely every

untrue proposition, and to make every partially

true proposition grow faint in proportion to the

false element which entered into it. Alas ! chapter

after chapter vanished away, leaving the paper clean

as if no compositor had ever laboured in setting

type for it. Pale and illegible became the fine-

sounding paragraphs on which I had secretly prided

myself A few passages, however, survived here

and there at long intervals. They were those on

which I had laboured least and had almost forgotten,

or those, as I observed in one or two instances,

which had been selected for special reprobation in

the weekly journals. Something stood to my credit,

and the worst charge of wilfully and intentionally

setting down what I did not believe to be true

was not alleged against me. Ignorance, prejudice,

carelessness ; sins of infirmity—culpable indeed, but

not culpable in the last degree; the water in the

ink, the commonplaces, the ineffectual sentiments;

these, to my unspeakable comfort, I perceived were

my heaviest crimes. Had I been accused of absolute

worthlessness, I should have pleaded guilty in the

state of humiliation to which I was reduced ; but
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things were better than they might have been. I

was flattering myself that when it came to the wa^-es

question, the balance would be in my favour : so

many years of labour—such and such cheques

received from my publisher. Here, at least, I held

myself safe, and [ was in good hope that I might

scrape through. The examiner was good-natured

in his manner. A reviewer who had been listening

for my condemnation was beginning to look dis-

gusted, when suddenly one of the walls of the

court became transparent, and there appeared an

interminable vista of creatures—creatures of all

kinds from land and water, reaching away into the

extreme distance. They were those which in the

course of my life I had devoured, either in part or

whole, to ^stain my unconscionable carcass. There

they stood in lines with solemn and reproachful

faces—oxen and calves, sheep and lambs, deer,

hares, rabbits, turkeys, ducks, chickens, pheasants,

grouse, and partridges, down to the larks and

sparrows and blackbirds, which I had shot when a

ooy and made into puddings. Every one of them

bad come up to bear witness against their murderer

;

out of sea and river had come the trout and salmon,

the soles and turbots, the ling and cod, the whiting

and mackerel, the smelts and whitebait, the oysters,

VOL. IV. 37
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the crabS; the lobsters, the shrimps. They seemed

literally to be in millions, and I had eaten them

all. I talked of wages. These had been my wages.

At this enormous cost had my existence been

maintained. A stag spoke for the rest. 'We all,'

he said, ' were sacrificed to keep this cormorant in

being, and to enable him to produce the miserable

bits of printed paper which are all that he has to

show for himself Our lives were dear to us. In

meadow and wood, in air and water, we wandered

harmless and innocent, enjoying the pleasant sun-

light, the light of heaven and the sparkling waves

;

we were not worth much ; we have no pretensions

to high qualities. If the person who stands here

to answer for himself can affirm that his value in

the universe was equivalent to the value of all of

us who were sacrificed to feed him, we have no more

to say. Let it be so pronounced. We shall look

at our numbers, and we shall wonder at the

judgment, though we shall withdraw our complaint.

But for ourselves we say freely that we have long

watched him—him and his fellows—and we have

failed to see in what the superiority of the human

creature lies. We know him only as the most

cunning, the most destructive, and, unhappily the

longest-lived of all carnivorous beasts. His delight
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is in killing. Even when his hunger is satisfied he

kills us for his. mere amusement.'

The oxen lowed approval, the sheep bleated, the

birds screamed, the fishes flapped their tails. I, for

myself, stood mute and self-condemned. What

answer but one was possible ? Had I been myself

on the bench I could not have hesitated. The fatal

sentence of condemnation was evidently about to

be uttered when the scene became indistinct, there

was a confused noise, a change of condition, a sound

of running feet and of many voices. I awoke ; I

was again in the railway carriage ; the door was

thrown open; porters entered to take our things.

We stepped out upon the platform. We were at

the terminus for which we had been originally

destined. Carriages and cabs were waiting; tall,

oowdered footmen flew to the assistance of the

luke and duchess. The station-master was standing

hat in hand and obsequiously bowing ; the minister's

private secretary had come to meet his right

honourable chief with the red despatch-box, knowing

the impatience with which it was waited for. The

duke shook hands with the archbishop before he

drove away. ' Dine with us to-morrow ?
' he said.

' I have had a very singular dream. You shall be

my Daniel and interpret it for me.' The archbishop
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regretted infinitely that he must deny himself the

honour ; his presence was required at the Conference.

' I, too, have dreamt/ he said ;
' but with your Grace

and me the realities of this world are too serious to

leave us leisure for the freaks of imasrination.'

THE fND.

Richard day ^ Sojis, Llinitai, London 6r> Bungay,














